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To the Reader

The economr,c, social and, cultural progress of modern society to a
great extent depends on the deuelopment of science and technology, of. the

sctenttsts' contribution to this deuelopment.
Thi,s issue opens with R. Yanovsky's interestin,g study of the social

responsibi,lity of Souiet scientists and of their participation in cornmunist
construction.

' Soviet Scientists on Siberia

ln re,sponse lo our reud,ers' great interest in lhe progress o7 th, ,orinl
sciences in Siberia ue haue osked the Siberian Diuisi,on of the USSR
Academy of Sciences for muterials telling of that progress. In this issue we

are glad to offer you articles by Academician G. Marchuk, Deputy
Chainnan oJ' the USSR Council of Ministers, about the et'forts of
Si,berian scienttsls to find the best ways and forms of combining science
and production and by Acad,emician Y. Koptyug on the system of
troini:ng personnel for Siberia's scientific centres, htgfier educational
institutions, lnd,ustry and agriculture; an analysis of the mai.n trends in
econonxic research conducted at the Nouosibirsh Sci.entifi,c Centre in an
arti,cle by Academi,cian A. Aganbegyan; a surve) of archaeological
inuestigati,ons in Siberia, by Academician A. Okladnikov i an article by

Correspond,i,ng Member of the USSR Acudemy of Sciences T. Zaslavs-
krya deaoted to the elimination ol social distittctions between town and
countryside on the exarnple of Siberuu, and, by V. Boiko in which he

discusses the soctal transformations in the destinies of the indigmous
population of Northern Siberia and the Soai,et Far East in connection
utith the constructton of the Baikal-Amur Railway.

Modern and Contemporary History

The specific features of the socio-econorntc deaelopment of Asia and
Africa a,re analysetl by R. Ulyanovsky and Y. Pavlov, mostly on the
example of India. Underlining ,he USSR's consistent Leninist policy of
peace O. Bykov notes thol if the threat of a thermonuclear war is to be

remoued all states must take a responsible approach to the adoptim of
concrete nxe(sures to eliminate the mulerial basis of such a war.



Economics

G. Shirokov discusses the changes in the interstructural economic
relati,ons of the newly i'nd,ependent states. The ideologi'cal struggle around
Marx's economic theory has not abated. K. Valtukh conui,ncingly &rgues
against P. Sarnuelson's concepts which haue gai.ned wide currency in the
West and distort Marx's uiews on the pri.ce of production theory.

Literary Criticism

This year the numerous admi:rers of the great Russian writer Anton
Chekhou marked the 120th anniaersary of his birth. This issue carri,es an
orti'cle on Chehhoa's humanism by G. Berdnikov, Corresponding
Member of the USSR Acad,emy of Scr,ences, Director of the Gorhy
Institute of World Literature. Academician M. Khrapchenko sums up
the results of the discussion on questions of philology: prospects of r.ts

deuelopment, its relationship with other sciences, and the latest methods of
philological studies.

The Philosophy of Culture and Modern Education

Yu. Andreyev notes that the aesthetic ideals of Souiet li,terature haue
organically absorbetl the Marxist-Leni:ni;st concept of the personality. The
article by V. Kumanev i's devoted to the essence, or,ms and organi.sation
of education in the USSR.

Ecology

N. Babayev and other authors describe the present leael of the
deuelopment of alomic power engi:neeri,ng and the system of reliable
technical means t'or preaenting the radioactiue pollution of the muiron-
ment.

7 he information. sections also carry matereals on the d,eaelopment of
the social sciences i.n Siberi,a, and in particulor on i'ts leading research
institutions and scientit'ic publications of the Siberiun Diuision of the
USSR Academy of Sccences.

In our next issue ue plan to surn up our reoders' replies ta our
Questionnaire published in Social Sciences No. 4, 1979.

We.greatly apprectate Jour suggestions on the subject-matter and
design of our joumal und thematic collecttons, and will take them into
account in planning our work.

We tahe this opportunity to uish all our renders and friends a Happy
Neu Year, a lasting peace, happiness and, succe:ts in lheir public actiailies
for the goorl of the peoples of thc world.

The Editors

The Work and Social Responsibility
of the Soviet Scientist

RUDOLF YANOVSKY

In this age of the scientific and technological revolution,
economic, social and cultural progress is increaSingly dependent
on the development <lf science. For it exerts a direci influLnce on
the. pr<rductive forces, stimulates all their components, not only
technology, but also the htrman element, production and social
relations. The rnairr aims <lf Soviet science are the discovery of new
sources of energy and raw materials, advances in technology and
their application in industry, and solution of a number of cirdinal
economic and social problems.

This calls for a higher standard of research and its greater
productivity. And of especial importance in this conteit is-
besides improving rhe material and technical basis and organisa-
tion of research-the provision of adequate conditions foi fuller
manifestation of the researcher's creative abilities. In developed
socialist society more favourable conditions are being created 

-for

the allround development of the individual in generil and of the
personality of the scientist in particular. And a fuller use of this
power{ul stimulating factor will carry us a long way towards fusing
the achievements of the scientific and technological revolution wit[
the advantages of socialism.

- 
Socialist society's advance to complete social homogeneity

cultivates in Soviet people features, traits and characGristics
common to all classes and social groups. Taken in their totality,
they determine the very essence of the socialist type of the worker,
peasant and intellectual. But these common characteristics are
inseparably linked with the distinguishing fearures of the various
social and professional groups.



One of the principal traits of the Soviet gha1261s1-and this
fully applies to scientists-is a high sense of social responsibility.
This is.expressive of the collectivist principles that are intrinsic to
all our social relations. The ideological foundation of the scientist's
social responsibility in the period of developed socialism is the
Marxist-Leninist world outlook. It is expressive of the fundamental
requirements of social progress and of the vital interests of our
people, and exercises a decisive influence on the work of the
icientist. At the same time, the Soviet scientist's sense of social
responsibility reflects the way of life of all sections of 'developed
socialist society, and also certain specific features of science under
socialism, the emergence of new links between science and other
aspects of the society's functioning and its growing role as a factor
of historical development of society.

The scientific progress, the principal orientations of scientific
research and the character and social status of the scientist's
activities, are determined by the requirements of social (and
primarily economic) development. This is an objective regularity
intrinsic to every stage of the evolution of mankind. But it
acquires different forms in different social and economic condi-
tions, and finds different manifestations at various levels of science
as a social institution. It can act either as an exterior impetus or be
ingrained in the consciousness of the scientist to become an
inherent stimulator of'his creative work.

In capitalist society, science is often exploited to solve social,
political and economic problems in the interests of the ruling class,
fix unequal distribution of benefits and values, justify military and
political expansion and unequal international relations. The
interaction of science with other areas of material and spiritual
production and social and political institutions is here depersonal-
ised. The dependence of science on social requirements, which
stands out in institutionalised relations in capitalist society, is
regarded by the scientist as a millstone on his freedom, as

diJtortion of the humanistic nature of his work. And his reaction is
often to escape from pressing social issues into "pure" science.
And though in this day and age many Western scientists are
coming to appreciate their personal responsibility for work in such
fields as genetic engineering, nuclear physics, comPuter techni-
ques, etc., capitalism creates many barriers to the scientist's
meaningful participation in public and political life and manipu-
lates public opinion to absolve the scientist of responsibility for the
social consequences of his work.

The humanistic essence of science receives adequate expression
only under socialism. For it is only under socialism that "the
development of the capacities of the human species... coincides
with the development of the individual".t The Marxist-Leninist
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world outlook represents the progressive humanist ideals of social
development and encourages the scientist to achieve these ideals in
the. course of communist construction. Marxism-Leninism helps
the scientist to make optimal use of his creative abilities to
promote social progress. He accepts the Marxist-Leninist world
outlook precisely because he lives and works in the conditions of a
socialist society.

The Great October Socialist Revolution demolished all social,
economic, cultural, educational and psychological barriers and laid
the foundation for a new type of intelligentsia drawn from the
labouring population. This radically altered the social image and
functions of the intelligentsia and cultivated in them new social
traits. The growing role of the intelligentsia in mature socialist
society is due to the fact that their interests coincide with those of
the workers and farmers and that all classes and social groups are
united by common economic, political and moral principles. The
Preamble ta the Constitution of the USSR notes that the working
people "have consolidated the alliance of the working class,
collective-farm peasantry, and people's intelligentsia, and friend-
ship of the nations and nationalities of the USSR. Socio-political
and ideological unity of Soviet society, in which the working class
is the leading force, has been achieved."

These far-reaching changes in the social image of the
intelligentsia, its place among the other sections of socialist society,
apply also to those of its groups that are directly linked with
science as a special branch of mental endeavour. More, it can be
safely said that in our day the scientist epitomises the features and
characteristics of the socialist intelligentsia as a whole. This should
be seen in the context not only of the growing role of science in
the life of society, but also in the light of the changed composition
of the intelligentsia wrought by the scientific and technological
revolution. Employment in science is increasing faster than in
other branches of the economy, due to the growing technical
complexity of modern industrial and agricultural production, their
closer ties with science and the need for scientific substantiation of
production.

The number of scientists, one of the more skilled contingents
of our intelligentsia, has been increasing at a fast pace. Thus, on
January I,1978, there were 1,279,600 persons engaged in
research, teaching and other branches of science, a 50 per cent
increase over 1970. Of this number 394,000, or 3l per cent, held
doctoral or candidate degrees, and 224,000, or 18 per cent, held
senior scientific positions. Women make up about 40 per cent of
the scientific community.

Highly important, tbo, is the multinational cl-raracter of this
community, which includes representatives of all the Soviet nations



and nationalities. Again the figures: between 1960 and 1978, total
employment in science increased 280 per cent, whereas the
increase among Uzbeks was 330 per cent, Kazakhs, nearly 400 per
cent, Moldavians, 500 per cent, and among such smaller ethnic
groups as the Adyghe and Tuvinians 600 per cent, Karachai 660
per cent and Balkarians 1,000 per cent. A graphic indicator of the
gradual convergence of our socialist nations is this growth of their
intelligentsia, the bigger role it plays in the scientific and
technological revolution, and the establishment of major scientific
centres in all the Union Republics. To this should be added that
the share of scientists in the working population is steadily
increasing in all the Union Republics.

Another contributing factor in scientific progress is the
consistently closer economic, scientific and technical cooperation of
the socialist countries under the CMEA's Comprehensive Program-
me of economic integration. The transition from simple coordina-
tion of research to the dovetailing of research and development
plans, and concentration on joint major projects, have enabled
the socialist countries to build up an integrated scientific and
technological potential, which is bound to play a steadily increasing
part, along with national potentials, in formulating research policy.

Scientific contacts are also stimulated by global problems, that
is, problems that concern the vital interests of the whole of
rnankind and can be resolved only by pooling the scientific and
technical resources of all countries. These include environmental
protection, rational use of natural resources, an adequate supply
of food and fresh water, new energy sources, problems involved in
exploiting the World Ocean and outer space, better public health
facilities, etc. Soviet participation in international cooperation on
all these pressing problems has vividly demonsrrated the high
world level of our research in the principal sciences. Our
contribution to world science is a very weighty one. Our
cooperation with scientists in capitalist and developing countries is
producing tangible results and facilitating the continued scientific
and cultural progress of the whole of humanity.

***

The growing social responsibility of the scientist is a key factor
in enhancing the country's scientific potential and science's
conribution to economic development. And social responsibility is
understood as the sum total of professional, ethical and political
views and actions directed at advancing science and using its
findings in the'interests of socialist society. Needless to say, social
responsibility is not something constant, metaphysically ossified in
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the- person's, clefinite indicators and parameters. On the contrary,
both in substance and form it undergoes change with the
development of society, with the complexification of finks between
science and practice, the growing scope and effectiveness of
scientific discoveries, and the changing nature of scientific work.
- T!. higher level of scientific and engineering facilities needed
by industry, and the new research methbds have radically altered
the working conditions, the content and motivation of tire work,
professional orientation and skills of the scientist of todav. His
expertise covers a wide range, for his vision extends also io the
principles and methods of kindred sciences. He is a man of broad
interests and culture. Scientific work not only adds to his
knowledge, but has a part in shaping his personaliiy. For scientific
work is a constant se_arch requiring a keen intellect, imagination
and ability to grasp the very essence of a problem and as-sess the
practical value of its solution in the building of communism. In
developed socialist society, scientific work is a form of public
activity that enables the scientist to apply his multi-faceted creative
abilities.

Among the principal factors in shaping the scientist,s personali-
ty special- mention should be made of the changes both in the
content of work and in the way science is linked with production.
The scientific and technological revolution has made it possible to
a-utomate experimental work, thus giving research an-industrial
dimension and new forms.

Science goes back thousands of years, but it became a
wide-spread profession only with the advent of the scientific and
terhnological revolution. The cognitive process, the development
of basic and. applied research, experimentation and designing now
larggly require collective effort. We have reached u rtug6 ar;hich
fundamental results cannot be achieved and majoi economic
pr-oblems solved without integration and cooperation of research
collectives and effective organisation of their work. This does nor,
of course,- preclude-in fact presupposes-continued perfection
of research by individuals. More, combining personai scientific
interests with work on wider projects is a necessary condition for
the continued development of science. But this poses a number of
methodological, organisational and ethical probiems.

New forms of organising research to bring it closer to practice
are a distinctive feature of modern science. so much so, siientific
institutions and industrial enterprises are becoming elements in a
single scientific and industrial cycle. They are brought together by
the need to find scientific solutions for production problJms. This
has led to the emergence of a number of effeitive forms of
cooperation. One form, widely used by the Siberian Division of the
USSR Academy of Sciences, is expressed in the formulas

lt



"academic institute-enterprise-industry", or "group of
academic institutes-enterprise-industry", "research institute-
designing bureau and explrimental units of ministries and other
depirtmEnts working under academic supervision", :t:' .'In his address to" Presidents of the Academies of Sciences of
the socialist countries, Leonid Brezhnev, General secretary of the
cpsu central committee, gave a high appraisal of the m-ethods

employed by the Siberian Division. He said: "The Siberian
Division of tire USSR Academy of Sciences has accumulated -very
interesting experience. The institutes under it have direct links
with man"y ,.ito.t of the national economy and with many large
errterprises. They have developed long-term programmes of
scientific and technological cooperation and are carrying them out
in a consistent way."Y "It is 

-necessary to go ol ensurin-g that
scientists actively help to fuse science with practice and -thereby
.orrt.ibrt. to tire giowth of our country's 

-productive 
forces",l

Leonid Brezhnev Jrid ut a meeting of Party functionaries and

economic executives in Novosibirsk in 1978.
The growing scope of scientific investigation and.development

requires 
"closer 

lermanent links with industry. And there. are now
permanent liaison facilities, designing bureaus, research institutes
and experimental production units, started on the initiative of the
Novosibirsk Regional commirtee of the CPSU and the Presidium
of the Siberiani)ivision. The next step was the organisation of the
so-called ..Assimilation Belt" complex-near the Academic township
to help industry assimilate new technology..That is being done by

the 25 research'institutes, I I specialised designing bureaus and the
experimental works involved in the .project. .In .this .way the
scilntific complex is being converted into a scientifico-industrial
one. The importance of- this innovation- goes -far beyond the
Siberian Division and can well become the backbone of future
scientifico-production arnalgamations., At present. the Siberian
Division conducts up to 40 per cent of its research in cooperation
with industrial units or whole industries.

This science-cum-industry merhod is being applied at two state

farms-Iskitim and Medvedsky. The idea is to help them
implement the recommendations of scientific research. Let us take

thi experiment at the Iskitimsky farm, about 60 kilometres from
the Aiademic township. For a long time it was one of the
backward farms in Novosibirsk Region, and the task was set to
turn it into a model farm employing the latest techniques. The
experiment is being carried 

-out by eight academic (mainly
biological) institutes,- the experimental works and several more
organisations."It is part of a long-range plan to boost crop farming, cattle
raising, u.hi"r. higher-economic indicators and improve cultural
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and general amenities. The immediate goals are a study of soils,
scientific crop rotation, mechanisation and automation of labour-
consuming processes, use of the latest agro-tech4ical methods and
of computers, and improvement of the farm's residential area.
Productivity has already sharply increased and there has been a
marked improvernent in general and cultural amenities.

The various forms of cooperation between science and
industry presuppose not only optimal apportioning of financial
ancl material resources between basic and applied research, and
srn<><>th coordination and management, but also, to a certain
degree, a change in the very nature of scientific work. Orientation
on comprehensive projects, on bringing research into industry
makes new demands on the work of the scientist. He must see and
gauge the practical value of promising fundamental researches
and tie them in with concrete production tasks and the social,
political and economic policy of the Communist Party.

Work in an interbranch research and experimental laboratory,
designing bureau or integrated research team made up of
scientists and production men, makes for a closer feeling of
collectivism, for ability to combine personal and social interests
and thus helps to broaden the scientific and political vision of the
scientist in the process of contact with specialists in other fields.
Another result of work on these comprehensive projects is the
cultivation of a "taste" for tackling practical problems, and the
ability to assess the practical value of basic 'research, give it a
definite direction and, last but not least, a growing sense of one's
resp<xsibility for progress both in science and productioqr. More
and more often scientists become partners in production and
production workers in scientific research. This reciprocal arrange-
ment helps to obliterate differences between mental and manual
labour, between the working class and the intelligentsia.

The scientist's responsibility to society hinges on the specifics of
scientific work, on the place and role of science in the present-day
world. And we are.here dealing with responsibility not only to
one's country, but to the whole of mankind, and not only for the
introduction of science in industry, but also for the evolvement of
progressive social ideas, the growth of society's spiritual potential;
responsibility, also, for a world at peace, for the consequences of
scientific experimentation that might do irreparable damage to
human life. The scientist of our duy is not indifferent to
conceptions of man's relation to rlature and to recommendations
designed to harmonise that relation. This is part of the social
function of science, of its responsibility to society. It is indicative of
the organic fusion, now in process, of the natural and technical
sciences'with the humanities, with social and moral thought based
on a uniform, scientific approach to world problems.
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We thus have further proof that the enhanced effectiveness of
scientific work, on the one hand, and the personality of the
scientist and his growing sense of social responsibility, his
philosophical, ideological and moral maturity, on the other, are
not two independent parallel processes, but intertwined and
interacting elements of one and the same process, and one that is
indicative of the role science is beginning to play as a qualitatively
new social force, both in its cognitive and humanistic aspects.

***

The priority given to the development of the personality is an
outstanding feature of socialist democracy and of the state and
legal system of socialism. And of paramount importance in this
respect are the broad democratic rights, freedoms and obligations
of the Soviet citizen. These include free tuition at all levels,
universal compulsory secondary education, the right to engage in
scientific research and make use of its results. etc. The USSR
guarantees freedom of scientific, technical and artistic creation. Un-
der socialist democracy, the state affairs directly involve the scientific
intelligentsia, and its interests and requirements find expression in
government policy.

In socialist societ), there is a direct link between what it gives
the scientist and what the scientist gives it. This has evoked
criticism from our ideological opponents, who argue that the
scientist must be free of all responsibility to society and the state.
For, they contend, civic responsibility and civic duties tend to
suppress his personal freedom in research. That view no longer
meets with support among Western scientists, since realities are
leading them to realise that the scientist must bear personal
responsibility for the social consequences of his work.

Socialism offers optimal conditions not only for the researcher
but also for his colleagues in executive positions to creatively apply
their professional, and intellectual abilities. But socialist society
makes a number of specific demands on the directors of research
collectives. These include, above all, an understanding of the
nature of the creative process, its connection with the general
problems of modern science and the concrete socio-historical
conditions of developed socialism. The Soviet scientist is a creator,
organiser, mentor and public personality.

Scientific workers belonging to the Communist Party play a
significant role in resolving socio-economic problems and ar'e
active in organisational and political activities, thus bringing to
bear the advantages of socialist democracy and facilitating its
progress. The 25th Congress of the CPSU noted a substantial
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increase in the number of scientists in Party ranks. In fact, the
C-ongre11^{gfegates included 103 full and corresponding members
of the USSR Academy of Sciences, branch academies ind of the
Republican academies, and 442 holders of doctoral and candidate
degrees.

The Communist Party has always helped shape the spiritual
image of the scientist,- the process of his ethical growth as part of
the general system of advancing the social and- ethical id'eals of
Soviet society.

.. Th. development and perfection of socialist democracy, with
all the pe.ople., including the scientific and technical intelligentsia,
participating in the process, represents one of the most eisentiar
characteristics of mature socialiim.

This stands out in sharp contrast to the capitalist countries,
where un-eyploymgll 1nd social apathy are spreading ro rhe
stratum of highly skilled specialists in various branches oI science.
Many American scientists say that their society is in the throes of a
plofgun-{ .social and political crisis that is eroding all democratic
ideals, _dividing the nation, demolishing its internitional prestige.
Many Western scientists have come to realise that the bourge6is
state cannot halt the crisis of bourgeois democracy. The crifis is
having a devastating effcct. on the personality of ihe scientist by
preventing realisation of his creative potential.

Bringing the Soviet scientific intelligentsia into social and
political activity has greatly helped the emlrgence of an harmoni-
ously developed personality and has made foi more active creative
:Lf"rl. Mrrltiform public and political activity by members of the
siberian Division collecrive is ample proof of 

'thdt. 
rn 24 of the 25

institutes, the Communist Party branch is led by holders of
doctoral or candidate degrees. In Novosibirsk, 200 jcientists have
been elected to institute, district, city and regional party contmit-
tebs, and 164 are members of the regional, city and district Soviets
of People's Deputies.

The Siberian Division is doing,much to popularise science by
cultivating a feeling of respect for scientiiic- achievement and.
overcoming a technocratic approach by some members of the
intellectual community to the dissemination of scientific know-
ledge. This involves teaching the scientist to see his work in
perspective, take a new approach and orient his research on the
requirements of the economy.

The Division has also developed other forms of popularising
scientific achievement: Science Days, Technical progr'ess Days,
exhibitions, conferences, radio and television programries, articies
and other items in the press. The siberian sc-ientists are thus
rendering account to the people and to the state, which is
investing huge material resourcei in promoting scientific investiga-
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tion. Besides, all these measures help to enhance the social
activities of the technical intelligentsia.

The Division can also look back on rich cultural traditions. It
would be hard to conceive ,it without its famous geological
museum and museum of Siberian and Far Eastern culturc, which
traces the history of the pe,:ples of Northern Asia, from the Urals
to the Pacific. Many of its valuable exhibits were found by three
generations of disciples of Academician Okladnikov. And these
exhibits, located in Leningrad, the Far East and Western Siberia,
are effectively used to popularise science, the Leninist nationalities
policy and cultural development in Siberia.

The new forms of integrating science and prgduction are a key
factor of social progress in socialist society and of moulding the
new man. Active participation in this process creates favourable
conditions for realising the ideal of the harmoniously developed
personality of the scientist, inseparable from his people both in
social origins and social interests. He belongs to the epoch of
developed socialism and this determines his social and psychologi-
cal traits and character. Working for the benefit of science,
education and technology, the Soviet scientists are making a
weighty contribution to the economic, social and spiritual progress
of the land of the Great October Revolution. This is no more than
natural, for the Soviet state is in every way expanding oppor-
tunities for every citizen to apply and develop his creative abilities
and talents for the happiness and prosperity of the entire people
in conditions of peace.

NOTES

I Karl Marx, Theori.es of Surltlu*Vulue, Part 2, Moscow, 1968, p. 118.
2 I-. I. Brezhnev, ()ur Oou.rse: Peace and Socialism, Moscow, 1978, p, 24,
3 Ibid., 1979, p. 30.

Souiet Scientists
on Siberia

Siberia's Scientific Potential

GURI MARCHUK

Siberia's vast natural resources are a key factor in making it
one of the most dynamic regions of the USSR. Concentrated in
Siberia-which accounts for about 40 per cent of Soviet terri-
tory-are nearly three-fourths of the country's mineral, fuel and
energy resources, more than half of its hydro-energy resources, a
sizeable portions of its non-ferrous metal ores, about half of
timber resources, more than half of the country's fresh water, and
20 per cent of the arable.

This, plus huge undeveloped lands, has made for large-scale
extraction and processing of raw materials, the establishment of
energy- and water-consuming industries of a considerably higher
standard than in other parts of the country.

But Siberia is not making full use of its natural resources.
Economic development is inhibited chiefly by a shortage of labour
power and basic production facilities. Yet even now it represents a
powerful and effective economic complex.

It has been the consistent policy of the Communist Party and
the Soviet Government to encourage priority development of our
eastern regions. Thus, under the current five-year plan industrial
output in Siberia is scheduled to rise by 50 per cent. Also these
figures: Siberia will supply the entire increase in oil output, most
of the increase in natural gas and aluminium, a sizeable portion of
energy-consuming chemicals, timber, cellulose and paper. Huge
industrial complexes are to be built there. Obviously, a high rate
of growth of productive forces of Siberia and the Far East, and
solution of new major economic development problems require
much analysis and long-term p.ogra*ming.

The Siberian Division of the USSR Academy of Sciences has
been systt'rnatically working on the development of the region's
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natural resources. In fact, its establishment in 1957 was part of the
policy of boosting Siberia's productive forces.

The Division has had to cope with a 3-in-1 task: comprehensive
development of fundamental research, effective use of scientific
findinfs in the economy, and training of personnel, both research
and production. The Division was the first territorial branch of the
Academy of Sciences, with its own institutes in the natural,
technicai and social sciences, and from the very start they have
worked in close contact with kindred sciences.

At present there are in Siberia (from the Urals to the borders
of the Far Eastern Region) 50 research units under the Division,
employing 70 full members and corresponding members of the
Academy, about 400 holders of a doctoral degree and over 3,000
candidates of science. Total employment is now well above 40,000.
It should be noted that prior to the opening of the Division there
was only one corresponding member of the Academy in the whole
of Siberia, 40 doctors and 300 candidates of science. The progress
made over the past twenty years is in large measure due to the
attention the Soviet Government devotes to the eastern regions.

The biggest research centre, in Novosibirsk, accounts for about
half of all the Division's research facilities. It has branches in
Irkutsk (Eastern Siberian) and Yakutsk and Ulan Ude, the capitals
of the Yakut and Buryat Autonomous Republics. Branches have
recently been started also in Krasnoyarsk and Tomsk, and there
are plans to organise research units in the industrial centres of
Omsk, Tyumen, Kemerovo, Chita and Barnaul. Siberia will thus
have a network of scientific centres under the USSR Academy.

Three years ago the CPSU Central Committee adopted a

decision on the Division's work in promoting more effective
conduct and use of fundamental and applied research in the
economy and in personnel training. It noted that its fundamental
and applied research had helped raise the region's scientific and
technical potential and the prestige of Soviet science. It directly
influenced the development of the productive forces, education
and culture in the eastern regions and contributed to the
organisation of Academy Divisions in the Far East and the Ural
areas, the Siberian branches of the USSR Lenin Academy of
Agriculture and of the USSR Academy of Medical Sciences, and
also contributed to expansion of higher education.

Today, with the Division a powerful and mature scientific
collective working in the forefront of Soviet and world science, the
time has come to lay more stress on its overall task, namely,
development of Siberia's productive forces.

In keeping with the decisions of the 25th CPSU Congress and
of the CPSU Central Committee and Soviet Government, the
Presidium of the Siberian Division has been concentrating
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fundamental and lppliea research on the goals of the l lth
(1981-1985) and l2th (1986-1990) Five-year plins and on the key
problems of comprehensive use of Siberia,s natural wealth.

central to all the work of the Siberian Division is formulation
of a long-term comprehensive development programme (known as
Programme siberia) composed of 30 aetiireti' sub-programmes
drawn up c.llectively by ,sclentists, 

party and gor..r*drt Srganisa_
tions and the heads of major enterprises-in various pu-rt, of
sibcria. They cover the crucial problems invorved in optimal use,f the region's mineral, land, iorest and water resolrces, the
rlrganisation and upbuilding of major economic complexes,
environmental protectior-r and other equally complex problems. AII
in all, about 200 research,_Party and gbvern-..,i o.gi.,isations are
involved in Programme Siberia.

The main aim here is priority development of fuel and energy,
and within this task attention is concentrared on allround sttidy
and optimal use of western Siberia's oil, condensate and natural
gal. siberian scientrsts suggested that deeper strata .o"rui"
Paleoznic .oil.. They have proved .right a.rd it is already being
extracted in the Tomsk and Novosibiisk Regions. paleozoii oil will
give Siberia irs "second wind".

Siberian and Far Eastern geologists and geophysicists are
intensively prospecting for new- oil deposits in"Eastein Siberia,
Sakhalin and the Far Eastern ocea., iherf. Major oil and gas
reserves have already bge! discovered in the Krainoyarsk Teriit-
ory, Irkutsk Region and Yakutia.

- - However geologists are meeting with formidable difficurties.
Many are working in permafrost a.6as with practically unexplored
geological structures, or on the Arctic 6..u., str'etf. W'e are
introducing new. prospecting methods, including vibration techni_
ques and -seismic prospetting, for the classica-i methods, which
playe-d such an irnportant parl in the rise of rnodern geoloqy and
geophysics,.are. proving less and less effective. At the siggeJti,on of
Slberlan scientists, our planning authorities have adopied a new
tj..?j..gy of prosp-ecting in Eastern Siberia. Hitherto eiperimental
drilling was confined to a few sources, now p.orp..ti.rg covers
Iarge areas.

,^, A g.yulilatively new stage has begun in the development of thewest siberian oil complex. The main emphasis is on tapping the
region's rich ga: depoiits, and gas is now teing produ..i'i., iurg.
quantities in Tyumen Region- and yamal fleninsula (urengii,
Me.dvezhye and Vingapui deposits). Gas reserves h".. are
estimated at tens of tr:illions of cubic'merres.

siberian scientists are also investigating the conditions forpiping gas from the Far North. ena [ipin[ largely a"p.r,J. o.,
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increasing the pressure and lowering the temperature of the gas

and, of Jotltt", on rational location of compressor stations'- 
ietro-chemicafs are listed for rapid and substantial expansion:

the world's biggest petro-chemical-combine is being put up^in
i"."rt and anLiher giant in Tobolsk. There are also plans for
e*pa"ding the Omsk ind Angarsk refineries. Petro-chemicals are

a high priority.
dne'of the biggest economic development Programmes ls ln

coal. In the .,rrr*e-rrt five-year period we shall bring- into full
oDeration the Kansk-AchinJk brown-coal field, one of the world's

bffi;ri- and it is destined ro become the chief producer of fuel

^"?'i"..gy 
for the whole of Siberia. One advantage is that the

coal lies # the surface, to a depth of 20-30 metres, in some places

even deeper. Its production coits will be near to those of natural
nur. *rri.'t is the'cheapest of all fuels. The method used will be

i,rib -i"i"g, with *.r.h of the coal going into.pow:r plants of
,rrri.ecede.ried capacity to be built there' Annual coal output rvill

.r,i irr,o hundreds of millions of tons. Cheap energy will be a mag-

net attracting energy-consuming industries,- notably- aluminium'
electro-metali'urgy, fhemicals urt to on. There will be enough
electricity f,r. siLsta.rtial exports to oth€r parts o{ the, country' 

-- - 
e prlffem srill to be solved is how besi to utilise the ash and

.lug, tirore by-products of coal. Another cardinal problem is how

io'pr.r.rr, iii pollution. !o{ lequ.ire intensive research' In
.Loi".utio.r with'Krasnoyarsk {J-'iveisity, the Division is working
;;i'rh; scientific princifles of low-wasie chemical processing of
Kansk-Achinsk coal.

The Kuznetsk coal basin is playing a new and bigger role too.

originally it was planned to use'Kuznetsk coal only for metallurgy.

B.rt'rro*'g.ologists and economists have revisetl their estimation of
the area's"coal-reserves upwards, and plans arc under way to use

part of them for Power Production.'- 1.t. research staff of ih. Diririo.r's Mining Institute has made

significant progress in automating the prospecting and designing

of" mines. tlorip,rt.rt play no small part in this by providing
calculations of tire depth and width of mines, optimal Parameters
of reserves, patterns and systems of mining operations' etc' This
tut tuit.a productivity in mine designin-g by as. much.as 500 per

cent. Furthi.*o.., use of the methods devised by the institute cut

;;;i"i construction by 70 million rubles and annual operating
;;; Ly I I million, beiides reducing the necessary labour forc-e.by

.rror. dhu. 1,000 people and this it the Kansk-Achinsk combine

alone.
Siberia and the Far East play a big role in the country's.supply

of non-ferrous and ,"r" -it"ir. Our scientists are working on

plr;; i". expanding output of ores and are devising more modern
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urethods of extracting valuable components. In particular, an
entirely new teihnology for full processing of ores is now being
tested. Another project is a new mining technique that can be
used to bring out very deep deposits.

Division's geologists now have proof that ore deposits of the
Norilsk type can be found far beyond the Norilsk area. This is of
special importance in extending the supply of ores for the Norilsk
rrxnbine. Scientists elaborate new technology for deep mining in
the area, mathematical models for various lines of production at
Norilsk.

Construction of the Baikal-Amur Mainline (BAM) is the
prelude to intensive development of many rich deposits. For
instance, the new coal basin in South Yakutia produces the best
quality coal in the USSR, its energy coefficient being much higher
than that of the Donbas and Kuzbas coals and four times higher
than that of the Kansk-Achinsk product. Exploitation of these
deposits requires solution of a number of scientific and technical
problems. The South Yakutia coking coal is an exccllent base
material for the metallurgical industry, and Nature has itself
provided the other components-rich iron-ore deposits and
reserves of natural gas. It is thus reasonable to predict that this
area will become one of the USSR's biggest metallurgical bases,
and Division scientists will have the job of working out its structural
principles.

BAM will also give us access to rich mineral resources, notably
for non-ferrous metals. In Chita Region, alongside BAM, are the
Udokan copper-ore deposits. Outwardly they remind one of a
huge plate turned upside down, the ore hidden in the mountain
and only the edges of the "plate" protruding to the surface. To
get at the ore, miners will have to move tens of millions of cubic
metres of soil and rock. This can only be accomplished with a new
and most powerful type of machinery in combination with wide
use of explosives. Besides, mining operations must satisfy stringent
ecological controls. We shall therefore have to decide whether to
process the ore at the mine or carry it to another location. Many
foreign firms have shown an interest in the Udokan project.

ln the north of Buryatia, near the BAM line, prospectors have
discovered rich deposits containing as much as 18-20 per'cent of
potassium oxide and 21-23 per cent of aluminium oxide. This is
the Synnyr ore field, and it can give us more than potassium or
aluminium, for it also contains deposits of bauxite, the world
reserves of which is rapidly nearing exhaustion, and nepheline
ores cannot fully cover the demand of the aluminium industry.
But here at Synnyr we have a potential source of raw materials for
that industry, for Synnyr ore reserves run into billions of tons.
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Scientists are now at work to devise methods of extracting alumina
and potash fertilisers.

Soil specialists, botanists and biologists are studying the soil and
flora resources on the western section of BAM and the Barguzin
basin, with special attention to its agricultural use.

Another major asset, of course, is tirnber, its output constantly
increasing. But here, too, there are many problems awaiting
solution. For instance, more and more timber is used to produce
cellulose, and this consumes huge quantities of water. But so far
we have no reliable methods of purifying the used water and here
the field is open to both scientists and managers.

There is also this important consideration: solution of such
problems as raising the general productivity of the Earth's
biosphere, protection of land and water resources, regulating the
climate and- creating conditions for stable and high hirvest yields
largely depends on rational use and reproduction of the forests that
cover much of Siberia and the Far East.

The Siberia Forest Progranrme is designe<l to serve as the basis
for a rational, economical and balanced exploitation and reproduc-
tion of these forests.

The Siberian Division and the Far Eastern Research Centre are
doing much for the integrated development of agriculture, one of
their aims being an abundant supply of meat, dairy products and
vegetables for the population of the two regions. Working in
conjunction with the Siberian Division of the USSR Lenin
Academy of Agriculture, scientists are studying ways and means of
raising agricultural productivity in Siberian conditions, devising
new types of farm machinery and studying the problems involved
in developing agro-industrial complexes.

Higher productivity in animal husbandry is linked with the
evolvement of new breeds of meat and dairy cattle and a stable
balanced supply of fodder. Cross-breed sheep and hybrid cattle
adapted to the local climate have already been developed. The
Division now plans to organise a genetic centre in the Altai region
as a base for genetic improvement of Siberian fauna.

An important place in the Division's work belongs to environ-
mental protection and rational use of natural resources. Of
particular importance here is work in the northern part of Siberia,
in the permafrost area, where ecological recovery is always
difficult and slow. Scientifically grounded recornrnendations are
being formulated for protecting l,ake Baikal ancl the sources that
feed it.

Much has been accomplished by the Division in compiling a
fundamental prognostic mernorandum on economic development
up to the year 1990. This entailed analysis and prognostication of
the main industries and industrial complexes, with particular
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rcferences to fuel and energy, metallurgy, chemicals, engineering,
transport, timber, construction, etc. The memorandum also
contains recommendations on social problemS, above all labour
resources. Special attention is devoted to central regional and
inter-rcgional programmes that uill strongly influence economic
cleveloprnent, both regional and national, up to the year 2000.

A high growth rate in Siberia can be sustained only with the
rrsc ol nrodern technology and maximum automation. This has the
a<klt'<l advantage of reducing labour demands, which is especially
inrl)()rtant in sparsely populated Siberia.

In short, all these tangled problems require a significant
<;ontribution by science. This is particularly so considering that our
aim is a sustained above-average growth rate, which can be
achieved only by optimal use of the scientific and personnel
potential of research institutions and a closer relationship between
science and the developmental needs of Siberia and the Far East,

The research staff of the Siberian Division never relax their
efforts to find more effective ways of combining science with
procluction and putting scientific findings at the service of the
national economy. One effective method is to concentrate the
efforts of scientists on crucial problems whose solution can
produce early results in one or another branch of the economy
and thus yield a tangible economic effect. This principle is basic to
the progress of science and technology.

The ties betweeri science and the economy are manifold:
research institutes work in cooperation with production units or a
whole industry; the Siberian Division cooperates with the approp-
riate ministry, etc. The main form, however, is agreements
between Academic institutes and industrial research organisations,
and direct contact rvith the chief production units of a particular
industry.

The USSR Academy of Sciences, its Siberian Division and its
Far Eastern Research Centre have still much to do in promoting
economic development, training personnel and providing scientifi-
cally substantiated analysis and recommendations on the social and
economic development of Siberia ancl the Far East. And we are
confident that this work will open new perspectives to our eastern
regions.



Souiet Scientists
on Siberia

lntegration of Science and Education

VALENTIN KOPTYUG

A broad network of training personnel for research centres,
higher educational establishments, industry and agriculture of
Si6eria has been created in Novosibirsk State University and
research institutions of the Siberian Division of the USSR
Academy of Sciences. At present more than 2,000 graduates of
Novosibirsk State University (or about one-quarter of all the
graduates of that university founded 2l years ago) work at the
institutes and design offices of the Siberian Division of the USSR
Academy of Sciences. Without such a system the scientific centres
of Siberia and the Soviet Far East could not develop at the rate
called for by the requirements of the rapid development of the
pioductive forces in the eastern regions of the country.- The foundation of this system was laid by Academician
Lavrentyev and his associates during the very first stage of the
organisation of the Siberian Division of the USSR Academy of_

Sciences. The underlying principle of the system is integtation of
science and, education. The Novosibirsk Scientific Centre-the
Division's firstling-successfully combines the trends and forms
of work in the sfihere of school (and sometimes even pre-school),
higher school and postgraduate education. Such a combination is a
natural consequenie of integration and it inevitably leads to the
removal of intirbranch barriers. The system of personnel training
coordinated at various levels by the Presidium of the Siberian
Division of the USSR Academy of Sciences, the Rector's Office of
Novosibirsk University, the Scientific Council on Educational
Problems, the Committee on Organisation of Scientific "Olym-
piads", the Council of Young Scientists, etc., is a uniform
developing body, despite its subordination to various departments.
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I would like to dwell on the contacts of Novosibirsk State
University with the Siberian Division of the USSR Academy of
Sciences, particularly with its research institutions, in the field of
personnel training.

lnteraction begins at the leael of work with school pupils One
aspect of this work is the formation of the future student body of
Novosibirsk University. The activity of this educational establish-
trrent, from its very inception, has been aimed at making a
trtaximum contribution, through the sphere of higher education,
t<l the intensive development of the productive forces and culture
of the eastern regions of the USSR. One of the necessary
requisites for solving this problem is the fullest possible involve-
ment of the region's gifted young people in the sphere of higher
education. This is by no means a simple task, because the
general educational levels of the school graduates in big cities,
district centres and villages differ considerably, due to a number
of objective reasons. Meanwhile, the school pupil's stock of
knowledge cannot serve as the only yardstick of his creative
potential. It is more important to properly evaluate his or her
analytical abilities, power of logic, competency to find original
solutions to problems, and on the basis of that, help school leavers
to choose their future careers. For this it was necessary to establish
individual contacts of representatives of the system of higher
education with senior formers in all corners of the vast Siberian
region.

This task has been solved successfully by the joint efforts of
the Siberian Division of the USSR Academy of Sciences, the
Ministry of Higher and Specialised Secondary Education of the
Russian Federation and the Ministry of Education of the RSFSR.
During "Olympiads" (school-subject contests) sponsored by
the Ministry of Education, the Committee of the Siberian Di-
vision of the USSR Academy of Sciences on "Olympiads",
jointly with Novosibirsk State University, sends dozens of senior-
course students, postgraduate students, University instructors and
research associates of the Division's scientific research institutions
to various cities of Siberia and the Soviet Far East to take part in
organising city and regional rounds of the "Olympiads" and to
hold talks with school pupils.

In 1968, a correspondence school in physics and mathematics
for 8th- and lOth-form pupils of general secondary schools was
opened at Novosibirsk State University, and in 1976 a chemical
department of the school began operating. In the course of a year
pupils have to fulfil six or seven assignments sent to them by post.
The "Olympiads" and the correspondence school help discover
talented boys and girls not only in large cities, but also in the
remotest corners of Siberia.
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The next step in this direction was the opening of a thre-e-week
summer physiis-ancl-mathematics and chemistry-and--biolo-gy
school in Akademgorodok (Academic township) organised by the
Siberian Division - of the USSR Academy of Sciences and
Novosibirsk State University'. It annually invites about 600 puoils
of the 9th and lOth forms. The aim of the school is to consolidate
the interest of boys and girls in the natural sciences and contribute
to broadening their horizons. Eminent scientists and scholars
deliver lectures at the school on the general problems of science,

as well as <-in the social aspects of society's life. The experience of
holcling specialised courses during school holidays. has also proved
fruitful-. Two such schools-of young geologists and young
programmers-have been functioning legularly.' ffre physics-and-mathematics boarding school oPerating at
Novosibirsk'University since 1964 has played an important role in
ens,ring equal opporiunities for schoolchildren ro receive a higher
educatio-n, despite- an unequal standard of teaching in urban and
rural schools. 

- The "Olympiads" and the correspondence and
summer schools help form the body of the boarding schoolr
students. More than 500 senior pupils (9th and lOth forms) are
stuclying at this school annually. One-third of them come from
r.rrull tlownships and villages. On the average, workers' and
farmers' childien account fbr 37 per cent of the school Student
body.

iligtrty qualified specialists from Novosibirsk State University
and tlie Siberian Diviiion of the USSR Academy of Sciences are
invited to teach at the school. Among them are two doctors of
sciences and 26 candidates of sciences. The school's learned
council includes two Academy members, 5 doctors, 6 candidates
of sciences. All this helps school students to broaden and
systematise their knowledge in the general subjects.a.nd successful-
ly pass entrance exams to higher e_ducational establishments and
attracts an ever growing number of young men and women' For
instance, alnrost 2,500 ichool-leavers applied to Novosibirsk State

University in the surnmer of 1979 for 800 vacant places.
Now iet us see how contacts and cooperation are maintained

between Novosibirsk State University and the Siberian Division of
the USSR Acaderny of Sciences in the sphere of higher edu.cation'

The principles of organisation at Novosibirsk State University
r"ry *rih resemble the principles of integratio-n- of science and
higirer education applied at the A. F. lo{fe .Ptrysico-Technical
Inititute, USSR Acad-erny of Sciences, jointly with the Leningrad
Polytechnical Institute, and develoPed at the Moscow. Physico-
Technical Institute. The application of these principles for
organising a system of hifher education at the Novosibirsk
Sclentifictlentre proved espeiially efficient thanks to the Universi-
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ty's territorial proximity 
-to various research institutes dearing with

l)ractically all fields of the natural, technical and social scii,,c.s.
This interaction is expressed, above all, in drawing highly

shilled specialists from the-centre's institutes into rhe t.uir,i"[ oi
students. More than 400 research associates of these institrites,
a.molg-,1!em l2 academicians and 20 corresponding members ofthe USSR Academy of Sciences, give lecturis, coniuct seminars
arrrl Practical work' and consult-rfrrd".r,, at the u.rire.sitv. rnisf.rnr of cooperation, recommended by a decisiorr oJ tfr. b..,trut(l.rnmittee of the CPSU and the ussi{ council of Ministers ,,on
the .Development of tligher Education and Improvement of the
Quality_of Personnel Training" (lgzg), indubitabiy corrtributes to ahigh scientific level of the teaching'of students ancl brinss the
:Irt.-.. of 

. higher educarion in line with present requirefirents.
Novosibirsk state University constantly conduct, *ork' on ascer-taining optimum c,ntinuity and coordination of the basic discip-
lines; special courses are regularly revisecl.

^ Th. highly skilled personnel and the use of rhe marerial baseof the research instituiions of the siberian Division 
"r lti. ussn

Academy of Sciences provide for an individual approach to every
student at the closing 

.stage of his or her stucries.'tach yea. ,boui
600 students of the 4th-and 5th courses are sent to academic
institutes to do their practicar .1ld " 

iprorna work. The University
demancls that doctors or candiclat.r bf sciences n. uppoi.rt.a ustheir supervisors and consultants and tr,J- *.y -L""ii 

be
specialists in the student's chosen field. This creates favourable
conditions for the mastering of methods and tect "ique, ofresearch work by the student.

As a rule, the subjects of an.ual practical works are further
developed in students' diploma theses, which yielcls bette. res.rlts.

,Of. 
great importance is the fact that both annual practical workand diploma, theses tackle not some far-fetched turi, nri r".io.rs

scientific .problems. Due to that, future specialists begin to -ut. ucontribution t. solvirrg scientific, technicai ancl econoiii. p.oul..rr,
while still srudents. ?ire institutes of the Novosiui.sr Tci."tiric
cs-l,..9-annually send ro the printers some 200 or 300 articres andollrcrally announce discoveries based on the results of students,
diploma rheses.

students' work at research institutes solves another ma.ior task,
namely, it destroys a so-called psychological barrier whiii*o..r.-
trmes prevenrs a universjty 

9-1 
institute giaduate from aclapting tothe requiremenrs of a scientific researcliinstitution. fn. ,ri.r-r.r.,

spent by a student in such an institution doing practical *o.ti urra
prep.aring a graduation thesis-not^",ll.y giyg tii"'a" 

"pp".,""i,y t"familiarise hirnself with the life of this Iollective and't'ake, Ji...t
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part in its activity, but also enables him to overcome timidity and
diffidence.

The utilisation of the scientific potential and material base of
the Novosibirsk Scientific Centre makes it possible for the
University to promptly change the specialisation of students and
quickly train ipeciaiisis for new, important fields of science and
technology.

A hoit of examples can be cited illustrating the fruitful
character of the joinf efforts of Novosibirsk State University and
research instituti,ons of the Novosibirsk Scientific Centre in
attaining a high level of professional training of specialists with a

higher educati,on. ln 1971 , out of 319 certificates awarded at the
All"-Union Student Conference "student and Scientific and Tech-
nological Progress", Novosibirsk University students received 150,
incluling 6d u'ith recommendations for their works to be

publishe"cl. Irr 1974, Novosibirsk and Moscow universities shared
iirst place in the country for the best organisation of students'
scientific research work. In 1977, Novosibirsk University students
won seven medals awarded by the USSR Ministry for Higher and
Specialised Secondary Education and two (of the five) medals
awarded by the USSR Academy of Sciences

In 1978, V. Litvinenko, a student of the physics department,
was awarded a medal of the USSR Ministry of Higher and
Specialised Secondary Education and the Central Committee of
Komsomol for his work "synchrobetatron Chromatic Ray Reso-

nances". He was also awarded a medal of the USSR Academy of
Sciences "For the Best Student Research Work in 1978". The first
person to receive such a medal was .. Shestakov, a grad_uate of our
iJniversity, now D. Sc. (Phys. & Math.). That very year V.-Servakh,
a student of the mathematics department, earned a medal of the
Ministry and the Central Committee of Komsomol for his work
"The fask of Calendar Planning in the Conditions of Limited
Resources", which had a direct bearing on solving a number of
problems of the economic development of the Baikal-Amur Main
Line construction zone. All in all, Novosibirsk University students
were awarded in 1978 eight medals and received I I certificates of
honour for their contriLution in the all-Union competition of
students' works.

Contacts and cooperation between Novosibirsk State University
and the Siberian Division of the USSR Academy of Sciences are
not confined to the training of specialists with a higher education.
The Rector's Office has- coniluded an agreement with the
Presidium of the Siberian Division of the USSR Academy of
Sciences on a traineeship period for University graduate students
at the Division's institutel and their subsequent employment there.
Novosibirsk State University and the Siberian Division closely
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cooperate in the full-time training of postgraduate students and
the preparation of their candidate theses. At present there are 240
former students studying at the postgraduate courses of
Novosibirsk State University. Among their teachers and consul-
tants are scientists and scholars working simultaneously at the
University and research institutions of the Centre, which helps
towards a rational use of all the above-mentioned advantages of
cooperation between these two bodies.

Cooperation between Novosibirsk State University and the
Siberian Division of the USSR Academy of Sciences also holds
promise in such an important sphere as retraining of highly skilled
personnel In the conditions of the scientific and technological
revolution this task acquires state importance.

Since 1973, an Institute for improving the qualification of
teachers and instructors in the social sciences has been functioning
at the University, and about 700 persons have attended it. The
main emphasis is laid on the development of research and
methodological work and the generalisation of the collective
experience of chairs of various higher educational establishments
of Siberia and the Soviet Far East.

ln 1977, at the initiative of the Institute of Economics and the
Organisation of Industrial Production of the Siberian Division of
the USSR Academy of Sciences a special department of economic
forecasting and long-term planning was opened at Novosibirsk
State University. The main purpose of this department is to help
leading officials of ministries, managers of enterprises and
teachers and instructors at higher educational establishments
master the modern methods of optimum planning and industrial
management. Various active forms of teaching are employed,
including the organisation of business games with the use of
computers. This new department has been opened thanks to
efficient cooperation between the economic department of the
University, the Institute of Economics and the Organisation of
Industrial Production and the Computing Centre of the Siberian
Division of the USSR Academy of Sciences. The first results of the
work of this special department are quite promising.

Now we shall dwell briefly on the participation of Nouosibirsh
State Uniaersity in the research work conducted by the Siberian Diuision
of the USSR Academy of Sci.ences. We have already spoken about the
drawing on a mass scale of students and postgraduate students of
the University into fundamental research carried on by the
academic institutes of the Novosibirsk Scientific Centre. Many
employees on the University staff take part in these researches.

New opportunities have emerged after the organisation of a
research sector at Novosibirsk State University iri 1962. This sector
is oriented in its activity to the elaboration of new (mainly
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comprehensive) problems which can later be included irr long-ternl
programmes of fundamental research of academic institutes, and
also to the development of the results of fundamental researches
of these institutes which are promising in so far as their
implementation is concerned. It is not surprising therefore that
many research subjects are being elaborated under tripartite
economic agreements: Novosibirsk State University-an institute
of the Siberian Division of the USSR Academy of Sciences-an
industrial enterprise or a design bureau. For a majority of
researches the material base of the Centre's institutes is being
used.

Cooperation between Novosibirsk State University and the
Siberian Division of the USSR Academy of Sciences can rightly be
termed integration, when the interests of the institutions of 

'two

different departments in training personnel and utilising the
intellectual potential and material base are so closely intertwined
that it is difficult to find the interdeparrmental border. The
Novosibirsk experiment which has passed a two-decade test is
justly regarded as positive. No doubt, the system of personnel
training in the Novosibirsk Scientific Centre has not exhausted all
its possibilities, and needs to be developed and improved.

Much attention is devoted at Novosibirsk State University to
developing public'activity of the students. They were the first
Novosibirsk students to form in lg63 a builders' squad for work in
virgin land areas, to exchange squads with Czechoilovakia in 1966,
and in 1975 to initiate the organisation of a regional international
student camp. Weeks of international solidarity are arranged
annually at the end of April by the University, jointly with ihe
r_e,gional and district committees of the Young Communist League
(Komsomol). Hundreds of boys and girls do volunrary work-on
their holidays and the money thus earned is used to buy surgical
instrurnents, cameras, books, etc., which are transferred duiing
international solidarity weeks to representatives of progressive
yout! in countries fighting for their freedom and independence.

- Th. University arranges discussions on many urgeni problems
of the country's life and international problems; these ire often
supplemented by discussions on ethical problems.

This also contributes to the fostering in young people of the
feeling of participation in, and responsibility for, ever.yrhing going
on in the country, and for the fate of world civilisation. - -

Souiet Scientists
on Siberia

Econom ic Studies
at the Novosibirsk Scientific Centre

ABEL AGANBEGYAN

The Soviet Union atraches vast importance to buildine uD the
scientific and technical potential of Siberia and the soriet"rai East
and to the accelerated development of their productive forces.The Institute of the Economy and organisation of Industrial
Production of the Siberian Division of -the ussR Academy of
Sciences, founded in 1957 and now with a staff of about'200
researchers, is making a significant contribution towards that goal.

The main directions of its research are as foilows: deveropLent
and territorial distribution of industry, organisation and minage-
ment.of production, the economics of ind'ustry, labour organiia-
tion, intra-industry reserves, regional problems'of Siberia ,ia trr"Soviet Far East, methodology of economic planning, etc. A
characteristic feature of all itiwork is close contact with- scientistsin other fields. Thus, the Institute's laboratory of econo..ri.o-
mathematical research, founded in 1g61, has 'helped to form
closer ties with the Siberian Division's Institute of Mathematics and
computer centre and with other institutions working in this field.

The Institute also has territorial sub-divisions to [ro*ot. closer
interaction with planning and economic bodies'in the main
siberian centres. The lisi includes the Krasnoyarsk Econ,mics
Laboratory (established in 1959); the East siberian centre for the
Regional Econ.omy and Industrial Geography in Irkutsk (196g);
the Economic Prognosticarion Laboratory in Kemerovo (lg6'g); the
Economic Research centre in Tyumen (196g); the'Indust"iri'
Economics Laboratory in Barnaul' (1972); the 

'Tuva 
Economics

Laboratory in Kyzyl (1974). These sub-divisions provide practicar
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and methodological assistance to planning, research and-economtc
organisations, e-ducational establiihments, and Party and adminis-
t.Jtir. bodies in tackling economic problems, coordinate economic
research in their particular region and furnish the necessary

information and materials foi the research carried out in
Novosibirsk.

**

In the early 1960s, the development of economic science, which
is determined by quantitative and qualitative changes 

, 
in the

productive forces, led to the spread of the theory.and methods of
optimal planning, based on wide use of economico-mathematical
instruments and computing machinery.

Three key factors contributed to mathematical modelling and
economic planning in the Siberian Division: the theoretical basis
and new methods worked out by such prgminent Soviet resear-
chers as L. Kantorovich, V. Nemchinov and V. Novozhilov; the
availability of computing machinery and wide scientific and public
support. The magnitude and complexity of the economic prob-
lemi facing Siberia and the Soviet Far East imperatively required
the use of modern scientific methods of long-range planning-
systems analysis and economico-mathematical modelling.' Early, optimal planning methods applied to local economic
problems proved no good for so complex a system as the national
ico.romy. What was required was a multi:level systems approach to
macro-economic modelling that would more closely reflect objective
reality. In keeping with the methodology of sy-stems analysis,
optimisation of complex systems is preceded by defin-ition of their
uitimate aim, the singling out of all elements contributing to its
attainment, of a complex of interconnected sub-syste-ms. The
Institute's economico-mlthematical laboratory was one of the first
Soviet research collectives to concentrate on these problems.

Elaboration of a slstern of economico'mathematical models of
optimal long-range territorial-industrial playni,ng- is one. of the main
directions of tfre Institute's work.r It includes a wide range of
research to formulate the underlying principles of the proposed
system; elaboration of individual types of its models; definition of
tLe requirements with regard to information needed to -produce
these models, and the methods of collecting and processing such
information; elaboration of mathematical nrethods for constructing
individual models and the iterative processes of their coordination;
construction of algorithms and programmes for modern com-
puters, the aim bEing to solve iineil and integer problems of
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optimisation; experimental testing of models and methods of their
application, also of blocks of models and the system as a whole;
elaboration of rnethods of economico-mathematical analysis of
deciriions and stage by stage application of models and systems in
planning.

Evolving a system of models for optimal long-range territorial-
industrial planning necessitated the study of general theoretical
questions relating to optimal economic development, for instance,
the choice of optimum criteria, formulation and formalisation of
the aims of economic development.2

The master scheme for a system of models for optimal
territorial-industrial planning, the first variants of which were
drawn up as early as 196l-62, includes a sub-system of models for
integrated economic planning (formulation of summarising indi-
cators for the development of the national economy); territorial
economic planning (defining the basic indicators for the develop-
ment and location of the productive forces in the various republics
and economic regions); optimal planning of programmed com-
plexes, for instance, fuel and energy, agrarian and industrial,and
different branches of the economy (defining optimal variants of
the development and location of industry according to program-
med inter-industrial complexes and individual branches of the
economy); district-level planning (defining optimal variants for the
development and location of productive forces in the given
district).

Stage-by-stage modelling is a distinguishing fearure of this
system. In working out an optimal temitorial-industrial plan, each
stage is seen as a full cycle. Its results are carefully analysed and
corrected and only after that all the necessary information is
transmitted to the next level of the system. This method allows for
stage-by-stage use of economico-mathematical models in practical
planning, following completion of theoretical and experimental
testing.

Each link of the system is treated as a self-developing
sub-system. This presupposes inclusion in a given system of other
elements, for instance, models of the formation of labour
resources, technical pro,gress, financial planning, etc. The self-
development principle implies that each sub-system represents a
group of interconnected models based on a master model. For
instance, the master model for the sub-system of integrated
economic planning is the dynamic inter-industry model. For the
sub-system of territorial economic planning it is the optimised
inter-industry and inter-district model; for the sub-system of
programmed complexes and individual industries it is a wide
range of standard optimal planning models for the development
ancl location of industry in the various branches, etc.
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The Institute's second major field of research is the construc-
tion of economico-mathematical models of long-range planning
widely used in resolving socio-economic d,eaelopmint pioblims And
here its activities include determining Siberia's place in the
national economy, devising correlations of planned targets and
supply and demand. This work is being conducted in conjunction
with various departments of the USSR State Planning Committee
and its Main Computing Centre, the USSR State Committee for
Science and Technology, and a number of research institutes,
notably the Central Economico-Mathematical Institute of the
USSR Academy of Sciences.

Research along those lines has already yielded results. For
instance, we now have recommen'dations on raising the quality of
centralised economic management, particularly on a programme-
oriented approach to planning, improvement of cost accounting
and the system of economic levers.3 The Institute participated in
drawing up the Comprehensive Programme of Scientific .and
Technological Progress and Its Socio-Economic Implications for
the period 1976-1990.

The third field of the Institute's studies concerns the economic
und soci,al problems ,f the long-range expansion and, territori,al
distribution of the productiue forces of Siberia and the Souiet Far East.
Only partial problems were tackled prior to 1970. The methodolo-
gy of economico-mathematical modelling, the enlargement of the
network of scientific sub-divisions, and the greater accent on field
studies and an increase in research personnel enabled the Institute
to pass to comprehensive studies of the socio-economic problems
of one of the country's biggest regions. And here the Institute's
staff is concentrating on working out the theoretical founda-
tions and conceptions of Siberia's economic development for a
prognosticated period, new methods of investigating the regional
economy (based on systems analysis, programme-oriented ap-
proach), and long-range regional planning and prognostication.a

Conceptualising the theoretical views on the most effective
principles and methods of regional development entails solution of
three groups of problems: comprehensive (overall development
indicators), inter-industrial and industrial, intra-regional. Other
elements in the group of comprehensive problerns are: determina-
tion of optimal (measured by national standards) development
rates for Siberia, optimal industry-wise and territorial economic
structures; determination of k.y inter-industrial and general
economic proportions, quantitative and qualitative indicators of
effectiveness, rational methods of developing new areas, with due
account of regional specificity; *rys and -rneans of promoting
economic growth, raising scientifico-technical potentials, living
standards, etc.
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Studies of Siberia's economic and social probrems have adistinc"t applied orientation. Their results r".u. ^"r-th"-it.or.ti.ut
:irl-s f:, devising long_range development plans and are drawnupon Dy prannlng, designing -and scientific-institutions. Besides,some resulrs can be applied-directly in the fo"j_rang.'a;u.lop_ment of branches .of ihe. 

".onorry, and tr,.'".gu'"iri,io, ofsub-rcgi<lnal territorial-production .o'*ple*es. o"-------

,,..^.O_r]ill,i: 
of 

.large-scile territorial ec'onomic programmes is ofr,'st-.rate. lmportance in assessing Siberia's ..orrorni. iotential. Thisapplies in . particurar to the "Kansk-A.hi";k T;;i"uia'1.,..gy<:.nrplex, the West-Siberian .oil and- gas fields, 
"g.;iiair,.iut,e'gineering.a,d metailurgical and othEr complexesl ottre, ri.tasof inve-sti-gation are ecoroglcar protecrion lespeiiary ru,i"rJ use ofLake Baikal resources), -the iormation of' territoriui-p."ir.tio.,

complexes, and developrnent of areas "a;"i"i"g-i;;;*l;i;_",Railway.
And still anorher- important aspect of research is the socio-cconomic firoble.nu of labour rrrourrri 

"a.q"ui.- r"pplr"of'"iuUo,r,
power, migrarion, inclu.ding its demograptiic and ;:;";;.'.o.,r"_quences, trend and direction of poipuiation outflow, *igiutio.,factors. T'e Institute has devised i lo.,g_.r,g" p,.oj..i?o., oflabour power in inflows and outflows.
. . T\" key indicators,. in .drawi"S "p integrated economic plans(aimed at. optimal. utilisation rrr iraitaute resources to maximiseconsumption) are' living standards, in- particulu. -.rrrrrrptio,
lT,?dt, and the p.,r.ess6s involved'in thi f";;;i";"_Ju.rr,"r,
and emptoyment of labour power. In fact, labour resources liold acentral 

-pJace in the system of territorial_production pturrrring. nnafrom this follows another field of ,,iay, lr_.fl-...rB_i-_
;:::g,sl:l : :::Lq1,i"", and de'i sin g "r ;iin"J, 

"1,_,,,'iii g,r,"
Lofmatron, mobrhty and employment of labour ,"ror..Er. "Th"
prrncrpa.r purpose of such studies is to provide an economico_sociological tlreory an_cl _methodological'r".o_*.r,d;ii;;; for
i_11.t*:q. ptannrng ot' the formation and employment of Ia_Dour resources. Among the more concreta subiects areanalysis.of fluctuation of.personnel in indusirr, ;g.;;i";ii .rr.utpopulation to the towns, riving standards and ["".r?r .""aiii,ons or
l1:,,111,.^1rn" 

pop.ularion, th"e use of working and free rime,apprlcatlon ot mathematical methods in sociololy.
Building up a stable rabou. force in agricultriie should be seenas a high-priority task. Its achievement iequires .ru6".utio" 

"r ,comprehensive-programme of rural socio-economic developmentln condrtrons of continuing trrbanisatiorr. Without such u pro,n.urn_rne ir is practica.lly impossibrc effectivery ," i.,".r." #iliu,".y
l)r'o('esses. And the construction o[ such a pt.ogramme requires asystc.ls appr,ach to the rural c.mmunity, i.e.,"rega.ai.rg-il as the
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totality of interconnected spheres, dissecting the mechanism of
each 6f these spheres and aisessing their influence on our overall
goals. Further,^ the investigator his to determine the degree of
iranageability of socio-economic processes and work out concrete

*.tnjar of iirecting them. Research in this field has since l97l
held a leading plice in the Institute's economico-sociological
studies. The r6suits were summarised in 1975 in a long-range
comprehensive programme of the socio-economic development of
the tountryside up to the year 2000.

The l*titut. i,ur also undertaken a study of the economics of
industrial enterprises. The aim is to create a theory of the socialist

enterprise and' provide concrete recommendations for the use of
economico-math'ematical models to improve planning, economic

stimulation and management of individual enterprises and their
amalgamations.

Tiese studies at micro-economic level include a theoretical
analysis of the economics of the socialist enterprise-(or amalgama-

tions of enterprises) within the framework of the national
economy and under the new planning -and economic stimulation
ur.urrg.^.rrt., and also mathematical modelling to produce
model"s of cost-accounting operation, intra-enterprise -planning and

direction of technico-einbmic processes, in particular in the

context of automated management techniques'5
On a more concrete l-evel, the programme includes the

formulation of the conditions for and defining the boundaries of
employing profit indicators to assess the activity of an ent€rprise,
f".i""iutiig the underlying principles of material stimulation in a

planned .Jo.o-y, simulated modelling of cost accounting (e'g',

iinancial) activity, a characteristic of the forms and 
. 
types of

amalgamation u"a the ways -and means of integrating .their
enteiprises. The main purpose in working out simulated models is

to gii,e the designett bf i., automated management system the

meihods required to test the reliability of variou: systems or their
elements and their effectiveness in concrete conditions. Beginning
with 1973 there have been systematic studies t<l produce a -rational
management structure. The methods now available enable us to
u"ulyJl the interaction of the structure of material input and

output and their management.

As mentioned above, .":,r:.r,:" of a system of economico-

mathematical models of long-range territorial-production planning
is one of the main directions of the Institute's work. Let us

examine these models in each unit.
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The first unit is a series of models for planning the national
economy as a whole, for pre-planning principles and calculation of
development rates and proportions. These are dynamic inter-
industrial models and their optimised modificaiions, models
of productive. capacity balances, optimised. norms of productive
accumulation in the national income, etc.

- We can single-out three basic theoretical results. First, a cycle
of research on the problem of economic optimisation criteria,
including the methodology of constructing a- goal-orienred con-
sumption . pattern and iti use in analysing the regularities of
consumption processes. Also formulated and proven are theorems
of the similarity of problems with differing optimum criteria
(reciprocity theorems). ,Second, investigation of ine quantitarive
correlation of the interaction of the ionditions and factors of
extended reproduction (influence of the dynamics of material,
asset and labour intensities on the rate'and proportion of growth of
GNP and national income, correlation between Departmint I and
Department II, etc.). Third, identification of the quantitative
regularities of the economy's transition to an 'intensive type of
development.

In practical planning there is heavy reliance on the results of
research in such a sub-system as optimisation of programmed and
industry-wise complexes. Among the fundamental reiults obtained
in this field mention should be rnade of a wide range of standard
optimised planning-models for the developr.,ent and geographical
distribution of productive forces within a-given indusirylprbduc-
tion, transport, multi-product and multi-stage) and the methods of
their economico-mathematical 

- 
analysis; models of multi-industry

programmed and goal-oriented complexes (agro-industrial, timbei, '

etc).; basic elemenrs o{ the theory 
-of 

multi-level optimisation of
industrial systems (including choice of technological variants for
development of primary units); special mathematical methods and
aglorithms in solving the optimisation problems in a given branch.

The second unit is a series of models for territoiial planning.
It consists, first, of optimised inter-industrial inter-regionil mode"ls
to set.the- correct proportions for Union Republics-and regions;
second,. of -optimised models for the economic structure of-large
areas; third, of a group of optimised models for forming region-al
territorial-production complexes and systems thereof; Iourih, of
models for regjonal goal programmes, for example, economic
development of the Baikal-Amur Railway zone. All of these
models have undergone experimental testing.

Among the. theoretical results, the following should be singled
out: formulation of the principles of territorial econom"ico-
mathematical models, with correlation of expenditure and results
for the given region; analysis of the qualitalive characteristics of
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optimal geographical distribution of economic units; formulation
of several schemes for territorial economic planning, including the
economic mechanism of interaction between central and regional

' planning bodies.
Organically linked with such models is the study of regional

economics. Conducted from the standpoint of the regional
reproduction process, it allows for examination of a region's
economy as an integrated organism with its own specifics in
functioning and developing at various phases of the reproduction
process.6 Inter-industrial balance sheets have been compiled of
production and distribution in administrative and economic
regions, and this has significantly enriched regional analysis with
the overall system of interconnected synthetic indicators.T

Formuldtion of the underlying principles of analysis of major
territorial economic problems plays a highly important part in
elaborating an economic strategy for the development and
distribution of the productive forces. Solution of these problems
requires a goal-oriented programme approach. Territorial plan-
ning of production organisation rests on an economic mechanism
designed to resolve the objective contradictions between the interests
of each territorial unit and those of a rationally conceived economic
complex.

Research linked with the synthesis of economico-mathematical
models in a common system has enabled us to study fundamental
problems involved in improving the planning and management of
the national economy. Thus, there have been formulated and
proven theorems relating to coordination of overall optimisation
with that of individual sub-systems. The main conclusion drawn
from mathematical studies of a system of models is that optimal
planning must combine directives based on a limited number of
indicators with regulatory levers.

In synthesising a system of models we have worked out
schemes for exchange of information between their sub-units to
secure coordinated solutions. Methods have been proposed for
harmonising industrial and regioiral planning, and we have
reliable mathematical coordination formulas for the two-tier
system, "national economy-industry". Research has also begun
on the adaptive capability of plans.

Models that take into account social factors, the impact of
scientific and technological .progress, and stochastic and uncertain-
ty factors, are now being used at all levels. Methodological
recommendations on modelling long-range territorial-production
planning have been included in the first section of the USSR State
Planning Committee's project of an automated system of plan
calculations.
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The Institute's study oJ theoretical and methodological prob-lems of -labour-power mobility has yierded valuable .?r"it, tnut
!uu9 substantially altered our understanding of this process.
lnstltute researchers have worked out the fJndamentali of aninter-discipline economico-sociological theory based on a study of
concrete cases and sociological investigationi. 'rt e result has been
an .entirely new concept of labour-po"wer mobility ,, u, i.rt.g.ul
socio-economic_ process of movement between locarities of sociarproduction and spheres. of employment. This .rrr.., ,utiriu.tio.,,on the one hand, 

.of. the requirements of parts of the national
g.gl9Ty_for a definite type-of labour, arb, o, the othe., th.individual requirements bi the workers dii".riy 

-_o, -inJirectty
connecred with a definite. type of work. The iniestigatiors utsogav€ us a broader theoretical-understanding of the po"sitive socialand economic functions of the mobility. pio..., in the deverop-
ment of the national economy.anil sociaiisi society, and also of the
negali,ve, consequences resuiting from this p/*"rr. 

-We - 
haueprovrcted screntific grounding for- a system of concepts in the

movement of labour resourcei: mobility, reserves, jobs,'movernent
of individual workers,- system of empioym.rrt, iir"ro.io_economic
essence, mechanism of movement of labour, the job u, , .u...r,
fluctuation, .migration, horizontal and verrical sliifts of labour-power .mobility, etc. These elements reflect the results of acomprehensive economico-sociological survey. It has 

"tso 
jin.r, .r,a. glossary of alout one hunJred terms on the thEory oflabour-power mobility.8

Institute researchers have arso given us a clearer idea of theinternal structure of this process, iis various i.rte.twrni.,g .o,,po-nents, the connection between actual and potentid *&.*e.rts,migration and fluctuation of personnel, .;"i, .tu"gi"g-*1ihi" ,given enterp-rise and between enterprises, ifr. *..n'u.ri?-r-oi tl,.movement of labour resources, its causes and contributing factors,and. possible -regulatory methods. The effe.tiueness--oof-in.r"
methods has been coniirmed, in particula., by the-so.iologi.ut
expe.riments in reducing fluctuation of personnel in Rubtsovsk, amedium-sized industriaf centre in the ettai fe..itory. 

---*"

, . Tl:.methodology of programming socro_economrc resear.ch intnls tletd, worked out by the Institute, is of fundamental
significance. Its recommendations include trr. ,t.".i"." 

--of 
aprogramme and concrete methods for examining each oi it,elements. It has also drawn up a special methodolog'y ;,1.ra; tf,"movement of workers and migrations from rurar ti'urban #eas.The first of these recommenditions, meant fo. p..rorr".i- *u"u_gers and sociologists at industrial enterprises, strlrnmarir., 

".u.ty
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ten years of empirical study of fluctuation. The 
- 
study -regards

fluctuation t ot ai a socially negative phenomenon, but rather as a
necessary and inevitable procCss performing important functions
in the economy, though needing regulation and adjustment' As

distinct from previous methodological principles, these recommen-
dations provid'e for analysis not only of actual, but also of potential
fluctuati,on, and not only between various enterprises, but also

within one and the same enterprise.'
Selective sociological and statistical investigations of migration

of rural populatioi regards this phenomeno.n not only in its
demographii and economic aspects, but also in its social aspect

stimuilted by the difference 
-in the way of Iife and general

conditions between town and coq,ntry.
Another direction in the study of labour resources is the

formulation, approbation and use in concrete analysis of modern
mathematical methods of rnodelling and processing sociological
information. The Institute has devised a new economico-
mathematical model of migration. It represents a system of
differential equations and hai great prognosticating-possibilities. A
modernised viriant of this model has been designed to imitate the
migration of rural populations. It has been demonstrated that
mi[ration of urban- and rural populations rests on different
,o.'io-..orromic mechanisms: in the towns the influx of population
follows capital investment, whereas in rural areas the inflow of
capital inv-estment follows the outflow of population.' For the first time in world sociology, a mathematical apparatus
for image identification is being used in studying labour-power
mobility)0 [t can be used to prognosticate regional differences in
rural-population migration and to devise multidimensional
typologi6s of rural migrants to towns and of mobile workers in
industiy. Methodological approaches to the construction of systems
models'of manpower mobility have also been worked out.

{<**

The impact of economic studies in Siberia on the national
economy ai a whole has markedly increased over the past ten
years, in particular thanks to the Siberian Division's close contacts
with industry.

These contacts are sustained and systematic. The most
important findings that can be put into practice are submitted to
th; USSR State eommittee for Science and Technology, the State

Planning Committees of the USSR and the Russian Federation for
use in t[e economy. This necessitates verification of all economico-
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mathematicat models pertaining to the economic development of
Siberia, the Russian fideration and the USSR as a whole. In this

way academic econonrics becomes also an applied science'-
'There are several forms of utilising the results of basic

research in production: a) transfer - to planning, .economic,
designing and^ scientific organisations of methodological -materials
and-p.Jposals and recommendations on individual problems; b)

it. Slf.iiu" Division's participation in drawing up comprehensive
plans for applied research in pursuance of cooperation agree-

*"rrt, with interprises and miniitries; c) contracts for research on

behalf of economic organisations; d) methodological and consulta-

tive assistance to enteiprises, organisations and institutions. About
80 concrete problems have been solved on the basis of the

Institute's r.,"thodological recommendations requested- by plan-
ning, industrial and oth.. o-tgut t:1!i911 Its data have been used

ir, fri.pr.i"g plan variants roi tgoo-tg70, l97l-1975, 1976-1980

and fol the period uP to 1990.
A characteristic example of the Institute's links with industry,

based on long-term coopiration programmes, is its contact-s -with a

number of Novosibirsk enterprises-, in particular the Siberian
Farm Machinery Works and thi Iskitim state farm. Joint research

is conducted in two areas: social f.actors in production, which are

taken into account by management, and improvement of industrial
planning and management structures.

,r**

on the whole, the research described in this article replesents a

significant advance in solving a number of economic problems. It
is"indicative, also, of the p.ogress made since the establishment in
Novosibirsk of a specialiied-academic institute working in cluse

contact with kindied organisations' However, what has been

achieved to date is but a stige in the development of such research

in Siberia. There are still many scientific problems awaiting
detailed study and application in economic practice'
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Souiet Scientists
on Siberia

At the Dawn of History

ALEXEI OKLADNIKOV

' The history of Siberia-a country with colossal potential,
whose wealth, as the famous l8th-century Russian scientist Mikhail
Lomonosov aptly pointed out, should "add to Russia's might"-
has long been attracting the attention of both Russian and foreign
researchers.

In our time, when the unprecedented socialist transformation
of these expanses is taking place, historians face the major
problems of studying the past of Siberia and its peoples and of
showing the heroic efforts of the Soviet people to industrialise,
and otherwise give a new look to, Siberia.

In the conduct of this work archaeology is of major scientific
and socio-political importance. Archaeologists are called upon to
draw a picture of the early life of the peoples which inhabited,
and inhabit now, this gigantic eastern part of the Soviet Union.
Theirs is the all-important mission of tracing the continuity of
time by presenting the common and specific features of the
complex historical process which has been proceeding for mil-
lennia.

The archaeological explorations conducted by the Novosibirsk
Scientific Centre were launched in 1960-1961. Territorially and
thematically, they are a continuation of excavations conducted by
the Leningrad Department of the Institute of Archaeology of the
USSR Academy of Sciences under the guidance of the present
author. Currently, the Institute of History, Philology and
Philosophy of the Siberian Division of the USSR Academy of
Sciencei (IHPP) is carrying out archaeological research of' the
Paleolithic and Neolithic periods and the Metal Age in Siberia, the
Soviet Far East, Central Asia (Mongolia) and partially in other
countries neighbouring on Siberia.



The following brief survey of the findings will be presented
chronologically, beginning from the Paleolithic period.

The classical monuments of Siberian Paleolithic, located in the
Yenisei Valley (the famous Afontova Gora site and the group of
Kokorevo sites) are widely known from publications, they go back
to the Sartang period-the closing stage of the Glacial period and
are 20-14 millennia old according to the C 1a dating. This would
appear to indicate that man settled the colossal expanses between
the Urals and the Pacific comparatively late. Remains of the
Sinanthropus and material traces of his activity, approximately
300,000 years old, have been found in Eastern Asia. In the Urals,
including the northern Urals, Mousterian monuments have been
unearthed. Siberia, however, according to the former views, had
been an uninhabited land in that peri,od

That was what lent such crucial importance to the discovery in
196I in the Altai town of Gorno-Altaisk, on the Ulalinka River, of
what is Siberia's oldest Paleolithic settlement known to date. The
excavations were carried out by the present author and A. Umans.
ky, with the participation of geologists V. Saks, Corresponding
Member of the USSR Academy of Sciences, and S. Troitsky and
I. Volkov, experts in the Quaternary geology of Siberia.

According to Troitsky, the layer which underlies the level that
contains stone artifacts, in terms of European geochronology, can
perhaps be attributed to the Riss-Wiirm interval or a still earlier
stage. In other words, this moment of Siberia's geological history is
150,000 <ir, possibly, 200,000 years old. It follows that man may
have appeared on the Ulalinka in the late Acheulean period of
Europe or at a still earlier date. In terms of Siberian geochronolo-
gy, this time falls on the late Taz Glacial stage-the early
Kazantsevo Interglacial. Hence the new, basically important
conclusion that. the peopling of Northern Asia proceeded much
earlier than was previously assumed. The early centre of primary
human culture had existed in the Altai for hundreds, not dozens,
of millennia. Dominating the vast expanses of the West Siberian
Plain, which was exposed to incursions of the World Ocean, the
Altai must have been one of the early centres of man's spread to .

the north and the east of the Asian continent.
This assumption has been confirmed by subsequent research.

Still more important results were obtained during the exploration
of the amazing Ulalinka siie in the Altai and following it new ideas
of man's emergence in Northern Asia were formed in the 1970s.
The research performed jointly with L. Ragozin, a Siberian
geologist who specialises in pre-Quaternary deposits in the Altai,
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confirmed that the site is not 100,000 or even 200,000 years old
but incomparably older.

According to these newly obtained data, the loose deposits of
the Ulalinka"Hill, which contain stone artifacts, are divided inio
three sections. The upper, 1.7 metres thick, bears a loess-like
character. A Mousterian point and flakes typical of Siberian
Neolithic have been discovered at its basis. The second, middle
section, about 0.6 metre thick, resembles the deposits of the lower
part of what is known as the Krasnodubrovo series. According.to
paleomagnetic data, the middle part of the Krasnodubrovo series
deposits in Western Siberia is up to 690,000 years old. No vestiges
of 

^human activity have been discovered in this section. Processed
stones comprising an origirral industrial complex previously un-
known in Siberia, characterised by artifacts archaic in technique
and form, lie directly under the Krasnodubrovo series in the
upper part of the layer of golden-yellow plastic clay, which belongs
to 

-whai is known as the Kochkovo series, which, according to
Paleolithic data, is about.two million years old and older.

Paleomagnetic research conducted in the Ulalinka section has

shown that the upper limit of the lower cultural !.pgli! goes at
least 300,000 yeari back and the lower more than 700,000-years.'

Of importance in the study of the history of man's develop-
ment of ihe ,ast areas of Northern Asia are recent finds of
primitive pebble artifacts of the chopper type-original imple-

-er-rts with a beak-shaped point. Such items have been excavated
in the Amur basin, among other places, at Filimoshki in Ust-Tu
region. They have also been unearthed in western Mongolia.
Tfiese finds'are not accompanied by remains of the fauna, their
greater part lying on the surface. However, th-e primitive forms
ind pebbly charaiter of these items resemble the man-processed
Ulalinka pebbles. Equally interesting is the fact that in shape th.ey

coincide with the pebble artifacts collected by K' Alpysbayev in the
Karatau Mountains in Kazakhstan, and with the chopper disco-
vered by the present author with the participation of G. Maximen-
kov in 'the thick pebble deposits of an ancient terrace around
On-Archa in Kirghizia. It follows that the battered pebbles in
question may go 6ack to the fairly distant period of existence of
the Archanthropus-the ancestors of the Neanderthal man.

The bifaciall, flaked big blades that resemble the-widely known
hand axes of Europe, the Near East and Africa, which has been
excavated in Mongolia (Yarkh Mountains, the "Gobi Bottom") are
very important for the understanding of the history of man's
development oT Northern and Central Asia- An equally- surprising
find was an almond-shaped hand axe, distinctly Acheulean in
shape and technique of manufacture, discovered at the village of
Bogorodskoye, on .the Lower Amur, in 1977 - To this day no
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a.tifact so typical in shape has been uncovered in neighbouring
Eastern Asia.

The disco'eries of bifacial tools alongside widespread pebble
tools in Northern Asiaoffer a.new picture"of the orig'inal pelpling
of. these expanses. These discoveries suggest tt ri, 

"iiLl tn.
subsequenr.epochs, the distinction of this piicess in tire frriy 

""aeven Middle Paleolithic periods apparentiy consisred in the fact
that no continuo,s areas-of cohesive cultuies and, corresponding-ly, no large local human groups were in existence. i'he small
gro_ups and individual early communities of the Archanthropus
and"Paleoanthropus settled 

'haphazardly, 
pursuing their prey and

,ol"rll rnhabtrrng some convenient ecological niches. Moit proba-
bly, the source of spread of the protopeople, wlto were equipped
with hand axes, from west to eait und frtm south ,o .,ofth, *u,
Hindustan or perhaps the part of Central Asia neighborrirrg o,the caucasus. This is evidenced by discoveries of A] Medovev in
Mangyshlak which irrclude Acheulean-type hand axes. t

The newcomers may werr have met on their new territories the
bearers of the q:unl.. industry. It resulted in a compli.ut.d--os"i.of population distribution which was roraily ut uuriurr..- *iti, tt ecommon view that monurnents of the' Lower and Middle
Paleolithic forrned a uniform continuous pattern, and that largeculture areas existed at that time.

.,.J1_., next 
, 
s.t]ge of the cultural development of the early

slberian populatio' which is of basic importance for studying thlhistory of Norrhern Asia, is presenred'arongside in"- p.ir"iE"rry
studied Pale.lithic monuments (ust-Kansk cive in the'Altai) by
cave sites-the Denisovskaya and strashnaya caves-discor...d byN' ovodov and the present author in the Tigireksky Range in the
Altai.

, fhe_C 1, dating .f a bor-re from the Strashnaya Cave confirmed
that in European terms these finds go back to t'he late Mousterian
epoch or to rhe very outset of the'Upper paleolithi. p..iod. ro.
instance, two c 1a dates have been deteimined for the'StraJ.r.yu
Cave. The. third layer has been found to be more tf,u., iS,OOO
years-old (a more exacr date defied disclosure). The second dut.,for the fourth -layer, was found to be much earlier, it was
olscovered that the layer was 40,000_4b,000 years old. Hence, the
major-conclusion that the Altai remained the cent.. of .urlv-niurr',
spread even in the Middle paleolithic period. Excavations ,i,ua. i"these two caves support the concept of the ,'o.e irt..rsiue
developmenr of, man- ind his culture in those auv, l"*pur.a to
the-earlier. lpoch. Evidence of this is furnished Ui tn. .rri"rg.r,..of Levalloisian techniques, with rheir more perfict ""J u"fi.any
new chipping techniques. The pebble *u, ..plu..d by a ,p..irllj,
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fashioned core, from which wide regular-shaped elongated triangu-
lar blades were shorn.

_ - 
Algngside the Altai, the Levalloisian techniques of the Middle

Paleolithic period is raceable as far east as Transbaikalia and
Mongolia. This is confirmed by the results of excavations
q91{orm9{ at Cape Sanny in the Uda Valley, in Tolbag on the
Chikoy.River, on Tirovskaya hill at Chita as well as in Mongolia,
where interesting finds have been discovered around the -Arz-
Bogdo Mountains, in Otzon-Mant in the south and on the Orkhon
River (Molty.-Am). The C,n dates obtained for the Transbaikalian
settlements are 34,900+-780 years for the Varvarina Gora site and
34,860t2,400 years for Tolbag.

Excavations'conclucted at virvarina Gora site in the uda basin
disclose the picture of a permanent or seasonal paleolithic
settlement. Animal bones, processed stone-cores, blades, flakes,
scraper-shaped. tools-have been fo,nd within a sharply defined
space enclosed by stones and pits dug by the ancient'dwellers.
sorne. of the 

- 
pits apparently served is depositories. one such

depository with stone-faced walls and floor co.tained the cranium
of a beast of prey amid tubular horse bones-unbroken unlike the
qajo-rity of other similar finds. Presumably, it was a ritual burial
of. the predatory animal's head accompanied by a sacrificial
offering of parts of the horse.

The stone furniture of the dwelling on Varvarina Gora
exhibits Levalloisian features. The double-ended pebble cores here
are marked by Levalloisian techniques. The maisive wide blades
sheared of them have regular elongated forms. In the majority of
cases one edge of the blade or both are retouched. There is a
tria.gular point typically Mousterian in shape and retouch. The
bone artifacts are represented by two srnail awl-shaped points.
Primitive beads made from ostrich egg shell have been uneirthed.
J.udqyS from the stone working tecli.,ique and fauna (rhinoceros)
the varvarina Gora site chronologically must have stood close to
such settlements as cape Sanny, whose lower layers were forrned
at the Zyryanka gtage of the Glacial period, which preceded the
Sartang stage. The finds excavated in the Strishnava and
Ust-Kansk caves in the Altai go back to the same period.

The discovery in the Altai, Transbaikalia and c^entral siberia
(the settlement of Kemchuk, 90 kilometres west of Krasnoyarsk) of
Paleolithic monuments displaying the Levalloisian stonejworking
technique^s, constitutes- a turning point in the understanding of thE
!fu-,"Iy -o{ man's development of Siberia and of the histori of trre
Paleolithic culture of Northern Asia. These monuments character-
ised by archaic features support the view that man settled in
Siberia iT 9g.p antiquity and add to our knowledge about the
nature of this process.2
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The excavations of a Paleolithic settlement in Achinsk,
discovered by geologist G. Avramenko, have yielded new.data on

the origin "f tJr. Milta-Buret culrure of. the Angara basin. Here
G. Avrimenko and V. Larichev have discovered remnants of a

mammoth-bone dwelling like those of Malta and Buret. In the flint
industry they have ttr.rik a similar combination of big pebble..tools
(choppers ind scrapers) witfr small .European-tyP€ artifacts,
i".t.idi"g characteristic denticulated Aurignacian-type trlade.s' The
Achinsk"site has also yielded evidence of the existence of artistic bone

processing-a mammoth tusk fashioned into-a stylised phallus. The
ubou" finis add evidence that the bearers of this culture formed part
of u lurg. group of the Paleolithic tribes of Eastern and western
E.rrope jo.,[ suih tribe stopped over on its way from the Urals to the
Baikil area at the Achinsk settlement).

A specific phenomenon was constituted by a. Paleolithic culture
which aia ""t include stone tools-a Paleolithic bone culture
which is represented by the location of mammoth bones in the
Kargat area at volchya'Griva (excavations of the present author,
E. Alexeyeva and others).

The pre-pottery Late Paleolithic and Mesolithic cultures of the
Far East developed along an equally complex and original path'
One of the oldest Stone Age 

-monuments of what is now the
Maritime Territory is a flint-working settlement at the village 

_of
Osinovka near Usiuriysk (excavations of the present author)'r In
the redeposited crust of weathering, more specifically the layer of
brownish'-red clay, whose formaiion falls on the interglacial
interval which may have preceded the glacial maximum in the
Sikhote-Alin Mountains, i.e., goes 40,000 years back, archaeologists
have come upon something like working areas of Stone Age
masrers. From pebbles of whiiish-green volcanic.tuff they fashioned
unorthodox and odd-looking tools which combined signs of a core
of the Levallois type and i chopping implement-. Items. which
fused pebble and'-Levalloisian techniques came into existence.

Similar finds have also been discovered in several sites in the
Maritime Territory, including the Mo River at Lake Khanka, the
Ilyushino hill at Ussuriysk, aJwell as rhe Middle Amur (the village
of Bibikoro above Blagoveshchensk;.

This path of development of Stone Age culture based on

pebble t.ih.,iqr.r is also-confirmed by- new finds in the Maritime
territory-in'the cave named after the Geographical.Society at

the city of Nakhodka in the mouth of the Suchan River

lexcavaiions of N. Ovodov, the present author, N. Vereshchagin,
ie. Leshok and others). Together with the bones of the mam-
moth, cave hyena and wild horse, archaeologists have disc-overed

there big flales manufactured by the characteristic method of
pebble Jhopping-by transverse 

'blows 
directly on the smooth
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pebble crust without any preliminary preparation of the striking
platform. Pebble-cores from which such blades were shorn have
also been unearthed here. The finds in the Geographical Society
Cave, which must be slightly younger than the Osinovka ones
(35,000-25,000 years old) are also remarkable because they point
the way along which the mammoth and, following the mammoth,
apparently the primitive hunter made his way to Sakhalin and
Hokkaido-along the land bridge which in the Glacial period
linked what is now the Maritime Territory with the islands which
today form Japan, and further with the American Continent.

In Northern Asia the end of the Paleolithic period was marked
by the emergence of two widespread elements of the lithic
industry. One of leaf-shaped knives processed by bifacial Solut-
rean-type plane retouch. They were first discovered in the
settlerrent .of Verkholenskaya Gora on the Angara and in the
valley of the Ushanka Stream, and then in the latest Paleolithic-
like settlements on the Orkhon River in Mongblia-in the same
area as Moltyn-Am (Cheremukhovskaya valley). Similar knives
have been dug,up in the Dyuktai Cave, in the Aldan valley. They
also represent a typical element of the culture of the Late
Paleolithic population of Japan, which existed concurrently with
Western Magdalenian culture approximately 17,000-12,000 years
ago. In the upper layer of this rich flint-working settlement at
Ustinovka, in the Maritime Territory similar knives have been
discovered, they also must have belonged to the same period.

Another characteristic element of the Ustinovka settlement
tools is burins made from blades whose long edges were processed
by tiny retouch and burin blow was made athwart-diagonally to
the blade's long axis. Similar burins, which were named Arao-the
place where they were first described (Japan), have also been
discovered in Ustinovka as well as in the Dyuktai Cave in Yakutia,
and at the Verkholenskaya Gora site.

These burins and bifacially retouched leaf-shaped blades are
accompanied by core-shaped'artifacts which have come to be
known as Gobi cores. In the layers of the Cheremukhovskaya
valley, on the Orkhon River in Mongolia such items are typical of
the final stages of this unique period of Paleolithic culture. Yet
another remarkable settlement in Mongolia is known-a settle-
ment on Mt. Khere-uul in the Khalkhin-Gol valley, where
Gobi-type cores form the basis of the lithic industry.

The above examples testify to the extensive cultural integration
over a substantial stage of the Paleolithic or Mesolithic periods in
Inner Asia, geographically ranging from Japan to the Maritime
Territory and further to Eastern Mongolia. This applies to more
than Asia. N. Nelson observed in his day that the Gobi cores
formed a link between the pre-pottery cultures of Alaska and
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Central Asia.a Perhaps it was not accidental that the culture of
wandering Folsom hunters marked by precisely- such- bifacially
retouched- heads gained ground in America exactly at the time it
did in Asia (c. 10,000-11,000 years ago).

The simultaneous emergence of the Gobi cores and ancient
pottery (fragments of primitive clay vessels) i" J1p3" (Fukui Cave)
ind in thelettlemeni of Ust-Kyakhta on the Selenga, near the
Mongolian border, was apParently not -accidental either.

T-he subsequent period of the early history of the- North-Asian
tribes was the Neolithic period, with its emergence of pottery (clay

vessels) as well as polished chopping implements, the bow and
arrows. In different parts of Norihern Asia the formation of new,
Neolithic culture proceeded in different ways.

The Neolithic 
-period 

formed the first major local cultures of
Northern Asia-something like provinces, some of which can in
turn be divided with different degrees of authenticity into smaller
local regions. Furthermore, these large provinces of the Neolithic
and Ear-ly Bronze periods (Glazkovo culture) of Northern Asra can
be associated with latter-day historico-ethnographic complexes,
primarily those east of the Yenisei-with the Tungus and
i'aleoasiins,s as well as with the Ugro-Finns of Western Siberia-a
factor of particular historical importance.

A newiy obtained series of C1a dates casts a new light on the
development of the Neolithic culture of Cisbaikalia. These dates
make ihe Kitoy monuments older than the Serovo ones (burial
ground No. 3, 1973 has two dates: 6,550.r-35 years and 5,720'r5O
yeats).' As they studied the Neolithic period in the past- dozen years

archaeologists concentrated on the Baikal area and the Soviet Far
East. Recient explorations conducted around the Bratsk and
Ust-Ilimsk hydropower stations on the Angara (R Vasilevsky) and
on the Lena and Olkhon Island in Lake Baikal (the present
author, I. Aseyev and A. Konopatsky) have yielded ? great
amount of material which makes it possible to broaden our
knowledge of the development of the Neolithic culture of the
early Br6nze Age period in Cisbaikalia. Amon-g other. things, it is

significant that archaeologists employing -the _C 1a analysis for the
fiist time obtained absolute data for the Kitoy and Glazkovo
burials. The Kitoy burial in Khuzhir (Olkhon Island) goes back to
the very beginning of the fourth millennium B.C', the Glazkovo
burial in t6e Obkhoy cemetery on the Kulenga River, a left
tributary of the Lena, to the second millennium B.C.

In the late first millennium B.C. and the early first millennium
A.D. the enormous expanses of Central Asia witnessed stormy
events-the formation-of large state-like tribal alliances which,
within a short time, conquered immense territories inhabited by
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hundreds of peoples and tribes, but due to external and internal
political and economic contradictions soon disintegrated. On the
other hand, these alliances, however shortlived, influenced the
material and spiritual cultures of both the conquered peoples and
the- conquerors themselves. Evidence is furniihed by numerous
archaeological monuments which frequently occur in the steppe
and mountain taiga areas of the south of the Eastern Siberia,
including the area around Lake Baikal. Above all, mention should
be made of the presence of many stone-slab graves found in
Northern Mongolia and in the Achinsk sreppes in the south of the
Chita Region. Graves strucrurally similar 1o the above have also
been found in Olkhon Island, on the western shore of Baikal, in
the Yelantsy District at the village of Tyrgan 6 and at the Sarma
UIus.

Excavations of Mankhai stone-slab graves suggested that in the
3rd century-early 2nd century B.C. at Mt. Mankhai in the valley of
the Khuda River rhere had lived people who had had a material
culture similar to that of their contemporaries who had inhabited
the Baikal shore and olkhon. It is aiso of importance that the
material complex of these graves was associated with the tribes
*lri.! had migrated here,from Mongolia leaving stone-slab graves
of the Bronze and e-a-rly Iron iges in rh; sreppes. there
movements are attributable to the political events of tlie time when
Mongolia and'Transbaikalia were invaded by the Huns and part
of the. local Selenga tribes, undgr the pressure of the conquerors,
moved as far north as the Baikal area.

Almost simultaneously the stone-slab graves of Mongolia and
Transbaikalia gave way to new monuments-Hunnic, which are
dominated by burial complexes. More often than not, Hunnic
graves occur in Western Transbaikalia and Mongolia. While the
excavations of Noin-Ula barrows offer an idea of-the wealth and
miqh_t_ of the Hunnic aristocracy, the study of ordinary barrows
and Hunnic sites in Transbaikalia helps reconstruct the picture of
life of the mass of the Hunnic population. The Huns-practised
primitive agriculture. This is evidenced by finds fiom the
Nizhne-Ivolginskoye fortified sertlement, such as cast iron
ploughshares, an iron sickle and grain grinders. The iron smelting
furnaces, fragments of blooms, slags, imall bronze artifacts and
bones discovered in this settlement indicate that the Huns had
comparatively developed crafts. On Hunnic sites and in Hunnic
burials occur more-than-one-metre-high clay vessels to keep food
and.cooking pots. All f-Iun-ni9 clay potiery was of good quality and
made on the potter's wheel. Some of it is'ornamen-ted. Excavitions
and.graves-of Noin-Ula have disclosed many remnants of rugs of
local manufacture, including felt.
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The Hunnic economy was dominated by stock-breeding and
bones of domestic animals have been discovered in many giaves.
An analysis of the osteological material obtained in the Ivolgins-
koye fortified settlement shows a high proportion of cattle and
pigs in the Hunnic stock. Horse bones occur in the graves much
less frequently. But then, the grave furniture quite often
contained remnants of horse harness: cavalry was the main
Hunnic force of arms.

The Huns built fortified settlements. The most northerly is
Nizhne-Ivolginskoye on the Selenga River, which occupies an area
of more than 75,000 square metres. Excavations show that it was
surrounded by a powerful system of defence installations, which
consisted of four ramparts 1.5-2 metres high and four fosses 1.25
metres deep. The settlement passed from the scene in the lst
century A.D. due to the overall decline of the Hunnic state
alliance, which collapsed, torn asunder by the internal contradic-
tions of its aristocraiy and the mounting struggle of the subdued
peoples.

Following the disintegration of the Hunnic tribal alliance a new
tribal alliance-Xianbi-made its appearance in Central Asia. It
included Mongolian- and Turkic-speaking tribes, the Xianbi, the
nucleus of this alliance, in the view of the majority of researchers,
being the ancestors of the latest Mongols. The economic basis of
these tribes was nomadic stock-breeding. The stock was the
property of individual families but they moved around the steppe
together, driven by the need for grass and water. In the second
half of the 2nd century A.D. the Xianbi represented a formidable
force. Led by their elder Tan Shihai, they seized a colossal
territory which stretched as far west as the Urals and as far east as
the Ussuri River. Their possessions reached the Sayan Mountains
in the north, bordering on China in the south. At the end of the
3rd century this gigantic alliance fell apart. A factor behind its
disintegration, as in the case of the Huns, was internal and
external political and economic contradictions.

The existence and collapse of the Xianbi alliance anrl the later
period are illustrated by burials discovered and ext:av:rtc<l by the
present author in a place called Burkhotui in 1050 an<l on the
Onon and Shilka rivers in 1958. These burials <lifl'er from the
others known to date by their specific burial rites antl furniture.
They are faced with slabs of gneiss and granite arr<l are oval being
up to four metres in diametre. In the narrow gravc-pits under the
masonry one metre under the surface were tlis<:overed the dead
bodies, which lay oriented northwards with a slight deviarion to
the west. At the heads stood flat-bottomed narrow-necked clay
vessels with turned out rims. Nearly all vesscls ornamented with
one or several parallel applicated ribs, sorne <lf them split and
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turned edges downwards. Furthermore, the graves were found to
contain three-edged bone arrowheads, narrow knives, one arc-
shaped copper torque and several T-shaped copper plaques. The
graves of this type have come to. be identified at Burkhotui
culture. This group of burials and those Iike it stand between the.
monuments of Hunnic and Turkic times, i.e., go back to the
2nd-7th centuries A.D. This material suggests that the Burkhotui
people maintained certain ethnocultural relations with the Amur
basin tribes. To date, the cemeteries of Burkhotui culture, with its
typical pottery and burial rites, have been discovered and Partly
excavated at the village of Tokchin, in the Onon basin, at the
villages of Chindant and Ononsk, in the Burgotai and. Amogolo
valleys, on the middle and lower Ingoda and on the Argun.

Remarkably, certain ornamental similarity to Burkhotui pottery
is exhibited by the pottery of the Kurynkan graves in Cisbaikalia.
However, in the Kurynkan graves, which date from the first
rnillennium A.D., as a rule, the dominant rite was that of
incineration while in the Burkhotui cemeteries that of inhumation.

Interesting data on Siberian culture are derived from the
examination of rock drawings, including those of the upper Lena
valley, where petroglyphs of Shishkinskiye rocks were studied
before. A careful examination of the red sandstone rocks on the
Lena and the Kulgan, including at a place called Shaman-kamen,
has yielded much information for gaining an understanding of the
ancient art and culture of the Lena area and Eastern Siberia as a
whole. This applies to pictures of elk which follow each other in
pairs. Most of these pictures are polished, hence their good state
of preservation. A key to the dating of the elk figures and later
pictures has been discovered on a rock which overlooks a right
tributary of the Talma, a river which empties into the Kulenga
above the village of Ust-Talma, where something like a palimpsest
of overlaid drawings of different periods has been uncovered.

Archaeologists have shown intense interest in the excavations
of Neolithic monuments of the Amur and the Maritime Territory.
By their character the Neolithic monuments of the Far East can be
divided into at least three large groups: the Upper Amur, the
Lower Amur and the Amur proper.

The Far East has an abundance of Neolithic settlements, many
of them with enormous semi-subterranean dwellings. Large
settlements in which dozens or even hundreds of people lived in
subterranean Neolithic dwellings stretch from the mouth of the
Amazar River and Blagoveshchensk region. One is the Novopet-



rovskoye settlement (excavations of A. Derevyanko) which totals at
least 15 houses each with a dig-out pit, strong walls built from
upright -logs and a roof covered by earth or sand for retaining
warmth.T The lower down the Amur, in the direction of the ocean

.(especially below Khabarovsk), the more frequent the occurrence'of such settlements. In places, for instance, at Marinsk on Suchu
(Shchuchiy) Island, or in Kondon, near Lake Evoron, they become
regular little Stone Age towns like the small fortresses of the
Kamchadals described in the l8th century by Stepan Krashenin-
nikov.s

The fishermen's settled life also explains the distinctions of
pottery-the most common material of- the settlements and the
most important characteristic of Neolithic cultures. The early
Amur pottery, with the exception of the late Neolithic vessels
uncovered in Sargol (Kondon), which obviously made their way to
the Amur from the North, are predominantly flat-bottomed rather
than conoidal-bottomed, as in the taiga zone of Eastern Siberia.
Fishing requirements also explain some specific elements of the
stone furniture of the Amur Neolithic settlements, for instance,
stone club (knuckle-duster) like those used by the Neolithic Ob
population, or knives with a differentiated knob-like base, good for
cutting and scaling fish. In some places occur the simplest net
sinkers shaped as grooved pebbles and even heavy sinkers-
"weights". These items furnish ample evidence of the determining
influence of specific Amur-type fishing on the overall cultural
make-up of the Lower Arnur tribes.

The Maritime Territory and partly the Upper Amur (in
distinction from the Lower) show traces of Neolithic agriculture. A
big ornamented stone grinder with a bowl-shaped cavity has, for
instance, been discovered in one of the dwellings of a Neolithic
settlement on the Mramornaya River as well as characteristic
segment-shaped grinding currants. Many similar currants have
been excavated from Neolithic dwellings in a settlement at
Olenesovkhoz near Vladivostok. Subsequently, with the early signs
of the use of metal (bronze) boat-shaped currants made their
appearance in the Kharinskaya valley.

The Neolithic art of the Lower Amur is without parallel in
Northern and Eastern Asia. Above all, its hallmark is its
ornamental pattern, based on a curved rather than a straight line,
spiral-shaped curlicues, the complex ligament of the Amur
basketry pattern. Archaeologists gave special attetrtion to the
unique monuments of the Lower Amur ancient art-petroglyphs
discovered in Sakachi-Alyan and around the village of Shere-
metyevaya on the Ussuri, the earliest of which go back perhaps to
the Mesolithic as well as Neolithic periods. These monuments
represent the most vivid manifestation of the original features of
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the inner world and aesthetic concepts of the Amur primitive
man.e To this should be added the petroglyphs of Transbaikalia,
the Middle Lena and Baikal,ro which are distinguished by their
specific style.

Transition from Stone Age to Metal Age is marked in the
e:<cavat-ions by r.uch monuments as a large settlement on the
Kharinskaya Hill and a series of settlements r,,'ith early finds of
bronze artifacts around Lake Evoron and in Kondon. The.se
monuments provide an idea of two variants of Bronze Age
ctrlture: a northern, or Evoron, variant and a southern, rep-
resented by the settlements of the Kharinskaya valley.

Furthermore,. excavations of early Iron Age monuments (the
present author and A. Derevyanko) have been carried out. In the
Maritime Territory the oldest early Iron Age monuments are
comprised of Yankovsky culture ("shell-mounds culture") which
bears a maritime character (with the presence of developed
fishing, marine hunting and agriculture). This culture also
contained rudiments of stock-breeding, including the raising of
the domesticated pig. Another locally discovered early Iron Age
culture has come to be known as Krounovka culture. Later, it gave
way to Poltse culture. On the Amur the early Iron Age was
marked by monuments of Uralic culture rr-the culture of the
settled agriculturists and'stock-breeders, contemporaries of Yan-
kovsky culture, which, apparently, was of the same origin, having
however a number of distinctions in pottery. Poltse culture was
widespread from Blagoveshchensk to Komsomolsk-on-Amur and
further north.

From the late first millennium B.C. to the 7th century A.D. the
Amur valley, the Maritime Territory and neighbouring Manchuria
registered an extensive spread of the culture of the Mohe and
Shivei (in the north) tribes. Original Mohe culture is illustrated by
large cemeteries (for instance, the Troitsky cemetery at
Blagoveshchensk, on the Zeya River) as well as many settlements,
including fortified ones with subterranean dwellings (the
Mikhailovskoye fortified settlement).12 In the Maritime Territory
and Northern Manchuria in the 7th century A.D. the Mohe tribes
created the first state of Tungus-speaking tribes-the Bohai
Kingdom.

Among the few but vivid Bohai period monuments discovered
in the Maritime Territory stand out a complex formed by a temple
and fortifications made of boulder ramparts at the village of
Borisovka near Ussuriysk. Amid the ruins of a temple which must
have belonged to the local rural community or the ruler of a small
provincial area, in addition to ordinary tiles, tiles with Bohai-type
rosettes on their tip-disc trimming, two unique bronze statuettes
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and a maskJike object with the head of a dokshiit-like deity and
the torso of a seated naked human figure have been discovered.

The present author and V. Medvedev, during their systematic
excavations of large Nuzhen period cemeteries around Lake
Bolon, at the village of Nadezhdinskoye and near the township of
Smidovichi found a rich material complex. A complicated"burial
rite has been disclosed and sizeable collections of vessels, metal
decorations and objects of armament and everyday life have been
established. Decorations with plates and pendants, fancy little bells
and Nuzhen warrior belts have been reconstructed. These items
reflect both the economy and the high level of material culture of
the Amur Nuzhens as well as their spiritual culture. The Nuzhen
monuments also offer remarkable material which makes it possible
to trace a certain relationship with the late mediaeval culture of
the Eastern aborigines-the Tungus-Manchu tribes, primarily the
Nanais.rS

The past few years have seen explorations of a major
mediaeval cemetery (excavations of V. Medvedev) in Ussuriysky
Island on the Amur.ra In the 8th-l lth centuries the Tungus-
speaking Nuzhen tribes which inhabited the Amur valley and in all
probability also this dozens-of-kilometres-long island have left
iomething like 1,500 burials on a sand mound' A substantial
proportion of the monument has been destroyed by modern
quarries. However, more than 250 burials have been opened.

The burial was performed in an oval or rectangular gravepit
with rounded corners, up to 140 centimetres deep from the
present surface. While observations related to the burial rite
provide some idea of the intellectual level and religious views of
ihe people who lived in the late first-early second millennia along
the Amur the many items extracted from the graves are a source
of information about different aspects o{ their material culture,
the development ()f their trade, the level of their military craft,
economy, etc. Alongside everyday items (clay vessels, knives,
fire-kindling tools), decorations and objects of armament traclition-
al to the mediaeval celneteries of the Far East and other areas,
archaeologists have extracted from the burials work (irorl shavirtg-
knives, fret-saws, celts) and fishing tools (many irorr hooks, clay
sinkers for nets). These finds deepen ()ur insiglrt into tl.re

productive activity of the early Nuzhen populatiotl of the Amur
irea. As regards other material complexes, for exanrple, everyday
objects, among them, due to their particularly great numbers and
good state of preservation, stand out remtrill)ts ()f armour-
iectangular iron armour plates discovered in several burials-up
to 700 in all.r5 It is interesting that in view of its particularly great
value the armour was trot always buried with the dead but was
hidden in what resembled caches aside from the burial. This
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explains why they survived even when the graves were destroyed
or looted. Special mention should be made of the belt plates used
by the Amur Nuzhens which were buried on Ussuriysky Island.
The burial complexes contained dozens of plated belts, which
consisted predominantly of bronze and iron plates, many of them
gilded. Th-e belts'dominant feature is their rectangular blade-$-raped
plrq.res with openings and dents along their u-pper-edges. .Similar
decorations, of which as many as 20 can be found in individual
burials together with other items, graphically illustrate the distinctive
Nuzhen culture of the Amur area.

In addition to the Amur area and the Maritime Territory
archaeological explorations have been conducted in' the Far
North-Easl, the Okhotsk Sea coast, Sakhalin and the Kuriles (the
present author, R. Vasilevsky, V. Golubev). This research
Lroadens the picture of the past of these areas of the Pacific
region16 and makes it possible to trace the complex ethnocultural
relations (Ainus, Eskimos, Koryaks and other Paleoasians) which
prevailed in the north of the Pacific. Amgng oth-er -things, this
ipplies to what is known as Qkhotsk culture, which has been
incieasingly attracting the attention of Soviet 17 and foreign,
primarily Japanese, researchers.

In recent years Soviet archaeologists have been engaged in
regular excavations in Western Siberia, particularly, the
Novosibirsk Region.

They have been carrying out annual explorations in the
Baraba forest-steppe, where the primary objects of study are
Bronze Age settlements and cemeteries. Several monuments of
this period have been completely excavated. Among these the
Preobrazhenka-3 cemetery is of especial interest, in it almost 300
burials of Andronovo and Irmen cultures have been explored.ls
Currently, a picture of the historico-cultural process which took
place on this territory from the early stages of the Bronze Age
(early second millennium B.C.) to the ransition from the Bronze
Age to the Iron Age-the 8th century B.C.-is comingto light. It
is based on reliable stratigraphic observations made in the process
of excavation of both stratified settlements and cemeteries. In
several instances archaeologists succeeded in tracing the inner
chronology of individual cultures, as well as in identifying their
local variants which had arisen due to the uneven cultural
development in various parts of the Baraba steppe.

Furthermore, settlements and cemeteries of the early Iron Age
and the Middle Ages have been discovered and are now being
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explored. In this connection mention should be made of cemetery
Kyshtovka-2.re A meticulous analysis of the burial rite and material
complexes has disclosed, accurately enough, the ethnic affiliation
of the population which has left this monument (the South-Khanty
ethnos)-a factor which will subsequently promote the retrospec-
tive study of the territory's cultural development.

Of particular importance is the discovery of Paleolithic sites.
Until recently only the Volchya Griva site dating from the Upper
Pleistocene was known on this immense territory. The past few
years have seen the discovery and partial exploration of another
two monuments of this period-Vengerovo-5 and the Novo-
Tarbisskaya site (the present author and V. Molodin).2o

The geomorphology and the pattern of material culture of
these monuments are distinctive. The sites are located on hill
range, their cultural stratum usually contains many bones of
mammoths and other specimens of the late Pleistocene fauna. The
absence in Baraba of its own sources of stone materials suitable for
tool-making made stone a highly valuable material for ancient
man. This explains why finished flint implements and flakes are of
extremely rare occurrence on the sites. However, available data
indicate that the tools were predominantly blades and blade-shaped
flakes.

Continuing the study of late Iron Ag. monuments in
Transbaikalia (excavations of I. Aseyev), archaeologists have exca-
vated nomad burials on the Onon, on Baikal shores and in
Olkhon.2r The study of petroglyphs (the present author) initiated
in the previous period on Mount Khashkhai, in the Angara basin,
and on the Upper Lena, has yielded fresh material which enables
archaeologists to form a broader picture of the life, art and
religious rituals of the Kurykan tribes-the ancestors of the
Buryats and the Yakuts.

For several years archaeologists performed similar research in
the Altai, exploring burials of early nomads and ancient Turkic-
speaking inhabitants of the Altai and studying the petroglyphs.
Researchers also unearthed monuments of Russian culture of the
lTth-l8th centuries including in the former Ilim fortress, in
Zashiversk (Ye. Sedyakina, V. Molodin). This research substantial-
ly added to the data obtained from written sources offering a
clearer picture of the life and culture of the early Russian settlers
rn Srberra."

The local archaeological research is extended by broader
studies, including of the Stgne Age and the early and mediaeval
history of China, Mongolia,zs Korea and Japan. These.themes are
discussed in several publications, some of them devoted to art in
the conqext of the problem of the rational essence of the
world-outlook of Paleolithic man,2' as well as in popular articles
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and books on problems of the origin of man and the historiog-
raphy of the Paleolithic period which have won an impressive
readership.25

ln 1974, Soviet and American archaeologists carried out their
first joint expedition to the Aleutian Islands and Alaska (it was
co-directed by the present author from the Soviet side and
W. Laughlin from the American side), which has made for a
better understanding of the early relationship between the tribes
of Asia and America, of the role of the Aleutian Islands in the
peopling of the New World and of the history of ancient Aleutian
culture.26

A notable place in the archaeological study of Siberia is held by
the Museum of History of Culture of the Peoples of Siberia and
the Far East, housed in the IHPP, in which unique archaeological
and ethnographic materials ranging from the Paleolithic period to
the l9th century inclusive are on display. Basically, the museum is
to show and prove the continuity between ancient and modern
cultures and the progressive development of the peoples of
Siberia, including the emergence of early forms of statehood in
that part of the country.

Of major significance in the historical study of Siberia is a
careful attitude to its monuments, more than 1,280 of which have
been discovered to date. Siberian scientists and scholars are
preparing to establish an open-air All-Siberian Historico-
Architectural Museum of the IHPP. To date this future museum
has received l5 architectural objects from different parts of
Siberia, including such gems of its architectural and building art as
the Russian Church of the Saviour built in 1700 in Zashiversk, the
Buryat dugan temple irom Gusinoozersk, watchtowers of the late
l7th-early 18rh centuries from Kazym, a log cabin of the
descendants of I Polomoshny, a fellow-trail-blazer of Semyon
Dezhnev, etc. The museum's four sections will offer a display of
early man's settlements in Siberia, its diverse aboriginal dwellings
and a Russian Siberian village, complete with houses and
outbuildings. The museum will present an impressive picture of the
continuity of labour traditions, friendship and cultural interaction
between peoples.

The development of Siberian archaeology and research into
the history of Siberia since the first man set foot there form a
major contribution to the study of the early history of the Soviet
peoples and all mankind.
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Soaiet Scientists
on Siberia

The Methodology of Study
and Prog nostication of
the Development of Rural Areas

TATYANA ZASLAVSKAYA

One of the most significant problems now being solved by
Soviet society is the overcoming of social differences between town
and country, including the difference between industrial and
agricultural labour. The growing significance attached to this
problem has been reflected, among other things, in the develop-
ment of branches of science involved in the study of rural areas. A
number of major works have been published recently in.the USSR
concerned with the social problems of these areas.'Siberian
scholars have also made considerable contribution to the develop-
ment of Soviet rural sociology.2 The study of rural population
migrations conducted here over the last few years covered a wide
scope of problems in the life activity and mode of life of rural
population and in the planning of the social development of rural
areas.'

At the same time the studies that have been conducted have
shown that, to solve even relatively special questions, isolated
studies of various aspects of the life of rural areas are insufficient.
It is becoming increasingly clear that rural communities are
complex social organisms that are simultaneously integral parts
and functional subsystems of society serving it in certain resPects.
Control of this object requires elaboration of a sufficiently
well-coordinated interdisciplinary programme based on the know-
ledge of inner mechanisms of functioning and development. This,
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ln turn, assumes the -study of rural communities as relatively
independent systems functioning within the framework of ad-
vanced socialist society.

Since 1972, the Institute of the Economy and organisation of
Industrial Producrion of the siberian Division of" the ussR
Academy. of sciences (IEOIP) has been engaged in the research
project '?ersp_ectives of Socio-Economic D-erllopment of Rural
{rea.s (a.Case Study of Siberia)". The goals of thii project are: (l)
the development of the method-ologicafmeans (theoiy, methodoio-
By, and 

. 
special procedures) for socio-economic ,yit"*, study,

prognostic-ation, and control of the development of rural areas; (ij
analysis of the present state, structure, laws of functioning and
social reproduction of the Siberian village; (3) preparing #veral
-r_:::1""_t, 

of the,groglosis of social devilopment 
"f tf,L village

wrthrn the next 15 to 25 years; (4) subsrantiation of the principil
elements of long-term programmes for all-sided socio-economic
control of the development of rural areas.

In its-goals, this study is_close to the international project "The
Future of Rural communities in Industriarised socieiiesi, carriedout in 197l-1976 by the European coordination centre for
Research and Documentation in social sciences (vienna centre).
The IEoIP was one of th.e sponsors of this project. It should be
empha-sised, however, that the international piojict did not set the
goal of systems study of rural communities,^whiile in the Siberian
proje,ct it figures as rhe primary task.

. Th9 present paper is an artempt to elucidate, first, the
theoretlcal conception of rural community as a subsystem of
society an-d, second, the principles of methodology and piocedures
for interdisciplinary (sysiems) 

-study of rural arias.

{<:f*

The question of whether the entire rural area of a certain
country is a systems object is not at all clear. It is appropriate to
recall here that, systems studies are of rwo types. siriaies of the
first type investigate systems clearly delimited from the environ-
ment (e.9, organisms). In studies of the second type, on the
contrary, the scientist is from the outset faced with theobiect in its
diverse manifestations, while the system itself has to be singled outor constructed on the basis of the empirical material aiailable,
construction of the system being one 

- of the basic and most
complicated.goals of study. That is precisely the situation we are
faced with in attempting a systems study of rural communities.
The first step in thi diiection we are interested in is theoretical
definiti,n of the- object of study and of the fearures distinguishing
it from the environment.



As is well known, there are no general or universal definitions
of town and countryside applicable to all countries and acfepted
by all scholars. The'boundaiies between these types of settlement
aie sufficiently vague and conventional, and the features by which
various scienies Jistinguish them are numerous and extremely
diverse. To define trrra-i com*unity as an object of socio-economic
stucly, let us introduce the concept of the social settlement
,trrrit rr. of society which will be a generic one with 

. 
regard to

town and country. This structure is the result of interaction
between two "crois-sections" of society-the social and settlement
aspects of it.' Elements of the social structure of society are classes, social

strata, and groups differing in their status and standing in certain
relations tolactr other. A Jpecific form of links between them are
production relations and, faking a -broader view, social relations
iharacteristic of the given society. fne main distinctive features of
social status or membership in a certain class, stratum, oI group
are the relation of members of society to means of production,
their role in social organisation of labour, size and mode of
obtaining income, and- degree and mode of participation in
production management. These criteria define the working class,

peasantry, and the intelligentsia, and within these, certain strata and
groups-for instance, sliilted and unskilled workers, agricultural
and industrial workers, etc.

Elements of the settlement structure of society are types of
settlenrent, differing from one another but at the same time
interconnected. Sett-iement typology is based on such distinctive
features as size of permanenf pofulation, nature-of its pursuits,
remoteness from soiial and culiural centres, townforming factors,
previous history, natural environment, modes of building, availa-
Litity of everyday services, etc. Links between ,various types of
settlLment ari efiected through the exchange of population and
results of labour, in particulai, the exchange of commodities and

services.
The settlement and social structures of society are to a certain

extent independent from each other, since members qf the same

social stratum (say, skilled agricultural workers) live in settlcments
of different typei, beginning with one-house farms and ending
with small towns, and vice versa, inhabitants of settlerlents of the
same type (say, a large city) belong to different social strata'

et 'fhe same tim;, there is a certain dependence between
settlement types ancl population social _structure. 

'Ihus, almost all
farmers liv6'in rural iettlements, while artistic and scientific
intellectuals live in major cities. That is the basis for singling out
types of settlements esientially differing in the s<rcial composition
of the population and thus iorming elements 'f the social and
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settlement structure of society. This structure is of a larger scale

than settlement structure, for all settlements with kindred social

structure belong to one type, although they may differ in other
respects.

To*t and rural community are the principal and largest
(though not the only) elements of society's social and settlement
struciure. The basic'feature of rural communities, distinguishing
them from other types of settlement, is their links with land and
agricultural production. In most modern societies rural com-
mlunities lag- behind urban ones in the economic, social and
technical respects. In antagonistic societies this backwardness,
resulting frorn economic exploitation, is transformed into social

antithes"is between town and countfy. Socialist societies set the goal
of gradually overcoming social differences between town and
coritry, but its complete resolution requires much time.

Proceeding from the above, let us attempt to de{ine the. rural
community .6r-r.ept. The rural community is an element in the

social-settlement structure of society that was formed in the
process of social division of labour and is characterised by farming
ind kindred branches as the population's main occupation, lower
labour productivity as compared to the level attained by-society as

a whole, the degree of 
-actual 

socialisation and technolcigical
equipment, and the ensuing lower level o_f the population's. income
u.r.l 

^ ..rrrtrrmption. The imall size of the communities, the
considerably iower level of social services, and the p-redominance
of direct contacts between men determine a specific system of
value orientations and norms of behaviour as well as a specific
mode of life depending on the above factors.

The social o63..t thus defined rnay be regarded as, a systemic

one. Indeed, the rural community functions and develops within
the framework of a larger system-the national society. It differs
from the rest of the national society, first, functionally, for most of
its population is engaged in agriculture.and the branches ser-ving

it; secbnd, socially, foi rural population is a specific element of the
social structure of sclciety charicterised by a correlation of classes

and social strata sharply differing from that of urban population;
third, spatially, for rural communities have a territory of their
own; fourth,'from the aclministrative and legal points of view,
inasmuch as state contlol of rural communities is of a relatively
autonontous nature (up to the level of the rura'l administrative
district), while the legil regulation of the activities of the rural
population differs essentially from that of urban population.' 'The integral nature of a system with regard to its environment
is tested by the presence in this system of functions relating to the
lvhole thai are riot reducible to the functions of its elernents. The
nrain .socinl function o[ rural comrnunities with respect to national

i*3aK. l8l(i b5



s()ciety- is ensuring normal conditions for life activity and
reproduction of the agricultural population, this function' being
realised through the interaction of all the elements of the rural
community's inner structure. The main economic function of rural
communities with regard to society is production of agricultural
output. At first glance, this function is realised by only one of the
elements of rural communities-the production sphere, but in
reality the latter cannot function without very close links with the
spheres of population reproduction, education, and ntaterial and
spiritual consumption.

The performance of the socio-economic functions in the life
activity of rural population is, in our view, the system-forming
factor of rural communities.

It should be noted that the system under study is stratified into
several hierarchical levels; the following levels may be considered
in the case of the USSR: (a) the rural areas in their entirety, the
rural community of the whole country; (b) the rur.al community of
a national republic or major region; (c) the rural community of a
region or territory; (d) the rural administrative district; (e) a
number of settlements belonging to one collective- or state-farm; (f)
a separate rural settlement.

The rural community has a control system ensuring a kincl of
"grinding-in" of its elements and their normal functioning as a
whole. In cases where spontaneous or relatively independent
development of rural community elements leads to a breaking-
point situation, various control mechanisms come into play which
return the system to the state of equilibrium.

All of this shows that the rural community conforms with most
criteria imposed on systemic objects and may thus be regarded as
a complex homeostatic organic systenl.

A systems study of the rural community assumes step-by-step
solution of a number of interconnected scientific problems: (l) the
rural community as an element of present-day socialist society
(with an identification of the mechanisms of the influence of
society on the rural community and of the functions performed by
the rural community with regard to society; (2) the structure of
the rural community itself: its division into subsystems, elucidation
of their mutual functions, conditions, and nature of interaction, as
well as their role with respect to the environment; (3) inner
structure and mechanisms of functioning of subsystems of the
rural community, defining units forming these subsysterns, making
analysis of ties between them and constructing a general model of
the rural community at unit level; (4) mechanisms of economic,
political, social, and legal control of the rural community,
construction of a ,model of the rural community as a controlled
system.
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Let us deal in greater detail with some of the above tasks.
The rural community os a subsystem of deueloped socialist society.To

understand the tendencies of contemporary and future devLlop-
ment of the rural community, it is important to establish, first, tie
laws- of .development of the larger system-society, and second,
mechanisms of transmitting the appropriate developmental im-
pulses from society to the rural community.

Recently there has been a significant growth of interest for
studies in the development of whole national communities as well
as of smaller socio-territorial communities (districts, towns, rural
settlements, etc.). In this type of studies social development is
taken to mean shifts in a wide range of living conditions taking
place under the impact of scientific, techn;logical and sociai
proSress.

. Social developrnent is a complex and many-sided process. At
le.ast five- components_characterising its various aspeits. may be
distinguished for analytical purposes: social production, socio-
economic, socio-demographic, socio-geographic, and socio-cultural
developrnent of communities at various levels. These processes, on
the one hand, embrace the rural community as part oi society, and
on the other, they regulate in a certain way tha relations between
the rural community and society. The latter point has special
reference 

-to- 
social production and socio-cultural- development or,

to put it differently, to society's industrialisation and urbanisation.
The content of these processes being well known, we shall not
dwell on it here.

The effect of industrialisation and urbanisation of society on
the development of rural communities is of dual nature. On the
one hand, they condition the gradual "compression" of rural
communities, their decreased role in the social-division of labour,
distribution of national income, and consumption of material and
spiritual wealth. That is manifested in relative, at first, and
subsequently absolute decrease in the number of rural settlements,
their population, and arable land area. On the other hand, the
same processes affect rural communities as an integral part of the
entire .society, _ 

causing qualitative shifts in iis production,
economic, social, demographic and material-spatial structures.
Change.s of.this type constitute the content of the-rural community
social development-the process with which we are most con-
cerned.

The actual development of social objects is, of course, never
unidirectional-progressive changes in some areas are frequently
accompanred by losses in others, and periods of rapid advance-
ment are followed by periods of stagnation and even loss of some
positions. pre-viously'giined- If we ire to regard derelopment as
the totality of progressive changes in the state of the object under
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study, then the content of the social development -of the
present-day Soviet rural community may be characterised in the
following way.

Agricultural production in most areas of the country is being
put o.r an indusirial basis. Production of separat€ types of output
is concentrated at a limited number of large specialised enterprises
having a much greater potential for mechanisation and automa-
tion ihan smaller ones. Automated systems of information
accumulation and processing are introduced in the management
of agriculture. The hierarchy of working places is becoming more
co*plex and differentiated, the dernand for highly skilled rarorkers
is growing fast, while unskilled labour is released from. agriculture.
Tlie opportunities are increased for choosing professions and for
workeist social and professional promotion, seasonal fluctuations
in the nature of labour decrease, the conditions of work in
agriculture approaching those in industry' Owing to changes in
the branch structure of the agro-industrial economic complex, a

large number of industrial and construction enterprises are being
built in rural areas, while the proportion of rural population
engaged in farming is decreasing.

The growing share of highly skilled agricultural labour (and
the resuliant increase in wages) cgntributes to a rise in the rural
population's actual incomes. Gradual reduction in the labour
int-ensity of personal subsidiary holdings, introduction of modern
durables in iural everyday life, development of various forms of
social services signify a transformation of the traditional rural
mode of life ancl its growing similarity to that of city dwellers.

The characteristics of demographic development of town and
country are becoming noticeably similar. Urbanisation and changes
in the way of life, the- spreading of urban norms of behaviour tend
to eliminate the difference benveen the birth-rate and natural
growth of rural. and urban population. The mean size of the rural
Iamily is reduced, and its slructure simplified, so th3t it includes
not more than two generations, as a rule.

The educational level of rural population is raised through the
introduction of universal secondary education, extension of the
network of specialised educational establishments, and sending
most of the graduates to rural areas. Shorter working days in
farming contribute to the population's increased leisure. Construc-
tion of clubs, libraries, sports facilities, and extension of the forms
of their work increase opportunities for using this leisure for
cultural purposes.

The iystem of social relations in rural cotltnunities is gradually
formalised. The role of kinship relations <lccreases. The social
control of individuals' behaviour is weakcnc<I. The needs, inter-
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ests, value orientations, and opinions clf rural dwellers assume
many features formerly characteristic of city dwellers only.

The general number of rural settlelnents decreases, the
population is gradually concentrated in relatively large villages
with all amenities. Their appearance is changing: the network of
streets is becoming more regular, excessive dispersedness of
buildings is eliminated, the proportion of modern type multi-
storey buildings is increased, and social centres of settlements are
formed. More conveniences become available in rural dwellings
(sewerage, running water, gas, central heating, etc.).

Lastly, the development of transport communications shortens
the economic and social distances between separate settlements,
including those between villages and town. Transport mobility of
rural population increases-trips to neighbouring villages and
towns both for production purposes and those of everyday life are
becoming more frequent. In suburban districts a large proportion
of the population is occupied at urban enterprises, commuter-type
migration becoming widespread.

Such is, in general outline, the content of progressive changes
taking place in the Soviet rural community as a subsystem of
developed socialist society which is under permanent control of
the latter.

Both the direction of development of rural communities in
principle and its rate are determined by the interests of socialist
society as a whole. This is reflected in the links between planning
and control. These links may be divided into economic (planning of
production and material and technical supplies, regulating the
economic mechanism, applying certain financial levers); social
(provision of various social privileges and sanctions for some or
other groups of the rural and urban population); ad,mini,strati,ue

ond legal (regulating the rights and duties of various groups of
population and types of organisations); poli,ti,col (the Soviet power),
and ideological (forming communist world outlook, spreading
certain spiritual and political values, moral norms, etc.). The rural
community's response to the controlling effect of society is
expressed in various types of "feedback", e.g., in the extent of
aciual fulfilment of production plans, regularities of population
migration and manpower fluctuation, workers' attitude to labour,
etc.

The other group of links is formed by connections between
rural communities and society based on the exchange of material
wealth, services, information, income, labour, population, as well
as social norms and values. This exchange is realised on the basis
of specific relations and therefore assumes various forms.

Material wealth which is exchanged between society and rural
con.rmunity is intended for both industrial and personal consump-
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tion. This type of links is secured through the material and
technical supply of enterprises, selling of consumer goods in rural
communities, state purchases of agricultural produce, collective-
farm (market) trade in the cities. These relations are intended to
ensure the proportional development of the interconnected
branches of economy-agriculture, industry, construction, trans-
port, and to regulate the comparative rates of labour productivity
increase in these brarrches, as well as correlation between levels of
personal consumption of urban and rural population.

Both urban and rural population obtain most of the social and
cultural everyday services where they live. Exchange of services
between rural communities and the rest of society is therefore
developed much less than exchange of material wedlth, still it does
exist. Rural dwellers use the services of medical institutions, shops,
multiple service establishments, museums, theatres, parks -of

culture and recreation, etc., situated in cities. In their turn, city
dwellers living in summer country houses or vacating in villages
make use of rural recreational resources and rural communlty
services. The resultant division and cooperation of labour promote
a more elfective organisation of services for the entire population,
satisfying its needs more fully.

The varied commodity-money relations between the rural
cornmunity and society "serve" the distribution and redistribution
of the national incorne and have a formative effect on certain
proportions of economic and social reproduction. These links
regulate the comparative rates of growth of urban and rural
production and non-production funds, the degree of profitability
of urban and rural enterprises, and the level of personal incomes
of urban and rural population.

Information coming from society to the rural communities
creates conditions for training highly skilled personnel and
medium echelon workers, facilitating also the elimination of
cultural differences between town and collntry, widening the
general spread of information and thereby of the populaiion's
social . activity, and satisfying its spiritual needs. Goal-directed
regulation of information exchange is a most important instru-
ment of raising the technological, social, and cultural standards of
rural communities.

The development of commuting and seasonal migration of
population between town and country signifies exchange of
labour. A considerable part of the population of suburban areas
permanently work at urban enterprises. Among city dwellers there
are also persons working in the surrounding villages, but their
number is not great. Much more widespread is the assistance to
rural communities provided by city workers' labour during the
seasons of highest agricultural activity. Exchange of the labour of

10

pcrmanent dwellers raises the general level of employment of
labour resources in social production and reduces the shortage of
manpower in it. At the same time commuting and seasonal
migration perform important social functions, eitending labour
and social mobility of rural dwellers, and promoting i better
knowledge of the city ancl urbanisation of their consciousness, etc.

Exchange of permanent population (as distinct from commu-
ting and seasonal migration) presupposes changing the place
of residence, that is, moving from rural areas to'ionins and' vice
versa. The functions of this kind of migration are close to those of
the commuting migration just described. Its function is to
establish_correspondence between the sites of industrial enterprises
and workers' place of residence, to extend the possibilities of 

-rural

dwellers' social and -professional promotion, to raise. their living
standard, and introduce them to the urban way of life.

Rural and urban population have different systems of social
norms and value orientations. Rural norms and values reflecting
the conditions of insufficiently urbanised society are less developed
than urban ones and gradually give way to the latter. Rural norms
and values are introduced into cities almost exclusively together
with their carriers, that is, the migrating population, -while
mechanisrns of the spreading of urban norms ind values in the
villages are more varied. They include not only the moving of a
certain par! of city dwellers to the country but also liring
intercourse between town and country dwellers, their discussion oT
current affairs, working out a common attitude to these affairs
and to certain aspects of social life. Besides, the social norms and
values .of the rural. population gradually change under the impact
of -society's goal-directed activity in political, ideological, moral,
and cultural education of the people through musr media, art, and
literature.

Elements lnd slstem-forming relations in the rural community. The
specific mode of functioning of the sysrem under study is tire life
activity of rural population. It is therefore natural to single out as
subsystems such spheres of this life activity that would perform
significant a.d relatively independent functions in the attiinment
of the system's general goals.

However, can one speak of the rural community's goals? The
rural community is not a single-purpose system constiucted for
carrying- out certain tasks but an integral part of society.

Accelerated socio-economic devel<lpment of rural communities,
levelling out of the social condition of urban and rural dwellers is,
as has been noted, one of the highest g<_rals of socialist society. This
does not rule out but, on the contraiy, presupposes working out
long-term goal-directed programmes for ihe sotial developme"nt of
the rural community reflecting, on the one hand, the nieds and
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interests of society, and on the other, the resources-and- potential
available to it. Let us try to define the goals of -a long-term
programme for the development of the Soviet rural community
over the next 15-20 Years:

- to attain a le'Jel of agricultural and kindre-d production
sufficient for satisfying rhe 

- society's needs in foodstuffs, for
production and consum--ption needs of the rural community itself,
ind industry's need for raw materials;

- to ensure the reproduction of rural population on the basis

of natural movement ind migration that would ensure satisfying
the rural community's need for manpower ?t'd the urban
community's need for increased numbers of workers;

- to overcome, in broad outline, the socio-economic and

cultural backwardness of the rural communities in comparison
with the urban ones; to achieve a transformation of agricultural
labour into a variety of industrial one; to eliminate most of the
differences between'the standards and modes of living of rural
and urban population; to ensure that the material, social and

cultural needs of rural population are satisfied to a fuller extent
than at present;

- t; intensify the recreational and ecological functions of
rural areas and raise their role in the conservation and enrichment
of society's natural resources.

The i<inds of activity "responsible" for carrying out these tasks

fall into three majorupir...t,-,.uterial production, reproduction of
men, and reproiuctibn of natural environment' Each of these

spheres produces its own "output" 
- 
which is consumed, first,

,it1ri" the sphere itself; second, by other rural-spheres; third, by

the external, non-rural part of society. Accordingly, the-flow of
wealth from society to th-e rural community is distributed between
these three spheres of activitY'

However,'the division o[ total life nctivity of rural population
into the spheres of reproduction of material wealth, men, and

natural .rri.orr*.rt ij inadequate, for each of them includes
kinds of life activity essentially differing in their goals, objects,
means, modes, and iesults, thai is, essentially independent of each

other. In order to single out the more special but at the same time
sufficiently large and"relatively independent units in the popula-
tion's activity, it is necessary to determine clearly the very_ concept
of sphere of tif. activity regarded as a- subsyst"T.of the rural
community. In this study, ,a iubsystem of this kind is interpreted
as a specific agglomeration of social objects which, first, is ordered
...oriirrg to 

"ih. function it plays in !t : sphere of social

reproduc"tion; second, includes both the activity of forrnal org.?1-

isdtions (enterprises, establishments, and departments) responsible
for the 

'different 
areas of reproduction and the corresponding
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activity of unorganised rural population; third, is characterised by
specific goals, objects, meani, modes, and results of activity of
fbrmal organisations and population'

Applicition of these criieiia yields a division of the three major
spherei listed above into more specia-l !yp..t 9f. activity in such a

way that only relatively weak links will be disjointed..^ As a. result,
seven subsyri.*r .o...sponding to seven types o{ life-activity of
rural popuiation are singled out: (l) social material production; (2)

collective farmer's personal subsidiary holdings; (3) health care; (4)

enlightenment and specialised education; (5) material consumption
and" everyday life; 

^(6) spiritual consumption and leiSure; (7)

reproductior, .or.e.ration, and utilisation of the natural environ-
ment.

All of these subsystems axe necessary for the existence. and
development of the rural comrnunity, as each of them reproduces
a specialised "output" necessary for other subsystems.

One can single out six most important kinds of resources, or
values, that are the products of certain subsystems of the rural
community distributed betweel its elements: labour resources, the
population's working time, the population's leisure, material
*.ilth, income, and natural resouries (including arable land and
forests, territories suitable for settlement, etc.). The links involving
production, distribution and consumption of these resources are

iystem-forming for the rural community. Regulating the propor-
tions of distrib=ution of the most important resources between the
subsystems is an effective instrument of controlling the rural
community's develoPment.

The specific functions performed by separate subsystems of
the rural 

'community in itJ social reproduction appear as their
system-forming factors. Understandably, the internal structure of
tire subsystems*cannot be based orr further meaningful detailing of
the kinds of life activity. This detailing may only result in a

growing number of subsystems without transition to a new level of
ihei, .i,rdy. The elements forming the internal structure of the
subsystemi of the rural community are_taken to be the functional
elements of the population's activity and the corresponding formal
organisationt .,-,irii,-,g, in the finai analysis, -the realisation of the
su6system's functions. These elements arej the goal of activity, its

subject, object, means, ways, and results. On the whole, a se^parate

subiystem thus includes 
'12 

elements (units), but some of them
may'coincide. For example, the subject of the population's activity
in obtaining education (ihe student contingent) is at the same time
the object of the activities of educational establishments. The
overall number of units ensuring the rural community's function-
ing and development is somewhat smaller than the theoretically
computed one.
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The methodological principles and method,ologi.cal specit'ic t'eatures of
systerns studies of rural communities. The methodology and special
procedures of systems (interdisciplinary) study and prognostication
of the rural community are determined by the content of the
theoretical conception presented in basic outline above. Let us try
to enumerate the most important features of planning and
implementation of systelns studies of the rural community,
indicating at the same time the way in which the corresponding
principles are realised in the practical work of the Sector of Social
Problems of Rural and Urban Communities at the IEOIP.

The themes of the projecl. Two groups of themes are singled out
for the analysis of the rural community's inner structure. The first
one deals with the study of the rural community's subsystems. Of
this nature are, for instance, the themes "Social Material
Production in Rural Communities", "The Personal Subsidiary
Holding", "Material Consumption and Everyday Life in Rural
Communities", and others. The second group of themes is
determined by the goals of special studies in the system-forming
links of rural communities. Here belong such themes as "The
Utilisation of Labour Resources and Level of Population Employ-
ment", "Working Time Balance of Rural Population", "Formation
and Distribution of Collective and Individual Income", etc.

The links between the rural cornmunity and society are
realised, as has been pointed out, at two levels. On the one hand,
they are associated with the rural community as society's subsys-
tem, and on the other, each of these links, when considered more
closely, is associated with one or more concrete subsystems of the
rural community. Both of these aspects are of great significance.
The description of the strLlcture, laws of functioning and
development of subsystems therefore nece$sarily takes into account
the subsystem's external connections, some of them being localised
within the rural comnrunity, while others reflect the rural
community's links with society.

The second aspect of studying the external connections, where
the rural community is regarded as a whole correlated with
society, is reflected in the theme "The General Laws of the
Urbanisation of the Rural Community and Migrati<ln of Rural
Population".

Combining the ana\tical antl synthetic approache.s. The identifica-
tion of a great number of themes dealing with the various aspects
of the rural community reflects the analytical approach to the
subject-matter in hand. Systems studies of rural communities,
however, also presuppose subsequent synthesis of the results of
special studies with the aim of returning to the level of the whole.
Attaining this aim is ensured in two ways.
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. First, the system of information links between the separate
themes is established already at the stage of compiling program-
mes for the methods of study. Lists are made of -t6e major
characteristics of the rural community and of the corresponding
operational indicators divided into three groups with regard to th;
theme being studied: inFut (obtained in the study of iontiguous
problems), internal (obtained and utilised within the framewJrk of
the theme), and output (constituting elements of the general
prognosis of the rural community's development or obtained in
the- study of contiguous quesrions). Comparing these studies in
different themes enables one to formulaie a general system of
information links, establish contacts between p=erformeis at the
proper time, reveal the points of divergence between them, etc.

Second, the -project includes, from the very outset, not only
analytic-al but also synthetic themes, intended' to form integral
ideas of the rural community from certain special viewpoints. 6ne
of these themes ("General Laws of the Urbanisarion oi the Rural
Community and Rural Population Migration") has been touched
upon above, the second therne of this kind is ,,The Socio-
Economic Typology of Rural Settlements", and the third, ,.The
Way of Life of Rural Population and the Laws of Its Urbanisa-
tion".

The socio-econom-ic typology of rural settlements presupposes
an integral-.view _of the spatial structure of the rural iommunity,
first of all with regard to formal organisations and sociil
i,stitutions, while the study of the way of ffe makes it possible to
synthesise the conceptions of the basic forms of -the 

rural
population's life activity and links between rhem.

nature of the information requi,red,. The ramified system of
information connections between the themes requires that the
information should be fully available for compariJon and should
take into account the nature of objects desciibed and the time
encompassed. Work on all the themes of the project is therefore
based on the data of the same sociological surveyi. Understanda-
bly, under these conditions the latter become interdisciplinary, and
their programme .is extended and made more compl-ex.

Inasmuch as every fphere of life activity (ruril community
subsystem) is considered from the point of 

' 
view of interaction

between_ population and the appropriate formal organisations, the
need arises for studying simultaneously the populatlon (conditions
of its labour a,d everyday life, specific features of behaviour and
consciousness) and the formal organisations of rural communities.
The study thus becomes sociological-statistical in nature.

Field studies on which the present paper is based are
conducted in cooperarion with the central Stitistical Board of the
Russian Federation, and make use of both the sociological and
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statistical apparatus. They are repeated -every fi-u:^It1t:;,Three
such stucliei'have been carried out to date: in 1967, 1972, and

fbiZ. ff-,. sociological apparatus of the 1977 survey included two

interconnected foimalised i.tte.uiews: "'fhe Rural Family"- and
,.The Rural Dweller". The first interview was conducted with the

head of the family, the second, with each of its adult members

".."pi.a 
in sociai production. The intcrviews in the form of

answers to questlonnaires containing l7-4 questions each comple-

*..rt .u.h other affording a sufficiently iomprehensive vie.w of

the conditions of labou. ai.l everyday life of rural population.
The staristical part of the apparatus consists of 14 forms filled

in by secretaries oi the surveyed'rural Soviets under the control of
statiltical organs. The most important of these forms are "Report

by an Agrlcultural Enterprisi lCollective Farm, State Farm)"

"if.ii"g a-detailed description ,f the compositio.n and fluctuation

"i .nu"'p"*er, the nature of work places. available, conditions and

content of the workers' labour, is well as the basic economic

indicators of the enterprise; and "characteristics of the Settle-

;;;i; describing the ionditions of life in each settlement, its
natural features,- amenities, services, nature of dwelling houses,

branches of the economy in which the population-is emplol:q' t!t'
In addition, forms are filled which characterise the materral basls,

financial resources, manpower, and basic results of the activity of
rural industrial enterprises, construction organisations,.schools,
.i"Ur, t o"tes of cultuie, libraries, children's and medical institu-
iiorrt, .o-*ercial enterprises, communications, everyday services'

canteens, etc.-- 
The'nature of the studied obiect. Systems studies of the rural

community's social developmenl impose extremely stringent de-

;";;t or,'the choice of the empiricat object of study' -First' this

;bj;.t musr be representarive of'a sufficiently large tegion of the

.oi.r,ry. Besides, it should be borne in mind that the process of
urbanisation is extremely uneven in different areas of the village

community, so that the concept oJ rural community covers both

frigt fy uriranised sertlemenrs 
'and those very little af{ected by

,r[uiirutio.,. The sampling of settlements studied should take into
u..orrl, as fully as poisibi"e the variety of natural, economic' and

social conditions of 'rural population's life. At the sanle time the

sociological-statistical natuie of the study imp<lses more rigorous

demanis on the scale of sampling which has t<l embrace a

sufficient number of families and also the necessary ,umber of
i".*ul orga,isations of each type-clubs, schools, medical institu-
tions, andthat means a greater number of settlements'

Our studies are baseJ on a multi-dimensional sample of the

social objects of several districts rep-resentative of the rural areas

Li Xor"r'iUirsk Region. Irs area (1?1,000 sq. km) is larger than that
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of many European countries; further, it occupies a central position
in the West Siberian region and provides a representative picture
of the general laws of its development.

The sampling was conducted in three stages. At the first stage,
14 rural districts of Novosibirsk Region were chosen out of the
total number of 29, those l4 being representative of the region in
the mean size of settlements (the degree of population dispersed-
ness), proportion of collective farm population, population migra-
tion relative balance size, as well as in remoteness of district
centres from Novosibirsk and the nearest railway stations. At thc
second stage, of the lU5 rural Soviets in the districts selected,34
were chosen as representative of the region with regard to the
indicators listed above. All settlements were studied within the
jurisdiction of the rural Soviets selected. The third stage consisted
in the selection of families to be questioned; the selection was
conducted according to different criteria for settlements of
different types on the basis of farm books kept by the rural Soviet.
Later the family sampling was made representative of the region
by weighing data or.r the basis of special coefficients.

The study of the dynamic tendencies of deuelopmemt. The research
project "Perspectives of the Rural Community's Socio-Economic
Development" is prognostic in nature. It implies not only a
cletailed description of the present state of the Siberian rural
comrnunity but also reveals the mechanisms of its development,
making it possible to forecast the future. The need is therefore
clear for obtaining data about the dynamic tendencies of the rural
commur-rity's development over more or less long periods.
Regrettably, this need is in contradiction with the nature of
inforrnation reeu,red, ior the latter is almost completely absent in
statistics. The only way out of the predicarnent under these
conditions is conclucting repeated sociological-statistical surveys
based on one anct the same sample and on comparable pro-
grammes.

The first interdisciplinary study of the Novosibirsk rural
community was conducted in 1967. The programme of the study
inclucled "The Rural Family's Questionnaire" (of 108 questions,
some of which addressed to each grown-up member of the family)
and of eight statistical forms. This study was focused on research
in population migration, but its prograrnme \^ras of an allround
nature. The survey covered 212 settlements, 5,119 families, and
10,576 aclult rural dwellers.

The second interdisciplinary survey using the same sample was
conducted five years later, in 1972. By that time there were 178
settlements left on the territory of the rural Soviets in question
because of amalgarnation of small villages. This time, the norms of
family selection were differentiated clepending on the population



size (every seventh family was interviewed in smaller settlements,
every fourteenth, in medium size settlements, and everytwentieth,
in large ones). In all, 1,640 families and 2,320 workers were
questioned. The programme included filling in thg "Rural
Family's Questionnaire" and "The Worker's Questionnaire" com-
prising 100 and 140 questions respectively.- The -statistical ap-

iaratus included nine forms, the content of which changed as

iompared to 1967 towards a more all-sided reflection of the rural
community's clevelopment.

The third interclisciplinary study of the West Siberian rural
community was conducled in 1977. lt was based on the 1972
research programme with some essential corrections in accordance
with the iequi.ements of the theoretical conception and results of
processing data obtained earlier.- To conclude, we would like to emphasise that the systems
approach to the study of the rural community oPeqs up
fundamentally new perspectives for the formulation and solution
of some interesting and complicated scientific problems having a

direct bearing on the life of our society'
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Souiet Scientists
on Siberia

Baikal-Amur Railway
and the Peoples of the North

VLADIMIR BOIKO

A resolution of the cpsu central c.mmittee and the ussRCouncil of Ministers "On Measures Ensuring the Further
Economic and social 

-Deyglopmgnt of the Areas Iihauitea by rhe
Nationalities of the North", published in prauda on February 26,1980, says that the consistent imprementation of the Leninist
nation-alities policy has enabled nationalities of the soviet Nortn torecord substantial economic and cultural successes. Today many
areas- populated by these narionalities, irrcluding x"rth.." 'sileria,
are the scene of the intensive developm..rt oi- their rich natural
resources and the construction of large industrial complexes,
power projects and transport facilitier."Th. a..iri"., 

--rI, 
"",measur€s ensuring comprehensive economic developm..,t und th"

perfecting of the management of economic and culiurar .o.rrt.r.-
tion in these areas ovei the period lgg0-lgg0.

The Baikal-Amur Railway-(BAM) crosses a lerritory inhabited
!y tt. indigenous peoples of Northern siberia and the's"ui"i ru.
East' Bringing this zone into economic circulation will undoubteclly
influence the economic, social and cultural deveropment of the
Evenks, Nanais, Ulchi, Nivkhis, Udegheis, Negidals, Lna Oro.f,i_in all 25,000 people.

This. com.paratively small group of peoples form individual,
predominantly compact, national gio,rps i., tt. vast BAM io.,.. lt,
garntulll employed population comprising ress than half of its total
"y-?.I, the .group is ha1{ly likely -to seriously affect the
talculation of the balance of labour resources. The general project
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of the territory's economic development puts the accent on the

social advancement ;; ;il;;t-;topttt,. the'character and orienta-

;i.;;; ";-p;;;r,r. 
.haiges i" ,iri"l, fields of their activity and o.

the choice of optl*.,il'tutt' of the internationalisation of their

way of life.

Up until the beginning of socialist changes the smalle.r peoples

of Northern Sineria' a"E the Soviet Fai East had' in effect'

retained archaic forms in their economy' everyday,liftl.t"ltYlt 1l9
r".i"i."fo,ions. Like centuries ago, the-y lived by huntrng' trsnlng'

il;'s#;;;;;"; p;i;;;;; '"i'"de"-b"eding' 
Up until the 20th

century weavlng wa's .rt'k'lown to the majoriiy of these peoples

and pottery to many' for theirs was a nomadic life'

The specific features of their occupation and settling did

nothing to overcom."it"f"i""' And' altholgh th.e incorporation of

pi.-r."""i",i,onary Russia's. outlying areas- drew their economy rnto

the Russian market exerting a progresslve influence on the whole

on the developmen, "i-if''tli 
srJalle"r peoples' sweeping changes in

their life begin only in Soviet times'

A .,r.r,pJ.utively brief period-the lifetime of one genera-

tion-saw a q.ralitative i"ui it-' the social development of these

neooles fronr the rnlt, Lttft*ard social forms to modern civi-

lHi;;, rt"* p.i-i,ive forms of economy and everyday life to so-

cialist ones. Underlying these changt' *ui the Leninist nationalities

nnlicv of the Soviet rtlt.. *fti.t siimulated progress in all aspects
url',i,l""r.ii,',,;";;-ih;";uli",..p'"pt's' The solution of general

problems in the course of building i socialist society went hand in

hand with u ..u..h-io'- 'ttttt'E 
forms and methods of social

;;;;";;;"t with 
^ 

a"t t"g"a fgt the specific features and

i"1"..tit of each group oT peoples-a factor that lent great

effectiverress to theTnlul"t' *t'itn were.adopt"a' Il th: 
!:11-t]:11

field, for instance, elements of traditional community admtntstra-

iio.r'*.t" integrated with new forms of state -government-a
factor that ensureJ u gt'J"ul transition to socialist statehood' In

the economic field' the first ()rganrsatlonal form-comprehensive

cooperation-gave ;;v i; the" simple:'. Ptotll-,ti"i-::i"rtliti""'
which in the f gqOt'?na"gJ i'-"t''a higher' the artel form of

;;;;;;ii"" with iis" i"i"'"-"t collective f5rm of propertv' In the

cultural field. a *;i"; ;"i;;as played bv the creaii.tr .f l.cal writ-

ten languages, by the voluntet' ttutlitt' of other- rrationalities

*n. t "fi.i 
to eliminate illiteracy, by mobile cultural centres, etc.

Within a short,itrl. fS nationaliiies obtained alphabets' had

textbooks written 
'"t,a 

f'""ftt translated for them' proceeded to

publish rl.*rprp... i,, tl'ei' own languages arrtl forrned their own

ir,;ii,g;;;;tr.'*i'i.r, is now representeclJir'' the r.ai'' by medical'

culturil and educational workers'
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Naturally, radical changes had to be introduced with due
account of the level of development of each people's specific
features and thus to avoid a crude breakup of its customary
pattern of life. The development of individual branches of
production into predominant ones was approached from precisely
ihis standpoint. The economic expediency of these branches was a

subordinated factor. A factor behind the smooth, painless
changeover to new forms of community living was the retention of
the customary area of settling, the traditional types of occupation
and branches of production.

At present the industrial development of the traditional areas
of settling of the smaller peoples of the North is entering a new
phase. The construction of BAM and major territorial-production
complexes are exerting a great influence on the character of
social and other processes the regulation of which is becoming
noticeably complicated.

To begin with, it is quite a problem to orient the indigenous
population on types of occupation and branches of production. Of
course, it is tempting to retain orientation on the traditional types
of occupation. The use of indigenous skills and know-h<lw to
ensure the continued upsurge and development of long-
established branches of production, notably reindeer-breeding, in
view of the necessity of creating a local production base, seems to
be quite natural and justified. However, orienting the indigenous
people exclusively on traditional occupations could have posed the
threat of a decline in the inner stimuli to the development of the
individual: the narrow spectrum of traditional skills and the poorly
progressing content of traditional labour give no impetus to the
daily necessity of vocational upgrading and expanding the scope
of occupations.

The curriculum of the present-day secondary school provides
the knowledge adequate for learning any trade or profession. This
explains why we observe among some sections of the population,
especially among young people, a certain contradiction between
their level of education and life and vocational orientations, on the
one hand, and the content of the work they perform, which does
not require the full use of the knowledge they have received, on
the other. And, although energetic steps are currently being taken
to change production processes and, particularly, to adequately
equip long-established branches with new equipmept the jobs of
reindeer-breeder and hunter, because of their specific features,
are renewing their content slowly. Whoever .wants to become a
good hunter or reindeer-breeder has to master the skills and
techniques of the previous generation. Meanwhile, industrial work,
rvhich is connected with technology, in addition to fostering

b--:laK. lltl(i 8l



abilities, induces man to perfect and augment his vocational

knowledge.
Of 3or.r., there are psychological difficulties' In school

lboarding-school) the boyi ' and - girls of the indigenous

,,rtiorli[i.t, besides gaining new knowledgt 1!9 broadening their
intellectual horizons in general, seek broad daily social communl-

.utiot, want to share in" the life of the community, in- using the

."ii"tlf potential of a populated area' This pattern. of behaviour'

;hi.h tJkes shape at th'e beginning of the individual's career,

.urr.ro, achieve ,etf-.""tis.tion," for iilstance, in the conditions of

outlying reindeer-grazing. Small labour teams (five-six people-

"r"lliy'a*o 
o, th"ree fXmilies), isolation from the rest of the

pop"flti"" for practically thc whole year, and a very limited

i"Ltirf for consumption of intellectual culture, in other words,

ionditions which only recently satisfied the older- generation are

;;;;-i;t unsuitable 'fo, the yo-unger. ge.neration' It is precisely in

,hi, .orr#*t that the problem'of cirdinal change in the technology

of long-established types of work and of bringing them up to the

level oJ industrial jobs is being tackled.--- -irrsoriet 
times "the smaller [eoples of the North have traversed

" 
fig distance_from a socially and occupationally uniform

;ciet): *ith a primitive ecorromy and undevelopg.{- productive

io.."J to a society with extensive' socio-vocational differentiation'
tt i. p.ii"a hu, t".r, the formation of national contingents of
collective farm peasantry, intelligentsia and working class'.However'
ihe socio-vocational structure of tne smaller nationalities of the

North is not yet similar to that of the *h919 population of
the administrative region. Individual peoples, like, for,instance,
the Evenks of the B"AM zone are oniy beginning to shape the

industrial contingent of their working class' For this, reason'

certain objectionito orienting the whole indigenous populattolr on

t*aiil""ui occupations also irise from the necessity of res.lving
problems connected with eliminating socio-vocational dispropor-
tions.

Traditional branches can and must be brought up to,the level

of industrial labour. This problem has to be resolved already in

if,.-."".r. of implementation of the BAM zone development pl-a='

e"a,-uf,n""gh ii will apparently take some time to achieve this,

the economif and sociai iesults will undoubtedly be gratifying. At
the same time, a section of the population (as a rule' young men

u"a-*"-.") is already being irained fo-r performing complex

p."f.si"""i functions. th. .o-.rrt.uction of Sel\'{ creates and will

continue to create a permanent demand for a skilled Iabour force

and the trained sections of the population will inevitably orient

;h.-;;i".; to new forms of labour and the performance of

complex labour functions. It is an objective process'
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However, overhasty transition of the indigenous peoples to
new types of labour is likewise undesirable. It is on record that
reorientation of the individual to values which are still alien to him
involves a difficult adaptation to new types of Iabour and a new
way of life. Consideration of the specific features of this
adaptation in the management and administration is designed to
facilitate the successful overcoming of these difficulties.

The-re- is yet another problem-creating situation. The develop-
ment of the BAM zone is sharply swelling the influx of population
of other nationalities to the traditional areas of t6e 

- 
smaller

peoples. Multinational labour teams and settlements are coming
into existence and the structure of communication between the
nationalities is substantially changing. Closer contacts and broad
communication are leading to a faster exchange of values, exerting
a positive influence on all spheres of the smaller peoples' life. At
the same time, scholars, with a view to making fruilful recommen-
dations for social management, are giving thought to all the
possible consequences of these processes. What if they result in the
premature dissipation and dissolution of the national community?
What if its consolidated srare is upset? What if the level of its
national awareness-a factor in the integration of labour teams
comprised of members of other nationalities-drops?

Thus, the search for strategy, tactics, forms and methods of
controlling the processes of development of the smaller
nationalities of the North has producbd a whole complex of
problems which are being studied by specialists.

A study' of the social processes and trends of development
-among the peoples of the Lower Amur area in the procesJ of its
industrial development has been made, in particular, by sociolog-
ists of the Institute of History, Philosophy and Philology of the
Siberian Division of the USSR Academy of Sciences, since 1967.
The choice of a study area was determined mainly by the degree
of concentration of the indigenous peoples. A survey was carriedout
in the Khabarovsk Territory, among others, in the Komsomolsk,
Nanai and Amur districts, which account for almost 80 per cent of
all Nanais, and in the Ulchi District, which concentrales 80 per
cent of all Ulchi.

The singling out of a group of several peoples as the object of
an integrated study proved possible because of the uniformity of
their economy, main types of occupation, way of life, natural
environment and area of habitation. This group of peoples
occupies a somewhat specific place among ihe bther imaller
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peoples of the North. The explanation is better natural and

ilimatic conditions ,r,J,ypt' of w'ork (mainly fishing)' which make

nossitrle human concentratlon ln targe settlements' prolonged

5.'ii-ii."riiii,i"g *"iit 
-.il"t 

p.opt"t u,id rno.. intensive industrial

;;;;i;;;;"t or"tn.-a.."' erttjav in.the 1930s new industrial

towns and workerr' toit.t"*t' *ho" influence is traceable to all

,pir"ii".r'iif;.;;8;;'-i" upp.u. in the areas inhabited by the

Lower Amur PeoPles.
The territorial mobility of the Lower Amur peoples sharply

.or.' b, 1970 the ptop"ttio" of the urban oooulation had risen to

;;-";i ..", *ir,; itl 
-g.o*tt 

rares over'thl period 1960-1970

g..ully exceeded the country's average'
"TheNanaisandUlchilivedmainlyinthecollectivefarms

soecialised in fishing. Oy the 1970s, a drop in the p-roportion of the

ifi;;il;; lr.r.u".a',he proportio'' o I t'ot'-traditional bran ches

;;";;;ilo.. rr.h- "t t"g[i"g,.timber processing' fur farming'

stocibreeding, etc. Ctu"gEiin"the-economic life of the collective

farms have been u ,rrbrtu,t'tiul factor behind the redistribution of the

collective fu.* poprtuiio., ntt*ttt' various branches and spheres of

;;;;;; i".i.Jti"g the influx of migrants to the towns and

workers' settlements. .s theA major incentive to migration to urban centres r

orientation o. *o.. tftifita t'"iu ioUt' About J0 p-1 cent of the

Nanais who work i" t"tuf areas believe that their level of

"a"*ii""lt 
higher,tu"-'t'"it job requires' Some categories of the

younger generatlon particularly strarnlv feel the discrepancy

between the .ha.ucte. Siii;; l"bJ"J,f'L ievel of their educaiion'

City appeal has also been registered in several other indicators'

tvtore ifra.r'b0 per cent of the potgr.rtlal.ryigrants i"l:i{ t:-Tove to

towns; 10.8 per .."i "iittt 
rrlral inhabitants would like to lP:.1d

in.ir ir"ria"y" "tl*plv irt,o*"", another 23'4 per- cent would like

to do it visiting ,o*trJ u"a l*"tt 50 per te"t of the Nanais would

like their children to become townspeople'

The practical realisation of the emphatir value orientation on

urban centres d.p;J; c,; muny fattlrs' including the location

t".**ruil.rL or tit.' .ity, it't- intlnsity of contacts 
-between rural

;;J-;;;;'p.ople';"; ii]t possibilitv of getting jobs and housing

in town.--- 
i"J;y every sixth Nanai family.has a son or a daughter living in

town and almost .r..V N"""i family-relatives there' The result is

i;i;i ;;;i;- rural_rrrbln contacts: the traditional contacts berween

the relatives are very strong'":- +il;-;i* 1., t.t.ito.ial mobility is accompanied by a rise rn

social mobitityt so.iut and vocational structuies change and new

vocational ani social groups apPear on the scene'
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The broad choice of occupations offered by the national
economy of the Khabarovsk Territory is used by the indigenous
population of the Lower Amur sufficiently fully. For example, the
proportion of the rural Nanais employed on collective and state
farms equals 62 per cent, while that of the Ulchi only 42.6 per
cent. The proportion of those engaged in industry, construction,
transport, communications, in trade and the supply services are 18.7
per cent and 2l per cent respectively and of those engaged in the
spheres of management, cultuie health services and public education
17.2 and 33.9 per cent respectively.

The vocatiorral skill structure of the rural population shows a
high proportion of workers engaged in intellectual pursuits: 2l
per cent among the Nanais and 24.6 per cent among the Ulchi.
This big contingent of the rural intelligentsia continues to
grow-so much so that, to date, the proportion of highly skilled
office workers in the non-Russian villages of the Lower Amur area
has reached the country's ave.rage.

The younger generation claims a higher proportion in the
groups which do intellectual and other highly skilled jobs. The
traditional trades of a fisherman and hunter have smaller
attraction for the young people. Among the hunters, for instance,
there are none under 30 and 71.7 per cent are over 50. The fairly
large proportion of young people in the unskilled worker group
shows that there is still an insufficiently wide choice of occupations
at the outset of a career. These young people realise their trade
and professional interests in the rapidly growing towns and
woikers' settlements of their traditional settling ar€as.

The economically active urban population of the Lower Amur
area is represented by two main groups: factory workers (86. I per
cent) and office workers (12.6 per cent). Arnong the women the
proportion of office workers is higher (15.5 per cent as against 8.6
per cent among men). The urban inhabitants of the peoples in
question are engaged in the most diverse branches of the national
economy, and particularly in industry-32.8 per cent, construc-
tion-20.9 per cent, transport and communications-12.6 per
cent.

It is difficult to overestimate the role of the town in the
socio-vocational evolution of the l,ower Amur peoples: they are
learning new jobs, acquiring habits of skilled labour and are
satisfying their requirements in individual types of work.

Special pre-labour training accelerates vertical socio-vocational
mobility, especially among persons under' 30, thus stimulating the
formation of a socio-vocational structure of the Lower Amur
peoples, that is identical to that of the whole Soviet population.

The above suggests that the formation of an industrial
complex in the centre of traditional settling has played an
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exceptional role in the development of the peoples. in question'
New' value orientations on types of work and the increased

reouirements of the indigenouj population, especially the young

;;;i., .;; be satisfied Tn places of traditional settling' At the

I;: ii-;, hunting and fishing as hobbies for certain groups' the

rirer with-its powir of attraciion, the opportunities for,contac.ts

with relatives-lall this creates an atmosphere in which a change tn

vocational orientation and new conditions of life in town do not

cause major psychological tensions. - . .,
An uialvsis'of th"e processes of development .of the lower

A-,r. p.opi"r I permits 
'us to draw several conclusions and offer

,rnt"rtio.,i which could be of use in controlling the social

;;?:i;;;;"t of the BAM zone Evenks' But if the trends of

;;;;i;;;;;t of the Evenks connected with the emergence in their

i.ualti6.,ut settling zone of industrial, transport^and other forma-

iio.r, urd urban [rowth are identical to those of the Lower Amur
p""pf.t the coursi of the processes here will be marked by specific

features.--- 
To u.gin with, the structure of the branches of -production 

and

the choicJ of types of occupation in the Evelk villages are much

narrower than 
^ in the Ninai villages. This limits trade and

,roi.rrionul specialisation and thJ formation of new value

5;t.";i;;;. T'here are also considerable structural differences in
a multinational community. The Nanais, for example' live in
rifi"S;t *ittt u predominantiy non-Nanai pop.ulation (more than 60

p". %.",1 whill the Amur Region Evenks- live in villages yir.h ,
i"*.. pi.portion of non-Evenk population (only up t-o 3.5 Rer
.""ii. frr,irrally, this situation weiktt's the exchange of values'-- 

ttr. pu.e o'f urbanisation among the Evenks between the 1959

and 1970 censuses was the lowest ui'ottg the peoples o{ the North'
iir. -ig."tion of Evenks to workers' Jettlements and towns and

tt.-*ri".ing by them of new types of occupation' which meet

i"...rt.a re[ui/e*e.rts, are processes that are only beginning'

However, rapid construction is likely to make these processes more

intensive than among the Lower Amur peoples'

Naturally, the "&plosive" formation of new settlements rn

dite.i p.o*i*ity to, and in so119 situations directly in'. their own

villases (Zolotinka, Yakut ASSR) will shorten the integration

".ri8a and complicate to some extent their adaptation to new

iornlr-.i i"uour ind a new way of life. The shrinkage-of reindeer

;;;t; ura rt".tti"g u-"q. fis.hing areas will -require the develop-

ment of new areas Ind finding -new technological and organisa-

iit.,ut ,ot.rtions taking into accoirnt the consideiable remoteness of

the grazing and faniring grounds frorn the settlements'

The aforesaid made 
"necessary a special study of practically all

tpt.*t "f tif" 
of the Evenks and the elaboration on this basis of
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practical recommendations with due account of their specific
features.

The special expedition organised at the end of lg76 to collect
information on the influence of BAM on the social development
of the Evenks studied the public opinion of different sections of
the Evenk population on a wide range of questions posed by the
construction of BAM in their traditional settling area. The survey
was carried out in all the five Evenk villages of the Amur
Region-Pervomaiskoye, Ust-Urkim, Ust-Nyukzha, Bomnak and
Ivanovskoye-and in one township of the Yakut ASSR-
Zolotinka.

In the said population centres all able-bodied men and
women-both those engaged in social production and not
engaged-were polled. The expedition gathered diverse sociologi-
cal data which mirrors the state and trends of development of the
socio-vocational, demographic and educational structures of the
indigenous population, the level of development of the spheres of
labour, culture, everyday life and social communication, the
features of consumption of cultural and spiritual values, social
consciousness, the structure of value orientations, the require-
ments of various socio-demographic population groups in certain
types of labour, value orientations in the fields of culture,
everyday life and social communication.

The findings were presented in a report "Social Development
of the Indigenous Peoples of the North in the Conditions of the
Construction of BAM" submitted to the Presidium of the Siberian
Division of the USSR Academy of Sciences, and formed the basis
of measures which ensure the most rational development of the
smaller peoples of the North as provided for by the integral
socio-economic development plan of the BAM zone. The present
article cites some data, generalised estimates, opinions, attitudes,
orientations and plans of Evenks polled by the expedition and the
results of statistical data processing.

The Evenks of the cenral part of the BAM zone (about 2,200
people) from compact groups in the above-named six townships:
the proportion of the indigenous population in each averages 65
per cent, the rest being Russians. Of the surveyed population 52
per cent were Evenk families,2l.5 per cent Russian families, 10.7
per cent mixed families and 12.7 per cent single persons.

Among Evenks of working age (including students) those
engaged in social production account for 65 per cent, Russians for
83 per cent. Among the Evenks second members of the families
(housewives) are, as a rule, less engaged in social production.

The predominant economies are collective and state farms,
where 66 per cent of the entire gainfully employed Evenk
population is working and 35.6 per cent of gainfully employed
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Russian population. In 197 l-1975 the structure of commodity

pr"a".ir,i"'tr arr. ,to*R,ssiat' collective and state farms (Amur

Resion) was domrnat.J fy i"i"aeer-breeding (47'l percent)'.The

ilisi".,t;"""";"i;;;;i"; p"oa"t' was l4'8 -pe' cent' that-of fur

f#Ji;;;';";;;"f i:2 !" "'", that or tire.products or other

".."p"a'i"lt 
(forest.working, private. construction) 23'5 per cent'

Fishing, plant-growril";;d1;ck raising are represented scantily

(only 3.4 Per cent). r
In 1975, 70.4 per cent of the total income came-from

..ina...-Ureeding. lit 
-tot"putativcly 

high orofitabilitv is due to

the scarcity of breeders. The averaS" "ti1'y{ l1:f1':b""'g"level 
of

i1;;;i"g;'"ot hlgh,'i.,"igii-rgzr it"was 14.3 per cent. The caged

i"r'""f?"rf population is not large; over the l5 years preceding the

survey it rose bY 20 Per cent'

Manual workers comprise 75.g per cent of the gainfully

employed indigenous 
-pJp"1utio" utia 47 'l per cent of the

ilT;;;.;""r1-Sf.iif.a' *t.k.r, (machine operators and those

connected with ,..t ""ftgyi 
- 
uttot"'t fot t '? - per cent'. of the

;#il;;t p"p"r",i"" "ia':a's 
per cent of the non-indigenous

;"dili;;. td.r. iiii.r.".., are'due ro reindeer-breeders being

included among *-k;;-;i ;on-mechanised labour' Specialists in

;h; t;h;.; of ,n'ut"riui production account for 2'0 Per cent and 4'6

per cent respectrvely*"ila tptti'fl"-t^i: the sphere of non-material

nroduction for 7-4h..-.t'i' and l9'7 ptt iettt resPectively' The

5;Xil;;ffi "i'*"rr.I^ in medical instilutions and those in state

lnd public organisations are the same'

The attitude to work was gauged by the satisfaction with its

,p";ii; ,yp.. rf,. maloritv of 
"the"Events (Zp per cent) and the

Russians (80 per ;ii;;t plea-sed with their-jobs' Among-the

traditional b.u.,.t.a- ,gricultural workers expressed the highest

;;;;;;'; 1ou ,utirr7.ti3"'- it is higlr amons the. other 
"workers 

of

thiie U.anches (81 per cent)' The lowest iob satistactlon was

registered in the..rn.Lill.d labour group (in ihis grouP 28'4 per

cent have , ,p..,uiirJ ttio"auty-el"citiott-a "surplus" educa-

ii"" f*,ti, p!rti..r-t-^t tfpt of **t1' From among.those who have

received a specialis'e-i'i[.^ii", liniluding at speiial courses) 27'8

;;;.;1 [..'riou.ly Jii ""i *"tr' i" 
that sfieciality' 47 '5 ,per 

cent of

ihe Evenks thirr. th1*lol-,,rii^ul. if it does not'take them out of

their villages.
Twen t y-f ive pe r ce n t of th.e 

. 
gai n f Yllv,tTl-1.-",v-:i,l;l i ::O,.lt:;r wsrrl/-rrvL 

ohvsical iobs) said they
rio.,-(t*o-it'tirds'of them hold low-skilled

rr--i- inlrs rh" hioielt ootlntial mobilityrion (two-thirds of them hold low-sklteo pnys

i"1."i.a to change their jobs' The highest ial mobilityi"t."a.a to change their jobs' The highest potentral,*",oul:I

i;; tl i, y .". r ri.i" 
"1 

is th e ralio o f 
,.th.e " " - !:1 -,"f,:l "^1:, y :,:"1t:lt"

i:' H'# L.' ;;t:'i;' ; # ;;;6 totar) is, rec?'d 
: 1 u.t 

"It, X. ::l5ii:
it.ibT'i,'o';;.,iri';"?k;;I ro'igi' the lowest bv highlv skilled
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employees. 50 per cent of the working Evenks link the possibility
of lhanging ttrfir ioU with the construction of BAM'

The"Eienks, ispecially their younger generation, show a

tendency to r.oii.rrtute to non-traditional types of occupation.
70.4'per cent of Evenks in the eighth form intend to finish the

l0 forms of general secondary school; 66'7 per cent of the I'venk
schoolchildr".r irrt.na to continue their education on finishing
secondary school. At the same time, 37 per cent of the Evenks in
iti. ,""ioi. forms say they want to join in the construction of BAM
when they finish school, .because they Y1'-'t to make 

^their
contribution to this nationwide project (7 | per cent of the

answers).
An analysis of the new-traditional ratio in the adolescents'

choice of professional career indicates that this ratio is in favour of
the new. Only 18 per cent of the pupils-in the 8th and 10th forms
said they favoured^the traditional way of liff while.45:3 p-e^t cent of
those in the 8th form and 57.3 per cent of those in the l0th form
were oriented on a way,of life connected with industry, towns and

construction projects.
The big influx of migrants from.many. parts of the.USSR to

the BAM jrroject is rapidly internationalising the Evenk. way. of
life. Among oiher things, noticeably greater importance is being
attached tJ cultural uui"r.r in their' general structure of require-
ments. For instance, among the Evenks who are going to clrang-e

their places of residence 23.8 p-er. cent.are no longel satisfied with
their 'cultural and living conditions (among the Russians these
reasons for migration 

"were given by 35.7 per cent of the
respondents).'The growth of the living and cultural standards of the Evenks

is furtheiing various forms of public activity in-all sections.of this
ethnic comirunity. 42.0 per cent of the polled Evenks said they
took an active part in public affairs.

The data o., pot.r-,iiul migration give an idea of the future
nlans of the BAM zone Evenks. An analysis of their intention to
inoue elsewhere, of the directions, motives and structures of the
potential migration flow serves as a basis for conclusions-about the
i-,ut,rr" of ihe requirements, level of satisfaction with specific

conditions and formation of new value orientations'
Eighteen per cent of the Evenks (mostly between the ages of

20 ani 24) expressed their firm intention to chan^ge -their 
place of

residence;'41.i per cenr of the persons with a 10-11 years school

education show a vividly expreised urban orientation. They are

followed by a group of workers with higher and specialised

education.
Sixty-six per cent of the Evenks of the surveyed villages expect

a complete or partial improvement in their living conditions as a



result of the construction of BAM. More moderate hopes among
the Evenks are associated with their anxiety over the future of the
natural environment and the state of traditional types of
occupation, notably reindeer-breeding. All. -polled reindeer-
breeders foresee a deterioration of the potential for their branch
of husbandry.

On the.whole, however, the Evenks view BAM with optimism.
An improvement in supply and everyday services is. expected by
61 pei cent of the Evenks, a worsening only by nine. per cent,
bettir possibilities for education by 33 per !en!,-worse by 1.6-per
cent, a rise in incomes and living standards by 26 per cent, a drop
by 0.4 per cent, etc.

{<**

An analysis of the data collected made it possible to draw the
following conclusions which served as the basis for the stra -gic
plan of 

"the social cleveloPment -of -the BAM zone Evenks' The
h,,renks of the central pa.t of the zone are at a stage of
development at which oiientation on new types of, labou.r and

increased requirements in the field of material and intellectual
culture and everyday life in the present situation can be satisfied
much more effectively. Today they enjoy a higher technical,
economic, production, cultural and every.day life potentjal of.their
area. The .hoi.. of the opi.imum combination of traditional and

non-traditional types of ociupation as the dominant one for some

specific population group as well as of the rate, volume and

direction' oi migrati,on (urbanisation) requires a differentiated
approach. In sirigling out those sections of the population which
.6tui" their orieitation on traditional types of occupation and

those which orient themselves to new jobs, the administrative
bodies can more effectively consider the specific situation in the
sphere of procluction in the case of each national^ group'
' The devel<lpment of the traditional branches of the economy'

which more than 50 per cent of the Evenks said was essential,

should have a fundamintally new organisational and technological
basis. with a view to including the traditional bran<:hes of the
economy in thc overall producti,on complex which is.taking llup'
in the BAM ,orre a study will be made of the economic expediency
of the traditionzrl branches and the degree and character of their
Darticipatiol ip tfte f6rmation of a local production base as well as

tf ,h"'.,...ssity .f cleveloping new hunting grounds and reindeer
pastures aS c()lnl)cnsation^ foi the inevitable losses caused by the
constructiott of RAM.

The development of new natural complexes with a- view to
expanding the'tra<liti<tnal branches of the ecollomy will not be
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accompanied by displacement (complete or partial) from the BAM
area of non-Russian settlements (organisation of branches of
collective and state farms). This view has been expressed by the
absolute majority of the polled population and by practically all
experts. Such displacement would conflict with the concentration of
the rural population into larger formations with a broad infrastruc-
ture and a greater cultural potential, which is observed everywhere.
It would worsen everyday life and cultural conditions and slow down
social and cultural development. Today a comparatively small
proportion of the Evenk population, mostly elderly people, is
engaged in reindeer-breeding. The younger generation is not
oriented on reindeer-breeding, and link their work plans with
BAM.

Hence, it appears expedient to broaden the transfer of
herdsmen to a shift-team system, where possible, to build
stationary field camps along the route of a reindeer herd with the
necessary domestic and other facilities, to expand the training of
expert reindeer-breeders, veterinarians and animal specialists and
to organise special courses for training radio-operators, reindeer-
breeders, motormen, etc., in agricultural technical schools and to
enrol specially selected young Evenks in these courses.

The industrial development of the BAM zone resources
requires careful elaboration and implementation of various mea-
sures to preserve the raw material basis of fur farming, fishing
grounds and other biological resources of the taiga.

With a view tr imnroving the econornic situation and raising
the rate of employment, especially among women, various national
trades, notably those related to the processing of reindeer-
breeding products, will be organised. Instruction in applied art in
schools will promote the continuity and preservation of elements
of national culture.

Considering the mounting interest of the Evenk population
(especially the youth) in non-traditional occupations, their possible
choice directly in the Evenk village is being broadened, provisions
are being made for the development of new branches of
production that would meet the requirements of the BAM project.
The growth of the economic potential of the Evenk villages should
be accompanied by the development of their infrastructure. AII
this will make it possible to satisfy the increased requirements of
the population and to keep it in its customary area.

Certain other conditions are provided for in the training of
skilled construction workers that will help young people of the
indigenous nationalities to learn new trades, find their first jobs,
get housing, etc., all of which will facilitate their adaptation to the
new forms of labour and new way of life.
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The large-scale industrial development of the traditional
sertling areal of the smaller peoples of the North in the context of
constrirction of the BAM will undoubtedly accelerate the integra-
tive processes under way in all spheres of life. Th-e adaptation of
these peoples to the new conditions will hardly be a .quick. and
simple'p.o.ess but it will obviously have positive social results.

the' solution of the problems involved in the continued
development of the smaller peoples of the North rests on the
powerful economic, material, technical, social, political and.cultural
toundation of developed socialism. The close attention.paid to the
destinies of these peoples and due account of th9 sp-ecific features
of their development .re in line with the spirit of the- Lerrinist
nationalities policy pursued by the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union and the multinational Soviet state.

NOTE

I For <letails see V. L Boiko, Social Deaelopment of Louer AmutPeoples, Novosibirsk,
1977 (in Russian).

***

A Great Writer and Humanist
(On the 120th Birth Anniversary of Anton Chekhov)

GEORGI BERDNIKOV

World fame came to Chekhov's two older contemporaries,
Tolstoy and Dostoevsky, still in their lifetime, but to Chekhov only
posthumously. Since then, however, Chekhov's fame has risen so

swiftly that now throughout the world he is considered on a par
with the author of Anna Karenina and The Brothers Karamazou;

This rapid rise in world fame bears out Tolstoy's lemark that
Chekhov is "an artist of life". Chekhov's work, said Tolstoy, "is
accessible and understandable not only to every Russian, but to
every person wherever he is." t The well-known British actor Paul
Scofield has noted that although Chekhov is one of the most
national of writers and his heroes are Russian to the core, their
problems, their joys and sorrows, family life and ordeals are the
same as those of other peoples.

At the same time commentators abroad have often pointed out
that Chekhov has given the world a truthful picture of Russia and
the Russian people. Claude Roi said in 1958 that Chekhov, like
Tolstoy, is a writer thanks to whom people everywhere come to
know Russia and to love its people better and to realise why a
revolution there was so needed.2

Chekhov was indeed a Russian writer in every sense of the
word. Not only did he love the Russian people and Russia's
natural sceneries and was preoccupied with problems of Russian
life; he was able to express the most important element in the
thinking of progressive Russian circles of his time, who were
deeply interested in the basic questions of social existence,
questions that concerned all people, not just Russians, regardless
of their race or nationality.
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In speaking of the world significance of Chekhov's work, critics
often Call attintion to the new artistic form discovered by
Chekhov. This discovery is undoubtedly important, and Tolstoy,
for instance, noted it. But, nevertheless, for Tolstoy Chekhov was

above all an artist of life. Gorky, too, pointed out that the
main featul-e of Chekhov's work was such a deep truth about life
which was unknown to world literature before Chekhov. According
to Gorky, "Chekhov mastered his own conception of life and in this
way wai able to rise above it." 3

Chekhov's artistic discoveries cannot be separated from his
"conception of life", from his insights into Russian reality and the
basic problems of human existence.

Chekhov's predecessors and elder contemporaries, each in his
own way, subjected the system of bourgeois social relations to
profound criticism. But the starting point in the thinking of
?olstoy, Gleb Uspensky and Dostoevsky about the present and
future of Russia, was that Russia could somehow bypass the
capitalist stage of development which inevitably brought misery
and suffering to man.

Chekhov was the first Russian writer to see clearly and to show
that bourgeois social relations had already taken root in Russia
affecting not only official and public life but also private and
family life. Ue wrote: "Hypocrisy, stupidity and arrogance hold
sway not only in merchants' households and in prisons; I see them
in science, [terature, among the youth'.."4

This is a dominant idea already in some of Chekhov's early
works.

. In most of Chekhov's humorous stories the events revolve
around the "little man", a well-known figure in Russian literature,
traditionally the victim of injustice, arbitrary rule and despotism.
In Chekhov, however, contrary to traditions, the Perpetrators of
injustice and evil deeds are often the very same type of small-time
officials.

Such stories, individually or taken as a whole, present a picture
of life to which ties of friendship, family and love are alien, and
which rests largely on attitudes and feelings conditioned by the
social hierarchy and money.

Critics of the time thought that the stories marked a break with
the democratic traditions of Russian literature, whereas in actual
fact they represented a great stride forward in artistic depiction of
the essence- of the ruling system and its basic hostility to man.
They showed the indissoluble link between servility and despotism;
they' presented scenes from life which were an intertwining o-f

theie 
-ugly 

phenomena under the bourgeois-landlord system. All
this was-actually a new defense of man, and not only of his rights,
but of human nature itself.
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Some critics also felt that the very tone of Chekhov's stories
was a betrayal of the democratic traditions of Russian literature. In
Chekhov's descriptions of horrible scenes there is neither bitter
rrony, nor sarcasm, nor any of the usual forms of didactic
comments from the author. Chekhov merely ridiculed and
Iaughed, and this was taken by many as a sign of a lack of social
and political consciousness, which was impermlssible and should be
condemned.

. But it.may well be that it is in Chekhov's laughter that the basic
democratism of the young writer, his moril health and his
spontaneous historical optimism were most clearly manifested.
chekhov showed that the morals and manners which he portrayed
were for him repugnant, sick and abnormal and for ihat very
reason also comical.

But another tone is already present in some of Chekhov's
earliest works-sad, melancholy stories about the twists and turnsin human lives. They complement the humorous stories and
underline the humanistic essence of chekhov's work as a whole.
while in some stories chekhov shows the ridiculous nature of
imaginary suffering, in orhers he is full of sympathy and
compassion for his heroes, those who have not 'lost' 

their
humaneness.' However, Chekhov did not completely succeed in this more
serious genre until later, in the mid-1880s. At that time he
published a number of lyrical srories which were originar in form
and content and represented something new in Russian, as well as
world, literature.

These stories, like the earlier ones, are about fairly ordinary
people,. .at lea-st judging by their external features. Bui in reality
they differ sharply from the. heroes of the humorous storiej.
There we are in a whirnsical, funny world peoplecl by soulless
creatures; in the later stories, even in an ignorant, underdeveloped
person we are made to feel deep emotional undercurrents.

- Gradually the reacler comes to recognise the basic Iyrical theme
of these stories. Most often it is a sudden welling up in the hero of
long accumulated feelings of deep dissatisfactio]r with his life and
a yearning for a different kind oflife, for freedom and happiness.

The best story of this group is The Steppe. In it the dramatic
conflicts arising from an existence without freedom and happiness
turn- into a, general problem of Russian society, of the life of the
Motherland and the 

- Rus,sian people whose colossal, untapped
strength was still held in leash.

In Chekhov's subsequent works much was to undergo changes,
but a yearning for something berter and nobler rem-ained riith
him to the end.
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lnstead of a general assessment of existing s.ocial relations'

Ch.kh; .,ow mad"e a more profound analysis of .different aspects

"i r".luf reality, discl,osing tire historical mechanism at work and

;h.";;;;,i; o'f 
' 
..,rlur.mEnt of pe.ople in town and country in

ir"riJi R.rrsia. New heroes appea'ed who were involved in intense

J.Uu,." over philosophical, iocial and political issues' But even in

,n-"r. lu,". stJries thi drama of human existence in the prevailing

co.rditiqrs remains a major theme' And because each of the stories

;fii;-; man's right to 'happiness, dignity and freedom' because

each is saturated* with an awareness of a goal, the reader Sets a

i;;il;;;; ;;iy of life as it was but also oilife as it should be' As

,.u.r'*.r, on, the id.a of a happy future was underlined with

1."*r"g 
-.".,-ria.".l 

and cerrainty'in chekhov's works, and the

Eo.rto.ri, of a new life became increasingly clear' not as,some

distant dream, but as a historical reality that was fast approaSl'"9'
-'-"il;t; in Chekhov's w.rk is inseparably linked .w_ith 

his

increasi"ngly penetrating analysis of what is his main subject-the
conflict bliween man Ind the bourgeois-landlord system'-- 

ch.kho, is in the tradition of Rrissian realism. He has created

-urry 
-i..,ug., 

of ;thinking" 
- 

indivicluals, people wh.o found

if,.rlr.tr.r fn sharp conflict i"ith th. moral atiitudes of their time.

But in most cases, writers linked hopes for a better future not with

those individuals, but with the people :ts a whole (narod) by which

the peasantry was traditionalfy meant' Here the relationships

b.t*i.1, the intellectual and the people (narod) were extremely

;;1.", ui-ti.n"r full of dramatic ionflicts. The correlation of the

o.oil., as the bearers of a higher truth, and of tlg peasantry as a

ti;5;i;"1;;uri,v, 6..u-" u probl.- that seemed a1 but insolvable.

e, this point Chekhov took an important step ,forward'
..j;";-;he iiaditional idea according to which the people (narod)

rnlur-,, ih. p"uruntry. The belief that ;all of us are the people and

i-r,"i "ri thi bert tfrat we do is clone for and ry t!.t- people"'5

enablecl Chekhov not only to stop idealising peasant life' but also

i" rp.rf.-the t.uth, however bitter,-about thal tife' This rounded

out'Chekhov's portrayal' of the realities of his time'

Chekhov's [.r.rui democratic stand opens up, yet another

dimension bef-ore t,i-; it helps him disclose the universal

]i.,|ifi;;;." .f the conflict between man and the bourgeois system.

Chekhov shows that this system is inimical not o-nly to the

majority who are exploited by i[, but als.o to mentbers of the ruling

.lusses *h,, b..,r*.'d.p".ro.ralised and to intellectuals who either

rr.."-f to the bourfeois, philistine idea of happiness or are

resigned to the accustorned way of life'
in Chekhov, tnllisions with the bourgeois system-are.of an

all-embracing nature. The "thinking" indivitluals could no longer

;;;I-;ai;;. ?n withclrawal and isolaiion, as dicl his predecessors in
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Russian literature. All those who had preserved their humaneuess
came into conflict with the system.

In all of Chekhov's mature works the conflict is between the
individual and the prevailing rnoral attitudes and customs, a
conflict leading either to the birth of self-awareness in the
individual an.d his rejection of the system, or to a deadening of his
human feelings and 

'em<rtions 
ancl his acceptance of the binalities

surrounding him.
In portraying clashes between the individual and an unjust

social systern, Chekhov shows that resistance to that system is the
only way lo save one's lrumaneness.

Thus, Chekhov's concept of human happiness is filled with a nerv
content.

One of the sharp contradictions of the bourgeois-landlord
system in Russia, according to Chekhov, consisted in that it
deprived good people, conscientious, thoughtful and honest, of
the possibility to be huppy. Probably no wrirer before Chekhov
had exposed this contradiction in stories or plays. And Chekhov
went still further by pointing to the shaping up of a new
conception of happiness-the happiness of being aware of one's
dignity, of seeking a new life and working for the triumph of that
life and, finally, of taking the clifficult, uncharred road towards a
huppy future.

What makes Chekhov's work irresistible is his humaneness, a
humaneness not only of content but also of form.

'Whatever cornplex problems Chekhov deals with, they are
always made hurnan and are presented, in the final analysis, as
clear-cut questions of justice and injustice, and especially in
relation to the hero himself. This, for example, is how the
philosophical debate between Gromov and Ragin in Ward, No. 6 is
settled. Ragin had known the taste of his own blood, and his dying
thoughts are a summing-up of the philosophical discussions, which
is relevant for the reader as well. By now the reader's feelings are
thoroughly aroused by this glaring injustice, and he responds with
both his heart and mind to the final conclusions drawn by the
rnain character and to the ending of the story.

Here Chekhov raises a problem and humanises it; he translates
philosophical debates into the language of moral principles by a
special method of constructing and building up his story, which
ends in the unexpected confinement of Dr. Ragin in ward No. 6.
In other stories, similar results are achieved by corresponding
forms of narrative. In the story My Lit'e, for example, the
descriptions of despotic behaviour, shameless plundering and
constant flaunting of standards of justice are deeply convincing
because they are the subject of the hero's confession; he tells what
is for hirn and for his friends facts of everyday existence.

7-3aH. lltlli



A classic example of the kind of results which Chekhov can
achieve when he gives a subjectively tinted portrayal of the
external realities surounding the hero is the scenes of falling
snow in the story The Attack. These scenes, reflecting the changes
not only in the mood but also in the judgement of the student
Vasiliyev, perhaps more than any other artistic element of the
story, lead the reader to the final conclusions drawn by the hero.

Presentation of objective reality through subjective perceptions
of it (by the characters in the stories), in fact, helps Chekhov to
put into practice the main principle of his poetics, the principle of
objectivity, which demands a truthful interpretation of social
reality.

Chekhov did not try to impose his own opinions on the reader.
But this does not mean that he had no opinions concerning the
events he described or that he considered all his heroes to be
equally in the right and laudable. In 1890 helvrote to a critic who
attacked his story Horse-Stealers: "You rebuke me for my
objectivity, calling it indifference to good and evil, an absence of
ideals, ideas and so on. You want me to say when I am describing
horse-stealers that it is bad to steal horses! But that has been
known all along without my saying so... When I write, I count on
my reader entirely and assume that he will supply the missing
subjective elements himself." Chekhov at the same time tried to
help the reader understand the matter better. He continued: "I
am saying: you are having to deal with horse-stealers, so you had
better know that these people are not poor but well-off, that they
are people with a cult for whom stealing horses is not simply an
act of thievery but a passion." o Chekhov's remark that the
horse-stealers "are not poor but well-off" is not, of course, to be

taken as a justification of the men. On the contrary, he is leading the
reader away from the only possible extenuating circumstance in such
cases-desperation, poverty, hunger.

Chekhov believed that a writer should be able to get to the
heart of what he observes and describes, for only then can he be
just and corre('t.

Objectivity does not at all rule out assessment of realities.
Indeed, it implies a historical assessment of realities and an ability
to distinguish between the permanent and the essential from the
transient and petty. Chekhov understood this important demand
of art early in his writing career. In 1883, in a letter to his brother
Alexander whonr he criticised for being subjective and for writing
about what was petty and trivial in his stories, Chekhov said:
"You, who are strollg, well-bred and educated, should emphasise
what is vital, etern:rl, :rnd touches genuine feelings, not superficial
ones... Subjectivity is a horrible thing."7
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For Chekhov, objectivity meant trying to understand realities
in depth and to interpret them correctly. This he regarded as the
artist's just interpretation of realities and just attitude towards
them. The principle of objectivity is the dominant element of
Chekhov's poetics.

As we have seen, Chekhov fully counted on the moral health
of his readers. At the same time he was concerned not only to
enlarge their knowledge of one or another subject, but also to
stimulate the growth of their moral awareness. He did this, however,
not didactically, but by sharing with his readers his vision of the
world conveyed by means of the imaginative and emotional structure
of his work, which imperceptibly leads the unprejudiced readers to a
certain feeling, thought and. conclusion.

Chekhov's faith in his readers-coauthors was so strong
that he even preferred to let them make their own emotional
assessment of what was portrayed. Hence his conviction which may
appear paradoxical at first glance: the colder, the more outwardly
indifferent and the more impartial the description, the stronger
will be the impression it produces on the readers. While working
on Ward, No. 6, to which this principle fully applies, Chekhov
wrote to Avilova: "When you portray the unfortunate and the
wretched and want to stir the reader's sympathy, then try to be
cold; this provides other people's misery with a kind of back-
ground against which it stands out more clearly like a relief... Yes,
you must be cold." 8 And soon afterwards he again wrote on the
subject: "One can weep, moan over stories and suffer with the
heroes, but I believe you must do this in such a way that the
reader doesn't notice it." And a little further on comes this concise
formula: "The more objective fthe description], the stronger the
impression it produces."e

Chekhov was true to this aesthetic credo to the very end. Thus,
for example, he did not use a single derogatory word in
describing Aksinya (In the Raaine), and he narrated her act of
killing the infant boy, an act of unmitigated evil, in a matter-of-
fact way. The effect this scene has on the reader is just what
Chekhov would have expected. It is probably one of the most
blood-chilling scenes in the whole of world literature.

However, when Chekhov thinks and feels as his heroes do, the
structure of his narrative does not always allow him to lead the
reader to his vision of realities and his own conclusions. In such
cases this principle of story-telling is somewhat supplemented by
the author's comments which are, however, never obtrusive, being
skillfully woven into the narrative, especially into the monologues
of his heroes in their moment of insight and awakening when they
begin to reassess realities, their own life and the life of those
lr'otrnd them.



The subtle interweaving of the objective and the sutrjective was

a ,favourite method with Chekhov enabling him . to overcome
without much dif'ficulty the limited intellectual possibilities of some
of his char"acters, such as the coffin-maker,Bfonza (Rothchild's
Violin); in this way Chekhov was able to avoid idealising such
characters and.at the sante,,time to rise above the prosaic everyday
existence. and bring both hero and the reader to a higher level of
thought and' generalisation.

Chekhov ipplied this, principle brilliantly already in his story
The., Steppe, r,vhere the observations and thoughts of the boy
Yego4usllka,as he journeyed across the steppes, merging with the
rerlrir,riscgrlces, and reflections of the narrator, suddenly turned
into highly lyrical and philosophical comments on the fate of the
Morherland.

, Such lyrical digressions clearly point to yet another wellspring
of Chekhov's artistry-the rhythmical, tnusical organisation of his
stories and plays. In tlre plays, quite prosaic dialogues are not
infrequently followed by emotional outbursts of a character, and
the stage suddenly rings with poetry.

The musical organisation of Chekhov's narrative is also a
means of inviting the reader to share the author's vision of the
portrayed objective reality ancl tonal valuation in a work.

In the light of rvhat has been said, it becoures clear that there
are no groupds whatever for interpreting Chekhov's work in a

relativistic spirit, as it is often done in the West in an attempt to
show that Chekhov allegedly wanted to even out good and evil,
that Chekhov was not inter csted in general ideas, that an
ideological pluralisrn was inherent in him, etc.

Chekhov's consistent humanism led hirn to condemn the
system of .b<rurgeois relations in no uncertain terms. This
uncompromising exposure of the callous, inhumane bourgeois
morals and ways, however, is often demagogically used in the West
in an attempt to present Chekhov as someone for whom human
existence hacl n<> rneaning, and from here it is only one step to
proclaiming Chekhov a forerunner of the decadent literature of
ihe 2Oth century, in particular, of the theatre of the absurd.

As evidenr:c of decadence of both Chekhov's world <lutlook
and his literary rvork Western critics refer not only to the category
of time, but also t() s()Ine features of Chekhov's style, in particular,
Chekhov's skill in harrdling cletails in portraiture, in landscape
description, in btrilding up a subject, and in general Chekhov's
principles of intr'()(lu(:ing cornplexity into a strbject. They talk
about "chanr:c:' lleing the dominant element in (lhekhov's works
and try to sltolv that the picture of the wnrl<l as painted by
Chekhov is voi<l ol logi< and is totally absurd. Iltrt irr so doing
these critics lail to t ottsitlcr the real c()ntel)t an<l strttcture of
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Chekhov's works. Insensitivity ro what Chekhov is really saying, t<r
his emotional order and overtone and thus also to the very
meaning of his stories and tales and plays, is characteristic of these
critics who wrote and continue to write about chekhov's relativism,
pessimism, etc. What distinguishes,,Chekhov from decadent writers
of various trends is above all his historical optimism, which of
course is not considered by such critics, who likewise ignore
Chekhov's faith in man, his conviction that "everything:in a
person must be beautiful: his .face, his clothes, his soul, his
thoughts",ro that pe<lple will build a new society basecl on ideas of

It should be noted, however, that Chekhov's humanism put
great demands not only on the social system but also on man; it
had no place for those who ernbodied within themselves the ruling
order, who preserved and strengthened that order.

In other instances chekhov's attitude towards his characters is
a complicated mixture of compassion and reproach-compassion,
for their being victirns of the system, and reproach. for their lack
of will and laziness and complacence.

No less complicated is Chekhov's characterisation of the
positive heroes. Here chekhov also strives for truthfulness and
avoids idealisatio,. He does not gloss over the weaknesses and
shortcomings_of his contem-porariei, of people who share his way
of thinking. Bur what rnainly inreresrs hirn ii their inteilectual and
spiritual makeup, their conflict with the bourgeois system, their
yearning for a life worthy of man.

As noted earlier, Chekhov's heroes are people from different
social strata and classes. Thus in chekhov we have some unusual
heroes-untypical merchants, bank clerks and so on, whose inner
world reflects, however, the typical process of a fundamental
reassessment of the cultural and moral values in pre-revolutionary
Russia. In this Chekhov is an innovator creatively developing and
enriching the principles of imaginative generalisation.

Chekhov's humanism implies respect for man, a belief in his
limitless possibilities and a sober assessment of man as he is. In
Chekhov's assessment not only of contemporary life and problems
but also of his conremporaries, an important role is playid by his
historical aooroach.

.. !-nu,, fL', .*a-ple, is Chekhov's arrirude rowards Ranevskaya
(in The Cherry Orchard\? What kind of person is she? Those who
say that Chekhov porrrays her as a kind and sympathetic and.in
her own 

-lay_ 
a remarkable person are right, but'nol entirely right.

For the kindness of Ranevskaya is inseparable from her .go'ir-
and recklessness.

. fh: -lmagg of Ranevskaya, like that of many other characrers
i.r Chekhov, in the light of the objective historical process, turns

t0r



our to be the supreme judge both of the bourgeois-landlord
system in Russia and of the people living under this ,system'' In this sense The Cherrl 6rchard, may be seen as a huge.living
fresco, a peculiar kind of 

-"Day of Judgetrrent", dotre not in the
style of Mi.h.lu.rg.lo but in the Ctiekhovian manner, where the
,rp..*. judge is" not Christ, but History as C.hekhov conceived
itj-underita,idi.rg, humane, but also inexorable, rejecting not
only the world oT Guy.r, and Ranevskaya-.but also the world of
Lopakhin, and already discerning the outline of the future, new
life.

chekhov succeeded in describing the process of inner libera-
tion of the human personality from the fetters of this unjust
system, the process of a fundamental reassessment of its seemilgly
unchangeabie values, while at the same time- showing man's

striving"for a new life that would open up boundless opportunities
for his many-sided develoPment.

On his way to Sakhalin, having seen something-of Siberia,

Chekhov wrote: "My God, how many good people there are in
Russia!" And filled- with admiration for the "mighty, furious
hero"-the great Siberian river Yenisei, which, it seemed, "doesn't
know what io do with its power", Chekhov added: "What a full,
clever ancl daring life will^one day light up these shores!"rl

Chekhov shows the general human significance of the growing
man's self-awareness. And this is what gives his work universal
importance.
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Public Education in the USSR
in the Conditions of the
Scientific and Technotogical Revolution

VICTOR KUMANEV

As one of the most important social institutions, the system of
education is linked with other social institutions and with the sum
total of social relations. Its essence, aims, organisation and
accessibility depend to a great extent on the political and economic
systems.

As a result of the radical changes that occurred after the Great
October Socialist Revolution of 1917, a new system of education
was set up in Russia. There were failures and mistakes, but at the
same time there were undoubted successes in the very building of
the new system of teaching based on Lenin's .o.r."pt of 

.-the

unified labour, polytechnical school. The Soviet state retained
everything that was beneficial in the old type of school and
rejected whatever hindered the development of the individual,
such as national, race, class and mystic prejudices, drilling and
cramming. It also made intensive use of the valuable elements of
mass education in the rest of the world.

Today, the Constitution of the USSR guarantees the right to
education to all Soviet citizens. Art. 45 says: "This right ensured
by free provision of all forms of education, by the institution of
universal, compulsory secondary education, and broad develop-
ment of vocational, specialised secondary, and higher education, in
which instruction is oriented toward practical activity and produc-
tion; by the development of extramural, correspondence and
evening courses; by the provision of state scholarships, and grants
and privileges for students; by the free issue of school textbooks;
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by the opportunity to attend a school where teactring is/ in the
native language; and by the provision of facilities for self-
education."

In accordance with Fundamentals of Legislation of the USSR,
the public education system is based on the following principles
outlining its developrnent:

- the equality of all citizens of the USSR in receiving
education, without distinction of race or nationality, sex, creed,
social or property status;

- the institution of universal compulsory secondary educa-
tion;

- the free choice of the language of teaching; instruction in
the native language or in the language of any other people of the
USSR;

- the free provision.of all forms of education and medical
care, free tuition and maintenance for some categories of students,
provision of state scholarships, grants ancl privileges for students;

- the humanism and high morality of education, and
continuity of education at institutions of all types;

- co-education of males and females;

- the secular character of education;

- the scientific <:haracter of education, its constant improve-
ment on the basis of the latest achievements in science, technology
and culture.

In this age of the scientific and technological revolution, the
level of education of the Soviet people continues to rise. According
to the USSR Central Statistical Board, in 1978, 840 urban and 680
rural inhabitants of the USSR out of 1,000 employed in industry
and agriculture respectively had a complete or incomplete higher
or secondary education, while in 1939 the corresponding figures
were 242 and 63. At the same time, approximately equal levels
have been achieved in the education of men and women, the
respective 1977 figures being 750 and 752. Over 96 million
people, or more than one-third of the entire population, are at
present studying at the general, vocational and technical schools,
institutes of higher learning and other educational establishments.

At the same time, if further social development and scientific
and technological progress are to be assured, the educational
system must face still higher demands. Besides economic criteria,
socio-political criteria, also operate in the USSR, which leads the
world in elirninating essential distinctions between the working
class and the peasarrtry, between the urban and rural populations,
between nrental and physical labour, i.e., in achieving the social
homogeneity of s<lciety and assuring the harmotrious developrnent
of each individual.
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A highly developed ar-rd efficiently run society founded on the
latest scientific and technological achievements is incompatible with
narrow specialisation, one-sidedness and industrial incompetence
on the part of the worker.

These days, to be educated means to know the fundamentals
of the science in question, its main achievements, and its
application in practice and to be familiar with modern equipment,
technology and methods of management. At the same time, in our
view, today's educated man should know his own profession and
be able to work in relatecl fields of knowledge.

Thus, a combination of versatility and specialisation is an
essential feature of education today, and in the Soviet state higher
education will be raised to such a level that everyone will be able
to satisfy his or her thirst. for knowledge or need for higher
qualification.

At this stage in the developmenr of Soviet society, people with
a higher education still enjoy certain advantages in the Jense of
social prestige. Hence the utilitarianism in some young people's
approach to education. However, as the circle of people wiih a
higher education widens, this attitude dies away and is replaced by
the desire to improve one's knowledge and widen one's horizons.
The Soviet intelligentsia is constantly being replenished by the
considerable mass of young workers and peasants- In recent years
many universities and institutes have opened preparatory depart-
ments (workers' faculties) where workers and peasants selected by
their enterprises, collective or state farms can prepare themselves
for the entrance examinations, and an absolute majority of these
ultimately succeed in entering the establishment of their choice.

The scientific and technological revoluti<tn requires a much
higher level of general education and professional training. The
new requirements also coincide with the socio-political tasks the
educational system is to accomplish (raising the working people's
cultural and technical standards, eliminating essential distinctlons
between mental and manual work, etc.). However, the number of
people who want to receive a higher education considerably
exceeds the needs and possibilities of society. The prestige of some
professions is not yet high enough. According to sociological
surveys, the first five places in terms of prestige are occupied by
physicists, pilots (including cosmonaurs), radiotechnicians,
mathematicians and geologists, while salesmen, for example,
occupy the 70th place, weavers, 42nd, turners, 2gth, and so on.
This is a result of certain drawbacks in the system of bringing up
children, including family influences, the image projeited oi
certain professions and the careers advice service. The 

-Research

Institute of Professional Training and Guidance of the USSR
Academy of Pedagogical Sciences, has been called upon to help in
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the rational solution of this problem. Naturally, poorly automated
or mechanised manual work can hardly be expected to attract
young workers.' The time will come, of course, when there will be no need for
hard physical labour. Nevertheless, it is always important to
p.omote respect for any kind of work, be it mental or manual,
because both the individual and society benefit from a correct
choice of profession: each Soviet citizen should work wherever his
abilities are used to the greatest advantage. Man will only feel the
need to work when his labour is useful to others and corresponds
to his inclinations, tastes and physiological and psychological
potentialities. In the long run, it is not the profession itself but the
attitude towards it that counts. It is not so much a matter of what
one d,oes as what sort of a person one is

It is, indeed, difficult to choose a profession, and the careers
advice service tries to take into account not only the requirements
of the present day but also new trends in the development of
production, science, technology and culture. The Soviet system of
education is supposed, not only to give one a profession but to
enable one to master it entirely and to be creatiue in the true sense
of the word.'

The scientific and technological revolution essentially increases
the amount of information in all spheres of knowledge. Some 8 or
l0 thousand million printed pages are added annually to the
torrent of information, and a researcher can only get acquainted
with some ten per cent of the literature in his field. Moreover, as

Academician Kedrov noted, if one were t() read all the literature
in one's field of knowledge, there would be no time for research.

The hurnan memory is just as Iimited as the time available for
study, and the information flow is increasing. Not all information
is needed and there has to be a certain selection. Knowledge is
becoming obsolete more and more rapidly. Some 20 or 30 years
ago, knowleclge was conditionally valid for more than a decade.
Today the span of time is much shorter.

The way out of this dilemma can be found basically in
organising teaching in such a way that students and specialists
strive to tndeperulentll master the latest scientific and technological
achievements and keep pace with progress.

The rnoclernisation of the content of education and the
introduction of new plans and curricula in the 1960s were of great
importance for Soviet general schools. New textb<>oks and aids
were worked <ltrt an<l the standard of education rose considerably.
The curricula in social, natural and mathematical sciences were
changed radically, without adding new courses or themes to the
traditional ones. 'l'his was achieved by changing the structure of
the subjects un<ler study and raising their scientific standards in
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accordance with current scientific views. The compilers of the
curricula and the authors of the textbooks tried to define the main
ideas in -the light of which the content of teaching in each subject
was highlighted. The new maths curriculum for the 4th and 5th
grades is a single course which includes elements of arithmetic,
algebra and geometry. The fundamental algebraic material is now
concentrated in the 6th, 7th and 8th grades, and a systematic
study of geometry begins in the 6th grade. Some maths
programmes are still undergoing improvement.

The polytechnical orientation of physics (the systematic course
embraces the 8th, 9th and lOth grades) has been increased
essentially as well as the role of laboratory work and experiments.
Efforts were made to simplify the textbooks for the senior grades
and perfect the methods.

The elementary natural history course begins in the 4th grade,
and in the following grades, up to the 8th, the students are
acquainted with botany, zoology, and the anatomy, physiology and
hygiene of man. The course is completed with a general biology
course for senior grades. There are still some shortcomings (some
themes are too complicated and the textbooks are overloaded with
description), but the important thing is that the new biology
course is closely related to agricultural practice, cattle-breeding
and agronomy and is easily assimilated by the students.

Both theoreticians and school teachers insist that the students'
knowledge in chemistry has bec,rme more profound. The same is
true with astrononly which puts greater emphasis on the
astrophysical phenomena attracting modern science.

There has also been an improvement in programmes and
textbooks in the humanities. Following recommendations by
linguists, greater attention in studying Russian and other lan-
guages of the peoples of the USSR is devoted to conversation and
vocabulary. The history course is structured in such a way that it
imparts a system of knowledge about the historical process as a
whole showing the road travelled by mankind from antiquity to
the present day. A new course, Fundamentals of the Soviet State
and Law, has been introduced for the 8th grade. New program-
mes offer greater possibilities for aesthetic ancl physical education
as well.

The new educational curricula, naturally, require not only new
textbooks but also new educational aids.

The task of public education in the USSR is to impart basic
knowledge to students and open up their vistas for further
intellectual development. Almost 80 optional courses have been
worked out in the Russian language, social science, biology,
physics, pedagogy, psychology, nature protection, ethics, aesthetics,
working skills, etc. Soviet scholars are contributing greatly to these



efforts. The USSR Minister of Education M. Prokofyev, however,
emphasised that "reproaches can also justifiably be levelled at
researchers, for they have not yet solved various burning issues in
the theory and practice of education. There has been criticism in
the press of the fact that pedagogical sciencq occasionally lags
behind the requirements of life objectively conditioned'as it is by
radical changes in our society." 2 

,

The current modernisation of the content of education, in the
long run, amounts to raising it to the contemporary Ievels of
knowledge, on the <lne hand, and on the other, to comprehensive-
ly developing the perceptive capabilities of students and their
abilities to create, analyse and draw their own concluSions.
Problem-oriented instruction is a means of implementing these
principles.

The reform in education has caused many problems, including
that of preventing school students overworking while maintaining
a high level of secondary education.

lt is true that the scientific and technological revolution has
greatly increased the role of the physical, mathematical, chemical,
biological and technical sciences. At the same time one also needs
a philosophical, economic and legal background and a knowledge
of history and literature.

To become a real human being in the highest sense of the
word one must master advanced knowledge and also possess lofty
moral qualities. And this cannot be achieved simply by studying
the natural and technical sciences. Anton Chekhov's idea that
"everything should be beautiful in man-face, clothing, soul and
thoughts" can be fully applied to the task of moulding the new

Inadequate education, poor technical knowledge and a low
Ievel of professional training have as negative an impact on
production as obsolete equipment, outdated technology or mis-
management. In many cases an increase of labour productivity of
up to 50 per cent can be achieved as a result of raising the
educational level of the workers. It is no wonder, therefore, that
mass education has a very high priority in economic, social and
cultural development in the USSR. In our day and age it is an
objective requirement of social progress, dictated primarily by the
rapid growth of the forces of production, the unprecedented
complexity of social production and the unfolding scientific and '

technological revolution. A great deal, especially the economic
might of the Soviet state, the spiritual growth of its society and the
prosperity of its people, depends on the quali.ty of the education
of the rising generation, on the accumulation and effective
utilisation of scientific potential and on'the number and composi-
tion of highly-skilled personnel.

l08

The importance of these tasks in the soviet Union was stressecl
at the 25th congress of the cpsU in the following words: "In
modern conditions, when the volume of knowledge "a man needs
tends sharply and rapidly to increase, it is no loiger possible to
rely mainly on the assimilation of a definite sum of iacts. It is
important to habituate the young person in the ability ro augmenrhis knowledge independently, incl to find his U.#i"sr-i"" tt.torrent of scientific and political information..,3

.In the present epoch rhere has been an appret.iable change inopi,ions as to whether children and adoleicents are abi6 to
understand this or that subject at a certain age. A ,u..rb", of
elementary rnaths courses, therefore, have been"transferred from
senior grades to the beginners' classes, while several advanced
courses of mathematics haye been transferred from higher schoolsto secondary schools. In the near future there aie plans to
introduce u.iversal eleven-year education starting from tlie age of
six.a

Institutions of higher learning and technicar schools cannot, of
course, produce ready-made formulas or solutions to all the
problems which the production, science and technology of the
future will present to young specialists. Nevertheless, the; have as
their objective the task of diveloping in young people creative
thought, initiati'e, zeal in search of- c.rrrect s6t"ti""s a'd the
ability to make proper use of scientific information in the process
of integratio, and differentiation of knowredge. This is especially
important for those engaged in managementl Lenin used'to say
that "m^anagement necessarily implies"competency, that a know-
ledge of all the co,ditions of productio, dor., to the last detail
and of the latest technology of your branch of production is
required; y_ou must have had a cerrain scientit'ic traiiing" 5 [Italicsmi,e-v. K.l. Apart from this, practice shows"that sociai, scientifica.d technological progress in ihe ussR requires specialists whoare prepared to actively participate in social activities for the
common good.

In the currenr five-year plan period (lgz6-1990), institutions of
higher learning and secondary ich,ols in the soviet Union have
trained nearly 10 million specialists, including those for new and
fast-growing branches of t6e national economy.

The success of the current reforms ar-rd modernisations in
public education 

-depen-d_s 
to a great extent on the improvement ofthe methods of reaching, t6us ensuring a hiei quality of

knowledge. In this connectlon, research has-broacleria iri the'rietdof active, evolving methods of teaching and the optimum use of
modern techn.logy in the classroom. The cpSU central commit-
tee and the USSR council of Ministers have commissioned the
Academy of Pedagogical Sciences to invesrigare more deeply ancl
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fully the principles of polytechnical teaching in the light of the
present-day level of scientific and technological progress and to
determine more exactly how the principles of polytechnical
education can be applied to teaching the fundamentals of the
sciences. Special attention has been given to the significance and
topicality of scholarly works on the educational role of the
collective and on the shaping of public opinion. The Soviet system
of education and pedagogical science proceed from the principle
of organically combining respect for the students and the demands
put upon them, with the aim of bringing up the new generation
on principles of collectivism and friendship among peoples.

Among the problems linked with the economics and organisa-
tion of public education, the imminent improvement in the
scientific fundamentals of education management and a wider use
of economic and mathematical methods and computers are of
particular significance. Compared with the recent past, there has
been.a considerable expansion in research connected with
predicting the evolution of centres of education in the near and
distant future, and several types of experimental educational
institutions have been established to analyse various possibilities.

It is more difficult to bring up and educate the younger
generation today than it was in the past. The demands which
science, production and culture will make on future workers are
growing as are the moral requirements of Soviet society. Profes-
sors and teachers must also make every effort to improve their
knowledge to meet these new high requirements.

The continued improvement of the system of education and
the perfection of academic education in Soviet secondary schools
and institutions of higher Iearning under the impact of the
scientific and technological revolution is a natural phenomenon of
our age. And at the same time it is an effective means of rapidly
advancing scientific knowledge, technology, production, culture
and society as a whole.

NOTES

I An Interdepartmental Methodological Council has recently been set up under
the USSR Ministry of Education, and commissions for the coordination and
organisation of professional guidance have been established untler the local
Soviets.

2 Kommunist, No. 9, 1978, p. 31.
n 25th Congress of the CPSU. Documents antl Resoluttons, Moscow, 1976, p. 136.
4 Narodnoye ohruzormni)e, No. 5, 1979, p. 4.
5 V. I. Lenin, Colletted Worfts, Moscow, Vol. 30, p. 428.

Thq Concept of Personality
and the Aesthetic ldeal
in Soviet Literatu re

YURI ANDREYEV

The essence of man, rhe meaning of his life, the relalions
between man and society-thar is rhi problem of problems of
contemporary philosophical, sociological. and ideological discus-
sions.^now-running their violent and contradictory .orir.. It would
be difficult to list even 

-the_ 
principal trends in social thought that

are mounting an assault, from different points, on this .I*pa.t,
on the taking of which hangs the solution of the other tasks of
social theory and practice.

Thus, the latest trends in psychoanalysis preach primordial
irrationality, spontaneitl, a1d- ensuing practicai unknowability of
man. The Frankfurt school largely relies on the thesis that the
basically good man is dehumanised by the technical civilisation.
Existentialists insist that man is, on the contrary, independent of
society, .creating himself from a blueprint of his own. frersonalists
of religious^ persuasion regard religion as the only means of the
salvation of man ancl mankind. piagmatists are iooking for the
solution.of all problems in technocratic leadership. And io on andso forth. It is easy ro undeistand the cbnfusion among
philosophers belonging to these trends: at a time when the worldis changing so^ rapidly, when the scientific and rechnological
revolution is unfolding so swiftly, and rhere is the global ecolo[ical
threat, they.form various schools which, contradicfing each oih".,
are,attemp.ting to reveal something stable in a phen-omenon that
eludes their grasp- and keeps. gr&ing *o.. a.rd more compli_
cated-man and the communitv of men.

But, whatever the differencbs, there is a feature that unites
thcm all. There is practically not a single school in modern



Western philosophy that would n()t take issue with Marxism or
attempt to aclapt it, in a truncated or distorted form, to its own
postulates. The Nlarxist-T eninist conception of matr often proves
io be the pivotal point for many philosophical and ideological
controversies.

This paper will deal with some fundamental theses of Marxism
that are at present becoming more topical than ever.

**:t

In Lenin's worcls, Karl Marx was far from being a utopian
drearner, and he "treatcd the qtrestiort of communism in the same
way as a naturalist u,or.rld treat the questiotr of the development of,
say, a new biological variety".r Otr more occasions than one Marx
formulated his conception of the meaning and goal of sogial
lnovement. "The clevelopment of human energy... is an end in
itself"-this fundarne ntal proposition formulated in Capital consti-
tutes essentially the core of its author's humanist conception.

Even in his yclunger years, Marx was firmly convinced in this.
Already in 1844 he lvrote: "We see the politico-economic wealth

and politico-economic ltouerty being replaced by t"he rich man and
rich human reouirernents. A rich man is at the same time a man
who is in neetl o/ all the totality of human manifestations of life, a
man in whom his own realisation is an innerrnost necessity, a

neea. -

This corrviction was aphoristically expressed in The German
Id,eology: "atryotre in rvhom there is a potential Raphael should be
able to develop rvithout hindrance".3

The views of the founders of Marxism on the nature of the
genuinely "rich man", that is, one needing the entire fulness of
ihe manifestations of life, views expressed in nlrmerous works,
letters, judgements of art, notes on books, etc., may form a

classical anthology of humanist ideology. On this occasion,
however, in our pnincipled polemics with the technocrats, the
advocates of the scientific and technological revolution as an end
in itself, we woulcl like to emphasise that Marx and Engels'
humanist views lvere expressed in connection with their analysis of
economic categories, first and foremost. These views are not
utopian, they are the result of a sober and all-sided analysis of the
dev-elopment of social production. Thus, dealing with the problem
of woiking time ancl free time arising from growing productivity
of labour, Marx wrote in his 1857- 1858 nranuscripts: "Free
development of in<livitlualities takes place, so that there is no
curtailing of the necessary working time for Settillg strrplus labour
but rather a gencral reduction of the socicty's lleccss:lry titne to a
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minimum, facilitated under these conditions by artistic, scientific,
etc., development of individuals thanks to the time that has been
freed for all and the means created for the purpose."4 And,
further: "Saving working time is equivalent to increasing free
time, that is, the time needed for that full development of the
individual which in its turn has a reverse effect on the production
force of labour as the greatest productive force. From the point of
view of the immediate process of production, saving working time
may be regarded as production of t'ixed capital, man himself being
that fixed capital." 5

The definition, "the deuelopment of the richness of human nature
as an end in itself", formulated by Marx in connection with his
critical analysis of D. Ricardo's views on economics,o is an example
of a truly scientific formula.

The deuelopment of human forces as an end, in itself; the rich man
needing the entire t'ulness of the human manifestations of lit'e; the
deuelopment of the richness of humon nature as an end in itself-these
and other fundamental theses by Marx formulating the goal and
rneaning of social development \,r/ere reinforced and developed by
Lenin, who put forward the state goal "of ensuring /ull well-being
and free, allround development f.or all the members of society".T

The Marxist-Leninist conception of man has become part and
parcel of the life of our society of developed socialism and is
reflected in the Constitution of the USSR (Art. 20), which says:
"In accordance with the communist ideal-'The free development
of each is the condition of the free development of all', the state
pursues the aim of giving citizens more and more real oppor-
tunities to apply their creative energies, abilities, and talents, and
to develop their personalities in every way." This article of the
Constitution, based on The Communist Manifesto, emphasises the
meaning of our humanist aspirations and, moreover, in full
agreement with the materialist basis of our world-outlook, defines
the material conditions facilitating the attainment of this goal.

What are, then, the "real opportunities" of which the
Constitution speaks and how are they to be extended?

*{<*

"There is no need for any great penetration," wrote Marx and
Engels in The Holy Family, "to see from the teaching of
rnaterialism of the original goodness and equal intellectual
endowment of men, the omnipotence of experience, habit and
education, and the influence of environment on man, the great
significance of industry, the justification of enjoyment, etc., how
rrccessarilv nraterialism is connected with communism and social-
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ism. lf nran draws all his kn<lwleclge, sensation, etc., from the
world of the senses ancl the experience gained in it, then what has
to be done is to arrange the empiric:rl world in such a way that
nran experiences and bect>mes accustomed to what is truly human
in it and that he becomes aware of himself as man." 8 Then follows
the aphoristically clear-cut definition that has become a classic one
in Marxism, rvhich designates the noble goal (the genuinely human
content <lf personality) and, moreover, singles out Marxism among
the doctrines regarcling man as an individual free from social
conditions. These are the words: "lf man is shaped by environ-
ment, his environment must be made human. If man is social by
nature, he rvill develop his true nature only in society, and the
power of his nature must be rneasured not by the power of the
sepalate individual but hy the power of society."!)

In the present-day struggle of ideologies, Marxism opposes the
objective, renuinely scientific approach to the false and speculative
content of the slogans of "human rights" and "freedom of
personality". For instance, bourgeois individualism, the product of
the capitalist mode of procluction, is treated by existentialisrs as
man's eternal qualitv. It is alleged that the personality is capable of
self-realisation onll' clespite society, in a state of complete isolation
and solitude; the rvhole of humanity is r,iewed as a party of
one-man units. Theories like these, rvith their nice-lookirrg front
("the individual's sovereisn rights") are extrerrely useful for the
capitalist or:cler, for, in one form or another, they assert the
etelnal nature ancl irnmutability of the state of things existing
under capitalism and the resultant loneliness, individualism, and
isolation of men, whose interests are supposedly always at
variance. Conceptions asserting the asocial nature of personality
are esser.rtially rrot apolitical: by asking the question, "Who profits
by it?", we can discover their ultimate ideological significance.

Marxism, on the cor)trary, pointing out b<lth the goal (the
developnrent of hurnan power as an end in itself) and the practical
scientifically substantiated ways of its attainment, proceeds frorn
the indissoluble dialectical connection between man and. the
circumstances of his being: on the one hand, man is the product
of social conclitions; on the other, the development of social
relations is a devekrpment and realisation of man's essential power.
Marx and Engels tvrote: " all human aspirations and actions
without excepti()n have social significance..." r0

Let us recall the formula in Capital which is a concentrated
expression <lf the dialectics of the relation between the develop-
ment of society's productive forces and the possibilities of human
personality: "In fact, the realm of freedom actually begins only
where labour which is determinecl by necessity and mundane
considerations (:cases; thus in the very nature of things it lies
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beyoncl tl're sphere o{ actual material productiorr. Just as the
savage rnust wrestle with Nature to satisfy his wants, to rnaintain
ancl reprc.,duce life, so rnust civiliscd man, and he must do so in all
social formations and under all possible modes of production.
With his development this realm of physical necessity expands as a
result of his wants; bllt, at thc same time, the forces of production
which satisfy these wants also increase. Freedorn in this field can
only consist in socialised man, the associated producers, rationally
regulating their interchange with Nature, bringing it under their
common control, instead of being ruled by it as by the blind forces
of Nature; and achieving this with the least expenditure of energy
and under conditions rnost favourable'to, and worthy of, their
human natrlre. But it nonethele ss still remains a realm of
necessity. Beyond it begins that development of human energy
which is an end in itself, the true realm of freeclom, which
however, can blossom forth only with this realm of necessity as its
basis. The shortening of the working day is its basic prere-
quisite. " rr

The shortening of the working day as the result of rapid
devel<>prnent of the forces of procluction is that Iink which firmly
binds together the goal, the means, and the possibilities of the
pcr:sonality's free allrorlnd development, as well as the intensive
developrnent of industry and science as the material basis ensuring
this flourishing of essential hurnan power at a high stage of the
social evolution. Engels wrote that owing to the industrial
revolution there will be a possibility under communism "of
producing not only enough for the plentiful consumption of all
rnembers of society and for an abundant reserve fund, but also of
leaving each individual sufficient leisure so that what is really
worth preserving in historically inherited culture-science, art,
forms of intercourse-may not only be preserved but converted
from a rnonopoly of the ruling class into the common property of
the whole of society, and may be further developed."12

A most irnportant element of the Marxist-I-eninist teaching on
the dialectics of the shaping of human personality in the
replacement of one social formation by another is the idea that the
capitalist mode of production, having destroyed the character
integrity inherent in the earlier historical epochs, creates instead
the universal and all-sidecl nature of man's relations with the
world, which is a premise for the emergence of the new,
harmoniously cleveloped personality, rich and universal, under the
conditions of the socialisrn that is to come.

The novelty of Marx and Engels' formulation of the question,
as compared to their great forerunners, lies in their view that the
full development of man's power is capable of affording man
enjovrnent and highest satisfaction not only in the sphere of
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abstract thinking (Hegel) but also in communication with the real
gbjS.! world, in the sphere t-rf well-developed human emotions, for
fu.ll-blooded being implies the need foi allround development.
The founders of scientific socialism (as distinct from Kant, for
instance) showed that man may enjoy not only art but practically
any kind of labour activity, for any labour, if it is 

-free 
and

creative, offers man an opportunity for self-realisation, for
revealing his essence and inner interests.

The noble democratic spirit of this concept is particularly in
tune with the 20th century-the age of triumfhant socialist
revolutions and irresistable national liberatior: rnovements aimed at
eliminating colonialism, the age of eradicating inequality in men,s
rights.

Soviet literature, whose democratic spirit is its basic quality, has
evoked such a world-wide response precisely for the rLason that
the humanist Marxist-Leninist concepl of personality inherent in it
(the concept of the "rich man... needi.ig the eniire fulness of
human manifestations of life" embodied in the aesthetic ideal of
its creators) is in keeping with the progress attained by mankind in
its development and the goals which it pursues.

. Al9 so, "anyone in whom there is a potential Raphael should
be able to develop without hindranie"-that il the social
signifjcance of the Marxist-Leninist concept of personality. This is
a highly humanisr concepr not only with iegard ro rhe individual,
to- every man-it is also rational with regard to all, for the positive
talent realised- by the individual becomes a common property,
whether it be the talent of an organiser, teacher, writer, s.ho!a., o.
mechanic (and we bear in mind that the power of man's nature
must be measured "by the power of society").

An example from the philosophically serious (and for this
reason_ .probably less known) book by Mark Twain, Captain
Stormfield's Trauelling with a Reformer, will show the great
importance of the opportunity for every individual to reveal the
basic traits of his character. During one of his space voyages the
captain lands in a country where people are not what they were in
their lifetime on earth -but appear in that capacity in which they
Tig!-t have lived out their lives had their destinies been shaped
ideally-in accordance with their inner potential. passing fiom
hall to hall, Stormfield comes on a council-of the greatest ginerals
of all times, but he does not see a single military leacler thalt wourd
be familiar to him frorn_ history among those siiting behind a long
solid table. When he asks who the greatest of them all is, the one
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sitting.-at the head of the table, the traveller hears quite an
unfamiliar name and the comment that in his life-time on iarth he
was a cobbler...

That is the way things are in a fantastic parable. However, for
a real-life son of a cobbler, fur-dresser Zhukov to become an
outstanding military leader, Marshal of the Soviet Union who won
many historical battles, for the universal premises for the
realisation of the human personality to emerge, events of
epoch-making significance had to take place, including the greatest
qf them all-the October Socialist Revolution of l9l7 in ft.ussia.

"The philosophers have only interpreted the world, in various
ways; the point, however, is to change it",13 wrote Karl Marx in his
famous Theses on Feuerbach. The Bolshevik party led by Lenin
made- a great stride from interpreting the world'to changing it,
and that stride marks the qualitative difference between tf,e new
philosophy and - new morality as compared to the previous
world-outlook. That also comprises rhe qualitative specificieatures
of the aesthetic ideal of Soviet literaiure, the ideal of active
transformation of the world in the name of the happiness of man
and mankind.

Works written after the October Revolution of lgl7 by the
authors in- the y9y"g country evoked the greatest response in the
entire world, and it is not by chance that they were actlai-ed as a
new word in mankind's artistic development. The Soviet authors'
ideas and feeli,gs were genuine, they coincided with intentions
and deeds of the people fighting for their life and freedom.

A distinctive feature of the aesthetic ideal of Soviet literature is
its active attitude to life.

This attitude includes not only a clear realisation of the noble
views on man's potential, the development of which constitutes the
goal of the socialist order, but also a personal readiness to take an
active part in the artainment of the social ideals of the ,country.

The writers' active attitude is directly linked with the Marxist-
Leninist world view, but it would be an oversimplified explanation
of the specific features of Soviet literature if one we.e io forget
the fact that the whole of our history, the entire practice of soc-ial
transformation with which the life of Soviet literature is bound up,
have proved the need for and justifiability of transforming society.

The active protest against the First World War was humanist in
nature; the struggle for driving away foreign invaders both in the
Civil War and the Great Patriotic War of tg+t-tg45 was also
highly moral. The purposeful struggle for peace in the postwar
years was-just, too, as was the purposeful activity in healing the
wounds of our land and in improving the living itandards oT the
Soviet people.
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Active participation in social life from the very origin of the
Soviet state is one of the most irnportant sources of the specificity
of the writer's position in Soviet literature that determines its
essential quality. An apparent consequence of such active attitude
towards real life is, for instance, the writers' close attention to the
images of the people that are just as actively participating in the
communist transformation. The protagonists that are the carriers
of active moral strength, striving for a better life not so much for
themselves as for others, have not been inver.rted by Soviet writers,
and this is borne out, first and foremost, by the heroic history of
the Soviet Union.

The Marxist thesis en the need to constantly perfect the
reality, to take a practical part in the struggle for transforming the
circumstances of life into genuinely human ones, will never
become obsolete. One of the most significant and determining
features of Soviet literature, its active attitude to life, will never be
on the wane.

There are many aspects to the problem of the writer's social
involvenent, for not a single element of poetics is indifferent to
the author's world-r,iew p<lsitions. This is true of the choice of the
hero, the writer's aesthetic ideal in all its manifestations, the
fundamentally new strata of reality embraced by artistic creation,
as well as practically all the other significant elements of creative
work, and all of thern merit special consideration. I shall consider
only one such problem-the one involving the adherence of
Soviet literature to the Marxist-Leninist concept of personality,
that highly humanist ancl profoundly democratic concept which
concerns the personality of every man.

The founders of scientific socialism, as has been pointed out
above, referred to the development of the richness of hurnan
nature and of human power as an end in itself.ra

The generous development of all human potentialities, accorcl-
ing to Marx and llngels, becornes possible only with the liquidation
of the private ownership system. The wor(s of the fotrn<lers of
scientific socialisrn contain a profound analysis of private owner-
ship limiting the wide range of hurnan emotions and pert:eptions
to the sense of pr>ssession and impovelishing the spilittral world of
man alienated from all the richness of the world by onc relation
only-mine or not rnine. "Private ownership has rnacle us so
stupid and one-sided that arry object appears t() hc our.t only when
we possess it, that is. rvhcn it exists for us :rs r:apital or when we
have it in irnmecliatt: possession, rvhen we cnt it, tlrink it, wear it
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on ()rrr body, live in it, etc., in short, when we clnsLtnle it... All
physical and spirituzrl senses are replacecl by a simple alienation of
all these 5snsss-1hg sense of possession." The conclusion is quite
logical: "Elimination of private ownership therefore signifies
conrplete emancipotr,on of all hurnan emotions ancl properties."r5

fust as a hungry rnan plagued by misfortunes cares little for
the beauty of the world around hirn, so does a man who sees it in
terms of-how rnuch?

That is the real alienation of man from the world of genuinely
hur.nan values, spiritual ancl intellectual values, which forms the
basis of the way of life, the way of thinking and feeling,
irggressively asserted by the modern so-called consumer society.

Incloctrination in the spirit of consumerism is largely the result
of goal-directed policy of the bourgeois establishment deflecting
the social forces that might otherwise be directed at social protest
towards the pursuit of ever greater mater-ial wealth, of comfort as
the gcial of life. /

Here is an apparently insignificant but actually extremely
symptomatic fact ir-rdicating the scope of propaganda effort
directed at cleveloping consurner attitudes: more than I,500
advertisements of various <:ommodities and services are intended
to reach the average American through the mass media daily,
while the serious spiritual values are not mentioned at all.
Thbusands of millions of dollars are spent on advertising in the
USA every year; essentially, this kind of assault on man's
corlception of the meaning and purpose of life is nothing but
defence of the ideals of the capitalist order. Man the consumer
with a given set of standard tastes, ideals, and habits becomes a
convenient object for direct or indirect rnanipulation from the
point of view of clefending the values of the mling class that are
presented as the values of the entire society. Man's prestige is in
this case cletermined not by his own value, the value of his
personality, but by his capital, his movable and immovable
property. Works of culture, art, and literature peddling the
convictions and emotional states of that same type are commodities
that the conformist has to buy. The number of different types of
"hedonism" in this sphere is rather considerable, but their essence
is the same: the meaning of life is in consuming, in enjoying
irnpulses frorn uithout and not from developing man's r,nner
properly human resources. The ideological significance of such
neutralisation of the higher interests of the masses, including
social ones, is quite apparent.

In this world context the genuinely human and really humanist
orientation of Soviet literature and the world literature of socialist
realism in general with its aesthetic ideal of realtsution of the
personali\'s inner t'orces, of man's enttre tnner potential, stands out
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quite clearly. In accordance with the best traditions of world
culture and the Marxist-Leninist concept of personality based on
thb achievements of progr'essive philtsophical thou[ht, Soviet
literature proceeds on the assumption of man's ability to reveal a
great spiritual, intellectual, and physical potential. The aesthetic
ideal of Soviet literature is based on the conviction, tested many
times by the mosi cruel social practical experiences, that man
possesses enormous inner force capable of revealing itself; it is
precisely this noble view of man's potential that determines its
attitude towards life in general. The rich man revealing the force
of his essence-that is the active position of Soviet authors
reflected in the characters and situations of their works.

The point is not that Soviet writers are called upon to select,
out of the infinite variety of life, only those characters and
situations that are in keeping with their noble ideal (the art of
socialist realism is alien to canons): the point is rather that a Soviet
writer.assesses everythins in the world, both good and bad, from
the posi,tions of humanist concepts of man's potential. It is the higLest
aesthetic ideal as the measure of all things that determined the
contempt with which Maxim Gorky depicted Klim Samgin or
Sholokhov's sincere regret about the pernicious delusions that fell
to the lot of G.rigori Melekhov, a man of rich inner nature
sincerely aspiring for justice; it also determined the admilation
and sorrow which imbued Fadeyev's tale of the fine lives and
untimely death of the Young Guard underground organisation in
the war.

The entire history of Soviet literature (and that can be
illustrated by scores of examples) is the history of its continual
struggle for the rich man in the full sense of the word, against
concepts of consumerism leaving man one right only-the right to
fear the rnovement of irrational forces in himself and the world at
large.

Soviet writers actively assert the Marxist-Leninist concept of
personality; this is manifested in their profoundly humanisr
conviction that, to attain complete happiness, man must realise his
inner potential, and in the readiness of Soviet literature to do
everything in its power to make the circumstances of life genuinely
human.

Without detailing the view that the aesthetic icleal of Soviet
literature is a moving and developing concept (with the basic
principles preserving their continuity), let rne recall that at all
periods of its lristorical existence Soviet literature has actively
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asserted the concept of allround development of man-a socially
sensitive man capable of deep emotions, serious thinking, and
enerfJetic action, man as he must be with his inner essential forces
in their full bloom.

The classics of Marxism-Leninism often spoke of the unity of
word and action in men who set the goal of revolutionary
transformation of the world. On more occasions than one Lenin
criticised the gap between the avowed principles, on the one hand,
and the real practice of men's behaviour in bourgeois society, on
the other. At the 3rd Congress of the Russian Young Communist
League he said: "Without work and without struggle, book
knowledge of communism obtained from communist pamphlets
and works is abs<llutely worthless, for it would continue the old
separation of theory and practice, the old rift which was the most
pernicious feature of the old, bourueois society."16

That was Lenin's conviction already in his young years. At the
very outset of his revolutionary career he wrote: "...by what
criteria are we to judge the real 'thoughts and feelings' of real
inclividuals? Naturally, there can be only one such criterion-the
actions of these individuals. And since we are dealing only with
social'thoughts and feelings', one should add: the soci,al acti,ons of
individuals; -i.e., .social facts." 

tj

That remained Lenin's conviction throughout his life. In 1909,
for instance, he insisted: "Without understanding their deeds, one
cannot understand people either, unless it be... outwardly."rs

This thesis of Lenin has a direct bearing on the Marxist
concept of personality, the personality that will only be able to
realise itself and reveal its inner content through revealing its
inner forces in action and not through mere consumption or
reflection.

This moral conviction of the need for unity of word and deed
was quite clearly expressed in the Report of the CPSU Central
Con-rmittee to the 25th Congress of the CPSU: "nothing adds so
much to the stature of the inclividual as a constructive attitude to
life and a conscious approach to one's duty to society, when
matching words and deeds becomes a rule of daily behaviour."re

It would be absurd and ridiculous to assume that Soviet
literature is only supposed to picture those characters for whom
word and deed are inseparable. Certainly not. Its task is that of
reproclrrcing life in the diversity of its manifestations, in typical
situations. In doins so, however, Soviet writers retain their .high
aesthetic ideal which presupposes maximal ethical requirements as
regards the characters and situations depicted and the author's
clearly defined and uncompromising attitude towards the person-
ages and situations of his literary work.
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In this c;rse the role played by literature in the present-d2ry
id.eological struggle proves to be inseparably ancl organically linkeil
with the artistic specificity of literarure. The p<int is fhat the
absense of the author's integral view of the hero portrayed,
vafJueness of rn<tral criteria results in fvzzy and vague arlistic
ilnag-e1, _'whereas rhe nature of artistic creation requires ihat images
should be intesral and given clear individual expression even- if
the personalities are contradictory. They must haue a logic of
behaviour of their own, as well as their .wn donrinant charaiteris-
tic feature. This is .nJy possible when the author's positiorr is quite
clear and holds together the heterogeneous characier traits of the
hero, otherwise we shall be faced with a vague cloud of disjoint
human qualities-the irnage rvill not take shape.

Thus the author's definite attitude is an important condition
of the image's artistic integrity and value. Lef us recall Soviet
classics-the charar:ters of Fadeyev's Rout ancl 'fvardovsky's va.ssil)
Ter.hi1,- the-sheph.erd Tanabai from Aitmatov's Goodbye', Gulsaryi
and Eduardas Meielaitis' Man. 'fhe creative styles, the genres, the
range of charactets and situations differ, but the moril criterion
remains the same-an unshakable conviction that word and deed
should be one, that rnan's essence is tested by his cleeds, and that
man reveals his ultimate essence only through his actions. That is
what shows the true nature of his rich emotions and inner
convictions. In shorr, in depicting rhe entire fulness of man's
manifestations, writers judge man by his deeds first and foremost,
and that approach results from social practice.

The literature of socialist realism is innovative literature. The
aesthetic ideal of its creators originates in those already existing
real men who are capable of fine feelins, deep thought, and
energetic action, who see the world as it actually is and intend to
make it what it can and must be. Beginning with Maxim Gorky
and Vladimir Mayakovsky, Soviet writers have asserted being as
action. The upswing of the rrovel about the country's reconstruc-
tion and also about the human soul at the end of the 1920s and
leginning 9l the 1930s (the work of Leonov, Shaginyan,
Sholokhov, Katayev, Ehrenburg, Malyshkin, Ostrovsky, Mikaren-
ko, Ketlinskaya, Kryrnov) is seen now, after the 

'passage 
of

decades, as the direct forerunner of the heroic literatirre of the
war year.s and about the war years in which man's ability to fulfil
lris word was sometimes borne out a, the cost of his'l.ife. T}rc
aesthetic ideal of Soviet literature and, following it, the world
literature of socialist realism, proceeds fr:om thii premise that
morality is a practical category, ancl the meaning of inorality is in
man's realisation of himself through a kirrrl ancl principled deed.

The aesthetic ideal of Soviet literature has fully abiorbed thc
Marxist-Leninist corrcept of personality; it has cryst.allised in the
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stnrggle of our people for the new society, ancl is based on, those
real 

'6uman 
qualities that will prevail in the future. That is why

Soviet literatirre appears as an imporurnt positive force in the
world of today where it reflects both our reality and our humanist
an<l optimistic vien,s of the natllre of rnan.
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Deaeloping Countries:
I,,l ew Research

The Asian and African Countries:
Specific Features of Development
ROSTISLAV ULYANOVSKY,
VLADIMIR PAVLOV

Recent history clearly shows that the countries of Asia and
Africa have been developing according to the general socio-
economic laws revealecl by Marxist-Leninist science; that for all
their specifics, tl-re Eastern countries have been developing, in the
main, like the Western countries, with due regard, oi cdurse, to
concrete historical periods concerned. The problem of specificity,
however, continues to be of importance. Below we shill try ro
de{ine some of the features of development which, in our view,
are more characteristic of the Eastern countries. We shall take
India as a basis for our analysis, for her history reflects, to a
certain extent, the basic laws of the evolution of the former
colonial world.

.Having been under British domination for nearly two cen-
turies, India came under the influence of all the three stages of
developrncnt of British capitalism : primary capitalist accumul-ation,
industrial capitalism, finance capital. In India herself a capitalist
economic structure (:arne into being, and it constituted a symbiosis
of foreign and dornestic capitalism. It was contradictory to the
highest degree, for it consisted of two opposed parts-the
capitalism of the oppressing nation, and thai 

-of 
the 

-oppressed

natlon.
India, like other colonies, was never a passive vit:tim tormented

by foreign- invaders. Her outward oppressibn was objectively
countered by the lar,rls and tendencies of the class struggle, Uehind
which stood forces within the Indian econ()n1y itself. Aiihe Indian
economy (or the ec()nomy of any other colonial c()untry for that
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matter) moved along the road of capitalist development, to the
same extent there emerged contemporary class contradictions.

At the first stages of their domination in India, the British, as
long as they broke up the archaic Indian society (i.e., the
community, Asian feudal despotism of a highly centralised type or
separate state feudal-despotic formations), were engaging in a
progressive undertaking in a limited sense; they did so despite all
their ruthlessness (about which Karl Marx rightly wrote), for they
were an involgntary tool of history. Britain can be credited for this
historically limited progressive role in spite of the enormous,
predominantly destructive consequences of its policy.

Once the economic laws of India's development had led to the
creation of a local machine industry, a national bourgeoisie and a
pr<lletariat (in short, after the creation of some conditions for the
country's. indepenclent capitalist development), British domination
became totally regressive and reactionary. Britain's economic
policy centred on braking the free industrial development of India
so as to retain its economic domination, its monopoly of power, of
modern equipment, science and technology.

The main economic contradictions of India just before she
achieved independence were approximately as follows:

- the objective tendencies of development of the country's
productive forces came into conflict with imperialism's colonial
monopoly in the economic and political spheres (this monopoly
tried to strangle the objective tendencies);

- the importation of finance capital from the metropolitan
country, the progressive social consequences of the "transplanta-
tion" of capitalism into the colony being insignificant;

- the mass expropriation of the peasantry and the handi-
craftsmen, and the extremely slow process of their proletarianisa-
tion; hence the impoverishment of the non-proletarian strata;

- the stratification of the peasarltry due to deep penetration
of commodity-rnoney relations, but with slow development of
capitalist agriculture; hence the excessive inflation of commercial-
usurious capital, connected with a pre-capitalist sharecropping
system <lr with the one moving towards capitalism;

- the predominance of enormous landed estates and the use
of very small land holdings by peasants;

- the domination of usurers and buyers-up in relations inside
the village and between village and town; erro-rous accumulation
of commercial-usurious capital and lack of effective means of
converting it into industrial capital.

All these factors led to the formation of a colonial-feudal
economy pervaded by commodity-money relations (with the
preservation of large enclaves of natural-patriarchal economy); it
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was the econorrly of mostly low f<irms of capitalism which lrad to
go a very long way towards colonial capitalism.

The Inclian village was under the rule of the landlord ancl
comrnercial-usurious capital, and the peasants, reduced to poverty,
stuck to their tiny holdings stubbornly. Hence the possibility of
exploiting the peasants on a pre-capitalist technical basis; they sold
the product of their labour as a colnmodity, and not their labour
power itself. In norrnal conditions of capitalist development, as
soon as the ruination of the countryside reaches a high degree, a
considerable section of the pc-.asantry is compelled to part with
their land and sell not the product of their labour, but their
labour power, i.e., they become proletarians. At the same time, the
mercharrts, usurers and landlor'ds set about organising agriculture
on a capitalist basis, functioning and accumulating not on the
cornmodity or rnoney market, but in the sphere of agricultural
procluction, which they transforn) on an industrial-capitalist basis,
on the basis of wag'e labotrr. But in India this process did not take
place on a scale similar to that in Europe.

The peasants, becomins ruinecl under the influence of three
forces (British irnperialism, national inclustrial and cornmercial-
usurious capital, and the landlords), failed to find a rnarket to sell
their labour powcr. There was a lack of conformity between the
extent to which the peasants and handicraftsrnen were ruined, and
the degree to which comrnercial-usurious capital was converted
into industrial capital, and the landlords into agricultural capital-
ists. This too was due primarily to the subordinated status of the
country.

Thus, the conversion of money into capital in agriculture took
place mostly without an exrensive organisation of capitalist
mechanised agriculture based on wage labour. This was one of the
most importar"rt distinctive features of colonial domination, which
distorted the norrnal evolution of capitalism in the countryside.

Hence it follows that the level of industrial clevelopment of the
colony was determined, first, by the degree to which the
bourgeoisie of the oppressing narion quickly profited from the
extraction of surplus product procluced by the labour of the
oppressed nation; second, by the strength of the nationwide
resistance to the colonial policy and by the pressure of internal
capitalist tendencies; third, by the nature and form of the strugsle
with other irnperialist powers contending fol domination over the
given colony.

It should be emphasisecl that the economy of colonial India,
like that of many other colonial and semi-colonial countries,
cannot be considered as a feudal one in the periorl after the First
Worlcl War; nor can we agree with attempts t() presellt colonial
India and similar countries as established bourgeois societies.
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Let us look at one rnore aspect of the evolution of India as a
classical colony. The ways whereby the class of industrial
bourgeoisie took shape there , like in many other de pendent
countries, differed largely frorn the same process in the indepen-
dent capitalist countries of Europe. In the latter countries the
process of formation of the bourgeoisie consisted in the fact that
"the merchant establishes direct sway over production", or "the
producer becomes merchant and capitalist".r That was a radical,
or rather the norrnal nreans of transition to capitalism.

In India the process of formation of the class of national
ir.rdustrial bor-rrgeoisie was seriously distorted by the economic and
political dornirration of foreign capitalisrl. The industrial
bourgeoisie took shape in this way:

- the trading compradore-capitalist became industrial capital-
ist, as a rule rn,ithout stopping to perform his functions as a
compradore;

- the merchant, buyer-up, usurer acquired shares and be-
carne shareholders in British and local inclustrial companies;

- tlre landl<lrd became a par-tner in industrial entrepreneur-
ship rvithout ending his feuclal or semi-feudal exploitati<>n of the
peasarrtry.

'I'he conclusiorrs from that r:omparison suggest themselves.
l)olitical and econonric dependence creates coloni,al capitalisrn. It is
also capitalism, but in a peculiar fornr. It is governed by the same
lau's as "nrlrmal" capitalism, but they rnanifest thernselves in
specific ways.

Thus, whereas in the West the industrial bourgeoisie ernerged
frorn among producers, propriett)rs, master craftsmen and ap-
prentices in capitalist manufactories, {rom among heads of
handicraft workers' shops and merchants' guilds, and finally
became entrepreneurs,' in India the bulk of the industrial
bourgeoisie aluays retained its ties wittr thc far more backward
forms of lancl tenure that had feucl:rl rlr semi-feudal traits.

It follows from this that the colonial bourgeoisie, unlike the
bourgeoisie in France in the epoch of the Revolution of 1789 and
a number of other European coLrntries, did not and could not
favour a radical solution of the agrarian problern in the interests
of the pe<-rple . In this respect it is understandable why the
bourgeoisie feared the peasant revolution and why it always
sought to gain control of the peasant movelnent and put it on the
road of "non-violence".

This feature regarding the historical origin of the Indian
bourgeoisie accounts largelv for its attitude towards British
irnperialisrn in India. Indian merchants, usurers, landlords and
compradores becarne agents of British capital and shareholders in
British companies-industrial, comnrercial, banking, railway, in-
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surance, etc. This is why they had very strong ties with British
industrial and finance capital and were eager to retain their class
prosperity under the aegis of the foreign colonialists.

These ties did not mean, of course, that there were no
contradictions and conflicts between them, that their interests were
identical. But any conflicts that arose between them were usually
due to the Indian bourgeoisie's claims to a greater share in the
exploitation of the home market and rarely went beyond the
bounds of bourgeois opposition.

With a critical political situation and a sharp confrontation of
classes in India, with British imperialism itself in a crisis, as was
the case in 1947, the threat of a revolution and violent elimination
of British rule by the masses compelled the British colonialists to
hand over power in India to a bloc of the bourgeoisie and the
middle strata.

The new national leadership, in which Jawaharlal Nehru
played an outstanding role from the very beginning, faced a series
of tasks that had to be resolved successively and interrelatedly:
conversion of sovereignty into a political reality, reorganisation
and consolidation of the state machinery on a national basis,
establishment of a new administrative system, formation of a new
economic policy, formation of an apparatus for regulating and
planning the economy. The agrarian problem and the tasks of
industrialisation of the country loomed large. To reduce massive
unemployment and involve millions of people in a technical
reconstruction of the national economy was a major task. The goal
was to overcome the country's century-old backwardness. Broadly
speaking, it was a question of forming a new national machinery
for effecting a radical reorganisation and modernisation of the
socio-economic structure of India.

Sometimes the creation of the political and economic machin-
ery required for achieving truly historic advances is understood as

the sunrming up of the concrete tasks facing society and the
establishing of their proper sequence. However, historical experi-
ence constantly reminds us that in the sum total and order of
priority of tasks there are cletermining factors, the main one being
proper calculation of the alignment of class or political forces, and
consideration for the aspirations of the people.

In the traditional pre-colonial society of the now liberated
countries, there took shape over many centuries a colnparatively
stable machinery for the reproduction of conservative social forces,
ranging from the village commune and feudal landlords to a
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centralised military-administrative apparatus of Oriental despot-
ism, or state formations of the same type. This machinery was
seiiously damaged; it was deformed, but has been largely
preserved. To conserve backwardness and survivals of archaic
structures is a key organic function of colonialism.

To investigate the machinery whereby conservative elements
are reproduced is a major task for sociologists studying post-
colonial society. An understanding of its structure helps to bring
out the reasolls why the social basis of conservatism persists in
surviving, and .makes us realise that ultra-left tactics are futile and
incapable of offering a constructive alternative to that structure.
Researchers who hasten to point, in the context of political
sovereignty, to the rapid disintegration of communal ties and
other patronising, patriarchal systems which maintain a relatively
high degree of social stagnation are now more cautious and make
a comprehensive assessment of the changes that have really taken
place in the newly liberated countries.

In our view, it is a mistake to think that the working man or a
destitute person in an Afro-Asian society is fully susceptible to
revolutionary propaganda. In fact the mind of the ordinary lnan
in a traditional society is filled with simple but tenacious
preconceptions about the meaning of his life and standards of
behaviour. Mahatma Gandhi had a profound understanding of,
and was extremely sensitive to, the ideals of ordinary people.

To be sure, left- and right-wing extremists can for a time stir
and unite a certain section of the more oppressed and humiliated
masses around high-sounding and utopian slogans of universal
iustice, brotherhood and happiness. Seen against the class-political
background, this is no more than an emotional outburst on a

fideist platform, which is opposed to conscious revolutionism but
adequate for those pre-revolutionary movements which Lenin
classified, with reference to Asia, under "old Chinese rebellions".

A comparative analysis of the ways of life in different countries
is useful, but it can become a fruitless contemplation if one
disregards the ways and means by which the societies concerned
reached their present levels, and if one neglects the setbacks
suffered on this road. Clarification of this complex of problems
will obviously not automatically provide the historically backward
countries with the machinery that would enable them to catch up
with the advanced countries. A new socio-economic machinery,
especially its structural, institutional part, is ultimately created
only as a result of the victory of the forces of social progress over the
forces of reaction, imperialism, .and conservatism, i.e., in the course
of the class struggle.

But the study of the experience of societies which
rrt a higlrcr stage of social development makes it

9-3ax. ISld

proved to be
possible to
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shorten the period of transformations and reduce the social costs
of their implementation. Way back in 1867, Marx, pointing to the
need for the ruling classes of continental Europe and the United
States of America to study British factory legislation, put forward
a fundamental idea: "One nation can and should learn from
others. And even when a society has got upon the right track for
the discovery of the natural laws of its movement-and it is the
ultimate aim of this work to lay bare the economic law of motion
of modern society-it can neither clear by bold leaps, nor remove
by legal enactments, the obstacles offered by the successive phases
of its normal development. Rut it can shorten and lessen the
birth-pangs." 2

In the light of this idea we understand more clearly such a
seemingly unusual phenomenon of contemporary life in many
newly liberated countries as the mass generation of lower forms of
capitalist production in industry, agriculture and the service
sphere. In the developed countries of Western Europe and North
America this type of economy-small workshops (manufactories)
or non-mechanised family farms-was a historical stage passed at
the beginning of the l9th century, or at any rate in the middle of
that century. In sovereign India and many other countries of Asia
and Africa, the development of small-scale entrepreneurship
stemmed from their gradual enrbarkation upon industrialisation,
from the impact of the "green revolution" and agrarian reforms.
Inadequate development of social division of labour, of socialisa-
tion of production, of cooperative forms of entrepreneurship and
exchange enabled private commercial-industrial capital to establish
over that sphere its own control, which was extremely rigorous at
that.

In the newly free countries, taking the capitalist path of
development, small businessmen of town and country, who are
most closely connected with the traditional spheres of production,
are so far unable, like their remote historical ancestors from the
"third estate" in Europe, to offer a programme of consistent
revolutionary transformations. It should be admitted, though, that
they are getting more and more involved in political struggles, so
rnuch so that in recent years they have been supporting left or
right radicalism. More often than not they come under the
influence of religious-communal, national-separatist and other
movements which are designed, as the political leaders of the
petty-bourgeoisie believe, to protect it from government regulation
as well as from competition on the part of foreign monopolies or
from big commercial-industrial capital at home.

Sporltaneously repeating the phases of capitalist development
which the West passecl long ago, certain sections of the bourgeoisie
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do not actively seek to "shorten and lessen the birth-pangs" of
bourgeois society'

f.et us look at yet another aspect of this qu€stion. N-one of the
religions practised in the East-Islam, Buddhism and above all
Hinduism'-has undergone radical bourgeois reformation. This
means that in the new historical situation when the most acute
social conflicts are brought about by deep intervention of
ipdustrial and monopoly capital, traditional pre-capitalist, 

- 
com-

munalist, religious consciousn-ess comes out aS a natural reaction of
the small-prJprietor strata to new phenomena. It should also be

borne in mini that in a number of Afro-Asian countries a purely
secular ideology, including anti-imperialist nationalism, ordinarily
cannot, with tf,e speed required by history, replace,the-traditional-
ly communalist, ilan, casie, estate, tribal, semi-feudal, religious-
fanatic ideology as the day-to-<lay philosophy of tens of millions of
small owners-who want to become "masters" and businessmen'
Hence their strong adherence to rhe tribal, caste, and religious-
ethical standards.

It is noteworthy that in colonial countries, including India, the
formation of capiialism did not cause sharp ideological conflicts
between the internal forces of reaction and progress, as was the
case in Europe. The maturing of the all-class and simultaneously
national ideoi<lgy of the bourgeoisie of the oppressed nation was

hampered by i6e inability of its most educated-.and prominent
reprisentatives to work out a complex of scientific concepts and
abitract notions necessary for interpreting the social being of their
peoples in the new situation.

Take, for example, such an eminent figure as Jawllrarlal
Nehru. More than ien years have passed since his death' Yet ttr
this day, rereading what he said and wrote, we feel how- great was

the burden of the task he unclertook-to combine things that
rvere difficult to combine: the ancient fideism of India with the
scientific-rationalist thought of Europe, while emphasising the
epochal significance of the theory and.practice of Marx and Lenin-
The reader will feel the inner coincidence of the reflections of
Marx and Nehru if we reproduce extracts from Marx's work in
which he clearly formulated his demand upon the optimal man of
transitional society. Marx said that this man "does not strive to
remain something conclusively established; he is in an absolute
movement of formation". The appearance of such a personality in
the period of formation of a new soc_iety is entirely necessary
because "the ancient world, which is really more sublime than the
contemporary one in everything we seek to find a consummate
irnage-complete form and pre-set lirritation. It gives satisfaction
frori a restficted point of view, while the present state of the
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world sives no satisfaction: where it appears self-satisfied, it is
uulgar..'.' 3 Here Marx means a society making the transition to
capitalism.

***
The founders of Marxism repeatedly noted that the great

thinkers, revolutionaries, scientisti a,d artists who createJ the
ideological superstructure of bourgeois society, its culture, far
from seeking profit, disapprovecl the vulgarity, complacency ancl
narrow-mindedness of the bourgeois. However, to make European
capitalism spontaneous and irreversible, to make it gain sway over
the colossal feudal periphery, it required radical Jhanges in the
spiritual life of socie'ty, in *"ial and'ethical srandards; i? ."qrl..a
not- only a,total-transformation of the mode of production and
exchange, but also the creation of cultural valuis which trans-
cended the lirnited bourgeois order and subsequently became part
of the spiritual world of socialism.

_ Among these changes we shall point at least to the following:
the emergence of .a new spiritual perception most fully embodie-d
in ,!. great art.istic creations of the Renaissance; religious
transformation: the appearance of a form of religion thai was
most fitting for a society of commodity-producers--a form of
religion which was "Christianity with its iultus of abstract man,
more especially in its bourgeois developments, protestantism,
Deism, etc.";a the formation of a sum total of anti-dogmatic
abstractions connected with cosmological, geographicai- ancl
anatomical discoveries, and with the achievemenis oi the exact and
natural sciences; the predominance of rationalism and accentua-
tion on the materialist trend in the philosophy of the Enlighten-
ment; .the emergence of bourgeois classical political e.orro-y;
recognition by historical science of class contradictions and
conflicts; consolidation of applied sciences and their further
specialisation with reference to the particular requirements of
production, communication, transport, the army, navy, and also to
the consumer requirements of the propertied claises and the
Church; the construction and perfection of machines and systems
of machines, perfection of technology and the search for new
sources of energy for the purpose of production and extended
reproduction of relative surplus value; the formation of a class of
world bourgeoisie, of arr irrternational working class and of a
stratum of engineers and technicians having a kr-rowledge of
industrial technology and capable of producing relative surplus
value.

These comprehensive advances are given here in approximate-
ly th9 same historico-genetic sequence in which they wer:e made on
an all-European scale. But in Britain this sequence was more than
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once violated or was manifested in an incomplete form. As to the
Afro-Asian world, even in Japan, China, India and some Arab
countries, where from the middle, and especially the end, of the
19th century the use of imported factory equipment and
mechanised transport was quite successfully mastered, the ad-
vances which historically preceded this, especially in the sphere of
ideology, were postponed, and if they were accomplished, their
sequence was different and, as a rule, they were incornprehensive
and therefore inadequate. That is why bourgeois ideology as a
system of concepts and norms did not take shape in a complete
form in any Afro-Asian country, including Japan.

The extremely complex interaction of scientific progress with
the economic, cultural and ideological life of society that Europe
saw in the l6th-19th centuries remained little known for a long
time to even the most enlightened representatives of the Afro-
Asian elite. They rightly regarded the achievements of European
science and technology primarily as military and competitive
superiority over foreign oppressors. In intellectual life this
superiority of the Europeans coukl be counterposed only to the
cultural and ethical values of the "Golden Age" of the Orient,
which was now creatively wcak and devoid of dynamism and
perspective.

It is interesting that one of the greatest minds in India in the
late 18th and the early 19th century, Ram Mohan Roy, was,
according to Nehru, above all a religious reformer. I{e used his
colossal intellectual power to "discover the s<lurces of the religion
and culture of the West".5 T'his religious-reformatory trend found
expression in the intellectual quest of Tilak and Gandhi, the
leaders who were particularly persister-rt in searching for an
approach to the mass consciousness of their counfymen in the
period of their political awakening and their struggle against
colonial clomination.

This question arises: can religious-reformatory activity be
regarded as revolutionary in the modern and particularly the
contemporary epoch? Marxism-Leninism has never given a sirnple
abstract-negative answer to this question. Reformation in the
Western Europe of modern times gave rise to the "heretic",
revolutionary-religious views of T'hornas Miinzer and other leaders
of the plebeian-peasant masses. But religious ideas could have
become revolutionary under two conditions only: first, if they had
been adopted by the truly revolutionary forcei of the society of
those days; second, if these forces had had a possibility of turning
to a secular class-based world outlook capable of gripping the
nrinds of the masses (such a world outlook was non-existent as
yet).
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If we apply these criteria to Gandhism (a most popular
reformatory trend of the contemporary epoch), then we have to
admit that despite its sincere anti-imperialism, anti-colonialism and
anti-racism, it almost completely lacks many other features of
social radicalism so characteristic of the plebeian masses and the
"third estate" in modern Europe. In this connection one need
only recall the characteristics of Gandhi's personality and views
given by Nehru.6

As we know, Gandhi harboured a cautious attitude towards
modern irrdustry, technology, science and art. His world outlook
contributed little, and only indirectly, to the moulding of the
coherent bourgeois personality. Yet the historic significance of
Gandhism to India was enormous, since its philosophical, ethical
and political views providecl food for thought for several
generations of Indian thinkers, in the course of the genesis of the
individual, who, to repeat Marx, "does not strive to remain
something conclusively established; he is in an absolute movement
of formation". We believe it is precisely this function of Gandhism
that Nehru fixed in his undoubtedly loyal devotion to the
personality of Gandhi, and repeatedly emphasised dynamism of
the latter's approach to Indian reality.

Having awakened in the "absolute movement of formation",
and having passed the first dynamic stage of the anti-imperialist
struggle, the Afro-Asian then found himself in a labyrinth of
complex, highly contradictory, historically concrete, class, national
and political issues. And here the magic thread of Oriental ethics
broke; its social and class neutrality, equally acceptable to both the
haves and the have-nots, turned into a moralisation absolutely
futile in the new conditions of the new sovereign country.

Mahatma Gandhi, like none of his followers, was deeply aware
of the collapse of the socio-economic aspects of his world outlook
in the new, bourgeois society of India, now a sovereign state and
full of social contradictions. His assassination was a fatal retribu-
tion for the great, though inconsistent, attempt to offer an
ideological transition from the former state of incomplete mould-
ing of the bourgeois personality to the absolute movement of
formation of bourgeois society.

Adherence to a doctrine does not yet imply skill and ability to
translate it into reality. This is indirectly testified by the setbacks of
progressives in India and other .re*iy free countries. Yet they
have been accumulating a tremendous amount of experience in
revolutionary work among the masses, in guiding their struggle
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aircl constructive labour. Today in many newly liberated countries
there are massive forces oriented towards the theory and practice
6f non-capitalist and subsequent socialist development, towards the
principles^ of productive labour and consl.ructive economic man-
agernent.'- This experience shows, besides everything else' tha-t operating
in the soiialirt world is the law that stipulates the priority
<levelopment of the formerly backward countries and regions, so

that they might be brought up to the level of the advanced
nations. 

'Mariist researchers hare never given cut-and-dried
recipes for the reconstruction of socio-economic systems in other
countries. This is uncharacteristic of the adherents of scientific
socialisrn and contradicts their historico-materialistic and dialectical
views, and conflicts with the methods accepted in socialist society.

Nor are we for the other extreme-indifference towards the
search by progressives everywhere for optimal solutions to the
complicaied p.oble-s of the developing countries. That is why we

u.. il*uyr wittir-,g to share thc trying but significant experience of
development in the Soviet Union; we bring- out.its^successful
univerial and partial aspects, and we do not hide its failures'

Way back i; 1920 some Asian revolutionaries tried to identify
the national liberation struggle in Asia with the international
working-class movement, above all with Russia's Great October
Socialisi Revolution. If only they were right! Moreover, none other
than the initiator of the communist movement in India,
M. N. Roy, who certainly had a sound knowledge of the revolutio-
nary situation of those days, asserted that the landless peasants of
India, who numbered more than a hundred million, constituted
the agricultural proletariat who were pref)ared- for a socialist
revolu"tion. On the basis of this thesis he hypothesised that the
destiny of the revolutionary movement in Europe depended
entirefy on the progress of ihe revolution in the East.7

Lenin disputed ihat thesis.s Seen in the historical perspective,
Lenin's idea iontained three postulates: first, there is a need for a

firm and flexible alliance with the broadest democratic movement
at the given moment; second, the Oriental-centrist concepts are
groundi-ess; third, what is particularly important for. our theme,
t"t " 

"transfer" of landlesl and the poorest sections of the
population to the class of the proletariat was a mistake.' 'Lenin flatly rejected Roy's proposition to include the landless
population in ihe proletarian class. In Lenin's view, it was only the
industrial workers-who constituted the proletariat. Those who are
familiar with Lenin's studies of the socio-class structure of Russia

will find this approach perfectly logical, for T-'enin always
distinguished among the Russian working p9oPJg the non-
proleirian, or at any rate the semi- and pre-proletarian strata- It
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is on this analysis rhat today's Marxist scholars in Asia and Africa
base themselves when studying the class structure of society,
especially that of the countryside.

More than a half-century has passed since Lenin's polemics
with Roy and, understandably, major changes have since been
taking. place in the social sructure of the newly liberated
countries., especially after their achievement of politicai sovereign-
ty. And it is not only the new quanrities and proportions of ciiss
elements thar matter, but also the new quality bf the social groups
themselves, though they are still designated by the old sociologicll
terms. This aspect of the question is extremely important, and the
interested reader will easily add the appropriate concrete ideas to
these socio-economic reflections.

The experience of the Afro-Asian nations once again confirms
the correctness of Lenirr's thesis on the need for the proletariat
and all working people to go through the severe school of struggle
for democracy as an indispensable condition for the success oithe
struggle for the socialist reorganisatiou of society. Needless to say,
the struggle for state-political sovereignty contained quite a few
elements of strch a school of democracy effort, but they were often
ob-scured by the narional goals of the movement, and by the
relentless demands of illegal and particularly armed resistarice to
the colonialists. Only freedom, democracy, state sovereignty,
independence make it possible to bring out to a maximum degree
the true interests of the separate classes and strata, especially the
working ones, and, what is most important, to bring them home to
the working people. This process is not simple and straightfor-
ward, if only because awakening class consciousness is it first
painfully refracted through the prism of the raditional
philosophical attitude with all its preconceptions, narrow group
pretensions, superstitions and mysticism. To overcome this relic oi
century-old inertia at the first stage of class awakening is an
indispensable requisite for promoting democratic conscibusness
and forming an appropriate progressive organisation.

The study of the socio-economic structure and its mechanism
at the various stages of society and in the various subdivisions,
from, the family to the national system, makes it possible to single
out from the variegated conglomeration of slogans, demands aird
claims those long-term aspirations which reflect the l>asic interests
of the main classes and strata. -fhis approach provides a scientific
basis for a programme of reforms in the immediate future.
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Socio-economic analysis shows the essence of those phenomena
which today are disquieting public opinion in the newly liberated
countries and over which political struggles are raging. Let us
take, for example, the problem of prices, specifically, the prices of
grain in the Eastern countries, where the food situation has
become extremely acute. Price regulation is connected primarily
with the curbing of speculation and the fixing of stable purchasing
and retail prices. This is a perfectly just demand, and it enjoyed
nationwide support everywhere. Its enforcement rvill promptly
produce a tangible effect, and make things easier for tens of
millions of working men. Nevertheless, the strictest regulation of
prices will by itself fail to solve the food problem, for it will not
ensure an expansion of production of food (some landowr-rers will
even curtail production); nor will it bring down the cost prices of
grain. The solution lies in a radical social and technological
revolution in agriculture; consequently, it is necessary to change
property relations, improve the productive forces and raise
agricultural standards.

As experience has shown, black-market pressure on the
processes of price forrnation can best be rernoved by enlisting the
democratic forces.

The experience of many developing countries has shown that
the long-term progressive potentialities 

- 
of the most energetic

economrc measures can remaln unrevealed and, what is worse,
become compromisecl if these measures are carried out in a
bureaucratic manner, without reliance on the masses, without
active participation and control of the democratic organisations at
all levels. Otherwise expansion of the sphere of radical reforms
will be accompanied by a corresponding expansion of the sphere
of corruption, i.e., "ordinary" entrepreneurial capitalism will give
way to an even more parasitic, bureaucratic capitalism. A danger
of this kind arose in the Soviet state, too, at the dawn of its life,
when it had a mixed economy, and it forced the Communist Party
and the Soviet Government to take emergency measures to
remove it.

All liberated countries, especially the large and densely
populated ones, have to tackle the complex problems of socio-
economic development which confront them during their transi-
tion to free, independent development.

The first major problem, which arises nearly as soon as
political independence is achieved, is that the new government
searches for new ways of development, for new policies in all
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spheres of life. And although the productive forces of the country
concerned continue to develop on the former basis, the working
people increasingly protest against the old relations of production,
which hamper the development of the country.

The new ruling class inevitably comes up against a number of
primary problems that must necessarily be solved. The foremost
question is whether to adopt a foreign policy that opposes
imperialism, or to make a compromise with it, thereby subjecting
the country to the danger of neocolonialism for the sake of the
doubtful benefits which it promises every newly free country. To
the credit of the national liberation movement be it said that the
majority of newly liberated countries have taken an anti-colonialist,
anti-imperialist and peaceable stand, and have joined the non-
alignment movement.

Then there are the problems of economic policy: of industrial
development, industrialisation, formation of a state sector, curbing
of feudalism, enforcement of an agrarian reform, cooperation
with the socialist world, attitude towards foreign aid, towards
foreign capital, towards private capital and enterprise, problems of
social policy, etc.

'fhese are roughly the economic problems confronting the
young national states in the first years of their existence. Each
state tackles these problems in its own way, depending on what
kind of state it is-socialist, national-democratic, bourgeois-
democratic, bourgeois-landlord, feudal (semi-feudal), and depend-
ing on its socio-class essence and its social goals.

The developing countries differ in their social systems and
their aims, but today they are united by a common and just
struggle for a nely international ecopomic order.
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Interstru ctu ral Relations
in Developing Countries' Economies

GLERI SHIROKOV

Developing economies are usually regarded as heterogeneous
svstems comp"osed of a number (between five and seven, depend-
iig on tocit conditions) of socio-economic structures' And
inasmuch as in a multistructural economy each structure has its
own system of production relations and superstructural phenome-
.ru ".ri its own reproduction-process laws, these laws for the entire
developing economy should, apparently, represent the sum total
of those for each of the structures.

These structures are not isolated in watertight compartments.
They react on each other, altering each other's law-s of reproduc-
tion. But the impact is not always the same. In a class society the
ruling class (or clalition of classes), in furtherance of its own aims,
impofes its production relations on other structures. The domin-
ani structuie subordinates the others, though as a rule, not
directly but through intermediate structures. FIence, in an

evolutional class society the various stluctures are part of a system

of hierarchic subordination and are ultimately integrated in the
clominant structure. This is done by the latter appropriating
part of the net product of other structures --and using it to
strengthen its own'position. This naturally entails a re-Patterning
of the entire socio-economic system.

There is also another method: the dominant structure restricts,

or even eliminates, superstructural phenomena that do not accord

with its interests. Thi result is, a ihange in the development of
each structure, with the lower one subject to the influence not
only of the dominant but of all other, higher structures. To take
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an example: the laws of reproduction in the lowest, semi-natural
stmcture can be influenced not only by the capitalist, but also by
the feudal and small-commodity structures. In this way the
economy's production pattern is shaped by the changed and
interconnected reproduction laws of the various structures.

Practically all Soviet researchers accept the multistructural
character of developing economies. But there is a controversy over
the nature and degree of influence this has on socio-economic
conditions and economic growth, and, consequently, on the
interaction of the various structures. There is another controversi-
al point: how long is multistructuralism likely to last? These
questions are the subject of this article.

In the past the colonies were integrated in an "empire-colony"
system, with the state-monopoly economy of the metropolitan
country acting as the supreme structure and performing integra-
tional functions. And integration was achieved by a combination of
extra-econornic and econonric measures, depending on the col-
ony's development level, the metropolitan country's socio-economic
structure, and diverse historical factors. Interstructural integration
was the basis of colonial exploitation. Through the fiscal mechan-
ism, world economic contacts, distortion of value proportions, etc.,
the metropolitan country appropriated not only the colony's
surplus product, but very <lften also part of the necessary product.
Inasmuch as the product thus appropriated was used for
non-productive purposes (maintenance of administrative, coercive
and other institutions) or to extend reproduction within the
dominant structure in the metropolitan country, reproduction in
the lower structures carne very near to sirnple reproduction.
Although extra-economic coercion and foreign competition ulti-
mately led to the disintegration of these lower structures, they,
rlevertheless, obstructed the rise of a capitalist structure in the
colony and the assertion of a new mode of production.

The victory of the national liberation movement and the
achievement of political sovereignty demolish the whole "em-
pire-colony" system. This has a number of important consequ-
ences. First, elimination of colonial rule puts an end to uncompen-
sated appropriation of part of the net product in the form of taxes,
imposts, etc., and minimises (especially in the bigger countries) the
use of other extra-economic methods of exploitation which
stipulated the privileges enjoyed by capital investments and goods
from the metropolitan country. More, the rise of national states
makes it possible to use extra-economic coercion to eliminate or
transform the foreign structure and restrict foreign competition on
the domestic market.

Under pressure by the state, and the need to operate under a
national signboard, foreign companies form mixed concerns and
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are thus drawn into the reproduction cycle of local capital in
money form. And import-replacement industries involve ioreign
companies in a uniform reproduction cycle of capital in material
form as well. As a result the independence of foreign capital is
eroded.

Second, the national state restricts the impor.t of goods likely to
compete with local output, and the influx of foreign capital into
the whole or part of the economy, implements meisures'to build
up the national economy, encourages local enterprise, etc. All this
narrows economic methods of colonial exploitation. The old
integr-ational system of the "empire-colony" formula is thus
transformed into an autonomous part of the world capitalist
economy. This definitely changes the nature of relations between
ex-colonies and the world capitalist economy.

'I'he scientific and technological revolution, which is accom-
panied .by u declining demand for the primary products of
developing countries, on the one hand,- and 

'thiir 
import-

replacement strategy introduced in the 1950s and 1960s, ori the
other, resulted in a smaller share of their gross product reaching
the world market. Obviously, all other things being equal, this was
bound to weaken the impact of the capitalist *oild -e.oromy 

on
internal processes in the developing countries.

Third, elimination of colonial status enabled them to exploit
intra-imp-erialist conttadictions. Simple abolition of the preferences
enjoyed .by tf,. former colonial powers was enough to aggravate
competition between the imperialist monopolies. In their d'r'ive for
raw materials or new markets these monopolies were prepared to
do business with the developing countries on tirms more
profitable to the latter.

Lastly, the process of re-patterning economic relations was
expedited Fy broader economic conlacts of the developing
countries with the socialist comrnunity. Usually attention focuses
on only one aspect, namely, the monopolies adapting themselves
to the terms offered by the socialist countries.-Bul of no less
importance, in my opi,ion, is another consideration: the existence
of two socio-economic systems meant that developing countries
could . opt for the socialist orientation, and conipelled the
imperialist countries to stimulate capitalist developmint in the
newly independent states and do everything to convert them into a
reserve of world capitalism. That explains the rise and rapid
growth of foreign economic aid.

One of the differences between economic aid and the export
of capital is that in an inflation setting the former does not
increase real value for the donor country, but extends the
reproduction of capitalist relations in the recipient country.
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These changes in international economic relations indicate that
the re-patternirig of international economic relations following the
collapsi of thJ colonial system has made for more equality
without, however, eliminating the subordinate, dependent position
of the developing countries vis-i-vis the world capitalist-economy'
It has also altered the relation between internal and external
factors in their economic growth.

It should be noted, however, that intellal and external factors
play a different role in different groups of countries. Studies by
Soviet and foreign scholars suggest that there is a wide difference
in the developm-ent patterns of small countries (with- populations
below 30 milli,on) and the bigger countries (with populations above

that figure). Both are on a-comparable level of development (in
per capita inconre) but follow different patterns. - .^ Firit of all, in the bigger countries a considerably lesser 

-share
of GNP depends on - foreign economic factors (aid, loans,
investment). Industrial and kindred sectors of the economy are at

a higher level, as is also per capita consumption of manufactured
good'r. Lastly, the national economy of the- bigger countries has an

i"ncomparab[y bigger inertial mass, and this makes for slower, but

-o.. p..-aneni-change. In short, internal factors here play a

much stronger role than external ones'
The conlinents diffe.r from each other in size and population

of their countries. In Africa and South America two countries
account for one-fourth and one-half respectively of the continental
population while in Asia ten large non-socialist countries account
ioi -or. than 90 per cent. It cair, therefore, be said, with certain
reservations, that ihe impact of internal factors is more charac-
teristic of Asia than of Africa. Conversely, external factors are

especially important for Africa and less important for Asian
developing countries.

What lnternal factors influence interstructural relations in
independent developing countries?

Wittt the abolition of the "empire-colony" system' state-

monopoly capitalism becomes a kind of 'external factor vis-i-vis the
formei .blor1y. And once it sheds its imposed capitalist shell, ttrere
remain pre-capitalist relations both in absolute and relative
indicatori. The dominant mode of production is represented not
by the capitalist structure of the metropolitan country' but by the
local capitalist structure, which assumes system-forming and
integrating functions.

fh. irrt.gtuting potential of the capitalist structure is weaker
than the capitalisi iormation itself, for whereas this formation
represents a- fully developed mode of- production,.the-capitalist
stiucture exists in conditions in which the new capitalist formation
is only taking shape and has not eliminated earlier modes of
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pr'o<luction. That is why, the capitalist structure could not ensure
the necessary degree of integration. This was further aggravated
both by the low level, compared with the. metropolitan countr.y, 

-ofsocio-economic, organisational and technical development and the
predominance of lower forms of capitalist enterprise. Besides, the
conversion of a former colony into an autonomous part of the
world capitalist economy has also weakened the influence of such
bourgeois superstructural institutions as ideology, culture, Iaws,
traditions, ctc.

The disintegration of interstructural ties was further aggra-
vated by the re-patterning of the economy and its components.
Following political independence, most of the developing countries
introduced anti-feudal measures such as restriction or abolition of
feudal land tenure and imposts, abolition of the so-called native
states (principalities, sultanates, kingdoms) in Burma, India,
Indonesia, the Yemen, Malaysia, Pakistan, and several other
countries. These and other measures not only eliminated one of
the main economic structures, but also reduced the range of
extra-economic coercion.

To this should be added the disappearance of extra-economic
coercion that boosted smzrll-scale enterprise, eroded the founda-
tions of simple reproduction, facilitated the growth of commodity
exchange-in short, accelerated the forrnation of a small-
comrnodity structure. In most ex-colonies it is tieing extended at
the expense of the feudal and subsistence ecohomy and is
becoming the dominant structure in terms of employment and
gnrss prorIuct.

One should distinguish between the small-commodity structure
in Western Europe and North America at a time when capitalism
was asserting itself, and the small-commodity structure now taking
shape in the developing counries. In the former case it was the
main source of capitalist development from "below", whereas in
the latter case the growth of modern capitalism out of small-
commodity production is extremely limited. For, with the scientific
and technological revolution, the transition from small-commodity
to capitalist production is hampered by high investment, tech-
nological, organisational and other barriers.

There has been, as mentioned above, the transformation of a
foreign-controlled economic structure into an integral part of the
local reproduction process and, to some extent, of the capitalist
structure. On the one hand, this facilitated expansion of the latter
and its higher social and economic development. On the other
hand, however, continued foreign exploitation of the natural
resources and population of the developing countries, although in
other forms, has inhibited the socio-economic transformation of
their economies.
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Thus, political independence was followed by very substantial
charrses in the ecorromic structure of the developing countries.
First, in most of them the number of structures was reduced by
eliminating the feudal and, in some countries, also the foreign
structure. Second, interstructural relations changed: the two polar
strlrctures, the state-monopoly of the former metropolitan country
and feudal, exert less influence, rvhile intermediate structures,
particularly small-commodity production, play a much bigger role.
All these cl'ranges rveakened the hierarchical system of subordina-
tion and, consequently, intensified disintegration processes.

Inasmuch as intrastructural contacts have always been stronger
than interstructural, the weaker influence of the dominant
structure and of the hierarchy system made it possible for each
structure to develop on the basis of its intrinsic laws. The
predominance of the lower structures, with their simple reproduc-
tion and largely non-commodity nature of economic ties, low rate
clf accumulation, etc., accentuated the pre-capitalist laws of the
reproduction process. This found expression in the growth of
non-commodity procluction, decline of the cash economy and a

consequerlt decline in the rate of accumulation, also in the flow of
material and financial resources from one structure to another,
the relative weakening of foreign economic ties, etc.

The erosion of interstructural ties and lesser exploitation of
the lower structures by the dominant one can either improve the
reproduction potential of the lower structures, or increase
non-productive consumption by the traditional elite, this depend-
ing on the natrrre of the economic system and the policy of the
ruling class. But in either case this erosion will limit and restrairr
the growth of the higher structure.

Logically, the disintegration of interstructural contacts should
have led to stagnation and, in present-day conditions, to the
economic downfall of society. Overcoming isolation in the develop-
ment of each structure thus became a matter of life and death for
the given society. In fact, the opportunities and methods of
overcoming this disintegration will largely determine the socio-
economic progress of the developing countries. In this context we
can single out three basic variants of re-establishing interstructural
contacts and transforming a multistructural economy.

The first variant applies to countries with a low level of
socio-economic development (Nepal, the Yemen Arab Republic,
etc.). The difficulty of tapping natural resources, and in some
cases also political factors, made chiefly for extt a-economic
methods of colonial exploitation. This worsened conditions for
reproduction, destroyed the lower structures and prevented the
rise of new modes of production, so that in the colonial years the
local capitalist structure was not practically shaped.
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De facto or de jure independence put an end to the economlc
cxtra-coercion appfted by the former metropolitan countries. The
abolition of diriit foreign exploitation resulted (as in all newly
independent countries) in betier reproduction conditions for all
economic structures, on the one hand, and opportunities to
clevelop each of them in accordance with the intrinsic laws, on the
other. But it also eroded interaction of the various structures. In
the absence of a local capitalist structure, disintegration could be

prevented and interstructural ties retained, only by intensified
extra-economtc coercion in the form of taxes, levies, obligatory
deliveries, in some cases even forced labour, imposed by the state'
These measures make it possible to re-establish interaction of the
different structures but, of course, extra-economic coercion al6ne
cannot overcome multistructuralism and open the way to a new
socio-economic formation.

.In fact, overcoming multistructuralism in this groups of
countries has proved an extremely contladictory process. With
capitalist relations either non-existent or at a rudimentary stage,
power was taken by the traditional elite- And inasmuch as social
ind economic modernisation could undermine its positions, it
tried, wherever possible, to prevent any radical social and
economic reforms. Hence, in these countries such reforms have

been timid and frail, with the result that multistructuralism
continues,

However, in these countries, too, fiscal requirements, balance-
of-payments deficits, external factors, the need to b-oost produc-
tion of certain goods, etc., combined to produce a form of state

capitalism. A national bourgeoisie began 
_ 
to take- shape and

capitalist production relations have been taking hold, gradually,
but steadily.

Lastly, the demand for new types of raw materials or the drive
for new markets-and in some cases also strategic considera-
1iqn5-lssulted in an inflow of foreign capital to this group of
countries. Their low level of socio-economic development, how-
ever, hampers the integration of foreign enterprise il ,f. system
of nationil reproduction, and it has acted as an independent
economic structure.

In sum, what we have in this, first group of countries is not the
elimination of multistructuralism, but rather its extension, deceler-
ation of socio-economic change, and intertwining of capitalist and
pre-capitalist exploitation. This makes for a still wider disparity in
iocial ind economic relations. What we have is not the breakdown
of the existing multistructural system, but rather the emergence of
diverse intermediary forms. Characteristically, most of them do
not rcl)r'cscnt stepping stones to a new mode of production, but
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reflect different degrees of disintegration of the old modes of
production.

It can thus be envisaged that in this, first group of countries,
multistructuralism will persist for the foreseeable future. But the
operation of structural reproduction laws will be increasingly
restricted, both by the extension and intensification of extra-
economic coercion and the rise and development of new economic
relations.

The second group of countries began with a high (for
developing countries) level of market and capitalist relations.
Towards the close of the colonial period economic coercion
already became the prevalent method. This accelerated the spread
of commodity-money relations, the growth of local capitalism and
the rise of a national capitalist structure. Consequently, in this
group, the bourgeoisie (acting on its own or in alliance with other
forces) came to power.

The weakening positions of the capitalist structure in relation
to the pre-capitalist ones, and the disintegration of interstructural
contacts after independence, threatened both the political and
economic positions of the national bourgeoisie. As a ilass it had a
vital stake not only in reviving these contacts, but, more important,
in re-patterning them on the basis of economic interaction. That
was the only way of ensuring a normal extended reproduction
process.

Accordingly, a complex of measures was introduced to
re-establish interstructural contacts. Relying on the positions
already won, a strong state capitalism, extra-economic coercion
and, last but not least, generous support by the world capitalist
systemJ the national bourgeoisie not only arrested the disintegra-
tion of interstructural contacts but also made the lower structures
more subservient to the capitalist one.

In these second group countries there was not merely a revival
of interstructural contacts, but also a marked disintegration of the
lower structures. First, the measures taken to eliminate feudal
relations, stimulate local capitalist enterprise and protect it against
foreign competition; the measures, also, to organise broad
cooperation with foreign capital and enlist its support and
assistance, significantly accelerated capitalist developmCnt here. A
characteristic feature of this process was involvement in capitalist
enterprise of the elite of the lower structures, the feudil and
semi-feudal landowners, representatives of the traditional types of
capital,_etc. This should not be taken to mean that we are dbaling
here with intrepreneurs of a purely capitalist type, for in one or
another degree they combine capitalist and pre-iapitalist methods
of exploitation. Nonetheless, this intertwining of the two, with the
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capitalist trind gaining ground, has accelerated the disintegratiorr

of- traditional contacts in the lower structures'
Second, industry, which grows at a much faster rate than other

branches of the .io.ro-y, ii the basis for the emergence of the

.apitatist structure in developing countries. It contributes a bigger

sh'a.. to the gross national pr6duct which, theoretically, should

ieud to conceitration of a growing part of the population in

i;;;y. That, however, has ilot been the case' For, to begin with'
the new industries are based on imported modern technology and

ihe.efo.e require much less tr-ran,-,al labour' Hence, even a high
.ui. "f inddstrial growth powered by wide use of imported
machinery does n,ri produce a marked (absolute or relative)

"..."ii""'of 
employment. The situation is further aggravated- by

,n.- frigt ". birth'-rate rhroughout the Third World since the late

1940s, so that now there ii a bigger share of the able-bodied
population.' 'Then there is this factor: modern industry in the newl,Y

i.ra.p."a""t countries spells ruin for traditional handicrafts, with

a reiultant increase in'unemployment' The same goes {or the

introduction, begun in the late' 1960s, of new technology in
lransport c()nstruction and agriculture' In short, there is a

.""til"tfy increasing supply of labour and a constantly declining
demand for it.- - 

rt ut being the situation, the mass of the increased population
remains in tiie lower struct,res. The result has been a steady

oversaturation of such traclitional spheres of employment as

;g;i."Ir".., the handicrafts, etc., which leads to rnass pauperisa-

tiBn and drastic deterioratiort of reproduction' The end result is a

so.t of levelling out of reproduition conditions in the lower

structures. On tie one hand, the small-commodity producer' with
no secure market and no secure property, is forced ,either to
reduce his market operations or supplement his income by selling

ni, tuUo,r, power (oi that of other m-embers of the family)' On the

oth.. har',d, the patriarchal peasant, weighed down by the same

ecorlomi. factors,'is forcecl to sell part of his necessary product or
his labour power. With reproduciion conditions changed, tradi-

tional intrasiructural contacts in the lower pre-capitalist.structures
;;;il ,; weaken, and are gradually "levelled out", with several

loier structures merged into a single one'
This is characterltic, above all, of such countries or large

economic regions, as India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka' Egypt'

indonesia (Jiva), etc. In all these regions development along

.*t..rrir" Iines (i.e., by using more labour) is no longer possible'

ih" "it-."porting 
countries ll.utt, for example)' or countries with

t^i .r{" f"t.ign iniestments (Singapore)- represent a special case:

. ,,1iit^lis.,-, ii nurtured by large Iinancial injections and this results

I0'
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in a relatively fast erosion and elimination of multistructuralism.
In countries like Thailand and Malaysia, where exploitation of
natural resources, particularly the land, can be expanded by
extensive methods, multistructuralism might continue for the
foreseeable future. Though the processes at work here and in the
countries of the first group are similar in form, they differ in
substance. I4 the first group countries multistructuralism persists,
while in the second group its reproduction is only a tiansient
phase in the assertion of capitalism as the dominant economic
structure.

In many of the second group countries the tendency is towards
re-patterning of the entire social and economic system. Gradually
it evolves from a multistructural to a bi-structural. One sector
includes diverse forms of the capitalist economy, though all of
them employ pre-capitalist methods to some degree. T[e other,
traditional sector, is composed of farms thit combine the
subsistence part of personal consumption and productive con-
sumption and_ are forced to sell part of their necessary product
and seek employment, if in some cases only temporary. This sector
includes also a mass of lumpen-proletariat, paupers and also
partially or fully unemployed.

The share of the capitalist sector in GNP will steadily increase
in the foreseeable future. That is due to its growing share in the
international division of labour, the growth of the internal division
of social labour, production of intermediate products and also the
need _to satisfy the requiremenrs of rapidly increasing populations.
But since the development of this sector rests on relaiively modern
technology, its share in overall employment will remain small.

As for the other, traditional sector it will apparently retain only
slight contact with the modern economy. With growing pauperisa-
tion its place in the system of social reproducti,on wilt be
determined by the demand, inevitably limited, for goods produced
by the capitalist sector (chiefly bare essentials) and its role as a
purveyor of cheap labour power. But it will hold top place in
terms of employment.

So far the process of economic re-patterning is only a
tendency, though in some countries or comparatively big economic
regions this tendency stands out in bold relief. However, the
process will g-ain momentum with the growth of population and
exhaustion of relatively accessible natural resourcCs. 

-

The third variant of transforming a multistructural economy is
characteristic of countries which in the colonial period held'an
intermediate place in social and economic development. There was
a certain growth of market relations, the beginnlngs of a national
capitalist structure, and of the classes of bourgeois society. 'Ihis
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made for sharper social division of labour and interstructural
economic integration.

With political independence, the national capitalist structure
should have become the dominant one in these countries and
should have advanced interstructural integration. It proved too
weak for that, with the result that continued disintegration led to
the destruction of the productive forces and to the decline in the
incomes of groups connected with modern (by local standards)
forms of pr<rduction. That is why . extensive extra-economic
coercron was necessary, but it could prove effective only if
accompanied by broad socio-economic transformations designed to
eliminate the more backward types of social relations, carry out
socialisation of property, etc.

Overcoming the breakdown of interstructural contacts and
ensuring normal reproduction in the higher structure was tlepen-
dent, in the final analysis, on organising modern large-scale
production. In this group of countries this could be done only by
the state. That explains the massive scale of state intervention in
the economy (organisation of state enterprises, cooperatives, etc.).

The exceptional role of the state in the reproduction process,
on the one hand, the advent to power of strata associated with
more or less modern production (but not with bourgeois
relations), on the other hand, contributed to the rise of a new kind
of state, namely, the socialist-oriented state. (The choice of socialist
orientation is determined by mhny objective and subjective factors,
both external and internal. We mention only one of the more
important internal factors.)

The distinguishing feature of these countries is the transfonna-
tion of the multistructural economy chiefly by extra-economic
methods. First, by liquidating the feudal structure through
reforms. But unlike countries advancing along the capitalist path,
former feudal property does not degenerate into small-commodity
production, but evolves into cooperatives founded with state
assistance. The result has been to limit both the small-commodity
and semi-subsistence structures. Inasmuch as the organisation and
management of the cooperatives (financing, equipment, market-
ing, etc.) is promoted by the state, the cooperative system is closely
linked with the state sector.

Second, nationalisation of foreign and big and medium
national capital sharply reduced expansion opportunities for the
capitalist structure. The new big and medium enterprises were
started by the state, or with the participation of foreign or national
capital (mixed companies). On the other hand, the agricultural,
handicrafts, services, marketing and other cooperatives limited the
growth of capitalism from below. The capitalist structure continues
to exist in small industry, trade, motor transport, the services, etc.,
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but its expansion is kept within bounds by the growth of the state
and cooperative sectors. Hence, the concentration of the main
economii levers-credit and banking, foreign and a large part of
internal wholesale trade, big and medium industry and construc-
tion-in the hands of the state prevents the private capitalist
sector from becoming the dominant structure. True, the facts
show that back-tracking should not be precluded, but the capitalist
structure can only become a transient factor in the advance to the
new social system.

And so in socialist-oriented countries the social and economic
system undergoes radical change: there is no feudal structure and
no strong capitalist structure. The cooperatives transform the
small-commodity and semi-subsistence structures' The state-
capitalist structure, and the cooperative structure closely linked
with it, dominate the economy. There are still survivals of the
small-commodity and private-capitalist structures, but their growth
is effectively restricted. Since all these structures are connected
with the market, there emerge interstructural economic relations
in this group of countries. In the long run, with the continued
transformation of the social system, requisites could be created for
the final elimination of multistructuralism.

In the years since political independence, the law of uneven
development has intensified the socio-economic differentiation of
the newly liberated countries. One expression of this is the
heterogeneity of structural changes in the different groups of
countries. In the socialist-oriented countries the tendency is clearly
towards elimination of multistructuralism and the development of
interconnections based mainly on economic laws. This should
make it possible more fully to utilise the material, financial and
human iesources for economic growth. In countries rapidly
advancing along the capitalist path, the multistructural economy is
being converted into a bi-structural one. As a result they could
apprbach, in key indicators, countries with a medium level of
cipitalist development. But the pauperisation of huge masses of
the population concentrated in the traditional sector is bound to
accentuate social tensions and create a situation in which the
continued development'of capitalism would be curbed, or the
country would undergo sharp social change. In other words, the
elimination of multistructuralism does not, in itself, open the way
to the development of capitalism.

PROBLEMS
OF WAR AND PEACE

The Key Problem of Our Time

OLEG BYKOV

Consistent and creative implementation of the Soviet policy of
peace, detente and disarmament, set out in the Peace Programme
ipproued by the 24th and 25th CPSU Congresses,. have yielded
appreciable results in world affairs. "Broadly sPeaking, ou.r main
aiiomplishment," Leonid Brezhnev emphasised earlier this year,
"is thit we have succeeded in bieaking the tragic cycle: world
war-brief spell of peace-world war again. We Soviet people
and our friends, the peoples of the fraternal socialist countries, all
those who have struggled and continue to struggle for peace,

detente, peaceful coexistence of states with different social systems,
are rightiully proud of this historic result." I

Throughoul the centuries war has laid an indelible imprint on
social development. But in our time mankind is faced with a war
danger that has no parallel in history. For the danger has now
acqulred truly global dimensions: new weapons and new- methods
of 

'warfare 
have made the whole world a potential battlefield. A

third world war, if it is not averted, would bring incalculable
suffering, take a colossal toll of human life, and destroy the main
centres of world industry and culture.

Nor is this situation due solely to the emergence and
development of nuclear weapons. The revolution in warfare came
at a time of deep-going changes in the internal development of
many countries and in their relations with eaqh other. We are
living in a world of intensive revolutionary change, of mounting
struggle for social and national liberation; a world in which the
socialist community is gaining in strength while the general crisis
of capitalism continues to aggravate, and the historic competition
between the socialist and capitalist systems is gaining momentum.
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More contradictory combinations of rivalry and partnership
are being formed within the capitalist camp itself. The situation is
further aggravated by Beijing's hegemonistic policy. To this
should be added the growing antagonism between the leading
capitalist and developing countries, the socio-economic and politi-
cal differentiation among excolonial countries and, at the same
time, their mounting prestige in 'lvorld affairs.

A military potential of unprecedented destructive force is
being built up at a time of profound change in the world
economy. The scientific and technological revolution offers fresh
opportunities for wider and more effective international division
of labour, equal and mutually advantageous cooperation. But that
is being blocked by the exacerbating contradictions and crisis
developments in the capitalist economy and by the egoistic
propensities of the monopolies. The imperative need, therefore, is
to restructure international economic relations on an equal and
mutually advantageous foundation. For the pressing problems are
many: an adequate food supply for the rvorld's population, energy
and raw materials-for its industry, protection of the environ-
ment, development of the resources of the World Ocean, conquest
of outer space, etc.

All these problems acquire special urgency now that the
imperialist forces, and especially the reactionary and bellicose
elements in the USA and the Chinese hegemonists working hand
in glove with them, are seeking to turn the competition between
the two world. systems from its present course of peaceful
coexistence and detente into hostile confrontation. In furtherance
of their selfish interests, they are recklessly gambling with the
destinies of the human race.

The danger hovering over the world is of a magnitude
unknown to history. But never before have the forces capable of
preventing another world war been so strong. They are rep-
resented by the socialist countries, the international working class,
the national liberation movement, by everyone who wants a world
at peace. They are w<lrking indefatigably to block the path of the
imperialist aggressors and all claimants to world hegemony.
Realistically-minded capitalist statesmen can not but be aware of
the fact that there is no acceptable alternative to peaceful
coexistence.

The horrendous dimensions of the threatening catastrophe
largely account for the worldwide concern to prevent it. The
problem of war and peace is today one of the most pressing and
complicated ones; it is without exaggeration the key problem of
our time.

In its approach to it, socialism's foreign policy expresses both
class and general democratic interests or, in effect, the universal
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irrterest. As Lenin once remarked: "Democracy is most clearly
rnanifested in the fundamental question of war'and peace."' '

The appearance of nuclear-missile weapons signified an
unprecedented qualitative leap in the material means of warfare.
This was followed by a thorough revision of strategy and tactics,
with such factors as time and space acquiring an altogether new
meaning.

The devastating power of thermonuclear weapons requires no
description here. Suffice it to say that one thermonuclear charge
can cause more destruction than all the explosives used in the
Seconcl World War, and, in fact, in the whole history of warfare.
The .destmctive potential. of nuclear weapons, multiplied by their
rnassive use, is greatly increased by their ineans of delivery-
ballistic missiles. They have a practically unlimited range, are
highly manoeuvrable, virtually invulnerable, have a high speed
and altitude, high accuracy in reaching their target, and can carry
a nuclear charge of great power. In combination, this makes it
possible to deal surprise strikes on a larg;e number of targets.
These weapons have erased the customary distinction between
front and rear.

War between the main mutually-opposed socio-economic and
political forces could not be contained within a definite area, the
traditional theatre of military operations. There would always be
all attempt to extend the conflict far beyond the area in which it
began. And since there is no effective defence against nuclear
attack, its victims are bound to be not only, and not so much, the
armed forces, but the entire population. Nor would the targets be
only military. They would include the industrial, political and
cultural centres, agriculture, transport of many countries, for the
whole planet might well be involved in the conflict.

Casualties, even at the early stages of the nuclear war, would
be counted in hundreds of millions, and most of them non-
combatants. Millions more would be the victims of lethal radiation
or die of disease or hunger. The destruction of material values
would be beyond calculation. Vast areas would be turned into
radiation-contaminated wasteland.

This apocalyptic picture cannot by itself, however, preclude the
possibility of such a war. The merrace of a universal nuclear
conflict is endemic in the very policy of the aggressive forces bent
on aggravating the confrontation of the two systems. That is why
they are inventing and manufacturing more lethal weapons.
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Imperialism wants to halt social progress- by vio-lent means'
'fwice'it plungecl mankind into global cataclysms. Immediately
after the S..orrd World War it banked on the use of the new
weapons. In the early postwar years the USA had a monopoly of
the nuclear weapon and its foreign policy directors urged its

maximum use to give America domination over the world, and
create a pax Ame.icana. The more bellicose political and military
leaders frankly called for an attack on the Soviet Union to revise
the results of the Second World War in favour of imperialism and
use the."ultimate weapon" to wipe out socialism'

This was attended by a political, ideological and economic
offensive. There was founded the North-Atlantic alliance-the
most aggressive military machine known to history-directed
against ifie Soviet Union and socia]ism in general. The- imperialists
iriposed an economic blockade on the USSR and the other
roiialist countries, hoping in this way to frustrate their postwar
rehabilitation. Then cime the cold war, fraught with the danger of
developing into a worldwide conflict. Indeed, there was the
serious dinger of a new world war in which, the imperialists
felt, they could use their mass destruction weapon with impunity.

But these monstrous plans came up against insurmountable
barriers. Imperialism's chances of resolving its differences with
socialism by force declined significantly.

The most important factor in weakening, and- ultimately
eliminating, the menace of another world war was the changed
correlatiori of forces in favour of socialism. And here the decisive
factor was the social, economic, political, ideological and other
non-military advantages of socialism, which strengthened its
international position and authority. Of first-rate importance, too,
was the enhinced defence capacity of the USSR and other
members of the socialist community, who thirty years ago founded
the Warsaw Treaty Organisation to defend their gains against
imperialist encroachments.

It became vital for the Soviet Union and its socialist ellies to
produce, within a short time, weapons capable-of neutralising.the
military might of a potential aggressor. With a well-oiganised
economic base, with all the technological achievements at its
disposal, and relying on the dedicated effort of its scientists,
e.rfirreers, and workers, the Soviet Union was able to devise and
produ.. nuclear-missile weapons in no way inferior to America's.
Elimination of the US nuclear monopoly, and hence also of its
strategic invulnerability, coupled with the increased defence
capr.ity of the USSR and its allies, greatly strengthened socialism
and ali the forces of peace as a decisive factor in preventing a

worldwide military conflict.
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Changes in the balance of military strength, combined with the
steady strengthening of socialism's world positions, produced an
entirely new strategic situation. It was no longer possible to deliver
a first nuclear strike and not expect immediate retaliation.
Regardless of structural differences in the strategic forces of the
two sides, there developed a rough equality that precluded the
decisive superiority of one side. The credit for that must go to the
socialist countries which, relying on the superiority of their social
system, were able to counter the imperialist challenge in technolo-
gy and thus halt the dangerous drift to war. Military equality
between the USSR and the USA-arrd more especially their
strategic parity-laid the basis for limiting armaments and
advancing towards disarmament. Leonid Brezhnev has said: "We
are not seeking military superiority over the West, we do not need
it. All we need is reliable security. And the security of both sides
will no doubt be greater with the arms race curbed, war
preparations curtailed and the political climate of international
intercourse made healthier."3

But strategic equality does not suit the bellicose groupings in
the imperialist camp. Their policy has always been oriented on the
use of armed might in many different forms, from threats to
employ it to outright armed intervention. Their reaction to
strategic equality has been to try to drag the world back to the
time when imperialism had at least some advantage over socialism.
And to achieve that they are straining the economic and
technological potential of industrially developed capitalist coun-
tries, to whip up the arms drive, in an attempt to gain strategic
superiority over socialism.

In 1978, the USA together with its allies increased its
armaments programme. In May 1978, at its meeting in Washing-
ton, the NATO Council approved an additional long-range
arms-building programme. At its Brussels session in December
1979, it decided, under US pressure, to deploy new US nuclear
systems in Western Europe. At about the same time, President
Carter announced a five-year programme designed to further
increase America's war preparations. Military expenditure for
1981 was set at $157 billion, or nearly $20 billion more than the
Administration had asked for in 1980. Military expenditure
(cleared of inflation) is to grow by 4.6 per cent a year.

The five-year programme centres on expanding and improv-
ing America's strategic arsenal. Production is to begin this year of
the cruise missiles. Carter has declared that America needs the
mobile intercontinental MX missile, capable of reaching many
targets in the Soviet Union. Work is also in progress on a new
Trident submarine missile while the first missiles of this series with a
range of more than 4,000 miles are being deployed.
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The five-year programme envisages also expansion of Ameri-
ca's conventional 

-forces, including larger continents in NATO
countries and the Pacific. Then there is the Rapid Deployrnent
Force for use in areas that do not come under NATO. In sum, US
imperialism is making its drive for domination in all the continents
and all the oceans its official and permanent policy.

It should be noted, however, that attempts to change the global
strategic balance are doomed to failure. Leaps in the arms drive
can for a time destabilise the equilibrium and give one side certain
advantages in one or another sector of the military confrontation.
But they certainly cannot cancel out the all-important fact that
elimination of America's nuclear monopoly and srategic invul-
nerability have radically changed the overall world situation. And
if the strategic balance is violated by one side, the other can nullify
any advantages so gained by building up its own might. The net
result would be a new equilibrium again, but at a lower level of
mutual security and a higher strategic level involving greater
expenditure. This would be to the advantage of the military-
industrial complex and to the disadvantage of the overwhelming
majority of the world's population.

,r{.*

I-evelling out strategic capabilities greatly hampers imperial-
ism's aggressive policy. Global strategic equilibrium is not, and
certainly-cannot 6e, the ultimate and most reasonable pattern of
relations between states belonging to the opposite systems, called
upon to preserve and consolidate peace. Such an equilibrium, now
a'reality,-is subjected to the destabilising influence of a number of
factors, including its own, inherent destabilising elements.

For strategic-equilibrium is dynamic, not static. Stockpiles of
mass-destructi,on weapons are constantly increased and the
weapons themselves improved. Scientific and technological prog-
ress'offers many new opportunities for designing more sophisti-
cated nuclear missiles.

Then there are important structural differences in the armed
forces and armamentJ of the two sides, and they are bound to
create objective difficulties in maintaining a stable. strategic
equilibrium. Furthermore, they are aggravated by imperialist
atiempts to exploit technological progress to gain advantages over
the oiher side. Nor is it merely a matter of modernising existing
armaments, but rather of creating entirely new systems.

Especially dangerous in this context are technological break-
throughs that lead to fundamentally new types of mass-destluction
weup,irr. If and when that happens the other side would have to
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redress the balance by producing new weapons of its own. The
strategic equilibrium would have to be reviiwed anew.

stabilising-the strategic equilibrium at a definite level is by no
means jrtl: P"! it becomes much more difficult and complex
when the United States tries to gain unilateral advantages. Given
goodwill on both sides, the nucleir arms drive could be"curbed at
a lower level. But if favourable opportunities are missed then the
continued stockpiling and -improvement of nuclear weapons makes
the problem much more difficult, for the development of military
technology is a more rapid process than that of'hording back thf
arms race.

^ Th-e instability of the strategic equilibrium leads ro the
formula: "action-counteraction". Deployment by one side of a new
weapon system leads, as a rule, to retaliatory measures by the
other: it produces similar or comparable systems to redress the
balance.

The "action-counteraction" cycle is being accelerated by
influen-tial imperialist elements, particularly thoie connected with
the military-industrial complex. They are'natura[y interested in
continuing a_n-d accelerating the arms drive. They'know that the
other side will react 19 gy.ry "action", and they *ill th.r, launch a
"counteraction" at a higher level of the military confrontation.

That is what happened when the US produced its MIRVed
missiles; the soviet union had to take the ne.essary measures to
re-establish. strategic 

_e-quilibrium. , Thereupon, aliegedly as a
"counteraction", the US launched its program-e "for' u ,.*
generation of strategic weapons, the moSile intercontinental
ballistic missile MX and the cruise missile.

It stands to reason that endless repetition of the "action-
counteraction"- cycle can only 

_ increase the already immense
stockpile of lethal weapons and the vast amounts of money needed
to. produce them. It can atlo happen that some strategic iinbalance
might suddenly dangerously complicate the internatioial situation.
. . Equality in strategic forces can in some measure keep the arms

drive within a definite framework and introduce a mtdicum of
stability- in relations between states. But it would still leave ample
room for military rivalry which, unless it is hamstruns. can
become_.steadily more intensi'e and extend to more danlerous
areas. This cannot but exert a negative influence on internftional
cooperation in all fields, and on the promotion of universal
security.

At the root of the present rivalry is imperialist policy, the
motive force of the arms drive. The militirist .orir" <if trre
Chinese leadership is closely linked with it.

The arms drive, now proceeding at a rapid pace and coveringa wide range, has its own innei momenturn. production of
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weaDons over a long period and on a large scale combined with

the growing apPetit; of the huge military machine' exert a strong

influince ot-, tt e policy of capitalist polvers'
This should nbt be raken^ to mein that the present strategic

equilibrium is so fragile that i-t would break down at any moment

,rld". the pressure 3f destubilising factors' Not only can.strategic

"q"lfUtf""i 
U. ,rrai.rtained, but It tutt b.e., strengthenld 11 

the

interests of universal peace. Strategic equilibrium is not only the

r,;il;p;;-f;; effo'rts to ward oTf tht war danger' but also for
.*t.rraTr"rg detente, curbing the arms race and lowering the level of

;tiil;y Sonfrontatior, u.,-d we must not allow it to erode'

:k{<*

The changed nature of the war-and-peace problem calls for a

".* uppt*.fi to its solution. The need iverywhere' regardless of

ideololi' and social system, is for concerted effort' on a common

Drosramme, to avert the catastrophe threatening mankind'
"'"i;;;;;;t be said that views bn the problem among leading

.i..i., 
-in 

the capitalist countries remain unchanged' N-or could it
[. tif,".*ire considering the continuing consolidation of the forces

of social progress and ihe continuing.ihreat of a nuclear conflict'

ff,. rnoi" f"ar-seeirrg Western poliiical leaders are coming to
,.uiir. thar, with rhe" present baiance of forces, the imperialists'

,,t.--pt't to achieve th^eir aims by fo-rce can prove an extremely

;;;;.'r;", gamble. But the militaiist faction has not abandoned its

"[g-i.*ir. 
8.signs, and is searching about for forms and methods

rio".e udupted io the changing situation'" 
Up to the 1960s, US armJbuila--"p was based on the strategy

of "niassive retaliation", thinly veiled iggressive concept-.based on

it" i-p..i"lisr "dererrence" and "posi-tio.ts-of-strength" policies.

W;rhi"'gi";'s political and military liaders reckoned that they-had

" ;[;ifi;"t 
riilitary superiority over the Soviet Union' and from

this"followed the *fr"fy erroneous conclusion that they could

launch a nuclear atiack Ln it and on its allies with minimum risk

of a retaliaiorY strike.
The far-reaching changes in the strategic situation compelled

Washington to aban-don itJ"massive retaliation" strategy rn tavour

of ,.flex"ible response". This called for a wider range of military

action with dirtct or indirect use of nuclear and conventional

weapons. But here, too, the chief element was America's assumed

;;;;;it;y to ,rnl.rrh and wage total nuclear war, and this remains

;;;-;i'uit ,t. Iater modilications of the "flexible response"

doctrine.
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But neither strategic nor technical innovations can help
imperialism to regain, the capability of resolving the question oi
war and pe^ac^e at its own discretion. For with the present
correlation of forces, including the strategic equilibriu*, militu.y
Tight becomes less and less suitable a meani of resolving the
differences between the two social systems.

With no reasonable alternative to peaceful coexistence, leaders
of the capitalist countries more often find themselves obliged to
admit that both the capitalist and socialist countries are intelested
in preventing a universal nuclear holocaust. But traditional
militarist thinking persists, and is even being adapted to the new
situation. It is preventing the development-of realistic trends in
the foreign policy of many Western countries. Doctrines and
concepts now being worked out by the imperialists are still based
on the assumption that they can launch and win a nuclear war.

The socialist approach to the problem of war and peace, of
course, differs radically from the imperialists'. The grim ieality of
the impgJilli-st-imposed--military confrontation mak6s it necessary
for the ussR and its allies to strengrhen their defence capability.
But this-has never gone beyond the level absolutely .re.essary to
e.nsure^their security. The warsaw Treaty organisation possesses
the defensive might needed to repel an attaik, no matier what
weapons the aggressor employs. An attack against the USSR and
other members of the socialist community would bring immediate
retribution.

The level and the structure of the Soviet Union,s armed forces
are determined by its strategic doctrine, which does not aim at
military superiority. The Soviet Union has never threatened any
country,or group of countries. "Our strategic doctrine is of a
purely defensive orientation," Leonid Brezhnev emphasised in a
speech in Berlin on October 6, lg7g.4 That doctrine, of course, is
inseparable from the Soviet Union's foreign policy, which rests on
the class, ideological and political principles bf socialist society, its
peace orientation, and on a scientifically grounded understanding
of world development.

. Lenin's theory of war and peace has been creatively developed
with the march of history. In this context, immense theoretical ind
political importance attaches to the conclusion drawn by the CPSU
that world war can be averted. Interpretative analyiis of social
phenomena led our Party to conclude-that resolute resistance to
imperialist aggressive policy by world socialism, the international
working-class movement, and all anti-imperialist and peace-loving
forces can prevent the outbreak of another world'war. ThesE
concepts, formulated by the CPSU on the key problem of our
time, have met with a worldwide response. They have the support
of the communist a.d workers' parlies which in their coile&ively
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drafted statements reaffirm our Party's conclusiOn that war is not
a fatal inevitability.

The chinese Maoist leadership has taken an entirely different
view, contending that a world iataclysm is unavoidable' Their
argrxnents are 6ased entirely on their he-gemonistic and. frankly
anii-Soviet policy. The logical evolution of social-chauvinism into
olfi.iut Chiiese policy has-macle it plain that the desire to establish

world hegemony by the use of force was from the very start part
of Maoist"icleology.'The Chinese leaders' approach to.the cardinal
problem of war"ind peace should leave no doubt that they are

ivorking to provoke a universal, and primarily- a Soviet-American,
conflict"in prr.t.ru.r." of their aim of world domination'

The Beijing leaders regard the Soviet Union and the socialist

community ur Err.*y No. 1, and the reactionary imperialist forces

as their fJctual allies. It is only logical therefore that they should
bring their anti-Soviet, anti-socialist policies closer to those of the
most aggressrve rmperialist circles,- ind work hand in glove with
them ii" heightening international tension, dragging the world
back to the cold war and preparing for a hot war'

The Soviet Union haj steadily overcome foreign militarist
resistance and intrigue in its unremitting effort for-a healthy
international climatJand an end to the war menace. The socialist

countries, coordinated policy has been a decisive factor in the
positive changes in woild affairs, acceptance of the. coexistence
principles as i standard of relations between states with different
io.ial !yste*s, ancl the change over from cold war to detente' This
has produced real opportunities, and also the-imperative need, for
reciprocal efforts by 

^the two systems to reduce the threat of a

global nuclear conflict." M.rltiluteral and bilateral agreements and negotiations, particu-
larly the extension of Eurofeal cogperation, have helped to
formulate and consolidate the principles and norms of mutually
advantageous international relitions. And in this res-pect the
Helsinki"Conference was of truly historic significance and its Final
Act has proved a serious moral, political and legal obstacle to
would-be instigators of military gambles-

The impr&ement in Soviet-American relations, up-on-which
world p"u.i lu.g.ly depends,in the first half of the 1970s larg_ely

con6ibuted to t[e pre\rention of a global armed conflict. USSR-US
summit meetings culminated in thi signing of documents setting
out the princilples of peaceful coe"istence. These are clearly
formulatei in ihe Basic Principles of Mutual Relations Between

the USSR and the USA. Their Agreement on Preventing Nuclear
war commits them to work to preclude the risk of a military
conflict, especially a nuclear one, [etween the USSR and the USA
and also bet*.en each of these and other countries' Of great
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importance, too, are the Treaty on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic
Missile Systems, SALT-I, and SALT-II, the latter signed in Vienna
in June 1979, and other treaties and agreements-now being
sabotaged by Washington-designed to restrain the arms race and
lessen the danger of war.

The Soviet Union's relations with France, the Federal Republic
of Germany, Britain, Italy, Japan, Canada and other capitalist
countries have developed successfully on the basis of peaceful
coexistence.

The policies of a number of neutral and non-aligned countries
have been still another contributing factor to a healthier inter-
national climate. Last but not least, the aggressive forces have
encountered energetic resistance from the masses, the peace
movement and all peace-oriented public organisations and move-
ments.

Detente presented fresh opportunities for active opposition to
the war menace, helped to accentuate realistic trends in the policy
of the capitalist countries, and promoted the objective prerequis-
ites for banishing world war from the life of mankind.

But all these activities have met with serious resistance and
difficulties caused by the double-dealing policies of capitalist
governments strongly influenced by the military-industrial com-
plexes, and at times also by the complicated intertwining of
cold-war survivals and realistic trends. The zigzag course of the
Western powers should be seen in the context of opposition to
detente, internal political struggle and other transient factors.

The present international situation can best be described as
paradoxical. For, on the one hand, there are more realistic
opportunities for military detente, while on the other, the
aggressive, militarist forces are intensifying the arms drive.

Mass-destruction weapons are being perfected by the introduc-
tion of the latest technological achievements and more of these
weapons are being produced. More countries have joined the arms
race. Many medium and smpll nations, including some in the
developing world, are building up arms stockpiles.

All this has meant a heavier tax burden on the people.
Unproductive military expenditure means so much less material
benefits for the people and holds back solution of pressing
problems. More important still, the frenzied arms race increases
the threat of nuclear war.

It would be hard fully to estimate the damage caused to
military (lctente by the continued attempts of the imperialist
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rnilitarists to alter the present balance of military forces in their
favour. Yet the steady lowering of the level of military confronta-
tion would tend to sirengthen, not undermine, world peace and
security and would be based on a carefully weighed balance of the
interest of every nation' But how can this be achieved, if
influential elements in the West challenge the principle that
armaments limitation and reduction should begin from the
present strategic equilibrium?

Measures iik.., so far to curb the arms drive show that given
mutual efforts even the most clifficult strategic and technical
problems can be solved. To be sure, it will not bi .3tI: but every
iype of weapon can be effectively limited and physically reduced
on the basii of equality and reciprocity. There is the proof of
experience that technological advances in weaporrry likewise lend
themselves to limitation.

In the late 1960s, on Soviet initiative, work was begun on
limiting strategic arms. The USSR-US SALT-I agreements were
followJd by thE signing of SALT-II which goes much fu'ther in its
qualitative'and Quantiiative clauses and is_ e-qually needed..by the
two countries, indeed by all countries. It is based on equality and
equal security, and adequately reflects the USSR-US strategic
pirity. Consiitent advance along this road of limiting-strategic
irms'if it were not undermined by the aggressive forces of
imperialism-could have a most favourable influence on other
negotiations relating to the more concrete asPects of military
detente.

But this process has been brought to a halt by-- the. Carter
Administration which, motivated by political expediencies, has

postponed ratification of SALT-II indefinitely' fne Soviet policy of bridling the arms race follows from a

searching analyiis of the correlation of forces,- the political and
strategic situation, the trends and prospects of its development,
the riaterial ancl technical means of waging war. Soviet policy
takes into account the interests of each nation and the need to
provide peace for all nations.' Mateiialisation of the principles adopted by the 24th and 25th
CPSU Congresses is reflected in the Soviet Union's all-embracing
and concre'te programme of curbing and subsequently halting the
arms race. This- programme is designed to assure continued
progress from whit has already been achieved in limiting and
iedicing armaments. Its goal is steady and uninterrupted lowering
of the milita.y confrontalion level, physical reduction and stage-

by-stage elimination of the weapons-of war.' Th; Soviet approach to the problem of military detente-and
in this lies its constructive nature-opens uP wide prospects for
effective negotiation and agreement. The Soviet initiative could
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lead t<l sustained and intensifying efforts in working out mutually
acceptable measures to limit and reduce armaments' The.-prog-
.urrlire does not give the Soviet Union and its allies unilateral
advantages, and is so designed as to achieve agreements er)suring
strict reiiprocity without in any way irnpairing anyolre's, security.

The Soviet'proposals start from the present global strate.gic
equilibrium and-are couched in a spirit of reasonable compromise.
We believe that only mutual and equal concessions can serve as the
basis for effective agreement to limit and - eventually t'educe
existing armaments. (lbmmon efforts to end the arms race would
do muih to promote internatiollal security, which in our day can
only be based on the interests of all the parties involved. 'l'hat

would benefit all the peoples, tl"re whole of the human race.

{<**

No one is likely to deny that the Promotion of universal peace
is inseparable from European security. The situation in Europe
has always been central to the situation in the world, and that is

cloubly so now. For concentrated in Europe are the main forces of
the mutually-opposed rnilitary groupings and a huge arsenal of
lethal weapons which is constantly being increased to even more
dangerous dimensions.

fhanks to the persistent efforts of all who cherish peace,
security and cooperation, we norv have a solid foundation for
peaceful relations. In this context special mention should be made
of the Helsinki agreements, wtrich cleared the way to elinlinating
the present military confrontation. It should be perfectly.clear,
however, that the roots of political detente in Europe r'vill not
survive unless there are practical steps towards military detente.

The Soviet Union and other members of the socialist
community have put forth an integrated ancl effective programme
for military detente in Europe. It envisages recluction of nuclear
and conventional weapons and confidence-building nleasllres.

In its effort to prevent a new spiral of the arms drive and
reduce the weapon stocks itt Europe, the USSR made a goodwill
gesture by announcing a unilateral reduction of its medium-range
nuclear missiles deployed in its Western regions, on condition that
no additional medium-lange nuclear missiles will be stationed in
Western Europe. At the same time, the Soviet Union proposed
immediate negotiations on reducing truclear weapon systems in
Europe.

In October 1979, in agreetnent rt'ith its
rlccirlcd or-r a unilateral withdrawal to

I l*

allies, the Soviet Union
the USSR of 20,000
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servicemen, 1,000 tanks and other military hardware from the
GDR. That decision has been carried out.

The Warsaw Treaty states have called on all states rep-
resented at Helsinki to pledge not to be the first to use nuclear or
conventional weapons against each other. In other words, this
would be tantamount to a non-aggression pact between the
socialist and capitalist countries of Europe, the USA and Canada.

As for the Vienna talks on mutual reduction of armed forces
and armaments in Central Europe, stalemated because of the
attitude of the Western powers, the USSR and its allies are
prepared to continue iointly to search for mutually acceptable
decisions that do not impair the security of either side.

Military detente in Europe would do much to promote mutual
confidence. The Warsaw Treaty states have suggested agreement
on notification of military manoeuvres; Iimiting the participating
forces to 40,000-50,000; timely notification not only of military
exercises, but also of ground-force movements of more than
20,000 men. The socialist countries have made similar proposals
on notification of major air exercises, naval manoeuvres, etc.

The proposals of the Soviet Union and its allies take due
account of the real situation in Europe and open the way to
agreed and fully realistic measures for military detente on the
continent. For the fiist time there are favourable conditions for an
end to the rigid military confrontation in Europe.

But an excellent chance has been missed. Events have taken a
negative course: the December 1979 NATO session gave way to
US pressure and decided to deploy about 600 new American
medium-range missiles in several West European countries. The
purpose,of this escalation of the arms drive is to give the West
unilateral advantages. It also introduces a qualitatively new
element, namely, nuclear weapons capable of hitting targets on
Soviet territory, in the established European balance between the
Warsaw and NATO groupings. This will change the military-
political situation on the continent, and could generate serious
destabilising tendencies in Soviet-American strategic parity.

NATO has not responded to the constructive initiatives of the
Soviet Union and its allies. In fact, its policy is the very opposite of
reducing the present high levels of military confrontation. As for
the concept of negotiating from higher NATO armaments levels,
it need hardly be proved that this is totally unreal and
unacceptable. For there can be no real progress to military detente
by stockpiling more .weapons. And it would be naive to think that
NATO attempts to gain superiority will not be matched by
measures to enhance the security of the USSR and other members
of the socialist community.

IM

The Soviet Union has consistently urged negotiations, but
honest, equal negotiations based on the principle of equal security.
It is such negotiations that the USSR proposed on medium-range
nuclear missiles. But one cannot expect the Soviet Union to accept
the NATO principle of negotiating from positions of strength.

No international developments, however complex, can compel
the Soviet Union to divert from its central policy of consistent,
persevering efforts for enduring peace, detente, and an end to the
arms drive. This is the immutable and unswerving foreign policy
strategy of the CPSU and the Soviet government. It is a powerful
impetus to uniting the efforts of all who want to see the world free
of the danger of a nuclear catastrophe. As Leonid Brezhnev told
an election rally in Moscow: "To the 'doctrine' of military hysteria
and frenzied arms race we oppose the doctrine of consistent
struggle for peace and security on Earth." 5

With the present line-up of world forces, detente is not only
necessary, but feasible. To remove the menace of mass annihila-
tion and unparalleled destruction there has to be a responsible
and constructive approach by all nations and governments, and
the political will to take long-overdue concrete measures to
eliminate the material basis of the war danger. The reason and
conscience <lf mankind imperatively dictate such an approach to
the key problem of our time-the problem of war and peace.

NOTES

I Prauda, January 13, 1980.
2 V. I. I-enin, Collected Worfu, Moscow, Vol. 30. p. 319.
3 Prauda, January 16, 1979.
1 Ibid., October 7, 1979.
i Ibid., February 23, 1980.



DISC USSIONS

ln Search of the Truth

MIKHAIL KHRAPCHENKO

From the Editols: Recently, lhe Literaturnoye obozreniy-e. (Literary Review)

tonducted a survey of dpinion on -questions of . 
philology' !I91e. were

.ontriUrirgnJ frtm Sbviei sihotars of diff'erent generati6ns re.presenting higher
eOuJaiionat establishments and research institutions, who statecl thelr vlews on

i#;i;;;; oi-prrirorogv,-iG peispectiye.g gf devetopmenl, relations to other
ii.",pri"eJ-u"a irre tatdCt methods of -philological research'
i'h; Arti;6 

-by 
Academician 

-Miifrait 
KhrapchEnko offered here concludes the

debate.

Every fiel<l of knowleclge needs, from time to time, a critical

assessment of what has blen done a.d a discussio, of rnajor
scientific problerns requiring investigation' The-se p-roblems are'

g;"..rlty lpeaking, poJecl bf the.clevelopment of both society and

i.ier,.e itr.if. 'fn" ,Lrious branches of philology also periodilally
take stock of their achievenlents and- define new goals. The
positive significance of that is quite apparent'

The d"ebate on problems 
'of philology condu-ctecl by the

Litei"a.trtrnole obozrenili appears from this p-oint of. view quite

important-and usefui. Its'foal was not that of summing up' The
'Erlitors pr.ceerled from t[e fact that philological science is now

g.ring tlrL,r.rgh a periocl of rapid advaicement, becoming a- pilot
i.i.r,".. f,rr ihe humanities. One even often hears of a revolution
in philology dating from the second half of the 20th century' ,

f n. .iCUute aitracted some eminent scholars and talented
rese:rrchers of the rniddle generation who expressed quite a few

interesting views, though at times .-rather controversial ones'

.""..r"irft the vital p.Jbl.*t of philology ancl the perspectives

for its further growth.
It is to be iegrettecl that linguists did not pa-rticipate in the

clebate, althougti it did touch- on some topics of general
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philological import. The reasotr may have been that the discussion
was sponsored by a literary critical journal which is not among the
publications that linguists are accustomed to deal with. Whatever
the reasons, the absence of contributions from linguists, with one
exception, undoubtedly restricted the range of problems consi-
dered and of ideas expressed in the debate.

The problem of the word and text and of their philological
study was among the principal questions discussed by the scholars.
This topic was touched upon already in the opening contributions
of Ya. Bilinkis, D. Likhachev, Yu. Lotman, who actually set the
tone of the discussion. The question was not merely that of the
in.rportance of scientific study of the word and text but one of
revival of lost traditions. "The question of the need 'to go back to
philology"', said Likhachev, "is raised time and again." Bearing in
rnind the general tasks of the modern development of literary
criticism and linguistics, many philologists, myself included, are
guardedly skeptical about this sort of nostalgia. The aspirations
and hopes of the adherents of "revival" are marked by a certain
one-sidedness. At the same time the insistent desire to raise the
star.rdard of study of the word and text must in every way be
encouraged. Successful growth of our science requires profound
elaboration of the extremely diverse philological studies arising out
of these problems.

One cannot but agree with Lotman when he says that "in the
existing conditions'lightweight philology' seems particularly unde-
sirable-those works that one runs across at times, where what
claims to be scientific analysis is actually a series of 'readings' of
the text, sometimes not devoid of insight or interest but always
subjective and 'taste-motivated', based on neither linguistic nor
historical-cultural erudition".

Despite the essential significance of the new studies of the
word and artistic text, it should be recognised that some of the
most important problems of their general methodology and special
methods are not yet sufficiently elaborated. Thus, Likhachev
emphasises that "the philological understanding of the meaning of
words is important"; at another place in his article he speaks of
linguistic interpretation of the text. However, what is the
philological approach to the word and the text, and what is their
linguistic analysis? All that is not at all clear.

As far as linguistic studies are concerned, analysis of the word
may be, and usually is, carried out on different planes-semantic,
stylistic (the correlation between the word and language styles),
and syntactic (the role and meaning of the word in a text). Studies
are made in the history of words, in dialectical vocabulary as the
component part of a dialect or subdialect compared with the
starrrlarcl larrguage. Statistical analysis of vocabulary has gained



sufficient currency. All of this comes under the heading of
linguistic analysis of the word, which makes the term patently
ambiguous.

Linguistic analysis is applied in literary critical studies in a
specific form, especially in the study of mediaeval literature,
particularly when .it is necessary to establish whether we are
dealing with an original literary monument or a compilation.
Linguistic analysis is also applied in cases where the literary
monument has to be freed.from later language features. It is also
necessary in textological research.

This situation is quite different, however, in the study of the
litet'ature of the new times. In what form can the properly
linguistic analysis of the word and text be applied here? At first
sight, the sphere of its application is extensive enough here as
well. Poetics and stylistics have developed in a fruitful way.
Analysis of the word and text apparently forms the basis of serious
research in this field. The study of individual literary works and of
the writer's language in its unity and creative variety are of
essential significance for literary criticism. However, the properly
linguistic approach to the word and text can be of little hclp here,
it seems. In literature, the word appears primarily in its poetic
function, as a means of perfect realisation of the artistic image and
the ideological and image structure of the work as a whole. With
this in view, both critics and literary historians are called upon to
study the language of creative works, the language of the writer,
bringing out the great power of the word as well as its unused
potential that often comes to light in the analysis of various
literary works.

It does not at all mean that literary criticism or literary history
can ignore the achievements of linguistic thought. On the
contrary, I believe that it is possible to reveal the aesthetic
significance of the word and its role in creating artistic values in a
profoundly fruitful manner only through reliance on linguistic
study of the language. However, reliance is one thing, while the
properly linguistic analysis of the language of an artistic work is
another. The latter cannot replace the study of verbal art.

The theme of "verbal art" has been treated during the
discussion. It was the subject chosen by V. Fedorov and
V. Kozhinov. Putting forward certain interesting ideas pertaining
to this problem, Fedorov and Kozhinov concentrated on proving
the differences between the material of an artistic work, the
psychology of the protagonists, and the text, the word which
reveal the object of creation. "Purely theoretically," writes
Kozhinov, "we all realise in the final analysis that the word is
merely the material of verbal arf. However, when we turn to
concrete manifestations of verbal art, we are extremely prone to
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characterise the .word rather than art, the material rather than
artistic creation itself." And yet, while identification of the material
of art with the artistic images is untenable, it is also unjustified to
separate them from each other by hard and fast lines, it is
unjustifiable to isolate the word from those creative generalisations
which it is called upon to express with maximal persuasiveness.
Verbal art does not exist and develop by itself, spontaneously, but
only in its inseparable connection with the study of life in images.
These aspects of the problem of "verbal art", just as many others,
indubitably require thorough consideration.

In connection with the general character of the discussion
which treated, first of all, the word and text theme, it is necessary
to touch, if only very briefly, on the very broad spectrum of
research constituting the content of Soviet philology and far
surpassing the boundaries of the problems of word and text as

such.
Soviet literary historians devote much of their creative energies

to writing the history of the national literatures of the pre-
revolutionary and Soviet periods. Voluminous histories of a
number of literatures of the peoples of the USSR have been
written and published; two-volume and one-volume joint monog-
raphs on the development of many national literatures have also
appeared. A six-volume overview history of the Soviet multination-
al literature has been published, describing the formation and
growth of more than sixty national socialist literatures of the
Soviet Union. There have been intensive developments in the
study of the riches of the folklore of the peoples of the USSR.
The histories of a number of foreign literatures have also been
published, including those of Britain, France, and Germany.
Considerable results have been achieved in the study of the
literatures of Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Soviet literary critics
are discovering whole literary continents, as, for instance, the
literatures of African countries that have recently freed themselves
from colonial domination. These many-sided research activities of
literary historians are summed up in the ten-volume history of
world literature, of which five volumes have been completed. The
main directions of modern literary critical research will be clearer
if we add to all this the work on many theoretical problems,
including those of socialist realism, the study of interconnections
between literature and various fields of socialist culture, and
preparation for publication of academic editions of works by the
classics of our literature.

In linguistics, the word is the object of special study by such
major branches of it as lexicology and lexicography. Apart from
that, linguistic research follows many other important lines, such
as the grammatical structure of various languages, their historical
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development, historical-comparative studies, historical-typological
study of languages, areal linguistics, dialectology (both historical
and modern), compilation of dialectological atlases, etc. In these
studies, linguists deal with language as one of the most striking
creations of the human mind, not just with the word.

The history of a language is closely bound up with the history
of the people and the development of culture. The stucly of these
processes is of essential significance for understanding the growth
of the national languages in our country, many of which had no
writing systems before the revolution; it also plays an irnportant
role in elucidating the development of the national socialist
cultures. Work on the problems of interaction between language
and culture is prompted by the whole situation of cultural
development in the rnultinational Soviet Union.

With a view to the extensive international tasks of linguistics,
Soviet linguists work on a fifteen-volume encyclopaedic publication
The Langrages of the Peoples of the World intended to give, wherever
possible, a scientific description and analysis of all the living and,
moreover, dead languages no longer in use. Preparation of this
work obviously requires a new approach to a nurnber of
theoretical problerns, including classification of languages.

The problem of the structure of the philological science was
among those touched upon in the debate. Is its subject-matter
limited to those problems that are studied by literary criticism and
linguistics, or are there special "purely" philological themes and
questions? Apart frorn the general considerations on the need for
"a return to philology" mentioned above, the view was also
expressed that philology proper was not restricted to literary
criticism and linguistics, having its own problem range and its own
objects of research. M. Markov insists, for instance, that philology
"has a subject-matter of its own, being a discipline of a higher and
unifying level than linguistics and literary criticism. That subject-
matter covers not just the word but the features of word usage
cornmon to both linguistics and literary criticism, as well as the
particular laws of word usage in the contiguous arts. And that
includes the historical, psychological, and all other aspects."

Undoubtedly, philological science embraces not just literary
criticisrn and linguistics but also such disciplines as folklore studies,
textology, and some other branches on the borderline between
literary criticism and linguistics. Of this nature are, for instance,
stylistics and poetics. V. Grigoryev had some refreshing things to
say on the linguistic aspects of their development, although his
views were somewhat controversial.

With respect to philology as a discipline of a higher level than
linguistics and literary criticism, a discipline studying "word
usage" that is the common concern of both these sciences, it
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should be remarked that its subject-matter cannot be regarded as

clearly specified. Markov's proposal concerning the stud-y of laws

of "word usage" in the cotltigtlous arts seems to me to hnld little
promise. Even if this project is realised, it will not and cannot tre
purely philological, for the word and its use in the various arts are
io a considerable extent subject to the laws of these arts.

Recently, Yu. Rozhdestvensky's book Introduction to General
Phrlology (Mos.o*, 1979) came out. The author defines the
subjeci-matter and content of this cliscipline in-the following way:
"Gineral philology as the object of scientific study forms a

particular branch of philology. It considers the correlations of the
,arious modes and 

- forms of language use in socio-linguistic
practice, making inventories and describirrg spheres of communi-
iation, and the-historical experiences of normative regulation of
socio-linguistic practice." Proceeding from these gene-ral pro.posi-
tions, Rozhdestvensky stu<lies the culture of speech before writing,
the development of writing and formation of literature, the art of
written speech, the specific features of written spge+ in printed
form, and the problenrs of mass conlmunication' I believe that'the
principles of singling out the problems indicated by the- author as

i sepi.ate discipline and the very advisability 
- 
of- such- a move

.eqrire further consideration. So far these principles have not
been widely recognised among philologists.

Along with the structure of the philological science, the debate
also touihed upon its methods, although not to-arr extent that
would appear desirable. Lotman put forward the following thesis:
"As phiiology develops, it reveals its specificity, among-. other
thingi, in that it utilises the methods of other sciences"' This
asseition was resolutely disputed by A. Chudakov' "I see the
specificity of philologir:al science," he said'- "in something quite
diff.rerrt, in iis gra<lual liberation from the tutelage of other
disciplines, in the realisation of its endogenous tasks and in
finding its own methods for their solution, and in the future, in
the coirstruction <tf a language of its own not borrowed from any
other discipline." Both of these views, in my opinion, tend to go to
extremes,

The gist of the matter is not a speculative solution of the
problem whether one should utilise the methods of contiguous
iciences or get rid of the tutelage of the other disciplines. It is

rather a quistion of lookirrg for the most productive ways- of
solving new scientific problems, and that search may either
confirm the effectiveness of the new methods, including the
"borrowed" ones, or call in question the expediency of their
application. It should by all mganl be borne in mind that the
methodological basis of our studies is the Marxist-Leninist theory
rejecting both the sluggish and dogrnatic approach to any new
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phe.nomena and .problems and the sliding away from principled
p.sitions, theoretical slovenliness, and mere following thl fashion.

For two or three decades already some philologists have
insisted that only application of the natural-scieniific, mlterialistic
methods of cybernetics will enable philology to rise to a new and
higher level- However, the achievements in the utilisation of these
methods are fairly modesr, as far as philology as a whole is
concerned. Linguistics has been more successfui in this respect.
For instance, computers have been successfully used in- the
compilation of all sorts of dictionaries. These attainments have had
Iittle effect on literary criticism. Be that as it may, mathematical
methods do not at present determine the ways and means of
solving the mosr importanr problems of philology. It is difficult to
say whether their share in philology will-increa# in the future. So

?-r, -r!.y have nor yielded the promised significant resulrs.
Chudakov cites convincing examples of purely irechanical trans-
portation of various principles and calegories of the natural
sciences to philology, resulting in no enrichment of the latter.

The debate also touched on the question of structuralism in
linguistics- and literary criticism. "The attempts at consistent
analysis of art, as a sign system," writes Bilinkis, ..that have been
undertaken within the last two decades have not produced any
serious results." Grigoryev holds a different view, finding il
necessary to distinguish between the concrete scientific discove-ries
of structuralism a.d the philosophical speculations. "I make bold
to believe," he writes, "lh.t philology as a whole is becoming
structural (not structuralist), and that this merely results iil
strengthenilg its social, functional, and other hyposiases, for, in
particular, the relations between form, content (sense or meaning)
and the function connecting them are thereby revealed." It shouid
be noted that the concept of "structural" as applied to a whole
field of knowledge is rather vague and in no way-characterises the
process of its development. The fact that the links between form,
content, and function are revealed, does not as yet determine the
pfgsregs]vp growth of Soviet philology and the totality of problems
with which it is concerned.

- Touching on.the role of srructuralism in philology, it should be
admitted that its effect is nor easily dbfined.-'The general
methodological- positions of structuralisti have been unaccEptable
to soviet_.philologists from the very beginning. At the sarne tirne
structuralism advanced certain fruitful ideal in linguistics that
have become common scientific currency, such as 

"the idea of
systemic nature of language. Structuralism has not gained wide
currency in Soviet literary criticism, and the application of its
principles h1s no! yielded any noticeable reslits of general
significance. Bilinkis is right in this respecr, although it shJuld be
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pointed out that structuralism and semiotic interpretation of
artistic phenomena are not the same.

At the present time, structuralism goes through a crisis
resulting from a number of causes, primarily because the isolation
of language and literature from reality, from social life has in the
course of time brought out not only the one-sidedness but also the
untenability of a number of theoretical propositions of struc-
turalism.

The deepening and enrichment of the methodological princi-
ples of a certain field, the emergence of new ways and forms of
research work go hand in hand with differentiation of science and
formulation of new major scientific problems and tasks. This
process of differentiation is also observed in philology, although it
is not markedly rapid. It is difficult to dispute the positive narure
of this phenomenon. Negating the process of differentlation
would mean ignoring real facts, pretending that they do not exist.

Chudakov enthusiastically advocates the need for new scientific
categories. In my view, he is on the whole quite right. But new
scientific categories (productive ones, of course) cannot be simply
invented. It is hardly feasible that a couple of research associates
could get together and invent, within a stated period of time, a
number of attractive scientific categories that would open up
broad avenues for science. New productive scientific categories, a
new conceptual apparatus appear either as a result of research
already carried out, as a kind of summing up of their theoretical
interpretation, or in the very course of major non-traditional
scientific endeavour, as the necessary stage in their development.
That is what makes tlie search for new ways in research work so
important.

It is well known that language and literature are very
complicated and extremely many-faceted phenomena. They may
be, and are, studied on extremely different planes. The general
Marxist-Leninist methodglogy of our studies assumes the many-
sided character of philological research, far from excluding it; 

'it
assumes application of those productive modes of studying
language and literature that emerge in the contiguous scientifii
disciplines and in the natural sciences.

Of great importance for literary criticism as well as for a
number of other social sciences is a correct solution of the
problem of the value principle in cognitive activity.

In his paper "Philology as Morality" M. Gasparov insists that
genuine philology is alien to any evaluation criteria. From this
point of view he -opposes linguistics and the practice of literary
criticism. He writes: "There is no evalualive approach i;
linguistics: the linguist distinguishes berween declined- ind conju-
gated words, bookish words and those in common parlance,
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arclraic and dialectal words, but he does not distinguish between
good and bad words. The literary critic, on the contrary, overtly
or covertly strives to distinguish good words from bad and
concentrates on the good ones."

To substantiate his views, Gasparov relies on tradition.
"Philology," he goes on to say, "meatts 'love for the word'; the
litcrary iritic's love is more selective and partial. (It is not for
nothing that <:lassical philology warned: if you hold Aeschylus in
higher esteem than Manilius, yott are ltot a real philologist; that
was what old man Housman told his students, and he was not just
a classic philologist but a great English poet.) Both favourites and
non-favourites suffer from partial love."

I believe that Gasparov is first of all wrong in saying that
linguists do not distinguish between good and bad words. Not
infiequently they do make such distinctions, particularly in
compiling dictiorraries and in the study of the norms of the
literiry language. We know that dictionaries do not include all
words that are current in everyday speech; they do not include the
so-called unprintable words and, apart from that, vulgarisms that
have a wide currency among certain strata of the population. The
norrns of the literary language also distinguish between words
belonging to its vocabulary and those that are undesirable or even
irnpermissible in good literary speech. Thus, the evaluative
approach exists in linguistics within certain limits.

However, ever-r if it did not exist in linguistics, that is no reason
why it should be inadmissible in literary criticism. Here the scholar
faces not only the laws of developmetrt of language but also
manifestations of the laws of zrrt. To make the essence of the
debate clearer, Iet me pr:t it mol'e categorically: without the
evaluative approach to literature, literary criticism as a science
would not have existed and does not exist.

The multitude of literary works that have been created during
thousands of years cannot be even reviewed, let alone studied.
The totality of literary phenomena of any given epoch is

enormous and cannot therefore be the subject-matter of thorough
investigation. Choice is necessary, and the choice is made by every
individual researcher and by literary science as a whole.

Most frequently this choice is made on the basis of conviction
or existing opinion concerning the value, artistic or historical, of
the creative work of certain writers or separate literary produc-
tions. These existing opinions are often revised, but the value
criterion remains. It also holds good for those writers and works
that are regarded as having only historical and temporal signifi-
cance. If we take into account that literary criticism is not
restricted to the study of histodcal development of literary
creation but also considers literary works as creations of verbal art
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(and that is, in my view, the most correct position), it will be clear
that the evaluative approach is the necessary condition for the
effective being and growth of literary criticism rather than its
weakness or drawback.

The evaluative approach is said to give rise to subjectivisrn.
However, subjectivism is possible in all fields of knowledge where
the scholar does not proceed from facts. The possibility of
objective study arises precisely from a combination of historical
analysis of literary phenomena, revealing their links with social
reality, and the evaluative approach to them.

Paraphrasing the assertion of "old man Housman", one might
say: "If you hold Manilius as high as Aeschylus, you will never
become a real philologist and literary critic."

Touching on the problem of value criteria in literary criticism,
there is also the question of the specific features of the "life" of
literary works and the nature of artistic value. M. Girshman
writes: "We all know that King Oedipus and Hamlet, embodied
in the artistic word, long outlive thcir times. The explanations for
that vary, however. One sometimes gets the impression that
clifferent civilisations simply choose these monuments as a kind of
frame of reference in the succeeding schools of cultural values."
The author does not agree with that, however. l{e goes on to say:
"Arrother approach, the philological one, appears to me to be
more correct and fruitful: there exists an objective necessity for
the fact that Hamlet, Oedipus and other classical images of culture
embody the links between tirnes, nations, and epochs, which thus
do'not select an arbitrary frame of reference for comparison but
realise thereby one of the most important laws of the development
of life. "

To Girslrman it seems beyond question that, although the
major artists of the past did not foresee all the problems of life
posed by later generations and by our times, the very formulation
of fundamental questions of human being in principle "per-
mits us to discern and retain in the historically concrete and even
topical the kernel of general human problems and just as general
human paths of creative quest, not the ready-made answers".

Gasparov tries to substantiate quite different views. On the
questiorr of artistic values he writes: "The humanism of many
centuries has spoken of the eternal values accumulated by the
past, but for each epoch these eternal values were no more than
the temporal values of the past epochs cut down to the size of the
values of their own epoch... There are no eternal values, only
temporal ones, so that one canrlot grasp them directly (other than
by deceiving oneself): one can do so only by overcoming tl.re
historical distance..." I have this.comment to make on these theses:
if there are no eternal human values (and that is what is under
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rlisctrssion), there are, in fact, no links of continuity (in the cultural
field, at any rate) between different epochs which create cultural
values of their own, supposedly independently of their predecessors,
values that only have a temporal and relative significance.

The idea of spiritual and cultural isolation of different epochs
has been expressed on numerous occasions, and over the last few
decades, too. But cultural-historical relativism in its various
modifications contradicts numerous facts bearing evidence that
continuity in the field of culture is no myth but a real process.
Continuity has been defended with greatest conviction by major
figures in the field of culture, by the men who appreciate only too
wetl the significance and the meaning of the past creative
experiences.

Gasparov believes that the content of literary artistic works is
eroded and impoverished in the course of time; the gag between
the artist's intention and the way he is understood by the
subsequent generations is steadily increasing. "Books do not
answer the questions that the writer posed for himself but rather
those that we are capable of asking ourselves; and these are
frequently quite different things."

Of course, the subsequent generations perceive the works of a
major writer not quite in the same way as the author or his
contemporaries understood them, and sometimes in quite a
different way, but does that mean that the later generations, as a
rule, give erroneous assessments of the creations of outstanding
masters, simplifying them or modernising them in a way that
leaves no trace of the master's original intent and attainment?
Certainly not. The later generations are naturally not always right
in their evaluation of the work of outstanding artists, too. Social,
psychological, and other prejudices and delusions often have their
effect here. Historical facts bear evidence, however, that significant
artistic works that have stood the test of the ages reveal in the
course of time a deeper content to readers of later generations
than to contemporary ones. Time brings out the inner qualities
and possibilities of works of art that for various reasons were not
originally appreciated, it reveals their hidden potential. The force
and range of the aesthetic impact of classical artistic works
increases rather than diminishes, becoming more comprehensive.

In Gasparov's view, "only renunciation of one's self and
dissolution in the exalted interlocutor" may help to comprehend
the creation of an outstanding artist of the past. In other words,
the views of the scholar himself, his ties with modern times only
hinder his understanding of the artistic heritage. One has to
become fully naturalised, as it were, in another epoch, submerging
oneself in the world created by the master. Only then will the
scholar attain the desirable. Unquestionably, getting any serious
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research results is impossible without a thorough study and
understanding of the times in which the artist grew up and
developed, without profound penetration in his complex world of
ideas and images. But it is just as unquestionable that bitter
disappointment is in store for the scholar if he himself has no
general ideas or clear concept about the "supertask" of his study.
It is impossible to find anything of value unless you know what
you are looking for. And it is the modern times, their progressive
ideas and aspirations that determine the understanding of th,'
basic goal of the study of literary phenomena of the past, an
understanding of the scientific supertask. Mankind's subsequent
social and spiritual experiences, including contemporary ones,
show clearly which of the features of a major artist's work are
eternal and which may be called transitory. The significance of the
4rtistic values that they have created is revealed more fully in the
light of the trends of world development.

The questions of correlation between philology and other
sciences, its position in the system of scientific knowledge were
touched upon during the discussion in their various aspects, not
only in the debate on the inner structure of philology and its
methods, but as a separate theme as well, a theme that is essential
for the self-determination of philology at the present age of rapid
developmer-rt of the natural and technical sciences. Likhachev
insists that philology performs a most important linking function
with regard to other sciences. "The role of philology," he writes,
"is precisely that of linking and therefore particularly important.
It links historical study of sources with linguistics and literary
criticism. It lends the study of text history a particularly broad
aspect. It links up literary criticism and linguistics in the field of
the study of the style of a work-the most complicated branch of
literary criticism."

However, Likhachev sees the social significance of philology in
other things as well. In his vierv, it is inseparable from the role of
the word in the life of society. "The word is connected," he
remarks, "with any form of being, with any cognition of
being-the word or, to be more precise, combinations of words. It
is therefore clear that philology forms the basis of the entire
human culture, not just science or the sciences."

The warm spirit in which the major Soviet scholar substantiates
the principles of philology and the importance of studies in this
field are only to be welcomed, but it is hard to accept his concrete
propositions concerning the linking function of our science, its
role as the basis of all the other sciences. The word that is an
instrument in any field of knowledge or scientific discipline is here
confused with philology as a science. But these are apparently
rluite differenr rhings. Scientists of different specialities as well as
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other language bearers mostly have recourse to the word-
without the mediation of philology. And that does not at all
prevent them from attaining their goals. It does not follow, of
course, that specialists in different spheres of knowledge do not
need philology or that they do not draw useful conclusions from
the studies of philologists. Let us recall, for instance, the
popularity enjoyed by explanatory dictionaries, dictionaries of
synonyms, and of other types, orthoepic and spelling reference
books as well as many other scholarly works of linguists and
literary gritics. Still, philology is not and cannot be the basis of
science as a whole.

Neither does philology constitute the basis of all human
culture-for the same reasons as have just been discussed. In my
view, it would be more correct to say that philology studies and
generalises the development of very important fields of culture.
Generalising the processes of their growth and actively facilitating
them, Marxist-Leninist philology exerts a considerable influence
on the spiritual life of society. That is where its social role is
manifested, first of all. And this means quite a good deal.

The cooperation between philology and both the social and
natural sciences must not be forgotten, either. Cooperation with
the social sciences is expressed in many forms-in the study of
problems of consciousness, ideology, historical development of
social life, people's spiritual culture, national relations, etc.
Cooperation with the natural sciences is now also on the agenda,
particularly with the biological sciences. Especially urgent and
acute are now questions of interdisciplinary study of man, his
biological and social genesis, anatomy and physiology, socia-
activiiy, spiritual life, and psychology. Indicationi are that'such ah
interdisciplinary study following a comprehensive unified plan i"
near at hand. The elucidation of the highest forms of humiru
creation, including language and literature, must occupy an
important place in these studies. Philolugy is expected to make -
sizable contribution here. Both its scientific potential and real
achievements are widely revealed in its cooperation with other
sciences.

For Soviet philology to continue attaining major new scientific
results, one should not apparently restrict its problem range but
rather extend it in accordance with the needs of life; one should
not limit its line of development to well-trodden paths but tackle
more boldly new problems and encourage scholarly quests in new
directions. There are great numbers of highly qualified scientific
workers active in Soviet philology, including both eminent and
young scholars from all the constituent republics of the USSR.-I'lrat is one of the main guarantees of its successful development.
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CRITICAL STUDIES
AND COMMENT

The Marxian Price of Production Theory
in a Formalised Exposition
KONSTANTIN VALTUKH

The Marxist economic theory remains the focal point of
intense ideological struggle, which centres, as ever, on the concept
of surplus value and of the exploitation of the proletariat under
t"o';:lt*"ny 

decades, since the time o, a. ,o, B6hm-Bawerk,
there have been attempts to refute this Marxian concept by al-
leging that there is a contradiction between Volume I and Volume
rII of Capital: Volume I formulates the law of the prices of

,mmodities as being proportional to the labour embodied in
:m, while in Volume III-as gravitating to the prices of produc-

lron, ?nd the lack of coincidence of these two centres of prices
fluctuations is fixed. Marx expressly showed, however, that the
prices of production are nothing else but the transformation of
iommodities labour value, while average profit, which is included
in the prices of production. is the transformed surplus value which
is part-of the total labour value of commodities. It is this idea of
transformation that Marx's critics are trying to disprove. This
theme is known in literature under the name of "transformation
problem".- In the 1970s, a number of articles on this subject came from
P. Samuelson.r One cannot fail to notice that the tone of the
papers is very far from being academic: the author does not hide
his strong feelings concerning the whole issue. Let us cite his
following polemic outburst: "... 'the transformation algorithm' is

precisely of the following form: 'Contemplate two alternative and
discordant systems. Write down one. Now transform by taking an
eraser and rubbing it out. Then fill in the other one. Voild! You
havt' t'ornpleted your transformation algorithm.' By this technique
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one can 'transform' from phlogiston to entropy; from Ptolemy to
Copernicus; from Newton to Finstein; from Genesis to Darwin-
and, from entropy to phlogiston..." 2 The question is put
point-blank, without any diplomatic decorum the writer points out
what he considers unacceptable: it is the notion of exploitation and
hence the Marxian theory of value.

The reader who wants to form an objective judgement on the
problem finds himself in a rather diificult 

-situltion. In his
discussion Samuelson uses the technique of linear algebra, a
branch of mathematics not employed in econornic analysis at the
time of Marx, which naturally enough affected his exposition irr
Capital.s It comes as no surprise that a century after the
publication of Capital an economist should come up with a nrore
developed mathematical formalism than that used by Marx. The
Iogically substantiated conclusion would be that for a truly
scientific cliscussion it is necessary to present the Marxian theory
itself in terms of modern mathematical technique.

Samuelson, however, has adopted a different approach. What
he actually does is either to ascribe to Marx statements which are
totally incompatible with the Marxian theory or to leave out
certain vital points of Marxian conception, the alleged absence of
which gives occasion for criticism.

To provide a more visual exposition of his theory of the price
of production as transformed labour value, Marx used first of all
numerical sample presented in tabular forrn (see the beginning of
Chapter IX of Volume III of Capital). He employed these
illustrations successfully for the treatment of certain important
aspects of the problem, for instance, deviation of the price of
production from value in industries where the organic composi-
tion of capital does not coincide with its average composition in
ttie economy as a whole. The tables also partially reflect how
industries differ in the rate of turnover of advanced capital: the
annually consumed part of constant capital "c" constitutes an
unequal for various industries portion of its total advanced
volume.a They, however, do not show how industries differ in the
rate of turnover of variable capital (an aspect which in principle
also could be reflected in form of numerical illustrations). Of
fundamental importance is Marx's desire to present the difference
between industries in terms of the rate of capital turnover.

We shall now cite Marx's own calculations, combining his tables
into one (see Table on p. 181).

In this illustratins calculation advanced capitals and, hence, the
production costs are represented in terms of their labour value. At
the same time the prices of production which deviate from their
value have been obtained. But advanced productive capital (both
its constant and variable components) is formed in all indus-
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The numerical example of transition from the labour
values to the prices of production as cited

in Chapter IX of Volume III of Capital by K. Marx

Capital Rate
of
sur-
plus
va-
Iue
(Va)

Sur-
plus
va-
lue

Rate
of
pro-
fit
(%)

Used
up
part
of
cons-
tant
capi-
tal c

Value
of
com-
modi-
ties

Cost-
Price

Total
rate
of
pro-
fit
(Vo)

Price
of
pro-
duc'
tion
of
com-
modi-
ties

Deviatior
of price
from va-
lue

Deviation

l.
()

3.
4.
5_

50
5l
5l
40
l0

80c+20v 100
70c+30v 100
60c+40v 100
85c+l5v 100
95c+5v 100

90 70 22
lll 81 22
r3l 9l 22
70 55 22
20 15 22

20 20
30 30
40 40
15 l5
55

92 +2
103 -8lr3 -18
ll +l
37 +17

Total
390c+llOv 100 tl0 9<) 202 422 3t2 22 422

Source: K. Marx, Capi,tal, Vol. III, Moscow, 1971, pp. 154, 156, lb7.

tries through the purchase of means of production and labour
power. Since the prices of commodities gravitate towards the
prices of production, advanced constant capital should be pre-
sented as the sum of the prices of production of corresponding
means of production rather than in terms of value; advanced
variable capital should be presented as the sum of the prices of
production of consumer goods necessary for the reproduction of
labour power, rather than in terms of value. The price of production
is not the sum total of capitalist production costs (estimated in terms
of value) and average profit. It is formed as the sum total of the
production costs again estimated in terms of the prices of produc-
tion and average profit. Such a calculation, however, cannot be pre-
sented in the form of a simple numerical illustration; it presuppo-
ses the solution of a system of equations (non-linear ones!) and,
hence, the transition to a mathematical model of the phenome-
non.

It should be noted that Marx himself viewed illustrative tables
only as the initial stage of analysis. What is more, he unambigu-
ously and repeatedly pointed to the same defect that was referred
to above, and he began to make the necessary corrections in
the same Chapter IX. He wrote in particular: "We had originally
assumed that the cost-price of a commodity equalled the aalue of
the commodities consumed in its production. But for the buyer
the price of production of a specific commodity is his cost-price,
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and may thus pass as cost-price into the prices of other
commodities. Since the price of production may differ from the
value of a commodity, it follows that the cost-price of a commodity
containing this price of production of another commodity may
also stand above or below that portion of its total value derived
from the means of production consumed by it." 5 Bearing in mind
the effect of the deviations of prices of production from values of
the means of production as well as of means of the workers'
consumption, K. Marx concluded: "Under capitalist production,
the general law acts as the prevailing tendency only in 1 v91y
complicated and approximate manner, as a never ascertainable
average of ceaseless fluctuations."6 That is how the equality of
profiti and surplus value under capitalism is realised: i.e., in a

,ery approximite manner. The idea of their exact equality-
engendered by illustrative tables is only the first approximation of
their actual relationship.

The next step in analysis is possible only if the formation of
the price of production is given as a set of non-linear equations.
Although Marx did not make this step, he came very close to it by
posing the question of capitalist costs estimation in all industries in
ierms of the prices of production of commodities that form these
CoStS.

Now let us consider the problem in this form.
Analysis is based on a technological-economic and socio-

economic description of the properties of capitalism as a system of
social production. Technologically, every industry is regarded as

an aveiaged entity, i.e., one abstracts oneself from the specifics of
individual capitals forming the industry. For a technological-
economic description of the system one uses the concepts of
production costs (in natural and monetary forms) and advanced
capital (in the same two forms).- 

Let the economy be a closed system producing and consuming
n kinds of goods (means of production and consumer goods). Let
us designate them by indices r and j; i,j:(\, ..., n).For the sake

of simplification let us assume that each industry specialises in
manufacturing one kind of goods; indices i, j will also designate
particular industries. The volume of output of each industry will
6e designated by symbols Qi (Q,). Technqlogically, production
expenditures in every industry represent productive consumption
of 

-means of production in nature and the expenditure of human
labour (of labour tin're). Then we consider the results of
production per year in a situation, when the volumes of
production and of all kinds of expenditures are already given- In
every industry the production period does not exceed one year,

Qi>0 for every j. There exists a certain proportionality in the
eiono.ny as a whole: with due regard for the changes o{
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inventories, the volume of production in all industries is equal to
the satisfied demand for all kinds of goods. The technological
system in every industry is characterised by average coefficients of
material and labour expenditures per unit of production: a;7-
coeffieients of the direct d-kind means of production expendi-
tures per unit of output j; li-coefficients of the direct labour
expenditures per unit of output j. For our further analysis it is
important to note that there are no other production ,exPendi-
tuies: this is a technological fact.7 More particularly, technologies
expect nothing from the means of production except that they
can be expediently utilised for the production of goods
under given- norms (coefficients) of input (these norms are, of
course, dependent on the technological attributes of the means of
production). The system of input-output coefficients arj, lj
adequately reflects this fact.

The system of coefficiehts o;i, it will be observed, contains not
only the norms of direct input of the objects of Iabour (raw and
other materials, fuel, energy, etc.) per unit of output, but also the
specific norms of the removal of the elements of fixed capital (i.e.,
tlreir annual removal per unit of output).8

Strictly speaking, not all means of production are the results of
human production: some of them are provided by nature (soil and
climatic conditions in agriculture, mineral resources, etc.). At this
stage of the analysis of price formation the existence of
non-reproducible resources is ignored. Some considerations about
their effect on the prices of production will be given below.

The time of iirculation, and accordingly the capital in
circulation, is conventionally assumed to be equal to 0.

The technological system in the economy on the whole is such
that the output produced is sufficient not only for the renewal of
means of production but also for non-productive consumption
and also for an increase in the mass of the means of production
employed. Let the system (square matrix) of coefficients o,j be
A(A:{a;iD, the vector of gross output- QIQ:(Qr,..., Q")] and
the vector of net product (i.e., gross output minus that part of it
which goes to replace the means of production in all industries)-
Y[V=1Yr, ..., Y,)]. Then

Q,--1ai,Q,+Yi, i:(1, "', m) (1)

(in vector-matrix notation: Q:AQ+Y). It is assumed that Y2Q,
i.e., the components of vector Y are non-negative and at least
some of them are strictly positive. Vector Y is nothing else but
national income taken in nature. In principle it is perhaps not
necessary that each kind of production be represented in the
national income; some kinds may be produced only in quantities
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sufficient to renew the means of production in the economy. In
general, however, it is true that vector Y must contain positive
components. Moreover, society can function normally only if there
exists a wide range of products forming the national income and
in sufficiently large quantities at that. First of all, there mtrst be
enough goods to satisfy the requirements of the population at a
historically established necessary level. Under capitalism, a part of
Y goes to accumulate means of production, and, under certain
conditions, to increase consumption. All this makes definite social
requirements to the technological system of production.

Matrix A is called productive, if there exists such a vector
Q>0 (i.e., consisting of only strictly positive components) that
AQ<Q and, consequently, Y>0.Matrix A will be called suffi,ciently
productiae, if the concordant vector y meets the formulated social
requirements. The very volume of Y at a given A is dependent on
the amount of labour used in production. The fact that the
economy really exists and at least maintains certain living
standards for the members of society, which becomes traditional
thanks to such maintenance, proves that real technological systems
are based on sufficiently productive systems A. This is all the more
true since, apart from the maintenance of a traditional living
standard, production expands, which is on the whole inherent in
capitalism over sufficient periods of time.

The productivity of technological systems expressed through
matrix A owes its origin to the useful labour of the workers,
without which the means of production cannot be transformed
into the output necessary for society, but, on the contrar/, under
the influence of natural processes of an entropic character grad-
ually lose their potential ability for such transformation.

The description of a technological system presupposes, apart
from system of equation (l), the following equation:

lQ:L (2)

where, l:(lr, ..., l,) is the vector of coefficients of direct labour
inputs in industries, L-the total amount of living labour used in
the production of goods over the year; I<I-u* where, .L-'* is the
labour resources of society.

The production time in different industries varies (for
example, the technological process of bread baking lasts several
hours, while plant growing in temperate countries requires a year).
In all industries, however, this time is strictly positive. Hence, all
technologies require the advancement of the means of production
and labour power as a pre-condition for obtaining output. Certain
means of production are advanced for a number of consecutive
acts of production. The rest of the means of production and the
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labour power are advanced for every new act of production. Under
capitalism, these technological needs are met by capital advances.
T[e rate of removal and renewal of different components of
advanced capital varies: some components are used up in a single
act of production and, therefore, are renewed in nature after each
act; others are replaced after a number of such acts, but at least
once a year; the third group of components of advanced capital is

replaced after a series of acts of production which lasts several
yeirs. These differences between the material components of
advanced capital can be expressed through a system (matrix) of
coefficients cr;i, describing the rate of renewal of component i in
industry j (number of times per annum); there exist similar
indicators for labour as well, which can be expressed as ctl'
Coefficients a;; and ct f are dependent on the specifics of a

concrete industiy j (parlicularly, on the time of production in it)
as well as on the specifics of technological utilisation of approp-
riate resources.

Thus, apart from the matrices and vectors referred to above,
use is also made of matrix ct:{a;;} and vector o'=(ct,l, ..., ct,l) for
the technological and economic description of social production.

Note thai Q1 and Y,; respectively coefficients o;i, l; as well
as coefficients a4.and of,have natural units of measurement, and
their translation into monetary units is possible through prices
only.

To express the prices of production of ordinary goods we shall
employ vector f :(ir, ..., F)-. We shall also use veclor f''l to denote
priie of labour-power (which for the sake of simplification we shall
issume to be the same for all industries), with

y,t:) alf t (3)

where, al is the real social norm of traditional personal
consumption of goods i by the workers and their families (per unit
of yeaity labour power).e According to Marx's theory, the
conditions of equivalency in the purchase/sale of labour are
observed if the workers can buy with their wages (P') the
necessary and habitual set of commodities in quantities corres-
ponding to vector at:(a,', ..., ai).- By definition, prices of production are equal to capitalist
costs plus average profit, the costs themselves being expressed in
terms of the same prices of production. When formalised this
definition is as follows:

tci+vj\.r, 
i:1t,...,n) (4)Fi:2 a,iF;+l'l'+:',
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where, c,:2 
o'i QiF' is advanced capital in industry j,

oii
embodied in the means of

v ,: 
liQi.F' 

is advanced capital in
ai

production (fixed capital);

industry j embodied in the

Iabour power (variable capital); r is the rate of profit which is the
same for all industries (calculated per unit of advanced capital).
4pu.t of (4) an additional condition defining r is necessary to
determine vector fr. See (12) below.

Formula (4) implies, in keeping with the sense of expression (3),
that coefficients li are determined in the following units of
measurement: yearly labourers per unit of output.

The mathematical transformation of the system (l)-(2) demon-
strates that there exist coefficients 6i(Dr) of total labour input
per unit of ou.tput, which are obtainable from the system of equa-
tions

bi:louib;*li, i-1t, ..., n) (5)

and these coefficients are such that IQ:1:DY is true.r0 (6)
The total labour coefficients constitute the first, and for the

present analysis sufficient mathematical approximation to labour
values.

Total labour input embodied in net product Y is equal to
the whole amount of living labour expended on the annual
production. This corresponds to the concept of national income in
terms of labour.

The relationship between the Marxian theories of surplus
value and of average profit can be shown by comparing the
expressions (l), (3), (a) 

-and 
(6) when socially comprehende-cl.

Let vector Yt:(YL ..., Yil denote the volume of net product
necessary to maintain the traditional living standard of the
workers. Let us further note that

Y!:lt1Qp] 0)
i.e., the components of vector Yt represent the part of net
product which in accordance with norms aj the working class as a
whole must acquire for consumption. In conditions in which the
productivity of a technological system does not decline (which is
the case of normal economic development considered in the given
theory),

YI<Y \
holds. In fact, it is impossible for Yr to be systematically greater
than Y: the personal consumption of workers cannot constantly
exceed their net product, but it is just a stable consumption level
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that determines the traditional standard of living represented by
u 1."

From this it follows in a general case:

Y:Y|.+Y', (8)

wheie, Y' is the vector of the part of net output above the
necessary requirements of the working class. Vector Y' is the
mathematical description of the theoretical concept of necessarl
product taken on the scale of society as a whole; vector Y' is a
iimilar description of the concept of. surplus product. One of the
necessary conditions for the existence of capitalism lies in that
Y'>0, i.e., at least some of the components of vector Y' should be
strictly positive. This, however, is not yet a sufficient condition.

Genirally speaking, the division of Y into Yt and Y', with
both vectors containing positive components, existed prior to the
era of capitalism (ever since the disintegration of primitive forms
of produition) and continues to exist after capitalism is replaced
by socialism.t2 The existence of Y' per sa does not yet mean
capitalism, nor exploitation. If social relations are based on public
ownership of the means of production, the surplus 'product,

although'not used for personat consumption of the workers,
remains their collective property (socialism). In this case there is

no exploitation. If, however, the producers receive the necessary
product, while the surplus product is appropriated by, a special
ilass which owns the means of production, then we are faced with
relations of exploi,tation. Exploitation is capitalist, if the producers
are deprived of the means of production and constitute a class of
wage workers, while the owners of the means of production
acquire these means (and labour power) with money which in this
case plays the r<,-e of caPital.

After multiplying both parts of equation (8) by the vector of total
labour coefficients we obtain the following expression:

bY:bYt-t bY': L (9)

of, which is the same: Lr+l':L
Magnitude bYt: Lt mathematically describes the theoretical

concept of necessary labour (on the scale of the economy as a

whole), while bY':L' is the mathematical expression for surplus
labour. The sum of necessary and surplus labour is equal to the
total expended labodr L.

Insoiar as the matter turns on the capitalist economy which
transforms all products into commodities, the labour embodied in
them forms their value. Accordingly, surplus labour under
capitalism creates surplus ualue.'s On the scale of the economy as a
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whole surplus value is the total value of surplus product. It is
equal to DY'.

At the same time the sum of profits obtained by the class of
cap-italists is nothing else but thi sum of prices of the goods
.Tb.gdl,g1g. surplus 

- 
product on the scale of the economy' 

"s u
wholb. This holds for any sysrem of prices, including prices of
production f7.

Let us multiply both parts -of equation (4) by the quantity of
goods Q;, simultaneously transforming f, in accordance with (B;:

Q iF i: Q il a o,P o + Qit i4 alP, + (C ; V ) r
and sum up all goods produced in terms of prices:

la,0rlQiZ "uF,+lQli2 "!po+12\ci+vi). (10)

Let us compare this expression with (l), representing the
components ,of vector Y in accordance with (8) and multiplying
both parts of (I) by the vector of prices of production

I Q'F,:? f ,? o,iQi+? F,vl+| F,Yi .

Since i, -l:(I, ..., a), the following is true:

TQiFi:?Q,F,;

? e'? "uF':? FiZ atiQi;

taking into account (7);

I Q'ti2rl4i:2 YlF,.

But then from (I0) to (11) it follows:

r) (Ci+Vi)=) F,vi.

(l l)

(12)

Th, amount .of profit on the scale of the economy as a whole is equal
to th.e sum total of the prices of surptus product which embod,ies the
surplus .labour of t\e. working class, i.i., embodi,es the amount of surplus
aalue that the working class has produced, in toto. It is this f"act that
underlies the notion of av-erage profit as transformed surplus
value and accordingly, of the price of production as'the
transformed value. Logical ,compatibility of the notion of exploita-
tion of the. pr-olet-arians with the notion of prices of produciion is
expressed in the form of an exact mathematical formula: the sum
of average profit quantities embodied in the sum of prices of
production of 'commodities equals the sum of the prices of
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production of commodities embodying the surplus labour of the
working class.

The amount of surplus value in capitalist society is equal to the
total value of surplus product. The amount of profit is the total
price of the same surplus product. What is more, surplus product
is the embodiment of surplus labour free from any other elements
of value. This means that profit is nothing else but the form of
surplus value.

Here the following objection can be raised. The notion of total
resource expenditures per unit of net output is applicable not only to
labour: there exist mathematically analogous total input coefficients
for all kinds of consumed resources. It is also possible to calculate
analogous total coefficients for all kinds of advanced capital (i.e.,
advanced capital in the economy as a whole per unit of net output in
any individual industry). h-r all cases the following expression
holds:

dpQ:DpY, (13)

where, d* is the vector of coefficients expressing direct expendi-
tures or directly advanced resource R per unit of output; D* is
the vector of the corresponding to6l coefficients. Formula (6) is a
particular case of (13) where R is labour resource. Why, then, it is
this and only this resource that the notion of exploitation is
applicable to?

The answer was in fact already given when it was shown that
exploitation is a social phenomenon reflecting relations of
ownership. But let us give a direct answer to the objection raised.

Although for all resources there exists an equality analogous to
(13), it does not necessarily follow that they are replaced from net
product Y. On the contrary, all types of material resources without
exception are replaced with part of product H:Q- Y. This part
constitutes the replacement fund for means of production
consumed. Accordingly, for all expend,i,tures of material resources
R the following relation holds:

dpQ: DpY: H p (14)

In other words, these expenditures are embodied in -F1, not in
Y, although in the final count they are made to obtain Y. In this
case Y represents that part of a which remains after the
subtraction of the part which embodies expenditures of all kinds
of material productive resources. It is for this reason that Y
embodies solely and exclusively living social labour expenditures.

As for advanced capital, to the extent to which it is not
expended it finds no embodiment in any element of output. To
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the same extent, however, it remains embodied in its initial natural
form. It therefore does not account for any special part of
product. If part of net product Y is capitalised, i.e., transformed
into advanced capital, the latter only increases in size. Thus the
absence in the product of any part embodying advanced capital as

such, i.e., that part of it which is not expended on the production,
of goods, is graphically demonstrated.

Thus, the capital embodied in the product is reimbursed to the
class of capitalists in toto, while the labour embodied in the
product is never fully reimbursed to the workers: total labour expen-
ditures for the production of goods obtained by the workers for
their personal consumption are less than the total amount of the
working-class labour consumed in the economy; the remaining
part of their labour is embodied in the goods obtained by the class
of capitalists over and above the reimbursement of capital
expenditures on production, and under the condition that they
retain their possession of the unconsumed part of advanced
capital. This kind of relations between the two classes is nothing
else but exploitation.

Thus, the transformation of surplus value into average profit
consists essentially in that, with a given labour productivity, profit
is regulated by surplus valut (surplus labour) through surplus
product Y':

l') Y'+]lirYilr>0.
From (12) .two conclusions follow which help to specify the

notion of average profit as transformed surplus value.
First, if surplus labour is identically equal to 0, then the

average rate of profit r is identically equal to 0. Indeed, surplus
labour L':bY'=O, if and only if all components of vector ys

without exception are equal to 0 (all Y'f 0), since the vector of
total labour coefficients b)0, i.e., all bi>0: we are discussing total
labour expenditures for production which cannot existwithout useful
human labour.

But if all Y;:0, then the right-hand part of expression (12) is
equal to 0. Since it is technologically impossible to obviate the
advance of capital for production (i.e., (Cr+ yr)>0 for all j), this
means that r=0.

This demonstration shows that if surplus labour is identically
equal to 0 (the surplus labour does not exist in society because of
the absence of surplus product), then surplus ualue is identically
equal to 0 and with it profit is identical\ equal to 0. By definition,
however, capital can exist only on condition that (on the scale of
society as a whole) profit is strictly greater than 0. [n the case
under discussion, therefore, there is no capitalist production and,
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consequently, there is no prices of production of goods. In other
words, this very problem no longer arises, if Y'=0, i.e., L'=0.

Second, if surplus labour is strictly greater than 0, then the
average rate of profit r is strictly greater than 0. In fact, surplus
labour L'-bY'>O, if, and only if, at least some Yf) 0. But then
the right-hand part of (12)

2 FoYi> 0,

and consequently in the left-hand part of it r> 0.
This demonstration shows that profit c&nnot be equal to 0, i,e., it

is an identically positiae magnitude, if surplus ualue is identical\ greater
than 0. In these conditions capitalist production does exist and
with it (given the additional condition of free competition) the
prices of production. The very existence of prices of production
implies r) 0, i.e., r> 0 is included in the notion of such prices by
definition. This notion, therefore, is based on the notion of
exploitation of the proletariat.

These two conclusions show that the existence (or identically
positive quantity) of surplus labour and, correspondingly, of
surplus value is the necessary and sut'ficient condition for the
existence (or identically positive quantity) of capitalist profit which,
under free competition, appears as average profit. And this means
that average profit is transformed surplus value, while prices of
production are, correspondingly, transformed labour valuei of
commodities.

This transformation can, and in practice must, generate
certain shifts in the proportions in which the sum of values
of output Q (magnitude DQ) and the sum of prices of production
(magnitude pQ\ are divided into the replacement fund and the
national income, with the latter being divided into the shares of
the working class and the class of capitalists. In other words, in a
general case

bH: bYt: bY'*pH:pY', FY', (15)

since in practice it is improbable that prices of production of
various commodities can be proportional to their values. This
becomes sufficiently clear from a comparison of expression (5)
describing the formation of total labour coefficients and expres-
sion (4) describing the formation of prices of production. Of
course, if advanced capital per unit of output (magnitude
C.+V,
+) in every industry is proportional to the direct labour'

Qt
coefficient 17, then, as can easily be seen from (4), the prices of
production calculated from (4) would be proportional to total
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Iabour coefficients calculated from (5). However, the specifics oftechrrology in industries, which ,."'"*pr.rr;; ;'; ,fi.iii., 
"fcorrelarion between .C,.and V, in adiarced capiiaf, 

"luf.. ,".f,proportionality practically excluded.
Comparing th_e above iormulas (see p. lg6) for C; and V; oDe canmake sure that these specifics u.e i.teimi,r.i uy ;i;;i;"; t".,*...,

rarios ".ii ancl 3 , i.e., they depend on the technologi_.ii oj
cal structure of capitalist costs and the rate of turnover of various
llgments ot capital, which in the final count determinl thedllterences between industries as regards the organic composition ofcapital. Si4ce the means .f product"ior, ,rr"J i""Jii[;;;;iiir*.i.,are specific and the duration of rechnologi."i p;;;;rr-'i, iirr.-rent, it is absoluterv inconceivabre that trr.?"ri"tfi""g ..tuiio., .u,hold:

:+:ht1pt ror at j,
Qi

where, A is the coefficient of proportionality common to allindustries. But once this is so, then in' a general'case there is no hsuch. that f r:hlti,i.e., there is no propo.ii,onality L;r;;;;iri... otproduction and values of commoditils.
That is cxactly what Marx said,- Je-onstrating that prices of

f,:,:iY.::: ^systemar 
ically and steadity deviate f roni corres'ponding

varues under the rniluence of the sectoral specifics of the'organizcomposition of capital. -- ---- -'t
Expression (15) means that-in a general case when estimating byprices of production and by values tf,ere is no exact coincidence.first,

betrveen two estimatio.rr of the propo.tion of natioral ir-rco..r.l., tn.gross so-cial product,.and, second,'between two estimations of theshare of the classes in the national income. tn parti.rrt..,
L' bY' bY'

7:;ii:m'*-, (16)

i'e', the rate of surplus value m' finds no exact quantitative
reflection in estimatirons obtained on th. 

-uuri. -ti;t.;: 
ofproduction. The reason is that the natural ,o".*r., "f fi u"a y,

are not- similar (suffice it to say that y' usualry -"i"i", ,h.i.ur*of production which are absent from yr; ,o. i, rir.rilu.-tn.-rraturat
::ly:;".._ _ -"-|, B:lo1ul .cons 

u m ption of the workers and capitali sts),$,nr:h, .provlded pi*hbi, means: deviations of the pi.i.., ofproductlon ot conrmodities from their values do not equilly affectthe. totat wages of the workers u"a tn. ;;r;i-;;il",oi tr,.capitalists.
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This notwithstanding, the following app,roximate equality
L' byt by'
-:-: 

7n'-!-
L' byt pyt

(r7)
must hold.

. 
The point is that it is practically improbable that y, shouldonly consist of goods whoie prices of production deviate fromvalues rn one direction only (say, upwards), while yr should

consist of goods, whose prices of production creviate from valuesin the other direction only (say, downwards).ra In actual fu.t, U"ttY' and Yt in a general case contain goods whose prices ofproduction deviate upwards, and goods *ior. prices of'prodrc_tion deviate downwards from th"eir value.. d-orrg 
-irrirrtri.,

producing consumer goods there are those with a nig'herorganic
composition of advanced capitar than the average socill, and those
with, a lower organic composition; the same is"true of industries
producing the- means of production.rs Hence, the deviations ofprices of production_frorn values are partiaily cancelreJl""uotttotal magnitude py' . and total ma[nitude' py,. Oi lor.r.,
such cancellation is in fact dissimilir for th.r. magnitudes,
but it does take place and thereby brings the estimatio,, ?i p.ofit
closer to surplus value and the esiimatio"n of wages-closer L tnevalue of the necessary- product. lhus, the appro,"ximcra correspon-
dence.expressed in (17) must hold. Sut ir' ls preclsitl ,irt, o,
approxi,mate correspondence tha,t represents Marx's oin stoid on this
qu,estr.on, which we have already shown above.

Tli: basically brings to an end the present formalised
exposition of the main propositions of the Marxian theory oi p.iceof production as transformed value.

. Initially' the theory of prices of production was formulated underthe premise that only reproducible resources of production are
considered. The theory makes further progress when it takes
account of the fact that non-reproducible .rit.r.it resources are usedin production. Marx made this step in his theory or ...ri. wr."i i,mod.ified is.the very notion of socialiy necessary la6our.*p.r,ai,,r.",
tor rndustries essentially using non-reproducible reso.,...s. These
are. e-xpenditures made under certiin worst natural condi,tions(specifically: the worsr from among those necessary to satisfy the
9:lld for corresp?"{!lg .o.,l.rnoJiti.s). bur ,,.,dei gir; r;J.ug"
soc.talLy normal reproducible conditions of productio.r. ih. notion tfprice of production is modified accordingly. Without g"i"[ i"to udetailed meaningful discussion of ail thes?'questions ni. ,r,'uti-o.rty
note the following: part of surplus value is now not incruded in the
average profit on capital, but creates rent. First and foremost, this
modrlles expression (8) accordingly:

( 18)

r93I:J-:lax. l8l0

Y: Yt1_ Y',* Yt



where, vector Yt denotes the part of net product which, as a
result of distribution, becomes the propeity of the class of
capitalists; Y'i denotes another part which goes to the landowners.
This being so,

Y',+Y'":Y".

- 
Involved in the process of evening out the rate of profit is now

only part of surplus value, which amounts to bY\. It r-emains true,
however, that the profjt of the capitalist class is nothing but
transformed surplus value (although not in toto, but in pu.0;
another form of surplus value is represented by rent, since it is
based on the labour value of product Y',, namely the value
bY'".

**{<

The basic meaningful answer to the attempts to refute, with
the aid of mathematical models, the Marxian iheory of prices of
production as transformed value consists in the above demonstra-
tion of its consistency with the help of similar mathematical
formalisation. Now we have only to show some inaccuracies
contained in Samuelson's critical articles.

Let us discuss his formula, which is supposedly called upon to
describe the Marxian theory of exploitation:'u

Ar(0) (l+s;:ae(l+s) [I-a] -',

where, A 0 Q) is the vector of the total embodied labour
coefficients with the rate of exploitation being equal to 0; s is the
rate of exploitation; ae is the direct embodied labour coefficients;
1is-the unity matrix; o is the matrix of the material input-output
coefficients.

In a footnote Samuelson provides the following interpretation
of this. formula: "price of any good when the rate 6f surplus value
is positive_ is equal- to irs embodied labour content muliiplied by
one-plus-the-rate-of-surplus-value."r7 What is here ascribed t;
Marx is the view that exploitation is a factor increasing total and
direct labour expenditures per unit of output. The Marxian
theory, however, states quite the contrary; any surplus value is, in
a sense, relative surplus value, i.e., it is based on a reduction
rather than on an increase of total labour expenditures per unit of
output in com_parison with the production system where surplus
labour equals 0. This drop in total labour expenditures per unit of
output (a rise in the productivity of social labour) makes it possible
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for workers to spend on making the product necessary for their
subsisrence less time than their total labour time. That is the basis

for our mathematical description of the notion of surplus value

given above.' Ci,i.rg (in his own version) Marx's tables illustrating the

tru.rsforirution of value into the price of production, Samuelson
points out that rhe costs of produttion here are estimated on the

[uris of valtre, which is a shortcoming of the calculation.rs He neg-

lects, however, that this shortcoming was pointed o-ut by Marx him-

self. Meantime, attempts to refute the Marxian theory centre on

the demonstration of 
^the fact that. in estimating costs on the ba-

sis of the prices of production of appropriate goods, in a general

case the iatio between the total profit and total wages rs not
equal to the ratio between surplus value and the value of the

latour power engaged in produc1i"". 19 attempt-is made to have

the rea'der believe that Vblume I and Volume III of Capital do
not conffadict each other, qnly provided these ratios are strictly

equal (but since there is no equality.between them, the contradic-
ti6n is'supposedly evident)' According-to Marx, however, there

should be 
- a very approximate equality between 

^ 
them'. The

mathematical descripti,on of this asp-ect of the transformation of
value into the price of production has also been^giverr above.

Samuelson 
'criticises' the Marxian theory of value, for it

supposedly fails to take account of land-relt'tn By the way, it was

Marx who elaborated the theory of rent in every detail on the
basis of the theory of value and'with an appropriate modification
of the notion of value. There are similar attacks on the Marxian
;h.;;y in connection with the existence of interest on capital 20 and

again'in spite of the fact that this phenomenon was explained by

Nfu.* on ihe basis of the surplus-value theory'
It is quite relevant to use Samuelson's-philippic quoted. above

as a model for the following conclusion. The criticism algorithm is

precisely of the following form:lhke a text which has to be refuted
Ly dl ,rrer.rs. Now take 

"an 
eraser and rub out everything in it that

hinders your task. Then fill in another text totally inconsistent
with the triginal. Voildl You have completed your transformation,
which makef it very easy to roltt your opponent' By this techn^ique

one can easily tiansform from entrbpy 
- 
to. phlogiston; from

Copernicus to'Ptolemy; from Newto-n- and Einstein to savages;

frorn Darwin to Genesis, and reduce Marx to a logical level of an

average bourgeois economist.

NOTES

I See, for instance, P. Samuelson, 'lTransformation from Marxian 'values' to
( ,,nrpetitive 'pricei': A Process of Rejection and Replacement", Proceedings of the
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N-ational !9alery of Sciences, Sept. I970, 67(l), pp. 423-42b;,.Understancling theMarxian Norion of Exproitation: A Summary ti the So-cailed rransiornration
Problem Between Marxian values and comperitive prices". 1o,,rnor ol-Economic
Literature, Vol. IX, No. 2, June 1971, pp. 5S9_+St.

2 Joumal of Et:onomic l.iterature, Vol. IX, No.2, June 1971, p.400.
3 The first mathematical model of totar labour expenriitures was suggested by

V. K. Dmitriev orrly after Marx's death.
4 P. Samuelson .mits this fact and instead of Marx's original tables gives his own

simplifiecl version of them (see Joum,ar of EeonomicLiterature, yi". rozt, p.
4r3).

5 K. Marx, Capital, Vol. III, Moscow, 1971. pp. 164-165.
6 Ibid., p. 16l.
7 Every technology. represents. a process of workers' activity utilising means of

production.to make goods. since labour time and the means of p.o'.1.,.tio, u..
consumed in this process they sh.uld be renewed for future pioduction. The
specificity of certain means of production is that they have to be rJnewed in nat,re
afte.r sev-eral acts of production (s,ch means of pioduction constitute the fixe<t
capital)..Most objects of labour have to be reneweil in nature for every new act of
p-roduction. Similarly, every new act of production requires new libour time.
No. other producrion 

-expenditures exisi. 'rheir reimlursenrent is ,ecessary
and technologically sufficient for the systematic renewal or ary te.t,otogi.ut
process.

8 The difference berween the amortisation and removal of fixed capital is igr-rored
at this stage of analysis.

9 "The value of labour power is determined by the value of the necessities of life
habitually.re^quired by the average labourer" (K. Matx, capitar, vol. I, Moscow,
1969, p. 486).

l0 We omit the demonstration because it is well-kn<.rwn.
ll over a limited period of time national consumprion can, gcneraily speaking,

exceed the net prod,ct, owing to conversion of a certain plrt of ai..imuratecr
stocks.to consumprion.-However, this p.ssibility is limitecr above all by the
natural form of stocks.. Moreover, under capitariim stocks bero,g to the owner
class and their utilisation ro mainrain the Iiving srandard of ihe workers is
therefore socially excluded.

12 "surplus labour in general, as. labour performed over and above the given
requirements, must always remain. In the capitarist as welr as in the slar. syster.,,
etc., it merely assumes an antagonistic foim...,' (K. Marx, Capitat, Voi. f It,
Moscow, 1969, p. 8I9).

l3 "This surplus labour appears as surprus value, and this surplus value exists as a
surplus product" (K. Nlarx,.Capital,-yol. III, Moscow, 1969, p. gl9). Of course,
the value of every commodity-consists of the value transfer'recl to it from the
means of production and the valtre created by living labour in the course of its
production, while _surplus value constitutes onry pa".t of the latter. But on the
scale of the closed economy 

11 a yh9!e it is posiible to single out part of the
goods (the replacernent fund H-e*y), the totar value of ,r-hi.h i, e'qual t. the
value transferred from a-ll the means of production used up; parr of 'the goods
(the.necessary producr yt;, the rotal value of wrrich is equal'to'the rrl,_,..i.^"d
by the necessary labour-of all the-workers; and, finally, part of the gooJs (the
surplus product y'y, the total value of which is equai t" tfr. ,".'pi", ,,ulr.
created by all the workers.

la To avoid misunderstanding, let us make it crear what we mean when wc speak
of correspondence between prices and val,es. strictly speaking, one can .rir.r,r.,
the question of their equality onry if precious metali, which t"he,.,reru.. po...r,
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labour value, are used as rnoney. This usually meets the conditions of
pre-monopoly capitalism. Nevertheless, in a general case we can assume that the
money in circulation is unchangeable for gold. Then we can only speak of
proportionality of prices to the values of goods; but this is a generalisation which
covers the case of metallic money (in this latter case proportionality is
concretised as equaiity of the values of goods and the money paid for them).
Accordingly, in a general case deviations of prices from values appear as a
distortion of proportionality between prices and values.

Let us further note that if prices are proportional to values (p;=hb), then
(16), correspondingly (17), turns into an exact equation,regardless of the
difference between the structures of the vectors Y' and Y'.

15 These two sets of industries overlap.
16 Joumal of Economic Literature, Vol. IX, No. 2, June 1971, p. 403.
l7 lbidem"
r8 Ibid., p. 413, 421.
re lbid., p. 404.
20 Ibid.. p. 405.
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Atomic Power lndustry:
Ecolog ical Problems
NIKOLAI BABAYEV,
VLADIMIR DEMIN,
IGOR KUZMIN,
VLADIMIR STEPANCHIKOV

As is known, the amount of energy consumed is an important
indicator of society's industrial, economic and social development.
In recent decades energy consumption has grown exponentially,
doubling every l4 years. In 1975 the world figure reached 0.28 Q(one a equals 0.25 by l0 18 kilocalories-a unir frequently
occurring in forecasting research which designates an amount of
energy which is sufficient, for instance, to bring all the water of
the Aral Sea to boiling point). According to forecasts, which take
account of the declining growth of power consumption and.other
factors, this figure will have amounted Up to I Q by the year 2000
and by 2050-up to 6 Q.t

Such a quantitative change, naturally, calls for a qualitatively
new approach to the problem of energy generation. Until recently
this problem could be viewed as an isolated techno-economical,
whereas in our day the choice of an energy strategy calls for the
use of the entire spectrum of systems analysis, which should
embrace all the aspects of the problem: fuel reserves, the economy
of the mode of power production, the level of society's technologi-
cal development, the influence of the m.ode in question on the
environment and population, etc. With such an integrated
approach the choice of optimum energy strategy should be
dictated by future situations rather than by the present one.

The many systems-analysis-based studies of the past few years
unambiguously indicate that search for new energy sources has
bee.n developing into a crucial challenge of the day. This has rwo
maln reasons.
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First, the organic fuel (coal, oil and natural gas) resources'

which account f6r almost 95 per ce.t of the world fuel-energy
balance, are dramatically dwindling. Forecasts put.the reserves of
this fuel at 40-400 Q. If the exponential consumptiori growth. is to
persist these ..sorr.-e, (if they 

-equal 40 Q) can be depleted in 50
j,.uru o, (if the more optimisiic estimate of 400 Q is found to be

correct) in 100 years'
seconcl, in addition to its quantitative limitations, organic fuel

has another serious disadvantage: its use adversely influences the

biosphcre.
Murr't knowledge of the modes of power production-would

upplu. ro suggesr ihat, in addition to organic fuel, he could bring'
irito play the"[ower of rivers and the wind, tides of the seas and

o.uurrr, 
'the internal heat of the Earth, atomic and solar energl'

Regrettably, the findings which pertain to the utilisation of wind,
g.6'tt.r-ul, tidal and hldraulic erergy show that these sources do

il"i fr"ta a great promise, their economically advantage-ous annual
world poteritial resources totalling 9{y .u f.y Ql It follows that
they ca'n perform only an auxiliary, if fairly significant, role in the
*oita frr.t-energy baiance: they obviously fall short of being able

to replace organic fuel.
Special mJntion should be made of the solar energy- potential'

.fhe annual amount of solar heat received by the Earth equals a
colossal amount-2,000 Q. Unfortunately, due to technical -and
scientific challenges, within the next few decades it is difficult to
expect an extensive use of solar energy, although applopriate
attbmpts were, and are being, made in many countries'

In our dav the conversion of solar energy into electric, for
example, is approximately 100 times as expensive. as the genera-
tion of electricity by thermal or hydro-power stations.

Thus, the development of the atomic power industry temains a

realistic avenue of 
-satisfying 

man's increasing en-ergy tegYilg:
ments. In the case of power froduction the nuclear fission of 235 U
(ttre "fuel" of thermal ,.rtto.t, which form the basis of the
present-day atomic power industry) its resources are comparable
io those oi coal, oil'and natural gas'3 However, with the inciPient
introduction of fast reactors and ihe resulting involvement of 238 U
in the burn-out cycle the resources of atomic power engile,erilg
will increase up to a value of several dozen thousand Q, which will
be enough foi the upkeep of civilisation for many centuries to
come, .ie.r in the 

- event of a substantial rise in energy
requirements in the future.a

In terms of the cost price of electricity generated by atomic
power stations the atomii power industry-is already.ngw-iullf
iompetitive with electricity production based on organic, fuel.5 In
othei words, whether the aiornic power.industry will hold out or
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be rejected depencrs above a, on its environmental safetycompared to other energy sources.

FUNDAMENTALS OF RADIATION PROTECTION

Like other areas of industriar endeavour, the use of fission ofheavy 
""rl.rl. in. power production involues noxious factors whichare potentially hazardous to man and tt,e e.,ui.o.r-."1..-nuaiou.-tive.p_ollution is potential hazarJs ,lr-U.. orr..All radioecoloqical data indicate , that man is the mostradiation-sensitive Er.-..r, o] ,ir. ffir,.re. Hence, prorection ofthe.population from irradiarion orer'and above the permissiblelevel represents the main task r" .t *.i"g ,ir" .rai"ri"I'rui.,y orthe biosphere.

How can this general, concept of .safety be defined? Earlyattemprs ro offer such. a definition go back'r" lg0r. 
-i;lgZa 

u.International .ommissiol,.o.r, Radiol"ogical i;;;ir" iic*ijl r^set up, which has published scier,Tific ..."*-""d;;;;, forpe.nissible radiation -levels. 
since then, as our knowledge ofradiation effects on man increased, th.r. .".o*mendations wererepearedty made more detaited and ,p;;ifi;.'+;-;;i;, thefollowing results can be summarised. 

--'

The effect of radiation on the human body has beensufficientlv studierr for. a span or ..r-rtuti;;-;"#;'r"giig f..-thousands' to hundredr 
"i ..*, 

-r...il 
ir a medicar -.o&tg.r-

equivalent-the amounr of any type of .adirtlo. eq"irui.""r'i, i,,biological effect on man to one roentgen of gamma_rays). Asregards radiation doses below 100 rems, ,io .uJiof,lot.*il"r7";" 
""their harmful effect have been 

"b;i;;d so far. However, there isno proof to the contrary either. For this ..urorr- ;;u;;;r_
cautio.n" is. the guiding. principle: for minor doses the ,,dose_
effect" rario is leterriined bi simpi. Iineu. e*t.ap"iurr", ofknown data obtained. at doses 

"i ..".r!i-r,undred rems and nrore.In accordance with this.extrapolation, ih" urr.r.rul radiation dose of
L.:":t lt?""k9: the development of a malignant ir-or. i., trr.
::Tll body wrrh an. annual probability of -1.5x I0_4N ,nd th..everopmenl or negative hereditarv ohenomena with a probabirityof 0.4x10-'hr* a year. However,.r.i, u concept6 n.gl".tr, pJr.iUf.threshold effects and. in actuar t".i,-..rt".ts rhe worst outcome. Inaccordance with this concept, no dose, not even at the level cif thenatural backgr.uncl -and below, i, ,af.. But with the natural
Ii.9lii"r_background (70-120 -..-7y.u.y mankind lived and isuvlng. maklllg constant proglel!. Hence, it can b. urs.rmeJ,-ar_rdwith a high degree or ireiibility, thai'tr,. "rt"Li-[r.Lgit""aradiation dose is safe.
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.Relying on these dara on the action of radiation and using a
rnajor .sa-fety factor, the ICRP has established the greatest
perrnissible dose (GPD) of annual radiation equaling five r6ms for
direct handlers of radioactive sources and the greaiest dose (GD)
of annual radiation equaling 0.5 rem for the-population which
lives close to atomic industry enterprises. The tiRP has expressly
e_mphasised that if radiation doses at, say, an atomic powei planl
do not exceed the GPD, then the possibility of acuie radiition
injury for the personnel is ruled out, while' hazards due ro the
eqle.rgence of genetic and remote somatic consequences become
minimised. The values of threshold doses are chosen in such a way
that the degree of hazard threatening the population due to the
use of artificial radiation sources (for instanie,-the operation of an
atomic power plant) is found to be not greater thin that which
results from calamities like floods, earthquakes, mereorite falls,
er c.7

The ICRP recommendations have been adopted by the
majority of. the countries developing the atomic power industry,
and make it possible to ensure a high degree of- safety. Experts
assume, however, that the rapid development of the atomic power
industry requires a still more exact knowledge of radiation effects
on the biosphere.

.The _atornic power industry thus poses before radioecology,
radiobiology, radiation medicine and other branches of science a
complex of problems which largely centre around the disclosure of
a more exact quantitative "dose-effect" relationship. It is of
particular importar-rce to solve this task for mirror doies (ranging
from the natural background level to several dozen rems). Suin I
solution .is n-ecessary in optimising the effectiveness of protective
sy_stems in the running of atomic power plants. In oth-er words,
what level of developm,ent of the atomic power industry is safe
and economically justified for mankind itill remain, in op.,
questlon.

ATOMIC POWER PLANTS AND SAFETY PROBLEMS

The nuclear fuel .cycle consists of the following components:
1) enterprises which mine and process uranium raw materials

and enrich uranium and a plant which manufactures fuel
elements;

2) an atomic power station;
3) a radiochemical plant which reprocesses waste fuel, and

e.nterprises. which process and store radloactive waste (this part of
the _cycle is customarily referred to as the closing stage'of the
nuclear burn-out cycle).
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The radiation effect on the environment is possible in all
enterprises of the cycle. However, ever since the atomic power
industry came into being it has been found possible to create an
effective system of protection from the radiation effect. The
problem owes its solution to the fact that radioactive waste is small
in volume and weight. For this reason the fundamental strategy of
handling the radioactlve substances in the nuclear burn-out cyiie is
based on strict control, which mzrkes possible the practically
complete elimination of their contact with the environment.

Th. minor dispersal of radioactive subsrances around the
uranium mine grounds creates barely any additional radiation for
the- population distinguishable against the natural radioactivity
background. Estimates show that the average annual dose oi
wholebody radiation for the people who live within 100 kilometres
of the mine does not exceed l0 -5 remiyear.

Nor does the functioning of enterprises processing uranium
ore and of plants manufacturing fuel elements exposs people to
hazardous radiation: the majority of uranium compounds repres-
ent solid substances with comparatively easily trappable waste.-The
liquid waste is stored in settling ranks or speiial pools. This
practically rules out their migration. The annual dose of imadia-
tion of the people who live within 100 kilometres of these
enterprises comprises only 4x l0 -7-1.7x 10 -e rem/year.

The greatest challenge to radiation safety begins with an
atomic power plant. In its reactor the "nuclear combustion,r of
uranium fuel forms waste which represents products of fission of
the nuclei of uranium or plutonium, and transuranium elements.
They exhibit high specific and gross activity-billions of times
greater than that of nuclear fuel before it is loaded into the
reactor. True, when the reactor is. shut down this activity abates
o_ver -? perlod of several hours due to the disintegration of
short-lived ,fission products. However, it remains at a sufficiently
high level for thousands of years. This results from the presence
in_ the waste of long-lived fission products (predominantly e0 Sr and
.'t'Cs) and transuranium elements (plutonium, americium and
curium).

If a modern atomic power plant functions normally its
radioactive waste is under complete control. Several protective
barriers are raised in its possible way from the core to the
environment. As a result, its emission into the environment is
reduced to a minimum and is practically rendered harmless.

In the final count, solid, Iiquid and gaseous radioactive waste
forms at the atomic power plant.

The population is irradiated basically due to gasaerosol
pollution. The effect of liquid waste is much smaller because irs
dumping into the environment is permitted only if their radioac-
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tive substance content is within the bounds of permissibk
concentration established for drinking water.

The gaseous waste of an atomic power station normally
contains radioactive noble gases, volatile radioactive substances and
radioactive aerosols. Passing through several stages of cleaning;
this waste is continually emitted into the environment through taltr

(100-150-metre) stacks. Such cleaning is so effective that gaseous
product discharges leave the soil around the atomic power plant
practically unpolluted. The rated dose of irradiation from these
iischarges pei person near a plant with an electric rating o_f one
hectowitt does not exceed 2x 10 -3 rem/year and is comparable to
natural background fluctuations comprising 0.4 per cent of the
maximum permissible radiation dose near an atomic power plant-
Such a theoretical calculation is supported by factual data. Series
of observations made, among other places, at the Kola'
Novovoronezhskaya and other atomic power plants several yeas
before their opening and after have shown that the radiation level
in the rivers, lir, open bodies of water and soil in the areas near
the plants depends exclusively on global fallouts.

The more-than-20-year history of the atomic power industry
thus indicates that the problem of radiation safety for atomic
power plants in normal operating conditions has found 

^
successful solution.

Today, however, one cdnnot be so positive about the safety of
atomic power plants in the event of serious accidents with lar6e
amounti of radioactive substances escaping the plant. In ?
situation like this the radiation level near an atomic power plad
can show a substantial rise. This calls for additional technical
measures to prevent breakdowns and reduce the hazards of their
conseqlrences. Each operating reactor is provide{ with a practical}y
1ui1rr1s-proof (with a three- fourfold margin) emergency protecticn
system, quick-operating reserve cooling systems employe.d in the
event of i sudden critical rise of temperature, protective devices to
retain fragments of radioactive substances escaping the core, etc-

In recent-years the above facilities have been supplemented with
systems of protecting atomic power plants from external impacts-
the crash bf airplanes on, or major earthquakes around srh
plants. With present systems of emergency protection a maior
Lreakdown at an atomic power station is an extremely unlikely
event. If the numerical values of the probability of various
breakdowns are to be obtained, the data on the reliability of units
and assemblies accumulated in the course of their many-year
functioning are employed. Such an analysis has shown that the
probability of death of one individual living within 40 kilometres
i.o* ur-, atomic power plant due to a breakdown in it equals
3xl0-e cases a year oi several thousand times less than the
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probability of death in a car accident, and hundreds of times less
than the probability nf death due to a lightning stroke.

The above estirnates, however, hold only for atomic polver
plants with a light-water thermal reactors. This type of reactor is
prevalent in the atomic power industry tclclay and according to
forecasts, will remain as such at least until the year 2000. Research
into the safety of fast reactors, which are just coming into use,
yields equally optimistic results. Regrettably, however, they are not
yet reliable enough. Extensive studies are to be carried out in this
field. But even the present level of our knowledge gives no
grounds for assumins that atomic power plants with fast reactors
will not be as safe as those with thermal reactors.

Theoretical calculations show that present-day atomic power
plants are notable for high reliability. The experience ol their
operation, however, is not yet sufficient for experimental confir-
mation of the theoretical conclusions about the safety of atomic
power stations in emergency situations. This is why great efforts in
the Soviet Union and many other countries developing the atomic
power industry are being made to confirm these conclusions
experimentally and to nraintain the necessary safety level of atomic
power plants, especially in view of their large-scale construction.

ARE RADIOCHEMICAL PLANTS A SAFE UNDERTAKING?

Another source of radiation hazards presented by the nuclear
burn-out cycle lies in radiochemical plants regenerating the fuel
used up by atomic power plants.

To this day many countries l'rave been practising the incom-
plete burn-out cycle of the atomic power industry: ipent fuel is
rrot reprocessed and is kept in the plant's storage. The storage
technology is optimised and tested by the almost 2l-year
experience of operating atomic power plants. This, however,'is a
temporary situation. Far from being the result of any miscalcula-
tions or insurmountable obstacles to effecting the closing stage of
the burn-out cycle, it is due to rhe specific features oi the
development of the atomic power industry as a whole. Calculations
made, for instance, by experts from the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) show that it is economically advanrageous
to build radiochemical plants with an annual capacity of 1,500 tons
of depleted fuel and more. Modern atomic power plants, for
example, those with light-water reactors of an electrii rating of
one hectowatt, annually turn out almost 30 tons of spent fuel. It
follows that if one such radiochemical plant is to be completely
loa{ed the atomic power industry is to have the electric rating oT
50 hectowatts and more. At present practically all countries have
much lower capacities. The United States (its atomic po\,ver
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industry capacity is alrnost 50 hectowatts) alone has approached
the level at which it becomes economically justified to put in*€
commission the first radiochemical plant.

Nevertheless, a well-tried reject fuel regenerating technology
has already been'developed. This primarily applies to the firel
spent in light-water slow reactors. Several successfully operating
low-yield radiochemical pilot plants which reprocess the fuel of
such reactors have achieved a high technological level. This will
very shortly make it possible to build and commission full-scale
industrial plants with an annual capacity of 1,500 tons of fuel and
rnore. And, although at this stase the degree of such plants'
radiation effect on the biosphere can only be deduced from
theoretical data, their credibility raises no particular doubts.

In a radiochernical plant that part of the depleted fuel which
has not been "burned" in a reactor (uranium and plutonium)
becomes chemically isolated and recycled for the manufacture of
new fuel. Another part, which represents products of fission of
uranium and transuranium elements, except Pu, now becomes
direct production waste. This waste can be liquid, solid or gaseou&
Solid and liquid waste exceed 99 per cent of the entire radioactiire
waste formed in the reactor; it is notable for high activity and hcs
to be isolated from the biosphere. '

Gaseous waste is cleaned by filtration, whereupon it is
discharged into the atmr:sphere through tall stacks. Unlike the
discharges of an atomic power station, the gaseous discharges of a
radiochemical plant clo not contain any short-lived isotopes (due to
the sufficiently long hold-up of spent fuel before regeneration).
Thus, as a result of their emission into the atmosphere, the doses
of radiation of the people who live around the plant are much
greater than around an atomic J)orver station. However, the actual
rated values of such doses, although large, rernain srnaller than
the maximum permissible radiation doses (i.e., under 0.5
rern/year) and are at the level <-rf the natural radiation background.

It should also be borne in rnind that , the number of
radiochemical plants required by the atomic power industry will
always be rnuch srnaller tharr the number of atomic power stations.
For example, it has already been pointed out that one or two
radi<lchemical plants could serve all currently functioning atomic
power stations in the world. Moreover, unlike atomic power
stations, radiochemical plants are not attached to the places o{
energy consumptioll. Hence, the substantial local hazard of a
radiochemical plant to the environment and population can tre
"neutralised" (at least partially) by the choice of some sparsely
populated ar-rd ecologically isolated location. Thus, there is no
saying that the problem of extraction of tritium and krypton from
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the discharges of radiochemical plants calls for immediate solution.
However, it may do so in the future.

A far less definite situation prevails with regard to the
handling of the highly-active liquid and solid waste of radiochemi-
cal plants. Although there are several alternative possibilities here
none of them ensures so far a technically simple, economical and
ecologically safe solution to the problem. This situation is due to
the fact that until recently there was no need for the immediate
development of a similar production process as was the case, for
instance, with the safety of atomic power stations. The rapid
headway of the atomic power industry currently observable in
many countries gives pride of place to the problem of handling
highly active waste. The intensive research of recent years
warrants the following conclusion: there are no basic technical,
economic or ecological difficulties as regards the development and
introduction ,of a method of final removal of radioactive waste in
this case either.

Finally, the problem of radiation safety of the atomic power
industry has another aspect, namely the safety of conveyance of
radioactive materials between different enterprises of the nuclear
burn-out cycle which are frequently divided by fairly long
distances, predominantly the conveyances of spent fuel from an
atomic porver station to the radiocl.remical plant and of its waste to
the burial grounds.

By now highly reliable containers have been developed for the
transportation of reject fuel from atomic power plants with
light-water reactors. The possible doses of radiation of the people
who live along such routes (within one kilometre off the route)
coming from such containers are dozens of times smaller than in
the area of an atomic power plant. M<lreover, these containers
retain their hermeticity even when different types of maximuin
possible accidents are simulated.8

According to theoretical calculati<tns, the radiatiorr hazards of
the transportation of radioactive fuel are insignificant. The
recorded incidents and accidents with the chance invohiement of
containers strengthen the confidence that the obtained conclusion
is correct. However, the experience of handling containers is
inadequate for saying that this statement is unambiguous. All
atomic-power countries continue their intensive theoretical and
experimenta] research in the appropriate field.

THE INFLUENCE OF ATOMIC AND THERMAL
POWER PLANTS ON THE BIOSPHEBE

It is impossible in one article to give a detailed comparison; for
this purpose it is necessary to discuss all the stages of the fuel
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cycles of atomic and thermal power plants. It is therefore more
advisable to survey the results of a comparison of an atomic power
station (APS) and a thermal pow.er plant (TPP) because they
(unlike other enterprises with both fuel cycles) are located in
places of energy consumption, i.e., in populated areas. As an
example the authors will discuss only coal-powered TPPs for they
are in the lead in energy generation based ,on organic fuel.

Until recently it was assumed that the problem of biosphere
pollution by radioactive substances was confined to the atomic
power industry. However, recent research has disclosed that
radioactive products also form part of the waste of thermal power
plants working on organic fuel. The natural radioactive substances
("nRu, "tR., 232Th, 216Pb, 2r0Po, 40K; contained in coal, together
with TPP ash are dispersed through the environment, bring about
an additional irradiation of the people who live near TPPs.
Calculations show that the dose of this irradiation is dozens of
times larger than that which results from the discharges of an APS
of a similar capacity. As a result, for these people the cancer
hazard reaches 2.4x10 -6 cases per man per year, while for the
people who live near an APS this figuree equals 3.4x10-8. Thus,
the radiation hazard of an APS is 70 times lower than that of a
TPP of an equal capacity, although it is fairly insignificant in
either case. For instance, it is significantly less than the hazard of
radiation carcinogenesis caused by the natural background.

TPPs pollute the environment by radioactive substances as well
as by sulphur dioxide (SOr). The anthropogenic share of the
sulphur content of the atmosphere reaches 93 and 47 per cent in
the Noithern and Southern hemispheres respectively.r0

Research performed in the United States indicates that the
corrosion of metals resulting from the action of atmospheric SO 2

has caused one billion dollars'worth of damage while by the year
2000 due to a rise in SO 2 discharges this figure is likely to reach
25 billion:" But, what is most important, sulphur dioxide will
exercise an adverse effect on living organisms. The presence of
just a few parts of SO 2 in one million parts of air spells a grave
danger to human life. Besides, in the absence of economically
justified methods of SO2 trapping its discharges, regrettably,
continue to grow all over the world.

In recent times much attention has been attracted by the
problem of "thermal" pollution of the biosphere. This requires a
comparison of an APS and a TPP also in terms of their thermal
impact on the environment. Here it is of utmost importance that
in a TPP some 85 per cent of the waste heat goes into the water
used for the cooling of the station and the rest 15 per cent into
the atmosphere. In an APS all waste heat goes into the water.
Moreover, while TPP efficiency equals 38 per cent, in modern



APSs (with thermal reactors.) it is slightly. lower_abour 35 per
cent. As a result, an ApS emits into itslooiing system almost 1.5_2
times more heat than a Tpp of an equal et..?rii rating. io*.u..,it is .only a temporary^ advantage of Tpps. First, the'prog.u*_.
f91 th.e development of 

-the utoiri. power industry p-,lia.-.-fo. u.effective rise in the efficiency of 
^Apss by tn.'Jorrt.r,.1i,on ofatomic heat srrpply stations and atomic heat and power plants, i.e.,by a broader use of the heat emitted by rhe Aps reactor. Second,

with time APSs with fasr or high-temperarure gas reactors, whose
efficiency will exceed that of -organic fuer-baid tn.r.rrl' power
plants, will become operational. "

Thus' the above data make it sufficientry obvious that ApSs as,.1*.".]-gI so.rce present smaller hazards to human health thanTPPs. What is more, the introcluction of ApSs opens "p U."uavistas for improving the environment and p..u".rti.rg- tarmfur
effects on man.

The conclusion co.ncerning the ecorogical advantages of atomic
power stations over rhe thermal power !lrr-,tr also filows from acomparison of other elements oi the nuclear burn-out cycle tothose of power plants working on- organic fuel. po.-e*u#pl", uchangeover from thermal .power planti to atomic power stltions(in the event of introduction of fist reactors) makes the areas ofland' whose structure becomes.upset in th. p.o."r, "i i".r ."i"i"g,
dozens, if not hundreds, of timis smaller per unit otr g..r..at.a
grgrgy. Further. the exrensive developmeni of rhe ato,ii. power
industry will open the way {or reducing the vorum. 

"i ".gr"i. r.,.ttransporrarion tespecially oir trarrsporrarion) which speil fi. s.eate.environmental hazards than nuclear fuel .o.,ufyr,-,... 
oTIrrr,

according-to sratistic-s. in lg70 oir escape to the sea ieached 1,600tons-per hectowatt.r2 Thc degree of danger frorn such leakages
can be inferred from ar reast ihe well-knoiln autu suyirrg inui u".Iitre of oil- is capable of srriking our one milrion riireJ'of waterfrom the drinking balance.r3

It would be in place to compare the hazards presented byradioactivity -and chemicals for ihe biosphere. ffr. Ul"f"gi.uf
effects of radioactivity have been the object^of meticulous research
since the turn of the century and are known much better than the
S,ffects 

of the majcrity of other facrors which 
".; p;;;1.;;", fo.the envrronment. The contention that cancer and g'enetic impair-meni: are specific consequences of radioactive emisiion repreients

a. widespread delusion. 
-In 

reality, they can be equally'due ro
:I,:T:lltl- incJuding. some products which ,.. J".oi,,,iilably
released rn the burning of organic fuel, etc.

^Iinally, the rates of radialion safety are established with asufficiently wider margin than the appropriate safety riu"Jr.ar r".chemical pollution of the enri.or-ent.'
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The atomic power plants which are being designed and
constructed in the Soviet Union are provided with a complete set

of safe technical facilities that prevent environmental pollution by
radioactive waste. The degree of radiation effect of enterprises
with the nuclear burn-out cycle is very small; it is much smaller
than the maximum permissible doses and the irradiation of man
by the natural radiation background of the Earth.
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SCIENTIFIC LIFE

GENERAL MEETING
OF THE USSR ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

Results of the fundamental and
applied researches conducted by
Soviet scientists in 1979 *"r. ..-
viewed at a session of the annual
general meeting of the USSR
Academy of Sciences held in Mos-
cow in March 1980.

In the presidium were: Alternate
Member of the Politbureau and
Secretary of the CC CPSU
Academician B. Ponomaryov; Sec-
retary of the CC CPSU
M. Ztmyanin; Deputy Chairman of
the USSR Council of Ministers and
Chairman of the USSR State Com-
mittee for Science and Technology,
Academician G. Marchuk; Head of
the Science and Educational Estab-
lishments Department of the CC
CPSU. Corresponding Member of
the USSR At.ademy oI Sciences,
S- Trapeznikov: and leading ofti-
cials of rhe Academy.

. The meeting was opened by
Academician A. Alexandiov, presi-
dent of the USSR Academy of
Sciences.

A major form of our scientists,
participation in and contribution to
scientific and technological prog-
ress, he said, is the elaboration of
comprehensive all-Union and reg-
ional development programmes.
Among these programmei pride of
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place belongs to the programme
"Siberia", involving dozens of large
scientific collectives.

Touching on the scholars,
achievements in the social sciences,
Academician A. Alexandrov said
that especially fruitful was the
work in. further studying Lenin's
legacy. A number of fundamental
works have been published on
Lenin's contribution to the
materialist it' ourlook.

In conclusion, Academician
Alexandrov said that the aim of
Soviet science is to achieve the
harmonious development of the
productive forces of our society
and to advance world science to
new heights. The Soviet scientists
fully support the consistent policy
line conducted by the Comrnunisi
Party and the Soviet Government
with a view to international
detente.

Academician G. Skryabin, Chief
Learned Secretary of the pres-
idium of rhe USSR Academv of
Sciences, spoke about the
Academy's acrivities in 1979. He
said that rhe many thousands of
scientists and associates of the
Academy, in compliance with the
decisions of the 25th CpSU Con-
gress and subsequent plenums of

the CC CPSU, had channeled their
efforts, in a rnore purposeful way,
to tackling the key problems of
scientific and technical progress.

Last year the USSR Academy of
Sciences, in collaboration with the
IISSR State Committee for Science
and Technology, completed work
on a comprehensive programme of
scientific and technical progress up
to the year 200(). This important
section of the Academy's activity
was supervised by the Scientific
Council on problems of scientifii.
technical, social and economic fore-
castinq, headed by Academician
V. Kotelnikov. On the basis of
conclusions and recommendations
contained in the comprehensive
programme, commissions have
drawn up proposals and additior-rs
to the guidelines of the USSR's
economic and social development
and to the 1981-1985 plan, related
to the advancement of science and
technology and the organisation of
production.

The USSR Academy of Sciences
has heen paying special allention to
the investigation of the earth bow-
els with the help of 'super-deep
drilling and the raising of the
technical level of the chemical,
oil-refining and petrochemical in-
dustries.

Soviet researchers' a< l"ivities are
of immense significance not only
for the progress of humah know-
ledge as a whole and the technical
re-equipment of the leading tech-
nological branches. They are im-
portant because they also bring
new information about the sur-
rounding world to mankind. These
activities are in line with the CC
CPSU Resolution "On Further Im-
provement of Ideological and
Politico-Educational Work'1, and
are reflected in a number of new
rnrrlcrtakings of the Academy.

l1r

Arnong them is a decision to Pub-
lish a rrew journal Sotiet Scr.ence

and a new yearbook Souiel Scienrc
and Technology in Russian and
foreigrr larrguages.

The world stienti[ir' community
has invariahly shotvtt great iuterest
in the work oI Soviet scientists.
The Academy's cooperation with
scientific organisations in the
socialist countries has become more
versatile and effectiYe.

Last year the " I ntercosmos"
programme sponsored by the
Academy was joined by Vietnam,
which became the tenth participant
in the joint space research con-
ducted by the socialist colrntries.
Last year prep:rrations were held
for iriternational space flights with
the participation of citizens of
Cuba, Flungary, Mongolia,
Rumania and Vietnam.

The Acaderny's exhibitions and
displays held in socialist countries,
as well as in Italy, Indonesia, Tur-
key, the USA, Finland, Japan and
elsewhere have enjoyed great
popularity. Dozens of Soviet scien-
tists have been awarded by foreign
countries and institutions, and
elected honorary members of vari-
ous scientific organisations and
societies.

After discussing the report, an
election for the presidency of the
Academy was held. 'I'he outstand-
ing Soviet scientist, Academician
A. Alexandrov, was re-elected
President. Then the Academy's
Presidium was elected. Academi-
cians V. Kotelnikov, E. Velikhov,
V. Koptyug, A. Logunov, Yu. Ov-
chinnikov, B. Petrov, A. Sidorenko
and P. Fedoseyev \,vere elected
V ice -Presidents. Academician
G. Skryabin was elected Chief
Learned Secretary of the .Pres-
idium of the USSR Academy of
Sr:iences. Also elected to the Pres-
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THE INSTITUTE OF HISTORY,
PHILOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY OF THE SIBERIAN DIVISION
OF THE USSR ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

idium were 32 other members of
the Academy.

Awards of the Academv were
9-onfe19d at rhe general meeting.
Karl Marx Gold Medals for oui-
standing achievemenrs in the field
of the social sciences were awarded
to Professor K. Hager, member of
the Politbureau and Secretary of
the Socialist Unity party of 'Ger-

many, and Academician E. Zhukov
(USSR). The highest award in the
field of the natural sciences-the
Lomonosov Gold Medal-was bes-
towed on Academician B. Sziikefal-
vi-Nagy of the Hungarian

The Institute of History, philolo_
gy and Philosophy was founded in
1967 as an independent research
unit of the Siberian Division 1SD;of the USSR Academy of Sciences.
In the years since then the Insti-
tute - (organised and headed by
Academician Okladnikov) has be-
come a leading Siberian centre and
principal coordinator of researches
in the humanities.

From its very inception the Insti_
tute oriented itself on the integ-
rated approach to the problems
facing archaeologists, historians,
philosophers, sociologists and
philologists. This facilitated the de-
velopment of non-traditional
methods of analysis of empirical
material which, in rurn, yielded
significant results in various
spheres of knowledgg-f16rn 21-
chaeology to philology.

The result of the first five years
of the Institute's work and oi the
research institutions it coordinates
within the Siberian Division, as well
as of the research groups in
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Academy of Sciences, and
Academician A. Oparin (USSR).

Those awar.ded read scientific
papers-' K. Hager-"Philosophy in
the Ideological Struggle oi Ctur
Time"; E. Zhukov-"The Histori-
cism of Marxism"; B. Szokefalvi-
Nagy-"Brief Review of My
Mathematical Work"; A. Oparin-
''The Origin of Life".

Gold medals and awards named
after outstanding scientists, as well
as the Academy's medals for best
vi,orks by young scientists and stu-
dents of higher educational institu-
tions were also bestowed.

Siberia's higher educational institu-
tions was the publication in 1968-
1969 of the five-volume A Historl
of SibericL. Frorn Ancient Times up io
the Present. The publication was
highly appraised by the academic
community. The study of a broad
range of problems and analysis of
a wealth of documentary material
made it possible to retrace the
history of a major region of the
country, beginning with the most
ancient Paleolithic cultures of the
Stone -Age known to us and ending
with the 1960s. In 1979, A Histoiy
of Siberio was awarded a State
Prize of the USSR.

The Institute's research staff
took shape in the course of the
work on this publication in which
ethnographers, sociologists,
philologists and scientisrs of other
specialities collaborated with ar-
chaeo_logists and historians. Today
the Institute's activities cover a
wide spectrum of problems.

In its day-to-day research work
the Institure follows the traditional

integrated approach to scientific
problems, perfecting on this basis
the varied forms of cooperation
between scientists and subdivisions
of the Institute.

Research is oriented principally
on the laws governing the historical
devek:pment of society and the
transition from one socio-economic
formation to another.

Archaeological field uorh has been
carried out on vast territories of
Siberia and the Far East (and also
in Mongolia, jointly with Mon-
golian scientists), yielding new
materials on various epochs ir-r

the history of Siberia-from the
Paleolithic to the l8th century. A
typological and comparative
analysis of the data accumulated
and their creative interpretation
have thrown light on a number of
the laws of development and in-
teraction of the cultures of the
peoples of Northern Asia, their
interconnection with the cultures
of the contiguous regions from
Paleolithic times to the advent of
the Bronze Age and the settlement
of Russians in Siberia.

The data obtained by ar-
chaeologists offer rich material for
ethnographic investigations and
this makes for comprehensive joint
work by archaeologists and ethnog-
raphers. The comparative analysis
of the extensive archaeologic'al ma-
terial and findings made by the
Institute's archaeologists and eth-
nographers and their interpreta-
tion of petroglyphs have made it
possible to give a description of the
life and various spheres of activi-
ty-from productive to spiritual-
of the tribes and peo.ples of Siberia
in different periods.'

An indication of the interest in
the discoveries of Siberian ar-
chaeologists is, we believe, the
translation and publication by

foreign publishers of several works
of the Institute's associates. Thus,
in 1975, there was brought out in
Japan the collection The Archaeolo-
gy of Northern and Eustern Asia
containing articles by A. Oklad-
nikov, R. Vasilyevsky, A. Dere-
vyanko, E. Derevyanko, V. Med-
vedev and A. Mazin. Also many
other works have appeared
abroad.2

The international recognition of
the Siberian archaeological schools'
investigations and of the scientific
significance of its discoveries prom-
oted the development of varied
forms of cooperation with scholars
and research staffs of some twenty
countries. And the most effective
form of this cooperation is their
joint practical work.

A case in point were the Soviet-
American archaeological excava-
tions in Alaska and the Aleutian
Islands. In 1975, five American
scholars participated in joint field
researches in Siberia pertaining to
the Paleolithic and Neolithic
periods in accordance with the
implementation of a Soviet-
American archaeological project.

Siberian archaeologists took part
in expeditions in Mongolia, Korea
and Cuba where they shared with
foreign colleagues their experience
of scientific methodology, search
methods and principles of in-
terpretation of material discovered.
A vast amount of new data was
obtained. Thus, during the Cuban
expedition of 1978, carried out
within the framework of scientific
cooperation of Soviet and. Cuban
scholars on problems of the history
of the earliest settlement of the
American continent and the Carib-
bean, the group of archaeologists
headed by Okladnikov discovered
on the Ceboruco site a new, and
judging by everything, the most
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allcrent monunlent
culture.

of Cuban

Paleolithic, Neolithic and

The Soviet-Mongolian historico-
cultural expedition (led by Oklad-
nikov and Natsagdorj),' which
began work in lg6g, united scores
oI scltolars of many institutes of
the USSR Academl o[ Sciences
antl of the Mongolian Academy oI
Sciences. As a resulr of the field
researches carried out on the ter-
ritory .of N{ongolia over the years
extensive material was collected
which has become the basis of
rn-on_ographs orr the ancient history
of- Mongolia, irrcluding those by A.
Okladnikov and V. Zaporozhskaya
on 

_ 
the petroglyphs r:f Mongolia,

and- by A. Okladnikov on tht per-
roglyptrs of (lenrral Asia.

The creative contacts with
foreign research institutes and with
leading scientists are a source of
rich information. The empirical
basis of theoretical understanding
of the historical process of thE

the rnicl-15th cerrtury. Many find-
ings have been described in scien-
tific literature and some of thenr
(for example, Noles by Maxim Grek|
have been pultlished as monog-
raphs. A whole layer of formerly
unknown Ural-siberian peasant li;-
erature of the 18th centurv has
been brought to light, and slveral
new collections of the works by
Russian writers of the l2th-I7th
centuries have been found. More
than 30 samples of the Russian
printing press of the l6th century,
including those of Russia's first-
printer, lvan Fedorov, have been
saved. TIre book The Archaeog-
ruphic Discouery of Siberia has beei
assessecl by USSR national and
irrte.rnational c()ngresses as a major
achievernent of Soviet science. The
Institute's arthaeogr.aphers main-
lairr close working ties with leading
Slavonic scholars in the Soviet
Union and abroad including Ox-
ford and Tokyt-r.

Work is under way in the Insti-
tute to set up a Siberian open-air
museurn which will display ar-
chaeological, architectural, histori-
cal and ethnographic exhibits. Var-
ious re-gions of Siberia have already
sent tllere fifteen unique monu-
ments of I 7th- l gth-centurv
Siberian wooden architec ure, a's
well as various historico-
e,thnographic material relating to
thc economic activity and evervdav
life of the Siberians'of that p.iiod.

Studies on a wide ra.rg. of
themes are carried out by thJlnsti-
tute's hi.rlory subdiuisions.

Historians studying Siberia of
t he pre-Ot tober l g l T periorl have
written a series o[ works,:r which
reflect the results of their funda-
mental researches into the k.y
aspects of Siberia's economic de-
veloprnent over a more thar-r three-
hunclred-year period. They re-

Mesolithic periods, and of the era
of metal in the Asian, European
and American regions, is broaden-
ing. New.prospects are appearing
in analysing rhe laws of sociai
development.

. Archneographic researches, begun
in 1965 rln rhe proposal of
Academician Tikhomirov who gave
Novosibirsk a unique collection of
ancient books, led to the establish-
ment there of the countrv,s third
major archaeographic ceirtre. In
the years since then rrew methods
of archaeographic field work have
been devised, research workers
trained and 5l expeditions carried
out over vast areas stretching fr.om
the Urals to the Lena River and
from the Arctic to Kazakhstan.
Thirteen hundred rnanuscripts and
ancient books have been acquired,
the oldesr of rvhich date bick to
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searclred the subject comPrehen-,
sivelr., showing the development of
the productive forces, the r-rccupa-
tions and labour traditrons of the
region^s population, the social and
economic relations in towns, the
class struggle, the growth of social
consciousness and culture, and the
maturing of the objective prere-
quisites of the bourgeois-
democratic and socialist revolutions
in Siberia. Such a comprehensive
approach made it possible to show
that the general laws of develoP-
ment are the same for Siberia and
the USSR as a whole and reveal
the decisive role of the PoPular
masses in developing the Asian
part of Russia. In these works their
authors, drawing on extensive new,
hitherto unknown sources, touch
on questions not covered previous-
ly, in particular questions relating
to the history of agriculture and
agrarian relations, the developrnent
of the Siberian town, Russian cul-
ture, the history of Siberian politi-
cal exile, the revolutionary move-
ment of the wcrking people of
Siberia. Main attention is devoted
to the principal driving forces of
the historical process in the
Siberian region-the working class
and the peasantry. Studied and
analysed are their socio-economic
life, the formation of capitalist
relations and production, the early
forms of the class struggle of the
working masses and the social,
economic and political Precondi-
tions of the Great October Socialist
Revolution.

Thoroughly analysed is the
struggle of Siberia's working class
and peasantry f<:r Soviet govern-
ment, the consolidation of the vari-
ous forms of the alliance of the
working class and the peasantry in
establishing socialist social rela-
tions.

One of the main areas of re-
search by the Institute's historians
is that of the objective laws govern-
ing Siberia's social, economic and
cultural transformations in socialist
and < ommunist construction.
Among the fundamental themes
being studied in recent years: "The
main regularities of the industrial
transformation of Siberia and the
development of the Siberian con-
tingent of the working class of the
USSR in socialist and communist
construction"; "A history of the
peasantry of Soviet Siberia"; "A
history of the Siberian culture and
the intelligentsia in the period of
socialist construction". Comprehen-
sive monographs have. been Pub-
lished (or are in print)' containinp;
an in-depth analysis of the specific
features of the development of
socialist industry in Siberia and its
contribution to the creation of the
material and technical basis of
socialism and communism; showing
the changes in the social composi-
tion of the rvorking class, the Pro-
found changes in its cultural and
technical level and in its iiving
conditions. Much attention is given
in these monographs to the crea-
tive efforts of the workers to de-
velop Siberia's natural resources, to
their increased social and political
activity and steadily growing role in
all spheres of social life.

Among the studies of the history
of Siberia's industry and working
class the history of the region's
electrification is dealt with at
length. The results of one such
study are generalised in a two-
volume m-onograph by
V. V. Alexeyev.' In it the author
shows how Lenin's ideas of elec-
trification were translated into real-
ity, how the GOELRO plan for
Siberia was fulfilled and its rich
water and fuel resourr:es further
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developed. Shown too is the signifi-
cance of electrification for the
socialist reorganisation of the na-

tional economY and its socio-
'economic results. The development
of the region's Power engineering,
and the growth of its cadres are
traced throughout the entire
Soviet period, thus giving the
reader in integral idea of this
major process.

ThreL subthemes can be singled
out in the studY of the historY of
Soviet Siberia's Peasantry: the
socio-economic development of the
Siberian village in the years of the
socialist reconstruction of the na-

tional economy (1926-1937); the
formation of the class of collective
farmers in the conditions of victori-
ous socialism; historiography of the
Siberian peasantry in the Soviet
period.o

The theme concerned with the
history of the culture and the
intelligentsia o{ Siberia in the
period of socialist construction co\'-
irs the development of the pniici-
pal branch.es of cuiture in the years

irf the October Revolution, the

Civil War and in the earlY Period
of the rehabilitation of the national
economy, the historY of the

Siberian intelligentsia in the years

of the Octobei Revo-lution and of
socialist construction'/

Problems bearing on Siberia's
present-day social and technico-
economiq structure, on Perfecting
social relations, shaping of the new

man and on the develoPment of
the socialist way of life are high on

the Institute's research agenda'
Analysis of the formation of t\e
.egion'. modern social structure is

tiel in with a studY of the effect of
technico-economic factors on social

and ecological Processes. The at-

tention of scholars is centred on

the growing role of Power en-

2r6

gineering in Siberia, the social and
Economii consequences of the elec-

trification and its effect on the
environment in the conditions of
developed socialism and the scien-

tific and technological revolution'
This comprehensive aPProach to
rhe theme also Provides for re-

search into the cultural aspects of
the activities of the PeoPles of
Siberia and of individual social

srouDs. A number of studies deal
iith' national relations and the
history of the develoPment oI
Siberia's national areas.o

At present the historY subdivi
sions are preparing two fundamen-
tal generilising works on the his-
tory of Siberia's working class an-d

peasantry. These works will
iamiliarise the reader with the de-
velopment of these classes from
theii inception to our times, and
recreate a scientificallY-
substantiated panorama of the for-
mation and change of the two
principal driving forces in Siberia's
ioclal and economic develoPment'

The Institute's Philologists are

continuing research in the classical

tradition -of th. world-renowned
Russian school of the Ural-Altaic
languages. Much has been done in
.*p"erii-,ental Phonetics, and

language dictionaries of the

SibErian peoPles have been com-
piled, inciuding the Turkic, Mon-
golian and Tungus-Manchu'

Another area of research is "The
general laws of the functioning and
Evolution of language". On the

basis of an analysis of materials on
the native and Russian languages
spoken by the indigenous PeoPles
.,i Siberia scientific recommenda-
tions have been drawn uP contain-
ins exhaustive information on the

laigrage situation among 
. --thep""pt.i of Siberia living in differ-

ent climatic, cultural, economic and
social conditions.e

These studies are of fundamen-
tal importance both for gaining an

underitanding of the evolution of
the language and literature of the
peoples of Siberia, and for ascer-

iaining many features that are of
imporiance when analysing the h-is-

tory of the culture of the PeoPles
inhabiting the eastern part of the
USSR and their interconnections
with the cultures of the PeoPles of
the adjoining territories.

The results of the above re-
searches were discussed at the first
all-Union conference on "The
Sound Systems of the Languages
of Siberia and of the Adjoining
Regions" (Novosibirsk, 1979) which
wai attended by Mongolian scho-

lars. The Institute's work is attract-
ing the increasing interest of ling-
uiJts in Mongolia as well as in
Hungary and the GDR' Scientific
data 1re regularly exchanged and
joint studies are carried out of the
different dialects on the territory
ol Mongolia.

The history of Russian literature
in Siberia has been the theme of
many important studies. TheY
trace the development of the liter-
ary process in that region.from the
17itL century uP to our times and
show the contribution of Russian
literature to the culture of Siberia.
The results of these studies are set

forth in A Historl of Russian Litera-
ture r,n Siberil 

- 
(1979) to in two

volumes. In this work its authors
examine for the first time the
literature in that Part of the USSR
in its historico-literary asPect as an

element of the general Russian
literary process. The works of
Siberian writers are critically anal-
ysed in the cont-ext of their artistic
method, creative individuality and
specific genres.

The main attention of the
philosophl tlepnrtment of the lnsti-
irt" of History, PhilologY and
Philosophy is focused on sPelling
out the fundamental philosophical
problems projected by the develop-
ment of the natural and social
sciences, the practice of communist
construction and bY the Present-
duy ideological struggle. Th..
themes of research are determined,
first and forem6st, bY the
methodological problems of mod-
ern natural science.

The principal line of research is

analysis of contemporary scientific
knowledge, in the context of its
mathematisation and the Marxist
interpretation of the development
of science. Research is, therefore,
oriented on accomPlishing the
tasks Lenin Put before science in
his day: to elaborate Marxist
dialectics on the basis of modern
natural science, and dialectico-
materialist interpretation of scien-
tific discoveries which constitute the
foundation of the Present world
outlook.

In the sphere of methodologY,
problems of mathematising funda-
mental researches in the conditions
of scientific integration are being
scrutinised. Certain results have
been achieved in the studY of the
logico-mathematical formalisation
in the context of the general Prob-
lem of reflecting realitY through
the language of science and an

analysis has been made of the
philosophical prerequisites of con-
crete natural science theories.

The existence in the Novosibirsk
science centre of a number of
mathematical schools of world stan-
dard ensures favourable conditions
for doing logico-philosophical re-
search and for using the results to
work oul the methodological Prob-
lems o[ modern natural science."
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In the focus of attention of the
Institute's sociologists are the pro-
cesses under way in the social
development of the peoples of
Siberia, in particular the develop-
ment of the indigenous peoples of
the region and the Far East in the
conditions of the social, econonric
and cultural impact of the cc,n-
struction of the Baikal-Amur Main
Line and their social adaptation to
a new way of life. The second area
of sociological research is the work-
ers' attitude to labour in the condi-
tions of the big territorial-
production complexes set up and
their adaptation to these conditions
and the social aspects of the pro-
fessional orientation of the youth.

An effective factor rnaking for
the successful fulfilnent of the
complex tasks tackled by the Insti-
tute's research staff are the varied
forms of coordination, of creative
ties and cooperation with the re-
search institutions of the USSR
Academy of Sciences, its Siberian
Division, regional research organ-
isations and the higher educational
institutions of Siberia and the Far
East.

Extensive research is being done
jointly with the Insrirute of the
Social Sciences of the Buryat
Branch of the Siberian Division;
the Institute of Language, Litera-
ture and History of its Yakut
Branch; the Institute of History,
Archaeology and Ethnography of
the Peoples of the Far East of the
Far Eastern Research Centre of the
USSR Academy oI Sciences; the
regional research institutions of the
Tuva Autonomous Republic, the
Khakass and Gorno-Altai Au-
t()nomous Regions of the RSFSR.

The Institute cooperates closely
with the USSR Academy of Sci-
ences' institutes of archaeology,
ethnography, history.of the USSR,
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the history of natural science and
engineering, of Slavic and Balkan
studies, philosophy, language and
literature and with a number of its
other major research institutions.
All rhe Institute's principal areas of
research are covered by this coop-
eration. The emphasis in this coop-
eration is on the effective elabora-
tion of urgent scientific problems.

Along with training skilled per-
sonnel for its own needs (corn-
pared with 1970 the number of its
doctors of science tripled and that
of its candidates of science dou-
bled) the Institute actively helps to
train researchers and instructors
for other scientific and higher edu-
cational institutions of Siberia.
Thus. in lhe past few years it
has graduated skilled personnel
for 32 research institutes and high-
er educational institutions irt l5
cities of Siberia and the Far East.

The Institute's international ties
are also steadily expanding. It par-
ticipates in research programmes
within the framework of the USSR
Academy of Sciences' agreements
of scientific cooperation with the
academies of st'iences of Mongolia,
Hungary and Cuba. Stable contacts
have been established with research
centres in Vietnam, the .CDR, the
Korean People's Democratic Re-
public, in Canada, the USA, Fin-
land, France, Japan as well as with
many scientists in other countries.

The Institute's international con-
tacts were greatly furthered by the
all-Union conference held in
Novosibirsk in 1975 which discus-
sed the correlation of the ancient
cultures of the Pacific basin ar.rd
adjoining territories and in which
scholars from Canada, Hungary,
Japan and the USA participated.

The research staff of the Insti-
tute cooperates fruitfully with the
scientific institutions of LIrrngary

within the framework of the young scholars of Siberia's higher
Soviet-Hungarian Commission of educational institutions. The ma-

Historians 6f *hich Okladnikov is terials of this conference were putr-.

co-chairman. Two Soviet- lished in Budapest in the Hun-
Hunsarian scientific conferences garian language and in Moscow in
were prepared and held in Siberia the Russian language.
jointly wlth the institutes of eth- At the conference on "Nature,
nography, Slavic studies and Bal- Man, Progress" (Bxdapest,. 1978)

kan studies of the USSR Academy papers were read by Okladnikov'
of Sciences. ln 1974, Novosibirsk, Alexeyev, Konopatsky and Lamin'
Irkutsk and Ulan Ude were the The Institute has lately been
venue of a conference on the broaclening the scope of its creative
theme ,,The Rational Use and Pre- contacts with the scholars of Mon-
servarion of the Natural Environ- golia to include joint ethnographic
ment in the Conditions of the and linguistic researches and the

Scientific and Technological Re- study of present-day social pro-
volution". The conference on the cesses.

theme "The Participation of Hun- The creative contacts of the In-
garian Internationalists in the stitute of History, Philology and
Struggle for the Establishment and Philosophy with its foreign col-

Consoiidation of Soviet Govern- leagues speak of the growing rlac-

ment in Siberia and in the Far ognition of the work being done by
East" (Novosibirsk, Irkutsk, the Siberian social scientists.

Khabarovsk, I976) was attended,
besides associates of the Institute V. Lanir,
and their Hungarian colleagues, by I. Polyakov

N()'I'ES

I For more details, see A. Okladnikov's article "At the Dawn of History" in thh
issue.

2 R. S. Wasiljevsky, "Problems of the origin of Ancient sea Hunters' cultures in
the Northein Pacific", Maritime Adalttations of the Pacit'ic, Paris, 1975; A' P' OL-
ladnikov, Ancient.Ctdtures of Siberia, 'fokyo, 1974; Der Mensch Kam aus Sibiri*
Vienna-Munich-Zurich, t97+; e. P. Okladnikov, A. K. Konopatsky, "Huntcrs
for Seal on the Baikal Lake in the Stone and Bronze Ages", Iol&, Copenhagen,

1974-1975, Vol. 16-17; A. P. Okladnikov, W. S. Laughlin, A' P' Derevyanko,
A. B. Harper, I. V. Asseiyev. "Early Siberians from Lake Baikal and Alaskian
Population Affinities", American Journal of Physical Anthropololg, 1976, Vol' 45'
No. 33, etc.

3 Touns of Siberia (Lhe Economy, Atlministration and, Culture of the Siberian Toun-s in
the pre-iouiet Pzriod), Novosibirsk, 1974 (the works cited in the article have beerr

published in Novosibirsk unless otherwise indicated); L. M. Goryush\in, The
'siberian 

Peasuntrl at the Turn of the centurl Qnd of the l9th-beginning of the 2oth

Centnrl), 1967; idem., The Peasant Mouement in Si,beria in 1917 and Agrarfutt
Rekttiins in Siheria in the Periotl of Imperialism, 1976; N. N. Pokrovsky'
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MODELLING OF WORLD ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The ever growing attention
paicl by scientists to problems of
the long-term interaction of the
demographic, ecological, economic,
and socio-political processes on a

global scale is a characteristic fea-
ture of the present development of
science. Since the early 1970s the
methods of mathematical model-
ling and computing technology
have been widely employed for
systems research into these com-
plex problems.

Investigations in the field of
global modelling have attracted the
attention of the economic bodies of
the United Nations which are
working out recommendations on
world development strategy, inter-
national economic cooperation and
environmental protection, in ac-
cord with UN General Assembly
resolutions. On instructions of the
UN Secretariat, a team of Ameri-
can economists headed by
W. Leontief has elaborated a spe-
cial mathematical model to define
the major indices of the world
economy for the 1970-2000 period
in a regional aspect. The principal
results of the calculations on this
model are contained in the UN
report The Future of the World,
Economy, (New York, 1977).

UN experts have reached op-
timistic conclusions about the pos-
sibilities of the development of the
world economy, based on an
analysis of the available amount of
mineral resources, the food poten-
tial, and the conditions of environ-
mental protection. The Leontief
model has been transmitted to the
Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies under the
UN Secretariat, where it is used in
preparing various documents on
world development prospects. In

1976, the Centre approached the
Institute of Economics and Organ-
isation of Industrial Production of
the Siberian Division of the USSR
Academy of Sciences with a prop-
osal to cooperate in researches on
global modelling. The proposal was
accepted, as it was in the interests
of both sides.

The initial task of the Institute
boiled down to elaborating im-
proved modifications of a model of
the world economy and their ex-
perimental testing on the basis of
the initial information provided by
the UN Centre. The first stage of
investigations wis completed in
r977 -1979.

The Leontief model represents a
system of equations which, fed with
initial information, determines
major indices of the future world
economy. However, behind the
outward logical simplicity of the
model stands an enormous amount
of preliminary work done by ex-
perts in order to formulate a mul-
titude of particular hypotheses. For
instance, the value of about 1,200
special coefficients characterising
the struciure of world trade in all
regions and groups of goods, will
have to be prognosticated for the
year 2000. It seems evident that
there should be a great many such
structures (during 20-30 years con-
siderable changes may take place in
the export specialisation of regions
and conditions of interchangeabili-
ty between produced and imported
goods), and the variants of these
structures will inevitably differ in
their efficiency for various regions
of the world. However, the Leon-
tief model does not have any inner
mechanism of a comparative evalu-
ation of the possible variants of
world development: the problem
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of search and selection of the best
variants remains outside its
framework.

At the initial stages of analysing
the long-terrn development of the
world economy, when the mass of
initial information was accumulated
and processed to provide reasona-
ble results, the use of the balance-
type model appeared to be exPe-
dient. At later stages when more
attention was paid to searching for
new ways of develoPment and a

comparative analysis of the effi-
ciency of some or other alterna-
tives, the application of optimisa-
tion-type models, in our view, Pro-
vided more tangible results.

The Institute of Economics and
Organisation of Industrial Produc-
tion uses precisely this approach to
modelling the world economy. The
conditions of the Leontief model
are transformed in such a waY

as to considerably broaden the
sphere of selecting decisions. As a

result' the need arises for the
mathematical formalisation of the
criteria of the optimum develoP-
ment of regions and the principles
of distribution between regions of
the benefits derived from interna-
tironal economic cooperation.

We divide the problem of select-
irg the optimum strategies of
world development into two stages,
as it were. The first boils down to
defining the multitude of the so-

called efficient variants possessing
an important distinction: they can-
not be improved in the interests of
some one region (or a grouP of
regions), without worsening the
position of another region. The
second stage is selection among
efficient variants, that is, finding
acceptable compromises between
the interests of various regions'
This should be accomPanied bY the
drawing closer together of the

m.

levels o{ satisfying the material and
intellectual requirements of the
peoples in advanced and develoP-
ing countries. An irnportant role
here is played by the international
er:onomic mechanism.

The Institute of Economics and
Organisation of Industrial Produc-
tion has evolved and aPPlies two
types of models which are disting-
uished by the methods of searching
for and cornparing efficient var-
iants.

-fbe model of global oPtimisation
includes the conditional general
criterion of the optimalitY of the
world economy, summarising reg-
ional criteria and correlations be-
tween the latter (the common
criterion should not necessarily be

the only one and have fixed
pararneters). The main purPose of
this rnodel is to simulate the pos-
sibilities and consequences of the
inrplenrentation of the various ver-
sions of drawing closer together
the regional develoPment levels
(the living standards of the regions'
population).

Then (outside the framework of
the given model) questions should
be studied of the feasibility of this
or that variant under the operating
international economic mechanism
and the methods of changing this
mechattism for implementing this
or that variant.

Selection from among a set

of more efficient variants with the
use of the model "f oPtimum
economic interuition is conducted in
a different manner. This model
represents a combination of the
task of vector optimisation (with
regional criteria of optimality) with
the conditions of the international
economic mechanism (including
the principles of regulation of bal-
ances of payments, the Price-
formation policy in the world mar-

ket, etc.). The model includes a
forrnalised description of a definite
international economic mechanism
and makes it possible to calculate
such variants of development
which prove to be the best for each
region, 'given the established
rnechanism. Purposefully changing
some elements o{ this mechanism,
one can obtain changes in the
proportions of the world economy.

In 1977-1978, research associates
of the Institute of Economics and
Organisation of Industrial Produc-
tion . made overall calculations of
the development prospects of the
world economy up to the year
2000. The world was divided into
four zones: North America, other
advanced countries, Latin America,
and Asia and Africa. Five produc-
tion sectors were singled out in
each zone: agriculture, the mining
industry, heavy industry. services,
and also a special type of activity-
the destruction of pollutants.

Experimental calculations were
conducted in several stages. First, a

series of preliminary variants was
obtained in order to study the
compatibility of various hypotheses
about the development limits of
the primary branches of produc-
tion (agriculture and the mining
industry). As a result, the most
promising hypothesis has been cho-
sen. Then six basic variants were
calculated up to the year 2000: two
on the global optimisation model
and four on 'the nrodel of
economic interaction. These var-
iants differed in the ways of es-
timating expenditures for interreg-
ional transportation and the values
of trade balances.

The chief purpose of the experi-
ments was to study the impact
exerted by changes in the various
conditions and parameters of the

model on decisions. The cornpari-
son was made with the mairr var-
iant obtained on the Leontie{
model.

By the overall indices of the
development of the world economy
(the gross national product and the
volurne of non-productive con-
sumption) the calculated variants
surpass the similar indices of the
Leontief model by 1.5 to 4 per
cent. Such slight deviations can be
explained by the narrowness of the
sphere of admissible solutions
given by the mass of initial infor-
mation. However, by the regional
str:ucture of production, and espe-
cially by the structure of interna-
tional trade, these variants differ in
a more pronounced manner from
the ir.rdices of the Leontief model,
which allows the drawing of a
number of conclusions about the
influence of various factors on the
trends of growth in world regions,
and first and foremost, about the
possibilities of bringing their
economic development levels closer
together. On the basis of the main
variants, a parametric analysis of
the tasks of individual regions has
been conducted, which made it
possible to ascertain lhe lower
limits of the growth of primary
branches rlecessary to ensure the
adcquate lines of the economic
development of newly independent
countries.

In 1978, experiments with more
complicated modifications of the
models of global optimisation and
economic interaction were carried
out. They took into account the
interchangeability of the produc-
tion factors and structures of con-
sumption, the higher production
costs in primary branches as the
available natural resources become
exhausted, and the conditions of
fixing one or several prices in
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world exchanges at a non-

equilibrium level.
It would be aPProPriate to note

that the striving-fbr an exact fore-

cast of a disiant f uture is not

..n"td.d as the chief aim of model

exoeriments. It is more imPortant
io'ur..rtuit the stable dYnamic and

structural characteristics of the

Drocesses under investigation and

ihe conditions of the emergence oi
rvoical critical situations, check on

ii,! ,"trrttt of imPlementing the

various hypotheses of development
(uking dui account o[ the indeter-
minac"y of the [uture), and com-

orehend the Possible strategrc

L"r.rr., following from this' In
order to use the models in this waY

it is necessary to carry on a fruitful
Jirlogrr. beiweet the researcher

and fhe model Programmed bY a

iomputer.--if',. ."trlts of the first stage of
investigation on the enlarged mod-

els Jf the world economy

ie. C. ctu"Uerg, A. G' Rubinstein'
'Some Lines in DeueloPment of the

United' Nations Global Input-Output
Modd, PrrPrint' Novosibirsk, 1979)

*"." 
'r.ooi,ed to the Centre for

Development Planning, Projections
and Policies under the UN Sec-

r"orirt and have been aPProved

bv it.'At oresent calculations are being

-"d"'u, the institute on detailed
models of the world economY' in-
.f"ai"n 15 regions of the world:
North"America-. Latin America (av-

".ase 
i.rco*e), Latin America (low

i.r.8*"), Western EuroPe (high in-

come), Western EuroPe (average

income), the USSR' EuroPean so-

.iulirt'.or.rtri.., Asia (countries

*itt centralised Planning), Asia
(hish income), Asia (average and

io*'in.o-.), the Middle East (oil-

oroducing countries), Desert Afri-
ia, Tropiial Africa. Africa (average
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income), Oceania. Three grouPs of
.o...luiio,,. are included in each

.esional block: equations for the

o.Za.r.ti"" and diitribution of 22

Iype, of goods (19 transportable

"r-rd 
thr." .ron-t.a.,sPortable); nine

eouations for macro-indices (the

sross national product, state ex-

ienditures, balance of PaYments'
Lrnolov-errt, etc.); nine equations

for' various tYPes of investments

u.ra ft"a asiets (this block also

in.l rd.s an equation for foreign
assets). The equations connectrng
it " 

,"t"*" of .otrst'*Ption ind
emolovment, as well as restriction
.rf ifre'general investment level are

.r"*, u." comPared with the Leon-

tief model. To reflect inter-
resional ties our model includes a

,.u".,rro., block' which differs es-

r."tiiffy from the Leontief model

and tai<es into account taxes and

subsidies for the export and import
oi u".io.rt tYPes of goods (tariff
oolicv). Undei the various regimes

;i ,ir; model's work, individual
equations can be added or exc-

luded.-- 
it is as.umed that on the basis of

research into the models of the

world economy the UN Centre and

the Institute of Economics and
Orsanisation of lndustrial Produc-
tiofi will comPile a joint rePort'

More Problems could be named

which will command sPecial atten-

tion. Among them, checking on the

ieasibility Jt ttt. aims of world
develoPment advanced..bY the UN
bodies and the modttrcatton or

in"t. ,i*r, Particularly the aim of
the acceleraied overcoming of the

backwardness of develoPing coun-

tries. The second Problem is con-

nected with a restiucturing of in-
ternational economic relations' The
.I.r.lonite countries have ad-

urrr..d u lour." of action aimed at

esiablishing a "new international

econonric order". It is necessary to
study how these proposals can il-l-
fluence world developrnent. Apart
from the problems ttamed, of gr-eat

importance are researches in the
fieid of consequpnces of the
growth irt the cost of mining ra1
inaterials antl the possibilities of
increasing agricultural production,
lrypothescs of the proliferatiorr of
ni'w technbkrgies, ittteractirtn be-

tween the economy ancl the envi-
ronment, etc.

'fhe aims of researches into the
nro<lcls o[ the wortd econonry are
not confined to global Problems
only. Models of this tYPe are
needed in order to more Pro-
foundly substantiate the efficient
tlevelopment of the USSR's foreign
c<'orromi< tics as a ntaj<lr c()mPo-
nent of its lorrg-temr economic
plans.

A. Granberg,
A. Rubinstein

l5.--34x. ltilti



Congresszs o Conferences . Sy*Fosiums

A FORUM OF EUROPEAN SCIENTISTS

A scientific forum was held in
Hamburg from February 18 to
March 3, 1980. It was attended by
more than 400 scientists from 35
countries-participants in the Con-
ference on Security and Coopera-
tion in Europe, among them prom-
inent scholars, heads -of national
academies of sciences and national
research centres and Nobel Prize
winners. The representative Soviet
delegation was led by Academician
N. Blokhin, President of the USSR
Academy of Medical Sciences, and
included, among others, Academi-
cian Ye. Velikhov, Vice-President
of the USSR Academy of Sciences,
Academicians A. Dorodnitsyn and
M. Styrikovich, A. Sozinov, Vice-
President of the All-Union Lenin
Academy of Agricultural Sciences,
Corresponding Member of the
USSR Academy of Sciences
A. Khokhlov, and B. Runov, D.Sc.
(Agr.).

The forum was held in im-
plementation of one of the provi-
sions of the Final Act signed in
Helsinki by the heads of states and
governments of 33 European coun-
tries, the USA and Canada, which,
among other things, recommended
holding "a Scientific Forum in rhe
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form of a meeting of leading
personalities in science from the
participating States to discuss inter-
related problems of common inter-
est concerning current and future
developsrent in science, and to
promote the expansion of contacts,
communications and the exchange
of information between scientific
institutions and among scientists ".

The forum discussed specific
and topical issues. In the field of
the exact and natural sciences-
research, particularly fundamental,
in the field of alternative energy
resources and in the field of food
production. In the medical sci-
ences-current trends in medical
research, particularly fundamental
investigations in the field of car-
diovascular, cancer and virus dis-
eases with due account of the
effect of the changing environment
on man. In the social sciences and
humanities-comparative studies
of social, economic and cultural
phenomena, with emphasis on the
problems of environment and ur-
banisation.

The forum adopted a joint docu-
ment. The participants came to the
agreed conclusion that since the
signing of the Final Act there has

been a considerable expansion of
international cooperation in re-
search, training of scientific per-
sonnel and exchange of informa-
tion. It was noted however that the
present state of international scien-
tific cooperation still calls for im-
provement which can be achieved
on a bilateral and multilateral basis,

on a governmental and non-
governmental level, through inter-
national programmes and Projects
as well as by facilitating research
and broader professional contacts

STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN THE ECONOMY,
AND THE EVOLUTION OF POLITICAL SYSTEMS

and visits. That, the forum noted,
can be achieved only by. strictly
observing all the principles and
relevant provisions of the Final
Act.

Scientists from Europe, the USA
and Canada recommended explor-
ing the possibilities of convening a
new Scientific Forum at a suitable
time, depending on the develoP-
ment of science and scientific coop-
eration between the ParticiPant
states in the Helsinki Conference.

in the majority of Eastern coun-
tries. In some countries, parliamen-
tary forms borrowed from the
bourgeois states of Europe and
North America were introduced on
inadequately prepared soil. In
others, economic and social de-
velopmenl was accelerating at an
unprecedented pace, but the evolu-
tion of political structures was

sometimes artificially restrained.
In the first case the state claimed

to provide "national" leadership
but actually met the aspirations of
a comparatively small (though the
most active, patriotic-minded and
educated) section which lacked a

social base fitting for their aspira-
tions. Yet this section of society was

inclined to ignore the existing ten-
dencies and aspirations of the
traditionalist masses. As
N. Simonia (USSR) noted in his
report, this situation was bound
sooner or later to lead to a struc-
tural crisis of societies which had
taken the path of capitalist moder-
nisation of that tyPe. But he be-
lieves structural crises to be charac-
teristic of the second group of
countries as well. There the nation-

An international scientific con-
ference on "Social Progress and
Ideological-Political Struggles in
Asia" was held in Moscow in
November 1979. It was organised
by the Working GrouP "Socio-
Pqlitical and Ideological Problems
in Asian Countries", set uP within
the framework of the problem
commission for multilateral cooper-
ation of the socialist countries'
academies of sciences, "The
Economy and Policy of the De-
veloping Countries".

The conference was attended bY

representatives of academies of sci-
ences, universities and other re-
search institutions in Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, the German Demo-
cratic Republic, Hungary, Poland
and the Soviet Union-some fiftY
persons in all. The discussion
centred on questions concerning
the relationships between political
and economic processe$ in the de-
veloping countries of Asia.

It was pointed out that in the
1950s and the early 1960s a lack of
conformity between the economic
basis of society and the political
institutions of power was observed
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al-patriotic forces were unable for
many years to act as the vanguard
or to take and keep the initiative
for long, whereas economic trans-
formations (th<lugh carried out by
the ruling circles within the
framework of neocolonialist
strategy) were inevitably leading to
changes.

In both cases structural crises are
due to the deep-rooted discrepancy
between society itself and the state
as an official body. This reflects
the law, revealed by Lenin, of
uneven economic and political de-
velopment of capitalism, which in
the East of today probably man-
ifests itself with evcn greater inten-
sity as a result of the accelerated
historical progress of mankind. In
the 1970s, these structural crises
were particularly widespread and
the dominant tendency in Asia was
to bring the economic basis int<r
relative conformity with the politi-
cal institutions. The <lutward ex-
pression of this phenomenon was
serious political instability and a
multitude of coups d'6tat armed
and bloodless. This relative confor-
mity between the basis. and the
superstructure in the present trans-
ition period of Asian society does
not at all mean that progressive
forces are corning to power au-
tomatically. The initiators of the
coups often proved to be
traditionalist and reactionary ele-
ments.

One of tlre major issues discus-
sed at the conference was the
problem of norr-capitalist develop-
merrt. The speakers emphasised
that there is no uniform "model"
for transition to socialism bypassing
the capitalist stage. The revolutio-
nary practice of oppressed peoples
in the period following the Great
October Socialist Revolution of
1917 in Russia shows that there are
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quitc a few specific historical types
of non-capitalist development. The
experience of the people's revolu-
tion in Mongolia, for example,
confirmed the vital significance of
the irrternationalist alliance of the
Mongolian people with the work-
ing class of the Soviet Union.

Another type of non-capitalist
development that differs in its
socio-political form was demon-
strated in Soviet Central Asia,
where the social revolution of the
ba<:kward and oppressed peoples
was accomplished within the
framework of a centralised pro-
letarian state led by a communist
vanguard. The experience of trans-
ition of the formerly backward
peoples in Central Asia to social-
ism, lrypassing the capitalist stage,
rnade a valuable contribution to the
theory of non-capitalist develop-
ment. The popular system there
was set up on the basis. of max-
imum consideration for local ethnic
arrd rrational conditions.

The efficacy of Marxist-Leninist
teachings on the non-capitalist road
oI development was once again
<nnfirmed by the events in Vie-
tnam and I-aos, where the re-
volutionary process was headed by
the working class in alliance with
the peasantry under the leadership
of Marxist-Lenirrist forces.

In all these historical types of
non-capitalist development it was
the proletarian-internationalist
strategy that was the decisive sub-
jective factor for the growth of the
democratic into a socialist revolu-
tion.

The complex process of pro-
found revolutionary regeneration
in Asia and Africa has brought
about in our time a multi-faceted
socio-political movement. It attracts
trroad masses of workers, peasants,
the non-proletarian strata of the

working people, and also certain
middle and intermediate social

l;roups. As Vladimir Li (USSR)
pointed out in his speech, in the
East the vast non-proletarian sec-
tions of working people are a
potential ally of the working class
and the peasantry. Since the small
producers are not exploiters of
other people's labour, they are
capable, owing to their objective
socio-economic conditions, of
breaking with their traditional
bourgeois mentality and becoming
an active factor in bypassing the
capitalist phase of development. lt
is on these strata in a numtrer of
Asian and African countries that
the rev.olutionary worker-peasant
alliance, led by a political organisa-
tion of the Marxist-Leninist type,
seeks to rely to a maximum degree
in the struggle to secure the non-
capitalist road. This s<xio-class type
of leadership ensures speedy pas-
sage of the general democratic
stages of non-capitalist develop-
ment and consistent transition to
revolutionary reforms of the social-
ist type.

However, many different var-
iants of development are possible,
depending on the concrete
economic, ethno-psychological,
political and other conditions in
the country concerned. At any
rate, as was emphasised in the
paper of Vladimir I.i and in the
speeches by other participants in
the conference, the transition of
the formerly oppressed and back-
ward nations to socialisnt, bypas-
sing capitalism, was not a swift
political act (as left extremists and
Maoists often assert), but a wholc
historical period in social develop-
rnent entailing radical changes in
the entire structure o[ society.

'fhe conference also examined
tlre reasons why traditional (includ-

ing religious) attitudes have such a

strong influel-rce on the present
political development of the Asian
countries. The main papers on this
subject werc submitted by
L. Polonskaya (USSR) and
I. KovarZ (Czechoslovakia). They
noted that there is a tendency
arnong some Western scholars to
isolate religion fronr the processes
of socio-economic and political de-
velopment, and the study of religi-
ous beliefs from the other social
sciences. This is reflected to some
extent in the wide use of the term
"phenomenology of religion" in
the West. Polonskaya and KovprZ
showed why this was a wrong
approach. They spoke up for a
comprehensive study of the prob-
lem (together with other social
sciences). Ry taking into account
numerous factors, such as the fast
rate of irrdustrial modernisation
accompanied by a high proportion
of traditional economic structures,
the backward social structure, and
tl're desire to get rid of dependence
on the imperialist powers, enabled
the speakers to explain many of
the reasons why the 1970s saw a
livening up of a variety of religious
ideological trends in the Eastern
cotrntries.

As was indicated at the confer-
ence, in a number of Moslem
countries lslarn is used as a means
of national protest against the ad-
verse consequences of Westernisa-
tion, and as a basis for national
consolidatiorr arrd resistance to im-
perialisrn. The implantation of
capitalist relations in a country
where traditional attitudes (includ-
irrg religious belie fs) are very
str()ng often leads to a revolutio-
nary upheaval, also arrayed in re-
ligious form. On the other hand,
the preseDt attempts to iclentify
religion with socialisn'r lcflect the
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crisis of bourgeois ideals in the The conference also looked at
mass conscio,rsrress. These "religi- the impact of foreign capital on the
ous socialisms" are the result of the evolution of the social structure in
reaction of the petty-bourgeois developing countries; this question
strata, of their endeavour to com- was dealt with by, among others,
bine the incompatible-capitalist O. Pishev of Bulgaria. I. Wessel of
relations with social equality. His- the German Democratic Republic
tory has proved such theories to be examined the role of political lead-
utopian: ihey inevitably degenerate, ership in Asian society today.
which results either in the triumph The conference has promoted
of scientific socialism, or in the closer cooperation and scientific
continued march of the country contacts between Orientalists of the
concerned along the capitalist road socialist countries.
for a certain time. A' Petrov

THE DIALECTICS OF LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

In January 1980 an all-Union
conference was held in Moscow on
"The Dialectics of Language De-
velopment"; it was organised by
the Theory of Soviet Linguistics
Scientific Council of the USSR
Academy of Sciences and the Insti-
tute of Linguistics of the Academy'
The conference was attended by
about 350 linguists from scientific
institutions of Moscow, Leningrad,
of the Academies of Sciences of the
Union republics, branches of the
USSR Academy of Sciences, from
l9 universities of this country, a

number of pedagogical institutes,
as well as by scholars from Hun-
gary, the GDR, and Poland.

The conference discussed three
main problems:

1. Language as a developing sYS-

tem. The correlation of qualitative
and quantitative changes in lan-
guage. Change and develoPment in
language.

2. The specificity of the forms
and rate of development of various
language levels.

3. The correlation of external
and internal stimuli in language
development.
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The introductory PaPer on
philosophical problems of the
dialectics of language development
was presented by V. Yartseva, Cor-
responding Member of the USSR
Academy of Sciences, M. Gukh-
man, A. Ufimtseva and G. Kol-
shansky. It formulated the general
niethodological principles and
principal tasks of the study of the
historical developrnent of language'
In particular, the paper included
the following theses: Marxist ling-
uistics proceeds from the premise
that causality embraces language
phenomena in precisely the same
way as in all the other phenomena
of reality and consciousness; lan-
guage development is the result of
the struggle of internal contradic-
tions inherent in language in its
actual existence as society's speech
activity; internal contradictions dis-
played in the historical develoP-
ment of language may stem from
various causes of intralinguistic and
extralinguistic nature.

The formation and development
of new language patterns were
considered in the paper presented
by A. Melnichuk, Corresponding

Mernber of the Ukrainian
Academy of Sciences. Soviet ling-
uists have given a convincing sub-
stantiation of the idea that the
stability of the language system, its
constant communicative effective-
ness are rooted in uneven rate and
intensity of development of its
various levels and separate patterns
of the same level. These specific
features of the development of the
language system are conditioned by
the qualitative and quantitative dif-
ferences between its various levels
and the patterns of these levels.

The paper by F. Filin, Corres-
ponding Member of the USSR
Academy of Sciences, dealt with a
number of problems involved in
external and internal language
contradictions. This paper was dis-
cussed by a number of linguists, in
particular by Prof. Dr. R. Eckert
(the GDR), who pointed out the
existence of contradictory tenden-
cies in the development of lan-
guage and of various aspects of
language. He cited an examPle
from the complicated and in Part
contradictory mutual interaction
between Old Russian spoken lan-
guage and Old Church Slavonic.

The development of language is
manifested definitely and unam-
biguously in changes conditioned
by the extension and growing com-
plexity of its social functions. It is
essential to draw a distinction be-
tween functional and structural de-
velopment of language. Problems
of distinguishing between language
change and language development
raised by Gukhman were the
theme of several other speakers,
including Prof. Dr. G. Feudel (the
GDR). He noted that not all de-
velopment is in the line of ascent,
the more so that not all parts of
the system develop in the same
manner. There are certain di-

vergent tendencies of development
at different language levels. The
language-society dialectical unity
has as its principal motive force the
growing needs and status of the
society's language system.

The criterion of language prog-
ress should be looked for in the
dependence of language on the
development of the life of society.
Delimitation of language change
and language development is the
necessary condition for an ade-
quate solution of the problern of
progress. Rate of language change
was the subject of close attention
by the participants of the confer-
ence. It was suggested that rate of
language change should be inter-
preted as the correlation between
the speed of change and the over-
all volume of the language con-
tinuurn.

In the discussion of "Sp.-
cific Forms and Rates of Devel-
opment of Different Language
Levels" the view was expres-
sed of language as a developing
two-level system; it was suggested
that a universal model representing
language as a developing two-level
system should be constructed on
the basis of J. Rozwadowski's
theory. This model, suggested by
V. Martynov, includes a generative
phonology and a generative semiol-
ogy reflecting the historical de-
velopment of language.

The correlation of the develop-
ment of the morphological and
syntactic levels of language was
discussed in the paper by Vyaches-
lav Ivanov; in it three types of
processes were analysed which re-
sulted in the transformation of
syntactic combinations into words
characterised by formal cohesion,
with examples from the history of
languages of various tYPes. The
development of complex mor-
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phological structures (as for in-
stance in Tibeto-Chinese lan-
guages) may result in their com-
plete destruction and replacement
by analytical consttuctions, whose
subsequent development T.ay lead
to an increase in compounding and
incorporation phenomena and,
later, to affixation. Each of the
stages of this cyclic development is
characterised by specific relations
between the syntactic and mor-
phological levels. 'fhe study of
relations between each of these
levels in the history of various
languages will form the foundation
for constructing a more cornplete
evolutionary theory needed by
both syntax and rnorphology. Dur-
ing the debate around Ivanov's
paper Prof. L. Dezsii (Hungary)
pointed out, among other things,
the need for taking into accoutrt
the cyclic nature o[ re-coding for
typological studies.

The theme "Specific Forms and
Rates of Development of Different
Language Levels" also served as

the framework for analysing the
diachronic aspects of interaction
between language levels, the
dynamics of language charrge,
problems of the uneven nature of
phonetic changes, as well as quan-
titative changes in lexical microsys-
tems and qualitative development
of vocabulary. Apart from that,
thcre we re rcp()rts ()ll certain
specific features of the develop-
ment of lexico-semantic subsysterns
of language, reconstruction of sys-
tems phenomena, correlation of
historical charrges at different lan-
guage levels, history of language
and cornparative gramtnar, as well
as the spet:ificity of forms and rates
of phonctic delclopment as a

criterion for gencalogical classifica-
tion.

N. Gadjiyeva's paper- on "Exter-
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nal and Internal Causes of I.an-
guage Changes" fell within the
problem "Correlation of External
and Internal Stimuli in Language
Development". Some linguists ab-
road believe that external causes of
language change cannot constitute
an object of linguistic science; the
opposite viewpoint is also cur-
rent-the one that represents all
linguistic change as conditioned by
extralinguistic factors. A serious
drawback of many diachronic
studies was an attempt to explain
language evolution as caused by
one isolated factor. This one-sided
approach is objected to by a
number of linguists both in the
Soviet Union and abroad. In Soviet
linguistics, Marxist-f,eninist teach-
ing serves as the basis for substan-
tiating the need for studying lan-
guage and its laws of development
as closely linked with the history of
society. The most powerful exter-
nal factor causing language change
is the progress of human society.
Many changes in language struc-
ture are mostly due to the action of
various internal factors. Internal
ancl external factors of language
change, oIten intricately interwo-
ven, have an aggregate effcct olr
the general process tending to-
wards the perfection of language.

During the discussion of the
correlation between external and
internal stimuli in language de-
velopnrent it was sr.rggested that the
theory of evolutionary dqvelon-
rnent of language should be sing-
led out as a special linguistic discip-
line along rvith a new branch of
Iinguistics-the typology of lan-
guage comlnun'ities. Gettctic attd
aleal types of language cottr-
munities ancl their devel<)pment
r\'ere considere<1. Attcrtliott was
drawn to uneven developrnent'of
links in the language and nror-

phological systems in the eth-
nolinguistic aspect.

Both emotive and cognitive fac-
tors rvere taken into account. in the
consideration o[ external and inter-
nal causcs of sentantic change, as

well as the role of constant
(phraseological) and cultural-

CHRONICLE

* Paris was the venue of thc l.1tlr
Genernl Assembl't of the Intcmo.tional
Social Science Council (ISSC) wd the

4th Generul Oonferente of Notional
Social Sciente Council.s arul Analog'
ous Bodies. They were attended by
a Soviet delegation which included
Academician Yu. Bromley, Direc-
tor of the Institute of E,thnography
of the USSR Acarlemy of Sciences;
V. Vinogradov, Corresponding
Member of the USSR AS, Vice-
President of the ISSC, Director of
the Institute for Scientific Informa-
tion on Social Sciences of the USSR
AS; and I. Evgrafov, Deputy Head
of the International Organisations
Division of the External Relations
Departrnent of the USSR AS.

* "Ihe USSR Acaderny of Sciences
lras institute<l the Fretlerith Engels
I'ri.zc to be awarded to Soviet
scholars once itr three years for
()utstandil)g works in philosophy
and social theorl.

* An All-Union Association ,t
Orientul Stuilies has been estab-
lishecl uncler the Social Sciences
Section of the Presidium of the
LISSR AS rvith an aim of proPagat-
ing knowledge about peoples and
(:ollntries of the llast, the achieve-

This review cove rs the events
Novetnbel 1979-.f alruary l9tt0.

historical context. In the analysis of
external factors of language de-
velopmeut, exarnples were drawn
from the dytrarnics of the lexico-
semantic systcm of language.

N. Fedoseyeva

rnents of ()rientology in the USSR
and abroad, and representing the
Soviet Orientalists in the .Interna-
tional Union of Oriental and Asian
Studies and in other international
scientific societies engaged in
Oriental research.

Academician Ye. Primakov was

elected (lhairman of the Associa-
tion.

* A Sniriel Committee lor the Sttttly
drul Propugation of Skru Cultures has
been established under the History
Division of the USSR AS. It will
represent Soviet scholars in the
lnternational Ass<xiation for the
Stucly and Propagation of Slav
Cultures (IASPS(I) and coordinate
the latter's activities in the Soviet
Union.

D. Markor', CorresPonding
Mernber of the USSR AS, is the
Clonunittee's Chairuran.

* The 5th OonsTess of Philosophers
ol' the GDR on "Dinlectics ol Histori'
tal Process in tht Epoch of the Tnmsi-
tion lrom Cupilnlism lo Socialism"
marking the 30th anniversary of
the (ie rrnart l)etnocratic Republic
was I'reld in Berlin. Attending the
conlIress were scholat's from Bul-
garia, Ozechoslovakia, Finland, the
I"R(), (ireet:e, Ilurrgary, Italy, Mex-
ico, l\rland, thc USSR, Vietnam
au<l West llerlin.

o{
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The main paper was delivered
by E. Hahn, Corresponding
Member of the GDR AS. Soviet
scholars M. Iovchuk, Correspond-
ing Member of the USSR AS, and
Professor I. Narsky presented pap-
ers on " Marxist-Leninist
Philosophical Heritage and
Ideological Pluralism" and "The
Subject and Structure of Dialectical
Logic" respectively. The particip-
ants heard with interest a speech
by K. Hager, Member of the Politi-
cal Bureau and Secretary of the
CC SUPG.

All in all, about 100 papers were
presented.

* Fifty scholars from Belgium,
Canada, the FRG, the GDR, Swe-
den, the'USA and the USSR took
part in the interrurti,onal conference
on "Epistemological and Social Prob-
lems Facing Science in the Beginning
of the 19th centur)" sponsored by
the Institute for Didactic of
Mathematics of the Bielefeld Uni-
versity, and held in Bielefeld, FRG.

Soviet participants delivered the
following papers: "Natural Science
in Europe in the Beginning of the
lgth Century" (Academician
B. Kedrov) and "Social and
Psychological Basis of Maxwell's
Electrodynamics" (V. Kartsev).

* A SouierFinnish Colloquium on
"Intentionul Logi,cs trul Logical
Annlysis of Natural Language" was
held at the Institute of Philosophy
of the USSR AS in Moscow.

The Soviet participants submit-
ted 10 papers: "Some Aspects of
Reification Paradoxes" (D. Boch-
var); "New Definitions of Modal
Operators Through Tense
Operators" (V. Smirnov); "On In-
tentional Principles of Aristotle"
(2. Mikeladze); "Modal Logic as

the Theory of Probability"
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(L. Esakia); "Normalisation, of In-
Ierence and Elimination Cut in
Modal Logics" (O. Serebrennikov);
"Interpolation Theorems for
Modal Logics" (L. Maximova);
"Entailment and Semantics of
Generalised State Descriptions"
(Ye. Voishvillo); "Consistent Exten-
sions of System E, Not Being
Subsystems of Classical Logic"
(Ye. Sidorenko); "Many-Valued
Logics as Fragments of Formalised
Semantics (V. Finn, O. Anshakov,
R. Grigolia), and "Factor-Semantics
and Classes of Many-Valued Logic
Systems" (A. Karpenko).

Finnish scholars submitted I I

papers, including "Is Alethic
Modal Logic Possible?" (J. Hin-
tikka); "Diachronic and Synchronic
Modalities" (G. von Wright);
"Dynamic Logic" (K. Segerberg),
and "Remarks on the Logic of
Perception" (I. Niiniluotto).

* The 90th birth anniaersary ,f
Jautaharlal lrlehru, an outstanding
state and poli,tical fi,gure, the first
Prime Mi.nister of independent India,
was widely marked by the Soviet
and Indian people.

In Moscow, the jubilee scientific
conference was opened by N. Gol-
din, Minister of the USSR, Presi-
dent of the Soviet-Indian Friend-
ship Society. Papers were read by
Soviet scholars of India; G. Kotovs-
ky-"The l-egacy of Nehru and
the Development of India Today";
E. Komarov-"The Historic Role
of Nehru in the Struggle for Na-
tional Liberation of India and Con-
solidation of Its Independence";
A. Litman-"Jawaharlal Nehru,
Thinker and Humanitarian", and
T. Hayder of the Hindustani
samaj-"Jawaharlal Nehru as a
Progressive Force of Contemporary
India". Attending the conference

was I. Gudjral, Ambassador of
India to the Soviet Union.

In New Delhi, nearly 300 Promi-
nent scholars, political and public
figures from the capital and states,

as well as leaders of all major
national political parties, took part
in the jubilee conference. It was

opened by K. P. S. Menon, Presi-
dent of the Indo-Soviet Cultural
Society. The participants discussed
three main topics: the LegacY of
Nehru and Economic Problems,
the Legacy of Nehru and Foreign
Policy Problems, the LegacY of
Nehru and Socialist Perspective for
India. Soviet scholars submitted
papers on the first (G'. KotovskY),
on the second (V. Stanis) and on
the third topic (F. Yuryev).

* Historians and sociologists from
Czechoslovakia, France, the FRG,
Hungary, Poland, the USSR and
Yugoslavia took Part in the i,nter-

national scientific conference "So-

ctal Structures oJ the Eust European
rcrtntries in the Trnnsitionnl Period

from Feudalism to CuPittlism" in
Budapest.

The participants reviewed gener-
al theoietical asPects of the prob-
lem and the results of the historical
studies of the past decade. The
Soviet historian V. DYakov Pre-
sented a paper "Theoretical As-
pects of the Study of East Euro-
pean Social Structures of the l9th
Cer-rtury".

* A qmposium "Nutional'Socialist
Foreign Policl in Interntilional Re-

,rnrri" sponsored bY the Federal
Centre for Political Education was

held in Cologne. It was attended
bv more than 50 scholars from
ir.t.iu, Britain, the FRG, Foland,
Srvitzerlancl and the USSR. Ten
papers were read, including the
paper "l'oreign Policy of Germany

Under the Fascist DictatorshiP in
1933-1945: Soviet APPraisal" bY

the Soviet historian O. Rzhe-
shevsky.

* Paris was the venue of the
meeting ol Souiet nnd French BYan-
Line scholars. The Soviet participants
read the following PaPers: "On the
Typology of Byzantine Culture"
(2. Udaltsova, CorresPonding
Member of the USSR AS); "The
Byzantine Provinces in the East in
the I lth Century" (V. ArutYuno-
va); "specific Features of the
Byzantine Feudalism in the 8th-
I ltlr (,enturies" (K. OsiPova);
"Tlre Ancient Armenian World
Atlas (the 7th Century)" (S' Yere-
myan); "The Thondrakian Move-
ment in Armenia and BYzantium
(R. Bartikyan); "The Balkan
Peoples in the Byzantine EmPire's
Ethnic and Political Structure in
the 9th-l2th Centuries" (G. Litav-
rin); "Tradition and Innovation in
the Development of the BYzantine
Novel" (A. Alexidze) and "Pros-
pects for Synthesis: Byzantine Em-
piri.i.- and Theory of Literature"
(S. Averintsev).

Soviet scholars who were unable
to attend the meeting submitted
summaries of their PaPers: "On
the Displacement of Towns in
Byzantium in the 7th-9th Cen-
turies" (I. Medvedev); "The
Byzantine Town of the l0th-l2th
Centuries" (R. Nasledova) and
"Tlre Arclrives of Athos and the
Comparative Study of Handwrit-
ings of Scribes in Greek Manus-
cript Books and Documents"
(B. Fonkich).

The French Byzantine scholars
presented 20 papers.

* The participants in the scientific
slmposi,um "Mtthodological Problems

of Reseurch into History of Socialist
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Countries" in Bratislava, Czechos-
lovakia, heard and discussed l4
papers, including two PaPers bY

Soviet researchers: "Methodologi-
cal Problerns of the Study of the
lnitial Stage in the Formation of
the World Socialist System"
(V. Volkov) and "Ideological Con-
frontation Over the Shaping of the
Socialist Countries' Foreign Policy"
(I. Peters).

* An intemntional scientific confer-
ente on the history of irulustrial enter-
pri.sr.s was held in Moscow under
the auspices of the Institute of
History of the USSR of the USSR
AS. It was attended by more than
100 scholars from Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, the GDR, Hun-
gary, Poland and the USSR.

The participants listened to and
discussed over 40 papers and com-
munications on the following sub-
jects: the results of research into
the history of industrial enterprises
of the socialist communitY coun-
tries in 1972-1979: the main stages

and problems of histori<lgraphy of
enterprises of the socialist corn-
rnunity countries; and the coverage
of major problems in literature on
the history of enterPrises of the
socialist comnrunity countries.

* The acatlemic circles of the
Soviet Union, the GDR and Hun-
gary celeblated the birlh ccntenary of
Academicinn Jend V argu ( 1879'
1964), a prominent scholar and
figure of the international com-
munist moverncnt.

In Moscow, a jubilee scientific
scssion, hcltl jointly by tlre Irrstittrte
of the Worltl Economy antl Inter-
national Relations of the USSR AS
and the Soviet-Hungarian Friend-
ship Society, was opened bY

P. Iiedoseyer,, Vice-l'l'esidettt of the
USSR AS, l'resident of the Soviet-
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H ungarian F'rienclship S<xiety.'I'ht'
main report on Varga's life and
work and on the tasks facing the
scholars specialising in internatiotr-
al affairs was tnade by Academician
N. Inozemtser,, Director of the In-
stitute of the World EconomY and
International Relations. The par-
ticipants were addressed bY

G. Pint6r, Hungarian Charg6 d'Af-
faires in the USSR, and heard
nearly l5 papers. Among the
speakers were K. Falusn6 Sikra'
iorresponding lt{ember of the
Flungarian Academy of Sciences,
l. Mihalik, a leading Hungarian
economist, Acadernician
Ye. Primakov, Director of the In-
srirutc of Oriental Studies of the
USSR AS, A. MileikovskY, Corres-
ponding Meurtrer of the USSR AS,
ind othcr prolninent Soviet
econornists and historians.

A jubilee session in BudaPest
was attended by Soviet scholars
V. l-yubimova, D.Sc. (Econ.), and
Ya. Pevzner, D.Sc. (Econ.), who
shared their recollections about
their work with Varga in the Insti-
tute <lf the World EconomY and
World Politics in the 1930s-1940s,
and about his contribution to the
training of specialists.

In L,eipzig, at the jubilee session
sponsore<l by the Karl Marx Uni-
versity, the Soviet scholar
V. Shenayev, D.Sc.(Econ.), read a

paper 0n "J. Varga and the
Theory o[ M<.rrrey".

* At the 42ru1 Session of the Inler'
nationnl Stdistital Institu,te in Mani-
la E. Malinvaut of France was

elected thc Institute's President.
During the session 25 PlenarY

and 57 pancl sessions were held.
The participallts cotlcentrated on
the following problenrs: ways and
means of improving statistical re-
search: the use of statistical data in

social and economic decision-
rnaking; the development of uni-
que experimental methods (statisti-
cal applaisals, modelling, non-
pararnetrical nleasurements, incli-
rect calculations, etc.) and their
application in the new fields of
science; plans for reorganisation of
the Institute's activities with a view
to promoting international statis-
tics; the need for the wider use o[
computers and broader utilisatiorr
of the experience accurnulated by
the Soviet Union and other CMEA
rnember states.

More than {00 represer)tatives
from 75 countries, including Bul-
garia, Czechoslovakia, the GDR,
Hungary, Poland and the USSR,
attended the session. The Soviet
Union was represented by
T. Ryabushkin, Corresponding
Member of the USSR AS, Director
of the Institute for Sociological
Studies, and Prr:fessor V. Simch-
era, D.Sc.(Econ), who delivered a

report "Evolutional-Simulative
Methods and 'I-heir Application in
Modern Statistits".

The next 43rd session of the
Institute is to be held in Buenos
Aires, in 1981.

* Scholars from Bangladesh,
India, Iraq, Kuwait, Malaysia,
Nepal, SwedeIr, Sri l,anka, Thai-
land, the United Kingdorn, the
USA and the USSR took part in
the internntioruil seminar "Science,

Teclmolog't and Society in Deueloping
Counlries" sponsored by'the Nehru
Centre, the Indian National Sci-
ence Academy and the Tata Insti-
tute of Social Sciences in Bombay.

The seminar held to comtnetno-
rate the 90th birth anniversarY of
Jawaharlal Nehru was opened by
President of India S. Reddy. Par-
ticipants heard 25 papers; tlre main
paper "Scientific Ternper and Pub-

lic Policy" was delivered by the
Indian scholar B. Udgaonkar.
M. Volkov and I. Yegorov of the
Soviet Union submitted the papers
"IDternational Aspects of the De-
veloping Countries' Collaboration
in Scierrce and Techtrology" and
"'fhe Major Conditions for the
Uses of Science and Technology
for Development", respectively.

* A tonlcrence ol thc Inlerhnlional
Agnrinn Group of the Problem Com-
mission for In,lcrnational Cooperation
of Socitlist Countries' Academies of
Sciences on "The Study of Modem
Capitulism" in Moscow was at-
tended by 23 scholars from Bul-
garia, the GDR, Hungary, Poland
and the Soviet Union.

Participants heard and discussed
I I papers, including three by
Soviet scholars: "World Food Prob-
lem: Its Essence and Methodology
of Its Analysis" (V. Morozov),
"Tlre World's Food Situation"
(V. Martynov) and "On the Nature
of the Food Problen.r in the De-
veloping (lountries Under
Neocolonialism" (V. Rastyannikov).
Within the framework of the con-
ference, debates were held on the
urgent problems of capitalist ag-
riculture at the turn of the 1980s.

* More than 40 scholars took part
in the Finnish-Sottiet symposium on
economics in Tampere sponsnred
by the f)epartment of Economics
of the University of Tampere.

The Finnish side was rep-
resented by experts from colleges,
research centres and ecottomic or-
ganisations; the Soviet side-by
researchers frorn the Central
Economic-Mathematical Institute
and the Institute of Economics of
the USSR AS.

Soviet participants submitted the
follorving papers: "Problenrs of
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Measuring and Managing Tech-
nological Change" (D. Lvov); "In-
formation Systems Required bY

Economic-Mathematical Research"
(M. Kogolovsky); "Material and Fi-
nancial Balance Models'for Enter-
prise-I ndustry-Region SYstem "
(A. Stavchikov); "Principles of the
Investment Policy in the USSR"
(L. Braginsky); "Problems of Per-
sonnel Management in Scientific
Organisations in the USSR"
(L. Semyonov); "The Role of Five-
Year Plans in the Control of
Economic Associations"
(V. Starodubrovsky); "The Use of
Normative Indicators in Economic
Planning and Control" (V. Per-
lamutrov, N. Makhrov); "Central-
ised Planning and Decentralisation:
Some Experiments with a Simula-
tion Model" (G. KruPenina,
I. Magarik, S. Movshovich,
Yu. Ovsienko,
N. Pavlov).

E. Olevskaya,

Finnish scholars read the PaPers:
"On the Application of Differential
Games to Optimal Decentralised
Stabilisation" (R. Himdliinen);
"On Incentives and Control of
Organisations" (B. Holmstriim);
"Research on Profitability of Fin-
nish Industries" (T. Airaksinen);
"Taxation and the Behaviour of
the Firm" (J. Yln-LiedenPohia);
"Input-Output MethodologY and
Industrial Planning" (O. Forssell);
"Regional Policy and Industrial
Structure" (P. Okko); and "A Mul-
tiregional Computational Model
for Population, Labour Force and
Employment" (A. Kamppinen).

* An All-Union scientit'i,c conference
"Theoreticnl nnd Method"ological As-
pects of the Efficiency of the Social
Reproducti,on Under Sociulism
(Criteria, Indiees and, Mechani.sm)
was held in Moscow under the
auspices of the Institute of
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Economics of the USSR AS and
the Scientific Council of the USSR
AS on the problem "Economic
Laws of the Development of Social-
ism and of Its Growing Over to
Communism". Some 600 scholars
attended.

E. Kapustin, CorresPonding
Member of the USSR AS, Director
of the Institute of Economics,
made an introductory sPeech and
the following PaPers were read:
"Decisions of the CPSU and the
Government to Improve Planning
and the Mechanism of National
Economy as a ComPrehensive
Programme for Allround Raising
of the Efficiency of Social Produc-
tion" (A. Bachurin, DePutY Chair-
man of the USSR State Planning
Committee); "Methodological Prin-
ciples of Economic EfficiencY
Measurement" (CorresPonding
Member of the USSR AS
G. Sorokin); "Problems of
Economic Efficiency TheorY"
(Academician T.Khachaturov);
"Theoretical Problems of the
Socio-Economic Efficiency of Social
Production and ReProduction"
(V. Cherkovets); "Problems of
Controlling the Socio-Economic Ef-
ficiency of Scientific and Tech-
nological Progress" (Correspond-
irg Member of the USSR AS
L. Gatovsky); "Problems of Reg-
ional Efficiency" (Academician
N. Nekrasov); "EfficiencY of Pro-
duction and Specifics of Its Meas-
urement as Applied to the Agro-
Industrial Complex of the National
Economy" (Academician
V. Tikhonov of the Lenin All-
Union Academy of Agricultural
Sciences); and "Economic Levers
for Raising Production Efficiency"
(M. Atlas). Academician L. Kan-
torovich, Nobel Prize laureate, also
spoke at the conference.

Then the work of the conference

proceeded in four panels dealing
with "General Problems of the
Theory and Methodology of Socio-
Economic Efficiency of Socialist
Reproduction", "Factors and Ways
of Raising the Efficiency of Social-
ist Reproduction", "Problems of
the Efficiency of Industries and
Spheres of the National Economy"
and "Economic Mechanism and
the Raising of Economic Efficiency
of Social Reproduction". Nearly
100 papers and communications
were heard and discussed at the
panel sessions.

* An All-Union scientific symposium
on "The Comprehensiue Forecnsting ot
Scientifie tmd Technological Deuelop-
ment" in Moscow was sponsored by
the Central Economic-
Marhemarical Institute of the USSR
AS, the Scientific Council of the
USSR AS on the Integrated Prob-
lem "Optimum Planning and the
Management of the National
Economy" and the Scientific Coun-
cil of the USSR AS and the USSR
State Conrmittee for Science and
Technology on problems of scien-
tific, technological and socio-
economic forecasting. Some 400
scholars and experts attended.

The participants heard and dis-
cussed the papers "Problems of the
Long-Term Development of the
National Economy and the Tasks
of Accelerating Scientific and
Technological Progress" (V. Kos-
sov), "The Cornplex Forecasting of
Scientific and Technological Prog-
ress" (A. Anchishkin, Correspond-
ing Member of the USSR AS);
"Methodological Problems of Fore-
casting the Development of a Fuel-
Energy Complex" (A. Makarov);
"Methodological Problems of Sci-
entilic and Technological Forecast-
ing in Industries" (A. Varshavsky)
and "Problems of Forecasting Sci-

entific and Technological Plogress
in the Engineering Industry"
(N. Chukhchin).

* Taking part in tbe meeting of the
Pugwush Workshop on the Current
Crisis of Nuclear Forces i,n Europe
held in Geneva were scholars and
experts from l9 countries, with
Bulgaria, the GDR, Poland and the
USSR among them. They discussed
the dangerous international situa-
tion resulting from the NATO
decision to deploy new US
medium-range missiles in Western
Europe.

The Soviet participants Academi-
cian M. Markov, Chairman of the
Soviet Pugwash Committee,
V. Falin, a prominent public fig-
ure, Professor M. Milstein, and
V. Pavlichenko, Executive Secret-
ary of the Soviet Pugwash Commit-
tee. presented thc Soviet position
and stressed the importance of
continued efforts to bring the arms
race to a halt and to ease interna-
tional tension.

In a statement, released after the
meeting, the Executive Committee
of International Pugwash Move-
ment of Scientists emphasised the
imperative need for a speedy.re-
sumption of bilateral and multila-
teral negotiations to curb the arms
race and avert a nuclear confronta-
tion in the world.

* An international symposium "De-
finition and Measuriment of De-
tente-East and, West Standpoints" in
Zurich was sponsored by the Inter-
national Institute for Peace (Vien-
na) and the Research Centre of
Political Science of the University
of Zurich. It was attended by
researchers from Austria, Bulgaria,
Canada, Czechoslovakia, the FRG,
the GDR, Hungary, Poland,
Romania, Sweden, Switzerland, the
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LISA, the USSR, West Bgrlin, and

a representative from thc UN In-
stituie for Trainilg aricl Research
(uNlTAR).

Participants hearcl antl discussed

two nrairi paPers: "f)etente: Defini-
tion and Diniensions" (Yu' ['}ankov'
USSR) and "The Measuretnettt of
Detente-an Uttc<ltnmitted AP-

proach" (D. Frei artd D' Ruloff'
Srvitzerland)'

* Scholars front ,\ustria' Relgirrm'
Colombia, Czechoslovakia, Den-

mark, Finland' F'rance, the FRG'
the (iDR, HungarY, Luxemburg,
Norwav. Poland. Romania, Swe-

den, t'he USA, thc USSR' West

Beriin and also represetltatives o[
UNESCO took Part in the sYrn--

ltositrm "Tenchin{ ,rntl Reseurth oI
'Disnrmumenl in Higlvr Eilucution"

in Vienna, which rvas sPonsored bY

the International lnstitute for
Peace (Vienna) and Internationales
Institut fiir den Frieden (Tarnpere'
Finland).

G. Fuchs, Presiclent of the Inter-
national Institute for Peace deli-
vered an introtluctoiY sPeech'

Then Ya. ZasurskY of the USSR

and H. Wiberg of Sweden submit-
ted two main [apers: "struggle for
Peace and Disaimament and the
Role of Training Journalists, Their
Instruction and 

- Education for
Peace and Disarmament" and "Dis-

armament: Some Problems" re-
sDectivelY. The final d<rcumenl
Jorked out by ttre pat'ticiPants is to

be presented t0 the World Con-
sresi on Disal'tlrament and Educa-

ii.rtt ,o be convetred bY UNESCO
in Paris.

* A rountl-trble meeting ol thc Inter-
nntional Politiuil Science Atsocinlion
on Non-Alignmmt Problems and a

sbrrial session on boliticnl sricnte in
tht tletelopinu rottnlries were held in
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(lalcutta under the auspices of the

Indian Political Science Association'
Takine part in it were alrotrt 40

sch<rlais frotrr llartgladesh' Rrazil'
Canada, EgYPt, (l'reat Rritain,
lndia, NePal,' Nigeria' Poland, Sri
t.anka, th; usA, the USSR, ancl

Y us()slav ia.
l)iscussion on the f irst thenre

shorved that politokrgists appre< iate

and suppori the non-alignmerrt
*.rr"rll"ilt as a whole and the
results of the 6th Conference of
ttrc Heads of Non-Aligned States

(I'lavana, Scfternber 1979) in par-

iicular, clespite sorne differences in
defining tlie non-alignmen-t idea

and asi-essing thc itrterrelations of
iron-aligned iountries and their re-

lations with other states' As rnost

uarticipatrts in thc discrrssion of the

i"..rrl.1 thettte ernPhasised'
nolitokreists irr the dcveloping
i,r.rnt.i". shoulrl consider it their
urimc task to free their political
i.i.n... frotn the domination of
Western politological cotrcepts and

work out more adequate
theoretico-metlrodological princi-
ples of research. on the basis of
ih.i, .r*r, exPerience and ttrat of
Marxist Political science'

William Smirnov, a Soviet sctro-

lar, read a PaPer "Political Science

in the Deveioping Countries (Prob-

lerns atrd I'rosPects)".

* The 5th British-So:ltiet round-t,:.ble

mtoling was held in London in
accordance with all agreement
reached at the sutnmit Soviet-
British talks in Moscow in February
1975. The corrference was attended
by rePresentatives oI scientific'
uolitical and husiness quarters'

The Soviet and the British deleg-

ations were heacled bY Academi-
cian N. In<;zcrntsev, Director of the

Institute o[ the World ]lconomY
and lntcrtrational Relations of the

USSR AS, and D. Watt, Director of
the Royal Institute of International
Affairs, respectively. The particip-
ants discussed urgent international
problems, including European sec-
urity and military detente, the situ-
ation in the Middle East, South-
East Asia and Africa. Focal in the
discussion were the international
economic situation, the energy
problem and prospects of East-
West relations. The state of Soviet-
British relations was given much
attention. The conference pro-
ceeded in a constructive and busi-
ness-like manner.

* A S,ouiet-West German collo-
quium on "Delente, Arms Control and
Cooperdion in Europe" was held at
the International Institute for Poli-
tics and Economics ("Haus Ris-
sen") in Hamburg. The Soviet
delegation was made up of
N. Polyanov (head of the delega-
tion), V. Shenayev and D. Proek-
tor. The host delegation numbered
over 50 participants, with G. Mer-
zyn as its head.

In two days of debates the fol-
lowing problems were discussed:
political relations in Europe;
USSR-FRG cooperation and its
prospects; development and trends
of economic relations between the
USSR and the FRG; possibilities of
cooperation in power engineering;
the interdependence of political
and military detente in Europe;
from SALT-2 to SAI-T-3; the Vie-
nna negotiations on the reduction
of the land forces and armaments
in Central Europe and their pros-

Pects.

* Osaka, Japan, was the venue of
the 5th Souiet-Japnnese symposium on
Asian security problems. These meet-
ings are held in accordance with an
zrgreement between the USSR

lfi-3ax. l8l6

Academy of Sciences and the As-
sociation of Soviet Societies' of
Friendship with Foreign Countries,
on the one hand, and the Japanese
Association of Cultural Relations
with F'oreign Countries, on the
other. The sponsoring organisation
of the Soviet side is the Institute of
Orient4l Studies of the USSR AS.
This symposium was organised by
the Sankei Simbun, one of Japan's
most influential newspapers.

The Soviet delegation of five
scholars was headed by G. Kim,
Corresponding Member of the
USSR Academy of Sciences, Depu-
ty Director of the Institute of
Oriental Studies. The Japanese l6-
member delegation was lead by
Professor H. Kato of Keio Univer-
sity, Tokyo.

The Soviet scholars read the
following papers: "The Situation in
the Asian-Pacific Region After the
Signing of the Japan-China Treaty
of Peace and Friendship"
(G. Kim); "Soviet-Japanese Coop-
eration as a Peace Factor in Asia"
(I. Latyshev); "The Soviet-Japanese
Trade and Economic Relations"
(P. Dolgorukov) and "The Mould-
ing of Public Opinion About Japan
in the USSR, and About the USSR
in Japan" (S. Verbitsky). The
Japanese scholars submitted pap-
ers: "The Situation in Asia After
the Signing of the Japan-China
Treaty of Peace and Friendship"
(S. Eto); "Stability in South-East
Asia and the Role of Soviet-

Japanese Relations" (T. Nishihara);
"For a Stable Development of
Japanese-Soviet Economic Cooper-
ation" (H. Niwa) and "The Mould-
ing of Public Opinion in the USSR
and Japan on Japanese-Soviet Rela-
tions" (H. Teratani).

* Sociologists from nearly 30
countries, including Czechos-
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lovakia, the GDR, Hungary, Poland
and the USSR, took part in the
internntional seminar "The Chiltl and
the Fami\ in Changing Soci,etl" in
Helsinki sponsored by. the Commit-
tee on Family Research of the
International Sociological Associa-
tion. Soviet participants M. Pan-
kratova and A, Kharchev submit-
ted a paper "Family as a Factor in
Personality Formation Under
Socialism".

* A scientific coordinuting conference
of latlers o[ socinlist rcuntries on

humon rights in mod.ern sociatl was

held in Moscow at the Institute of
the State and Law of the USSR AS.
Attending it were about 100 scho-
lars from Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
the GDR, Hungary, Mongolia, Po-
land, the USSR and Vietnam.

Focal at the conference were
problems of the develoPment of
the Marxist-Leninist conception of
human rights and the legal status
of the individual under socialism;
the material conditionalitY of
human rights, their class essence;
the linkage between rights and
personal freedom, on the one
hand, and the freedom and rights
of peoples, classes, nations and
other social entities, on the other;
the specific features of the present
ideological struggle around human
rights in the international arena;
the possibilities for expansion of
interstate collaboration to guaran-
tee fundamental. freedoms and
more efficiently protect human
rights on a genuine democratic
basis.

The main papers were delivered
by Corresponding Member of the
USSR AS V. Chkhikvadze and Pro-
fessor Nguyen Ngoc Minh of
Vietnam.

* A gmpo.ri un1 on Problerus of the

theory of jurisprulence, namelY the
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components of lawmaking Process
and their impact on the social
efficiency of law in socialist society,
was held in Berlin by the Institute
of the Theory of State and Law of
the GDR Academy of Sciences.
Scholars from Bulgaria, Czechos-
lovakia, the GDR, HungarY, Poland
and the USSR took part.

The main paper on the tasks
facing jurisprudence in.investigat-
ing the-problems of lawriraking was

read by Professor Dr. St' SuP-
ranowitz, Deputy Minister of Jus-
tice of the GDR. Soviet scholars
submitted the following PaPers:
"On the Tasks and MethodologY
of Investigating Social Factors in
Legislative Work in the Constituent
Republics" (S. Polenina); "Analysis
of Social Requirements and Law-
making Process" (N. KoldaYeva);
"Major Components of Socialist
Law Development. Methodological
Problems" (O. Gavrilov) and
"Problems of the EfficiencY of
Legal Regulation" (V. Nikitinsky).

* An annu,al cont'erence of the Souiet
Association of International Law in
Moscow was attended bY 600 scho-
lars, including guests from Bul-
garia, Czechoslovakia, the GDR,
Hungary, Poland and Romania.

They heard and discussed the
papers: "The Council for Mutual
Economic Assistance-the Subject
of International Law" by E. Usen-
ko; "Development of the Charter
Rules of the Council for Mutual
Economic Assistance" by M. Kud-
ryashev; "The Standard-Making
Activity-of the Council for Mutual
Economic Assistance" by
I. Lukashuk; "On the Work of the
Human Rights Committee" bY

A. Movchan and "On the Work of
the Association's Executive Com-
mittee for 1979" by Corresponding

Member of the USSR AS G. Tun-
kin, Chairman of the Association.

* A Souiet-Ameriurn symPosium of

.jurists on the theme "Social Asttects of
Luutmahi.ng" was held in Moscorv at
the Institute of the State and Law
of the USSR AS.

The Soviet delegation delivered
these papers: "The Constitution'of
the USSR and Subsequent Perfec-
tion of Soviet Legislation"
(I. Samoshchenko, Deputy Minister
of Justice of the USSR); "The
Questions of Planning of Lawrnak-
ing Activity" (A. Pigolkin); "The
Lawmaking's Cognition" (Corres-
ponding Member of the USSR AS
D. Kerimov); "The Role of Judicial
Practice ln Lawmaking"
(S. Bratus); "The New Legislation
About the Suprerne Court of the
USSR, Procurator's Office and Bar
in the USSR" (V. Savitsky); "The
Problerns of Criminalisation in
Criminal Legislation" (A. Yakov-
lev); "Public Opinion and Lawrnak-
ing" (R. Safarov); "Protection of
Private Life of Soviet Citizens in
the Conditions of the Scientific and
Tet:hnological Revolution"
(A. Vengerov); "Problems of Law-
making and the Judicial Proce-
clures as Applied to the Federation
and Its Constituent Parts" (A. Vas-
ilycr,).

'l'he American side submitted
the following papers: "The Fair
Use of Exemption to the Copyright
Act of 1976: A Study of Public
Participation in Larvmaking"
(P. Maggs); "The Indirect Educa-
tional Effects of the Judicial Pro-
cess" (M. Galanter); "Recent Public
Concern with Over-Professionalism
in the Courts and Research De-
velopments to Implement this Con-
cern" (S. Krislow); "US Courts of
Appeals in the Federal Judicial
Svstem" (W. Howard); "The Sup-

I Lii

rerne Court's Icleology of Indus-
try" (R. Cover); "On the Presump-
tion of Innocence in Phe Legal
Systems of the USA and the
USSR" (G. Irletcher).

* The participants in the scientifi,c
conference "Lau antl the Battle of
Id,eus in, the Present World (Critical
Ana\sis ol the Modarn Bourgeois
Concepts of Luu')" held in Moscow
at the Institute of the State and
Law of the USSR AS heard the
following papers: "The Constitu-
tion of the USSR and Ideological
Struggle" (Corresponding Member
of the USSR AS V. I(udryavtsev);
"Critical Analysis of the Main
l'rends in the Modern Bourgeois
Philosophy of Law"(Corresponding
Member of the USSR AS
D. Kerimov and V. Nersesyants);
"The Critique of the Main Trends
in the Modern Bourgeois Sociology
of Law" (V. Kazimirchuk,
S. Bobotov) and "The Socialist Con-
ception of Human Rights and the
Critique of Bourp;eois Theories"
(Corresponding Member of the
USSR AS V. Chkhikvadze).

All in all, 27 communications
were submitted.

* 'l'he 120th birth anniuersary of
Anton Chekhou, the great Russian
writer, was widely observed by the
Soviet public. The Gorky Institute
of World Literature of the USSR
AS and the Union of Writers of
the USSR sponsored a scientific
conference "Chekhou's Literary Herit-
(ge urtd, Our Dny" which was
opened by G. Berdnikov, Corres-
ponding Member of the USSR AS.
The following papers were submit-
ted: ."Chekhov and Gorky"
(8. Byalik), "Chekhov's Humanistic
Traditions in the Culture of De-
veloped Socialism" (A. Iezuitov),
"Chekhov's Poetics. Investiga-
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tional Problems" (E. PolotskaYa),
"Chekhov's Literary Heritage and
the World Literary Process of the
20th Century" (D. Zatonsky), "In-
novation of Chekhov the PlaY-

wright" (2. PapernY), "Chekhov
and Modern Film Art" (V. Bas-

kakov) and "Chekhov and Litera-
ture of the Peoples of the USSR"
(R. Yusufov).

Conferences, meetings and
exhibitions to commemorate the
great writer were organised in
many places connected with his life
and art.

* Scholars from Czechoslovakia,
the GDR, Hungary and the USSR
took part in the conference "Social

Progress and. Literatures of Asia, Afri-
ca ind Latin Ameri.ca" in LeiPzig
which was sponsored bY Karl Marx
University.

The work of the conference Pro-
ceeded in PlenarY sessions and
three panels-"The Worldwide
Significance, Interaction and Mutu-
al Influence of Literatures of Asia,
Africa and Latin America", "The
Dialectics of the National and the
International in Literatures of
Asia, Africa and Latin America"
and "The Evolution of Realism in
Literatures of Asia, Africa and
Latin America".

Soviet scholars submitted PaPers:
"Evolution of the Realistic Method
in Literatures of TroPical Africa"
(I. Nikiforova); "The Specific Fea-

tures of the Development of Social-
ist Realism in Vietnamese Litera-
ture" (N. Nikulin); and "Revolutio-
nary Processes in the 20th CenturY
and the Specifics of Realism in the
ContemporarY Latin American
Novel" (V. Zemskov).

* A colloquium "Social Functions
ttnd the Structure of Language Com-
munication" was held in Mag-
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deburg under the ausPices of the
Centril Institute of Linguistics of
the GDR AcademY of Sciences.
Attending it were some 100 ling-
uists from Austria, Czechoslovakia,
France, the FRG, the GDR, Poland,
Sweden, the USSR and Vietnam.

Soviet participants read the fol-
lowing papers: "The Problem of
the System's Pressure and the So-

cial Pregsure on the Language
Structure (from the StandPoint of
the Functional DeveloPment of
Language" (Yu. Desheriev); "Dis-
cussion of Language Barriers in
Federal Germany and the Lan-'
guage Norm" (A. Domashnev);
-Methodological Problems of In-
vestigating Language Communica-
tion'' (E. Tarasov) and "The Effect
of Extra-Linguistic Context on the
Semantic Structure of the Ut-
terance" (A. Shahnarovich). More
than 30 papers were Presented and
discussed at the conference.

* Linguists from Bulgaria,
Czechoilovakia, the GDR, Poland'
the USSR and Yugoslavia attended
a regular meeting of the Commissi,on

for eompiling an All-Slaaic Linguis-"tic Atlas in Smolenice, Czechos-
lovakia, sponsored bY the Slovak
Academv of Sciences and the
L. Stur 'Philological Institute.

At plenary sessions, in the word-
building and Phonetico-
phonological Panels, and in the
subcommission for generalising
transcription, the participants-dis-
cussed a wide range of Problems
connected with compiling the atlas.

* An All-IJnion sctentit'ic conference

"Theoretical Problems of the Inaestiga-
tion of Far Eastern Literatures" was

held in Leningrad. It was organ-
ised by the Institute of Oriental
Studies of the USSR AS in cooPer-
ation with its Leningrad Division

arrd the Leningrad University's
Eastern Department. More than 60
scholars from the Oriental studies
centres and higher educational es-
tablishments of Moscow, Lenin-
grad, Vlaclivostok, Chita and Elista
took part in its proceedings.

They heard and discussed 25
papers on Mongolian, Chinese,
Japanese, Thai and other litera-
tures of the region, dealing with
the major literary problems from
antiquity to our day, the folklore
sources of literary art, the prob-
lems of poetics, the science of style,
the interrelation and interaction of
national literatures.

* Dushanbe, the capital of Tajikis-
tan, was the venue of. the All-Union
Conference on the General Questions
of Dialectology and, History of Lan-
gudge, sponsored by the Division of
Literature and Language of the
USSR AS, the Scientific Council of
the USSR AS for Dialectology and
History of Language and the Insti-
tute of Language and Literature of
the Tajik Academy of Sciences.
Ninety linguists attended.

Eighty-six papers were heard
and discussed at the plenary ses-
sion and in panels: "Problems of
Historical Dialectology"; "Linguis-
tic Geography, Areal Linguistics
and Synchronic and Diachronic As-
pects of Language Contacts" and
"The Role of Ancient Written
Sources in Elaboration of the His-
tory of Language".

* An interaational conference
"Psychoiliagnostr.cs artd lts Current
Probilems" in Bratislava wa! at-
tended by more than 150
psychologists from Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, the GDR, Hungary,
Poland and the USSR.

Participants discussed
methodological problems of the

elaboration and application of
psychodiagnostical methods, as well
as problems of psychodiagnostics at
school, in economic and clinical
practice. Soviet scholars sr,rbmitted
the following papers: "The Present
f)evelopment and Problems of
Psychodiagnostics in the USSR"
(N. Tarabrina); "The Role of
l'sychodiagnostics in Vocational
Training" (E. Borisova);
"Psychological Aspects of
Diagnosing the Style of Manage-
ment of Workers' Collective"
(A. Zhuravlyov); "Professional
Psychodiagnostics and the Model-
ling of a Leader's Personality"
(B. Kossov); "Psychophysiological
Approach to the Diagnostics of
Intellectual Abilities" (M. Akimova)
and others.

* Over 150 scholars took part in
the /irst All-union seminar of young
psychologists " Methodological Problems
ol Psychology Tod.ay" in Obninsk,
the USSR. It was organised by the
Presidium of the USSR Academy
of Sciences, the Central Committee
of the Young Communist League,
the Central Council of
Methodological Seminars Under
the USSR AS Presidium, the Insti-
tute of Psychology of the USSR AS
and the Society of Psychologists of
the USSR.

The seminar was chaired by
B. Lornov, Corresponding Member
of the USSR AS, Director of the
Institute of Psychology. More than
20 papers were read by Soviet
scholars at the plenary sessions.
Besides, the work of the seminar
proceeded in the panels "The Pre-
sent Problems of Engineering
Psychology", "Cognitive Proces-
ses", " Problems of Differential
Psychophysiology and Neuro-psy-
chology", "Current Methodologi-
cal Problems of Psychology" and
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"Problems of Child and Pedagogi-
cal Psvt:hologv".

* Attending the slmPosium "ExP-

loitation antl DePendencY in the

Transition Ptriotl Jrom the Pri,mititte

Communal System to Class SocietY"

held in Leipzig were nearlY 60

scholars. It was sPonsored bY the
Ethnographical Association of the
Historical Society of the GDR.

About 20 paPers were suhmittecl
to the symPosium, including those
by Soviet researchers: "Natttral
and Artificial Charrges in Su:ial
Relations Within Colonial Society"
(N. Girenko); "ExPloitation and
Dependency in African Societies:
Vaiiants of Formation" (1,. Kub-
bel); "Petroglyphs of Siberia ancl
the North-Western Coast of Ameri-
ca as a Source of the HistorY of
Hunters and Gatherers: On the
Way to Class Society" (E. Oklad-
nikova); "Some Problerns in Study-
i.g Early Exploitation Forms"
(A. Pershits).

* The First Congress of the Workl
Social Prospects Stutly Association
founded on the initiative of the
International Institute of Social
Studies (Geneva) was held in
Dakar, Senegal. Attending the con-
gress were nearly 200 scholars and
political figures from manY coun-
iries of the world, including Po-
land, Romania and the USSR. Par-
ticularly representative were Afri-
can delegations.

The work of the congress Pro-
ceeded mainly in Panels dealing
with specific problems: basic needs,
rural developrnent, emPloYment
policy, solidarity contracts. The
Soviet side was rePresented bY

V. Balmashnov. an associate of the
Institute of the International
Working-Class Movement of the
USSR AS. Submitted to the con-
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gress were also a PaPer on the
international policies in the field of
employrnent bY T. TimofeYev,
Coiresponding Member of the
USSR AS, Director of the Institute
of the Intenrational Working-Class
Movelneut, and a PaPer on social

orientation of the non-capitalist de-
veloprnent countries bY

An. Gromyko, Director of the In-
stitute of Africa of the USSR AS.

* A special me.eting of the Council of
the Iniernational Associ.tttion t'or the

Strtt\ of the Cultures of Central Asia
was'held in Paris. It was attended
by representatives of Afghanistan,
ihi,,u, India, Iraq, Great Britain,
Mongolia, Pakistan, and the USSR.

A Soviet proposal to amend the
Association's Statutes in order to
strengthen the clemocratic princ-i-
ples iif its activity was unanimously
idopted. A Documentation and In-
formation Centre of the Associa-
tion, as provided for bY the Sta-
tutes, is to be established in Mos-
cow on a Permanent basis.

M. Asimov, President of the Tajik
Academy of Sciences, CorresPond-
ing Member of the USSR AS, was

unanimously elected President of
the IASCCA.

* A meeting of Arabists of the USSR
and the GDR on the theme "Countries
of Sociulist Orientation in the Arab
Rcgiont Resulls and Prospects of De-

aelopment" was held in Moscow.
The introductory sPeech was

rnade by Academician E. Primakov,
f)irector of the Institute of Orien-
tal Studies of the USSR AS. Ger-
man scholars delivered the follow-
ing papers: "Some AsPects of
Economic Cooperation of the
CMEA member states and the
Arab countries of socialist orienta:
tion" (()'. Hiibner); "On the Role
of the I'}ublic Sector and the ShaP-

ing of Its Structure in the Condi-
tions of Socialist Orientation (Study
Case of North African Arab Coun-
tries)" (M. Voigt); "Development'frends of the Working Class in
Countries of Socialist Orientation"
(H. Miiller); "The Essential As-
pects of Educational Policies in
Countries of Socialist Orientation"
(R. Baumann) and "On the Politi
cal and Ideological Orientation of
the National Front of the People's
Democratic Republic of Yemen"
(A. B6rner).

The Soviet Arabists submitted l9
papers, including "The Consolida-
tion and Evolution of Revolutio-
nary Democratic Regimes in the
Arab World" (G. Mirsky); "Par-
ticular Features of Political De-
velopment in Arab Countries with
Progressive Regimes" (A. Kiva);
"Some Aspects of the Socio-
Political Development of Algeria"
(R. Landa); "Specific Features of
the Socio-Political Development of
Syria in the 1970s" (E. Pir-
Budagova); "On Social Changes in
Southern Yemen's Society in the
1970s" (E. Golubovskaya).

The meeting was attended by
nearly 50 specialists.

8 Taking part in the Japanese-
Souiet symposium "Changes in the
Social Structure ,f Contemporarl
Japan" held in the Ritsumeikan
University, Kyoto, were historians,
economists, sociologists and literary
critics of both countries. The Soviet
delegation was headed by G. Kim,
Corresponding Member of the
USSR AS, Deputy Director of the
Institute of Oriental Studies; the
Japanese delegation was led by
Professor Y. Goto.

At the plenary session the follow-
ing papers were delivered: "On thc

Socio-Class Structure of the Coun-
tries of Contemporary Capitalisrn"
(G. Kim); "Japanese Imperialism
Before and After the War"
(Y. Goto) and "Periodisation of
Post-War Japan's History" (S. Shio-
ta). Then the work of the sym-
posium proceeded in three panels
dealing with the class structure of
Japanese society, law and sociology
in Japan, and Japanese literature
and culture.

In panels, Soviet scholars submit-
ted the following papers: "The
Bourgeoisie in the Structure of
Japanese Society" (M. Sutyagina);
"The Working Class in the Social
Structure of Post-War Japan"
(P. Topekha); "The Topical Prob-
lems of the Study of the Mechan-
ism of Constitutional Regulation in
Post-War Japan" (V. Baturenko);
"Aspects of the Shaping of the
Post-War Foreign Policy of Japan"
(S. Verbitsky); "9r, the Changes in
the State System of Post-War
Japan" (I. Latyshev); and "The
Loneliness of Man in the Post-War
Society of Japan" (N. Chegodar).
Subrnitted by Japanese participants
were the papers: "Changes in the
Structure of the Japanese Working
Class" (K. Kanaguchi); "Living
Conditions of Japanese Workers"
(T. Sakayoli); "Changes in the
Economic Structure of Post-War
Japan" (T. Takauchi); "The De-
velopment of the Structure of
Japanese Law in the 1960s"
(K. Ikuta); "The Structure of Per-
sonal Power and Its Crisis"
(H. Fukui); "The Supreme Court"
(H. Wada) and "Changes in Social
Consciousness in Post-War Japan"
(N. Nishikawa).

About 120 scholars, including
guests from the GDR and Poland,
took part in the symposium.
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Pa*umotr, colljuaJt uJM, M., flo,turua-
aar, 7978, 432 crp.

Deueloped, Socialism, Moscow,
Politizdat Publishers, 1978,
432 pp.

The successful construction of
developed socialist society, the sub-
stantiation of the ways and forms
of its gradual turning into com-
munist society require a constant
and thorough elaboration of
theoretical questions. The book
under. review, prepared by the
Institute of Marxism-Leninism
under the Central Committee of
the CPSU, is in line with these
requirements.

The monograph shows the
enormous contribution to the
theory of developed socialism
made by the documents of the
CPSU and reports and speeches by
L. I. Brezhnev connected with the
adoption of the new Constitution
of the USSR and the 60th anniver-
sary of the Great October Socialist
Revolution. An important steP has
been made in creating the neces-
sary theoretical and methodological
base for an allround investigation
of the key problems of modern
Soviet society.
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The authors of the book ex-
amine a wide range of problems of
theory and practice of developed
socialist society. Of great interest is
the opening chapter, "Marxism-
Leninism-the Theoretical Found-
ation of Building Communism".
The overall experience of creating
a new society in the fraternal
countries and its theoretical
generalisation make it possible to
specify the characteristic of the
general laws of socialist construc-
tion, and to more fully disclose the
historic role of socialism in the
modern world and its powerful
impact on international events.

The authors dwell at length on
the dialectics of the general and
the particular in the construction
of socialism and the harmonious
combination of the international
and the national. The book justly
notes that it would be wrong to
draw a sharp borderline between
the national and the international,
and moreover, to oPPose one to
the other. The common, interna-
tional, comes out as a unity of the
multifarious. Existing socialism is
uniform in its nature and mul-
tifarious in the concrete forms of
its manifestations, and this rnul-
tiformity, far from undermining
this uniformity, consolidates it.

A comprehensive approach to
studying the problems of de-
veloped socialism allowed the au-
thors to profounclly analyse its
material, econornic, political and
cultural aspects. The work discloses
the essencc and laws of building
the material and technical base of
communism taken as an integral
system, analyses the economy of
developed socialism and examines
methods of improving the mechan-
ism of socio-economic planning
and management.

In the conditions of developed
socialism the significance of the
subjective factor is constantly grow-
ing. The 25th Congress of the
CPSU advanced"a theoretical pre-
mise about the objective law of the
drawing of the socialist countries
closer together. At the same time,
the role of the policies of the
ruling parties, their ability to

T. C. XAT{ATYPOB. I.Iumex-
utfiuxau,ua u s$$exmueuocrnb a

)cJtosunx paseumo z o cottuaJlu3Ma.
M., r,r3.4-Bo "Hayxa", 1978,
352 crp.

T. S. KHACHATUROV, Intensifi-
cation and, Efficiency Und.er De-
ueloped Socialism, Moscow,
Nauka Publishers, 1978, 352
pp.

Academician T. Khachaturov de-
votes his new monograph to the
timely questions of the theory of
socialist reproduction in the condi-
tions of the developing scientific
and technological revolution and
the new content of the production
relations of mature socialism. The
author does not confine himself to
simply examining theoretical as-

safeguard unity and coordinate
their efforts to solve common tasks
are increasing. The authors suc-
ceeded in elaborating these theses
which summarise the experience of
building socialism.

The problems of the subjective
factor, the role of the Party and
the popular masses as subjects of
the construction of socialism and
communism are discussed at length
in the chapter devoted to the Party
under developed socialism. The
book points out that at present the
volume of social knowledge re-
quired by the people building a
new life is growing unpreceden-
tedly.

The book will undoubtedly at-
tract the attentior"r of those who are
interested in the theoretical prob-
lems of developed socialism.

A. Kosichev

pects of the prohlem but thorough-
ly analyses concrete ways and
means of improving the economic
mechanism under the intensive de-
velopment of production, taking
into account the socio-economic
evaluation of the efficiency of the
utilisation of the country's natural
resources.

The author poses a number of
important problems, particularly,
the differentiation of the social
product and its component parts
by branches of social production;
the establishment of rational pro-
portions of social reproduction, de-
pending on the aims of develop-
ment, its rate and level; the expan-
sion of the sphere and definition
of the boundaries of applying com-
modity-money relations under
socialism; the determination of
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ways of the further intensification
of the econorhy, etc. Arguing with
noted Soviet and foreign econom-
ists-representatives of different
scientific schools-the author gives
a basically new characteristic to
these problems of economic theorY
and outlines methods for their
practical solution.

The main section of the book
discusses the trends ancl directions
of improving the system of Plan-
ning and economit: forecasting.
The author notes that the material
base of the plans of economic
growth in the conditions of inten-
sified social production should be
provided by scientific and technical
achievements, whose implementa-
tion has already been experimen-
tally defined. The base of forecast-
ing, with a variant evaluation of
the development trends of Produc-
tion, can be provided by alternative
solutions of applied scientific re-
search; the constant increase of the
proportion of the intensive factors
of economic growth due to the
further industrialisation of the
economy and a relative deficit of
the economic resources should be-
come an important feature of
economic development. Planning
decisions should objectively take
into account the range of social
requirements by the scope and
order of their satisfaction and their
coordination with the possibilities
of production as far as its quantita-
tive, qualitative and time aspects
are concerned.

In analysing the variants of plan-
ning decisions aimed at satisfying
social and individual, production
and non-production requirements,
the socio-economic criteria of
economic efficiency should serve as

guidelines.
Theoretically substantiating the

method of reduced expenditures
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which takes into account the effect
of the growth of labour productivi-
ty with an increase in its fixed
assets per worker, the author criti-
cises the "marginal social utility
theory", and some other concePts
because they do not Provide an
objective evaluation of the efficien-
cy of econotnic solutions.

Along with the mechanism of
reduced expenditures, Academi-
cian Khachaturov suggests the fol-
lowing methods for substantiating
the calculation of absolute and
comparative efficiency: the method
of evaluating the efficiency of so-

cial production (growth of the na-
tional income) by taking account of
complete economic expenditures-
on the basis of the finished Pro-
duct and advanced assets; the
method of the direct definition of
social labour expenditures bY

branches, enterprises and individu-
al types of goods, on the basis of
calculating the expended means of
production, as well as the necessary
and surplus product; the mechan-
ism of the economic evaluation of
utilising natural resources, Pro-
ceeding from the difference in
incomes earned from those re-
sources as compared with the worst
of them (which are currently being
used).

The monograph provides a

thorough, generalised theoretical
substantiation of the author's ear-
lier proposals and new ones bear-
ing on the topical problems of the
theory of efficiency in the light of
modern conceptions of the
economy of mature socialism.

Academician Khachaturov is cor-
rect in making solution of the task
of raising production efficiencY
and its intensification dependent
on the economic problems of ecol-
ogy. An increase in the scoPe of

socio-economic tasks at the Present
development stage aggravates the
problem of the relative scarcity of
natural resotlrces. In this connec-
tion the role of planning becomes
more important in creating objec-
tive conditions for the imProve-
ment of the structure of Produc-
tion, and consequently, the rcplace-
rlent of deficit raw ntaterials, ener-
gy resources, etc., and the more
iational utilisation of raw material
resouices with the increasing
growth rates .-,f Production. The
monograph gives au ecot'romic clas-
sification of natural resources by
type and amollnt, defines require-
rnerrts in them and discloses their
role ir-r the economy of develoPed
socialisrn.

Modern bourgeois ar-ralYses of
the scientific and technological re-
volution devote considerable atten-
tion t() the economic Problems of
ecology. Western economists see

the only way out in curbing the
growth of the PoPulation and in-
dustrial production and in estab-
lishing strict control over the Pollu-
tion level o[ the environment as

the sine qua non for the life of the
future generations. Arguing with
these economists about the de-
velol:ment prosPects of production
in the conditions of the growing
deficit of natural resources,
Khachaturov notes that it is onlY
the mechanism of Planning inher-
ent in socialism that is caPable of
rationally solving the Problem of
the rational utilisation of natural
resources in the interests of the
national economy. The long-term
plans and forecasts of economic

development compiled in the
socialist countrics. he writes, are
aimed at scientifically determining
development prospects on the basis
of the rational use of the available
labour and material resources. The
utilisation of all factors of
economic growth-labour, the
means of production ancl the
natural resources-is the principal
object of planning iIr the socialist
countries.

The monograph reaches an im-
portant practical conclusion: the
progress of the socialist economy
calls for greater efficiency and
intensification of production. The
intensive way of develoPment is

ensured by the advancement of
science and technology, and im-
provement in workers' skill, which
make it possible to more efficiently
utilise economic resources. Apart
from that, full use of the advan-
tages of the planning system of
socialism opens broad vistas for
raising efficiency by including the
untapped inner resources in the
production process.- The monograph enables the
reader to better understand the
essence of the structural changes
taking place in the economy of
developed socialism, to learn more
about the laws and distinctive fea-
tures of the modern processes of
social production and to evaluate
the possibility of their effective use
in the interests of further improve-
ment in Soviet economic Planning
and management.

A. Bulkin
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lo. C. IIIHPTIEB. 'Cor4uanu,cmuuec-

rura uum,ezput4u,a u metrdlunpod-
u,oe patdencuue mpyda. M., usd-
go "3rouousxa", 1978, 216
CTP.

Yu. S. SHIRYAEV, Socialist Integ-
nttion arul Internatioruil Di,ui-
sion "f Labour, Moscow,
Ekonomika Publishers, 1978,
216 pp.

This work contains a political
and economic analysis of the oper-
ation of the laws of socialism in the
sphere of the international
economic relations of the socialist
countries at the present stage of
the socialist international division
of labour and the economic integ-
ration of the CMEA member
states.

The author proceeds from the
basic methodological premise that
the development level of coopera-
tion and the character of the oper-
ation of econornic laws in interna-
tional socialist relations are deter-
mined by the progress in the sys-
tem of world socialism and all
elements of its economic basis, i.e.,
the economic complexes of coun-
tries, the economic mechanisms of
the management of social produc-
tion, and the degree of the social-
isation of production on a national
and international scale.

Much attention is paid to an
analysis of the basic processes'tak-
ing place in the sphere of the
material production of socialist
countries. This is necessary for
revealing the essence of the pres-
ent stage in the development of the
international economic relations of
the CMEA member countries: the
formation of the CMEA regional
market, the mutual influence of
the planned development of the
economic complex of each country
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and the system of the planned
international socialist division of
labour, the impact of external con-
ditions on the progress of coopera-
tion between the CMEA member
states, and its connections with the
international division of labour.

The author points out that the
development of the productive
forces and their internationalisa-
tion on the basis of the division of
labour results in the solution of
many key economic development
problems, which becomes possible
only through pooling of the efforts
of various socialist countries. These
objective trends made it necessary
for the socialist countries to elabo-
rate a plan of multilateral integra-
tion measures and long-term prog-
rammes of cooperation, the all-
round development of specialisa-
tion and cooperation of produc-
tion.

Summarising new trends in the
international division of labour,
Shiryaev notes the growing role of
the external economic factor in the
economic development of each
country, the comprehensive charac-
ter of economic cooperation and
the intensification of long-term
mutual external economic ties and,
finally, the development of multila-
teral distinctive features of integra-
tion processes.

All these characteristics of the
present economic cooperation of
the CMEA member states reflect
the economic aspect of their draw-
ing closer togethei and the evening
out of theil economic development
levels.

The key problems of socialist
economic integration are discussed
in the book in the light of defining
the place of this process in the
international socialist division of
labour and international economic
relations.

The development of the
economic complexes of the socialist
countries and their being drawn
into integration process create a
situation in which a significant
proportion of the economy of
these countries is shaped and
maintained on the basis of interna-
tional cooperation. The author em-
phasises the special, planned
character of the interrelationships
between economic complexes,
which alters the role of the market
and foreign trade in the relations
between the CMEA member states.

Shiryaev notes a historical
character of the correlation of the
integration process with the laws of
the allround drawing of the social-
ist countries closer together. He
justly believes that the economic
foundation for closer ties between
the socialist countries is provided
by the deepening division of labour
between them. Socialist economic
integration substantially facilitates
this process.

In this connection the monog-
raph poses the question of combin-
ing the national sovereignty and
independence of the socialist states
with the internationalisation of
their economic life. Elaborating the
premise formulated in the Com-
prehensive Programme for socialist
economic integration, namely, that
integration does not at all lead to
the loss of national sovereignty, the
author shows that within the
framework o[ planned cooperation
there are considerable reserves for
an expansion of ties between na-
tional economic complexes, without
the need to create any supra-
national bodies to manage this
international process. He stresses
that each country, irrespective of
its size, resources and industrial
potential, takes part in coordinat-
ing the principal questions of the

economic policy of the entire
socialist community on the basis of
full equality, and can exert influ-
ence on solving an ever wider
range of problems of international
economic life.

The monograph singles out a
number of problems whose scien-
tific elaboration is of great practical
significance for a further improve-
ment of the mechanism of
economic cooperation between the
CMEA member states.

The author raises a question
about the different levels of in-
teraction between the economic
complexes in connection with the
problems of managing the integra-
tion processes. Emphasising the
priority character of managing in-
ternational economic relations on a
macro-level, at which the strategy
of integration and its main trends
are determined, the author notes
the significance of the development
of the integration process at a
micro-level. Hence the decisive role
of the joint planning activity of the
socialist states in the development
of the integration process. Planned
connections have a multitude of
forms in which they are being
implemented and which serve the
aims of the coordinated economic
policy of socialist states. In view of
this, the book discusses the elabora-
tion of long-term cooperation
programmes and a plan of multila-
teral integration undertakings.

The monograph analyses in
depth the experience in applying
cost accounting methods in exter-
nal economic activities of the
CMEA member states. In particu-
lar, the fixing of prices of export
and import goods, as well as the
use of the indices of the uniform
financial result, etc.

The monograph also touches on
the problem of combining multila-
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teral and bilateral ties between the
CMEA member coirntries and the
objective necessity of developing
theil rnultilateral relations as a

form inherent in the integration
process.

The concluding chaPter discusses
the develoPment ProsPects o{
socialist economic integration and
factors determining the objective
need for its further exPansion and
consolidation.

..PHILOSOPHICAL HERITAGE'' IN 80 VOLUMES
(Survey)

The morrograph under review is

a comprehensive investigation of
compliiated and insufficientlY
studied problerns of the develop-
ment of an irnportant sPhere o[
the socialist ecollomv and makes a
substantial contribution to this fielcl
of Marxist economic science.

V. Shastitko

The idea of bringing out a series
of the classics of world philosophy
originated in our country some
twenty years ago. The author of
these lines was delegated to handle
the organisational side of the mat-
ter, and, in particular, to enlist the
collaboration of experts. It was in a

conversation with one of them, the
late Academician N. Konrad, that
the title of the series, "Philosophi-
cal Heritage" was coined. A long-
range plan envisaging 50 volumeS
was drawn up.

To many at the time the Plan
seerned unfeasible: could comPe-
tent specialists be found to ensure
the appropriate level and scale of
the publication? Would there be a
clemand for such books?

However, publication was
started. The books of the Planned
series began to appear under the
emblem of the Institute of
Philosophy, USSR Academy of Sci-
ences. The first book, Ancient In-
dian Philosopft,1, was brought out in
1963 by Mysl Publishers. And six-
teen years later the 80th (!) vol-
ume-the works of Nicholas of
Cusa-was published, thus far
transcending the original Plan.

The appearance of the 80 vol-
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umes of "Philosophical Heritage"
is a notable event in the spiritual
life of the Soviet Union. The circu-
lation figures bear this out. Ancient
Irulinn PhilosoPhy was Printed in
6,000 copies. Subseqr.rently the cir-
culation began to grow, running
into tens and hundreds of
thousands of copies. The works of
Aristotle saw the record figure of
220,000 copies. What country can
boast of the publication of the
classics of philosophy on such a

scale?
The book of another anciet-rt

author, Diogenes La€rtius, Liues
trul Opinions of Famous Philosophers
(200,000 copies) is no longer avail-
able.

Why such a success? Because in
no science is its history included so

directly as a subject of studY as in
philosophy. This is exPlained
ibove all by the character of
philosophical knowledge which is

il*ays oriented towards the world
as a whole and which formulates
the general principles of know-
ledge and behaviour.

It is particularly imPortant to
know the history of philosoPhY at
first hand, especially considering
[he many .legends that have ac-

curnulated on this score and which
are sometilnes uncritically repro-
duced even in special literature.

The series includes rnajor works
of antiquity, the Middle Ages,
modern and cotttelnporary tilnes
on the cardinal problems of
gnoseology, logic, ethics, aesthetics,
sociology-in short, everything val-
uable that has been inherited from
past epochs.

As is generally known, German
classical philosophy was the
theoretical source of dialectical and
historical materialism. The series
published the first collected works
of Kant (7 volumes) in the USSR.
Since the Soviet reader had already
received the collected works of
Hegel (14 volumes), "Philosophical
Heritage" printed those of the
great dialectician's works that did
lrot appear in the collected
works-his two-volume edition
Wri,tings of Different Yeors (two
printings in a total of 68,000
copies) and his Philosophy of Relig-
ion (175,000 copies). Feuerbach's
History of Philosophy in three vol-
umes saw two editior.rs (75,000
copies). Next to be published are
Fichte and Schelling.

Considerable attention is paid to
the materialistic tradition. Besides
Feuerbach, the series includcs the
works of Hobbes, Bayle, Gassendi,
Holbach, Helvetius, Lamaettrie,
Deschamps, Priestley, Toland and
others. Special mention should be
made of the Deschamps one-
volume edition. The Benedictine
monk L6ger-Mary DeschamPs, a

contemporary of the EncYcloPaed-
ists, was little knbwn as a

philosopher in his lifetime. He was
regarded as an opponent of the
ideals of the Enlightenment and
after his death was forgotten. De-
sclramps' principal work I'a uiriti
ou k rtni systhne was considered to

have been lost and was discovered
only in the 1860s. Thanks to the
rescarch of Soviet scholars this
work was publishecl in part in
Russian in 1930 in Baku. h.r 1939 a
French edition (also incomplete)
antl in 1967 a more comPlete
Polish edition appeared. De-
schamps is now published in the
"Philosophical Heritage" series,
thus removing a "blank sPot" in
the history of philosophy. De-
schamps, we learn, criticised the
Enlighteners from radical posi-
tions, held materialistic convictions,
combining them with the ideas of
historicism and dialectics.

How many "blank spots" still
exist! Take our compatriot
N. Fyodorov, for example. What
do rve know about him? That he
was admired by Dostoyevsky and
Tolstoy who both particularly val-
ued his ethical teachings, that he
was the teacher of Tsiolkovsky and
largely determined his interest in
space navigation. And what have
we read of Fyodorov? Practically
nothing. He was not printed in
Soviet times until recen.tly. Prior to
the Great October Socialist Revolu-
tior.r of 1917 two volumes of his
works were published posthumous-
ly under the title Philosophy of the

Common Cause. The first volume
was brought out in 480 (!) copies.
It is not suprisiilg that many
legends formed around his name,
distorting his teachings. In recent
years his ideas were critically ap-
praised and the spontaneous
materialistic basis of his views,
clearly seen behind the welter of
theological terminology and Christ-
ian symbolics, emphasised. Hither-
to unpublished writings, recently
discovered, will be included in the
third volume of his Philo.sophy of the

Common Cartse. The publication of
Fyodorov's works will undoubtedly
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be a notable contribution to
" Philosophical Heritage".

In general, I think the series

should-pay greater attention to the
writings of Russia's men of learn-
ine. Of the 80 volumes Published'
,rn"lv six are devoted to Russian
ohiiosophers (Lavrov, Tkachev, en-
iieh,".,... of the earlY lgth cen-

tury) and two-to the Ukrainian
phiiosopher, Skovoroda.' It iJ also imPortant that the
publication be brought nearer to
modern times. To date onlY oue
book Progressiae Thinhcrs of Ln.tin

America 
' of the l9th-earlY 20th

Century goes beYond the last- cen-
tury. Needless to say, the Publica-
tion of the works of other thinkers
of this period would be in Place'
"Philosophical Heritage" also 

- 
in-.

cludes 
- An AnthologY ,f World

klcmopua dunnonamuu. Tou V'
Ksura BToPar. flo4 Pe4arqra-
efi A. A. IPourtxo, tr4. H. 3eru-

cxona, B. A.3oPrlna, B' C' Ce-

MeHoBa, C. A. Tnxsr,lH-
cxoro, M., florrn'rfisAar, 1979,

766 crp.

A Historv of DiPlomacl, Vol. 5,

Book 2, Edited bY A. A' Gro-
myko, I. N. Zemskov, V.A'Zo-
rin, V. S. SemYonov, S. L. Tikh-
vinsky, Moscow. Politizdat Pub-
lishers, 1979, 766 PP.

The 1960s and 1970s were
marked by a new stage in interna-
tional relations, one in which the
sroundwork was laid for funda-
irentally recasting these relations
and during which the world Politi-
cal trends that were maturing in
.the previous decades found con-
crete expression. It is from this
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PhilosoPhy in four volumes,
chronologically covering a time
span upio the 1860s. I think that
an additional volume Paving the
way to our times would enrich it'

fhe scholarlv level of the edition
may be said to be a high one' Each

uolume is supplied with an intro-
ductory article and comprehensive
commentaries. That translations
aclequately convey the original text
is the general oPinion.

The - "PhilosoPhical Heritage"
series enioys a wide readershiP-
teachers."siudents, scientific work-
ers, engineers, doctors. The
philosophical tradition is a great
ipiritual force and today it is serv-
ing the cause of communist educa-
tion on an ever wider scale.

A. Gulyga

viewpoint that the international
.rer-ri. of the two decades are
scrutinised in Book 2, Volume 5,

of A HistorY of DiPlomacY, which
completes this fundamental work
bv S'oviet historians and brirrgs the
,i.,rr,-rt o[ events in world diPlo-
macy practically up to the present'

Tfie monograPh retraces the log-
ical transition in the development
of international relations from the
stase of tension and confrontation
in the 1960s to that o[ the normal-
isation and allround develoPment
of cooperation that began- on. the

threshold of the next decade whose
predominant tendencY became the
rhift f.o..t the long cold war to
relaxation of international tension'

In this closing volume the au-

thors have set out to identifY the
basic tendencies in this process, to

show them in correlation with the

basic laws of world develoPment in
conditions of the third stage of

capitalism's general crisis and in
the concrete context of internation-
al practice.

Speaking of the international ac-
tivities of the states of the socialist
comn.rnity in the 1970s the au-
rhors note that they were of a

two-fold nature. On the one hand,
the socialist countries actively
championed launching a struggle
for relaxation of ihternational ten-
sion while, on the other, their
foreign policy was aimed at
strengthening the internal unitY
and cohesion of the socialist com-
munity. Analysing the development
of socialist international relations in
the 1960s and 1970s, the authors
underscore that they were charac-
terised by the steady drawing
closer together of the socialist
countries, which process manifests
itself as a general law of develop-
ment. Particular attention is paid in
the book to the work of such maior
bodies of coordination of the
foreign-policy and socio-economic
activities of the socialist community
as the Warsaw Treaty Organisation
and the Council for Mutual
Economic Assistance. The basic
principle of socialism's foreign poli-
cy and diplomacy, we read in the
monograph, is socialist inter-
nationalism: it is precisely thanks to
their unity, solidarity and mutual
support that the socialist countries
succeeded in the two decades
under review in accomplishing
such important foreign-policy tasks
as strengthening socialism's inter-
national positions. Along with an
analysis of general development
trends in socialist international re-
lations, the monograph contains
brief essays on the foreign policy
and diplomacy of the socialist
countries in the subsequent period.

The work exposes the splitting
policy of the Peking leaders who

17 - 3ax. l816

have opelly opposed themselves to
the socialist camp and who are
pursuing a nationalistic, anti-
socialist course, one hostile to the
cause of peace. An in-dePth
analysis of China's foreign policy
and diplomacy is contained on the
pages dealing with the PRC's PolicY
towards India, Vietnam, Southeast
Asian countries, the develoPing
countries as a whole and towards
the industrialised capitalist states.
Surveyed, too, is the evolution of
Soviet-Chinese relations, including
the Soviet Union's efforts to re-
store good-neighbourly relations
between the two countries.

The book contains extensive ma-
terial treating of the foreign policy
of the developing countries of
Asia, Africa and Latin America.
Separately explored is such an
important factor of the diPlomacY
of the newly free states as the
non-alignment movement, and all
the stages of its inception and
development-from the Belgrade
Conference of 1961, when the
movement was launched uP, to the
conferences of the non-aligned
countries in 1978 and 1979. When
speaking of the essence and signifi-
cance of the movement the authors
do not overlook the profound class
differentiation between its particip-
ants, resulting in aggravation of
the contradictions between the ad-
vocates of a progressive policy and
those of concessions to the im-
perialists. But they underline that
the movement as a whole Preserves
its antiimperialist character and
that on many international issues

the socialist and non-aligned coun-
tries take a common stand.

A key feature of the diplomatic
struggle for peaceful coexistence
and relaxation of tension is the
Soviet Union's relations with the
leading Western countries, the
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ev()lution of these relations from
confrontation to constructive talks
and detente. The authors show the
growing importance that the bila-
teral relations of the USSR with
the major capitalist countries, the
development of contacts between
heads of states and leaders of
foreign policy began to play in
Soviet policy in the 1960s-1970s.
Soviet-French relations particularly
benefited. The cooperation be-
tween the two countries has be-
come, in the words of Leonid
Brezhnev, "a major factor of inter-
national life" (L. I. Brezhnev, FoI-
louing Lenin's Course, Vol. 3, Mos-
cow, 1972, p. 440, in Russian).

Soviet diplomacy had to over-
come quite a few difficulties on the
way to normalising relations with
the FRG. The Moscow Treaty of
August 1970 became a sound basis
for developing p<-rsitive tendencies
in the relations between the two
countries and for personal contacts
between their leaders. Discussing
the evolution of the relations be-
tween the USSR and the FRG
during the 1970s the authors note
that, considering the general
favourable tendency, these rela-
tions nevertheless developed at a
slow pace owing to a certain incon-
sistency on the part of the West-
German side.

A special chapter deals with the
diplomatic efforts to complete the
peaceful settlement in Europe,
these efforts culminating in the
Conference on Security and Coop-
eration in Europe. The Final Act,
signed in Helsinki by all the Con-
ference participants, confirmed the
system of principles of peaceful
coexistence which must underlie
the relations between the par-
ticipating states in the sphere of
economics, science and technology,
ancl the environrnent and in the
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humanitarian fields. "The develop-
ment of international relations in
Europe", we read in the monog-
raph, "in the direction of settling
the problems of her secuiity rose
to a qualitatively higher stage."

Soviet-American relations, the
importance of which was under-
scored by Lenin (V. I. Lenin, Col-
lected Works, Vol. 30, Moscow, pp.
38, 365) were of paramount signifi-
cance in the process of detente. As
a result of the meetings between
Soviet and American leaders in
1972 and 1973 the relations were
given a power'ful impetus. Such
basic bilateral documehts were
signed as the Basic Principles of
Mutual Relations Between the
USSR and the USA, the Treaty
Between the USSR and the USA
on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic
Missile Systems and the Interim
Agreement Between the USSR and
the USA on Certain Measures with
Respect to the Limitation of
Strategic Offensive Arms. At the
meeting between Leonid Brezhnev
and US President Gerald Ford in
Vladivostok in 1974 the intention
of the two countries to conclude a
second strategic arms limitation ag-
reement (SALT-2) was confirmed.

Horvever, in the mid-1970s along
with positive tendencies a number
of negative factors counteracting
detente became apparent in US
foreign policy. Analysing these fac-
tors the authors note that they are
rooted in the growing influence of
the military-industrial complex, of
American rightists, the reactionary
trade unions and Zionist organisa-
tions, as well as in the attempts of
the Carter Administration to divert
the attention of the American pub-
lic from acute social and internal
political problems by artificially in-
flating foreign policy issues out of
proportion.

The readers' attention is drawn
to the fact that the changes in the
foreign policy course of the USA
notwithstanding, the Soviet Govern-
ment has shown and continues to
show proper restraint.

The struggle of Soviet diplomacy
to resolve the most crucial and
complex of world problems, that of
disarmament, is discussed in a spe-
cial chapter. The authors examine
the efforts of the Soviet Union in
the United Nations, including
those made at the special General
Assembly session on disarmament,
and the difficulties encountered
during the Vienna multilateral
talks on the reduction of arma-
ments in Central Europe.

Here it is pertinent to note the
exceptional importance of the
Soviet proposal on disarmament
made already after the last volume
of A History of DiplomacY had
appeared. It was Put forward bY
Leonid Brezhnev in his speech in
Berlin on October 6, 1979, and
spelled out in his answer to ques-
tions put by a Prnuda corresPon-
dent on November 6, 1979.

There is a chapter devoted to
the Soviet Union's efforts in the
United Nations to safeguard peace
and international security.

Against the background of the
events connected with the heroic
struggle of the Vietnamese and
other peoples of Indochina against
the American imperialists, the
forces of internal counter-
revolution and the hegemonistic
policy of Beijing, which in 1979
took the form of an open aggres-
sion against the Socialist Republic
of Vietnam, the authors show the
moral and material supPort the
USSR rendered the peoples of
Vietnam, Laos and Kampuchea,

,)]"''u 
,'"rto an imPortant role in

the successes of the forces of peace
and socialism in Indochina.

The diplomatic history of the
Middle . East crisis, the relations
between the Great Powers, the
Arab countries and Israel, and the
struggle of the USSR for a just and
peaceful settlement in the Middle
East ale dealt with in a separate
chapter.

The monograph explores such a
complicated question in world poli-
tics as international relations and
diplomacy in the Far East. The
authors scrutinise the contradic-
tions that have surfaced in that
region and lay bare the real aims
underlying the Far Eastern policy
of such states as Japan, the USA,
South Korea and China.

The complete publication of A
History of Diplomacy-the fruit of
many years' research by Soviet
scholars, an integral study of dip-
lomatic history, beginning with the
diplomacy of the slave-owning
states of the East, Greece and
Rome and ending with the world
events of today-is a unique edi-
tion, and one which may be said to
be withorrt equal in Soviet and
foreign historical literature. The
high scholarly level of the work, its
vast source and historiographical
base, its description and analysis of
many new, hitherto unexplored
events-all this ranks A History of
Diplomacy among the best contem-
porary publications on internation-
al relations. The last volume fit-
tingly completes the fundamental
edition, makes a new contribution
to Marxist science on the history of
world politics and diplomacy today,
including to studies in socialist
foreign policy ,and the qualitatively
new international relations of
socialism.

V. Popov
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Ero JoURNAL

Ten years ago the first issue of
the journal EKO (Economy and. Or-
ganisation of Ind,ustrid Production)
came off the press. The journal is

. published by the Siberian Division
of the USSR Academy of Sciences.
More than 2,000 authors have con-
tributed to it and its circulation has
increased from an initial 8,500 to
60,000 copies.

The EKO was born in the atmos-
phere of the 1965 economic re-
form, in the conditions of the rapid
development of sociology and
economico-mathematical methods,
when economic experiments in in-
dustry and general problems of
management were commanding
ever increasing attention. The
Editors are still striving for the
principal aims and adhering to the
basic trends which they announced
in 1970 in the first issue of the
journal. Among them are the im-
provement of the economic
mechanism, the territorial organisa-
tion of production and proper
evaluation of the state and pos-
sibilities of the development of this
or that sector.

How does the Soviet economy
function and what is necessary to
make it most efficient? The EKO
examines various aspects of
economic initiative and probes into
cases of excessive administration by
mere injunction. It upholds the
stability of plans and standards and
advocates the need to have clear-
cut prospects and responsibility of
planners and those who are in
charge of plan fulfilment. As is
known, the socialist economy now
has every opportunity for a bal-
anced dynamic growth and a har-
monious coordination of the inter-
ests of individuals, enterprises and
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the whole of society. It is approp-
riate to recall the words of
L. I. Brezhnev reported in the
newspaper Prauda on November
28, 1979: "...Whatever field of
work we take, we see enormous
possibilities everywhere, enormous
reserves for a successful advance.
But to be able to utilise them
properly we must raise the level of
management in the broadest sense
of the word..."

Articles published in the EKO
are clistinguished by a deep con-
cern about raising the efficiency of
the economic mechanism, a pro-
found analysis of a broad range of
economic phenomena, and substan-
tiated proposals leading to im-
provements. Among the topics dis-
cussed are questions of the de-
velopment of socialist emulation,
cost accounting and the increasing
role of the economic levers and
stimuli, economic agreements and
direct long-term economic ties, cre-
ation, commissioning and master-
ing of new machinery and tech-
nologies and the popularisation of
group forms of labour organisa-
tion.

The territorial aspects of produc-
tion claim considerable space in the
jour nal, as well as problems of the
industrial development of lands to
the east of the Urals (the Baikal-
Amur Railway construction, the Far
North, Tyumen, Altai, Chita Reg-
ion, Krasnoyarsk Territory). Of
considerable importance, in our
opinion, are the materials on the
West-Siberian oil-and-gas extracting
complex, and "round-table" discus-
sions of relevant problems. They
show various views on the problem
and the dynamics of socio-
cconomic development.

These discussions on economrc
subjects and the ways and means of
improving the socialist economy are
conducted on a high scientific level.
The journal not only points to
shortcomings, but also tries to out-
line ways of rectifying the situation,
thus making its own contribution to
the improvement of the economy.

Looking through the EXO file
for the past decade one cannot but
notice the broad geographic scope
and wide variety of the materials
published. The journal describes
the advanced experience of the
country's best enterprises, the prob-
lems of the timber and oil indus-
tries, ferrous metallurgy, mechani-

K. H. 6PYTEHI-1. Oceoiodueu,ueca
cmpur,b\ a 70-e zodw. M.,
flo,rr.rrr.re4ar, 1979, 158 crp.

K. N. BRUTENTS, The Newly Free
Countries in the 1970s, Moscow,
Politizdat Publishers, 1979, 158

PP.

A distinguishing feature of our
time is the increasing role of the
developing countries in world af-
fairs. Hence the vital need to study
the general laws governing the
evolution of the young indepen-
dent states, and the pattern of their
relationships with the surrounding
world. It is these laws that are
analysed in this book.

The author rightly notes that the
1970s were a very important and
eventful period in the life of the
your-rg irrdependent countries. That
period saw clear symptoms of the
crisis of neocolonialism as it existed
in the 1950s and 1960s. The crisis
was brought about by major
changes in the alignment of forces

cal engineering, etc., economic ex-
periments and their results. It
makes a special reference to the
need of tackling any current
economic task from positions of the
ultimate economic effect.

For the past decade the journal
has served as a bridge between
science and practical activity. It has
done much to popularise the great
economic potential of the Siberian
Division of the USSR Academy of
Sciences and has displayed great
interest in raising the economic
efficiency of the Soviet national
economy.

V. Novikov

on the international arena and by
an expansion of the liberated coun-
tries' struggle for complete inde-
pendence. "Under the impact of
social demarcation and the experi-
ence of struggle on the world
arena," the author says, "the anti-
imperialist activity of the popular
masses in developing countries has
been increasingly acquiring a class
colouring; so have the aggravating
contradictions between the forces
expressing the interests of the
masses and those circles which are
willing to take a compromising
stand towards imperialism or even
pose as its ally."

In this connection the book pres-
ents an interesting analysis of the
main tendencies of the economic,
social and political development of
the newly free countries oriented
towards socialism. It shows the
dialectic of the relationships be-
tween political power and the socio-
economic basis of these states, and
the acute confrontation of the
forces following different paths of
development.
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The complex and contradictory
nature of the socio-political proces-
ses taking place in the young inde-
pendent states does not, however,
alter the main tendencies and laws
that determine the general trend of
their development. The changes
transforming these countries are of
a democratic nature, the author
notes. But the logic of the anti-
imperialist and aggravating class
struggle in the developing coun-
tries prompts patriots and demo-
crats in the developing countries
once again to turn to the problem
of the path to be taken by their
countries, to see their countries
free from the bounds of capitalism,
and oriented towards the socialist
perspective.

The imperialists seek to hamper
the democratic process and are
searching for new ways and means
of retaining their control over key
sectors of the economy and over
the policy oI the young indepen-
dent countries. It is convincingly
shown in the book that the
"reorientation and modernisation"
of neocolonialist policy, despite the
euphonious slogans with which it is
camouflaged, ultimately leads to
the implantation and consolidation
of capitalist relations in the newly
free countries aud to their integra-
tion in the capitalist world
economy, controlled by internation-
al monopoly capital. The idea is to
intensify the technico-economic de-
pendence of the developing nations
on the imperialist states, on foreign
rnonopoly capital, to create a sys-
tem perpetuating this depen-
dence.

The political and economic coop-
eration between the Soviet Union,
other countries of the socialist com-
munity and the developing nations
has a totally different pattern. The
book shows that the cornerstone of
this cooperation is identity of inter-
ests in the struggle for peace and
peaceful coexistence, against im-
perialisnt and coloirialism, and the
Soviet Union's principled support
for the efforts of the developing
countries to consolidate their
sovereignty and build an indepen-
dent economy, for their right to
use their national resources as they
wish and freely choose their paths
of development.

The development of the young
independent states has been taking
place against a background of con-
frontation between various political
and socio-economic tendencies.
The peoples and progressive forces
of these countries have to fight
hard to overcome backwardness
and switch to a progressive path of
development; they have to repel
continuous attacks and expose the
endless manoeuvres of imperialism
and reaction. Judging from the
main tenclencies of the 1970s, the
author notes, the coming period
will be marked by a further aggra-
vation of the struggle for genuine
social progress in the young states.

Devoted to one of the most
complex and urgent problems of
world development, the book is
useful to all who are inteiested in
the destinies of the peoples of Asia,
Africa and Latin America.

A. Maslennikov
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Coeemcxoa ucmopuxo-npa*osan Na)tfi .

Ouepxu cmawo*fievtw u pei-
aumun. M., r.rs4-so nHayxa",
1978, 352 crp.

Sotiet Historico-Legnl Science.
Emergence and. Deoelopment,
Moscow, Nauka Publishers,
1978, 352 pp.

In recent years scholars have
displayed greater interest in the
history of Soviet legal science. It
had, of course, been dealt with
before, but mostly in a cursory
manner-in historiographic chap-
ters of works written on other
subjects, or at the most-in reviews
published in collections or journals.
In the 1970s, special monographs
began to appear, examining the
history of various branches of legal
science, while Nauka Publishers
started to print a series of books
"The History of Legal Science"
prepared by the Institute of State
and Law, USSR Academy of Sci-
ences. The work under review is in
this series.

The authors and editors are
right, it seems to us, in emphasising
the close connections of the history
of the state and law with the
general historical science. The
selection of the works under study
was determined by their character
and the, range of problems they
examined, but not by the profes-
sional affiliation of their authors.
This is important since Soviet his-
torians have recently devoted much
attention to historico-legal prob-
lems. The book pays tribute to such
outstanding scholars of history as
B. Grekov, L. Cherepnin, S. Skaz-
kin, E. Tarle and N. Lukin, who
made a Breat contribution to the
elaboration of the historico-legal
problems of general history.

In selecting the material the

editors had to single out what was
really valuable and represented a
definite step forward in historico-
legal literature. This task has been
successfully fulfilled. The authors
studied not only monographs and
other exhaustive works, but articles,
papers and communications, rightly
maintaining that the latter three
could contribute as much to the
development of science as any vol-
uminous publication.

The structure of the book is
well-balanced and rational. The
monograph consists of three parts
devoted to researches in the field
of the history of the state ahd law
in pre-Soviet times, the history of
the Soviet state and law and the
general history of the state and law.
Inside, the material is arranged in
three periods (1917-1936, 1937-
1959 and 1960-1977). Separate
chapters, each dealing with one of

. the periods mentioned, tackle basic
historico-legal problems. Following
this plan the authors rnanaged to
collect an enormous amount of
material and disclose the degree of
the elaboration of individual ques-
tions. The study of material
grouped by definite periods is
expedient because such periodisa-
tion makes it possible to see general
laws in the development of his-
torico-legal science and sum up
certain results.

The monograph cites many facts
which demonstrate the progress of
Soviet historico-legal scienie, and
describes the great practical and
educational significance of scientific
literature and textbooks on the
history of the state and law. The
monograph shows the considerable
successes scored by Soviet historico-
legal science during the period of
more than 60 years. However,
'works on the history of the science
speak not only of its obvious



achievements, but also of problems,
unresolved or insufficiently elabo-
rated, which should command the
attention of scholars engaged in
research into the history of the
state and law. In this respect, too,
the monograph under review can
play a positive role.

The history of the state and law
is a component part of the history
of human society, and a most
important part, at that. This deter-
mines the general historic signifi-
cance of historico-legal works. The
book under review is of interest not
only to historians of law, but also to
experts on Russian and Soviet his-

A. B. r{I4t{EPLlH. Ouepxu no uc-
mopuu p)ccKoeo numepamypnozo

,{"ff l""I; {"i,li.r;'i'#1,
1977, 445 crp.

A. V. CHICHERIN, Essnys on the
History of the Russian Literary
Slyla, Moscow, Khudozhestven-
naya literatura Publishers,
1977, 445 pp.

A. Chicherin's new book is re-
lated to his previous works (fdaa
and St1le. On the Nature of the Poetic
Worrl, Moscow, 1968; The Rhythm of
the Image, Moscow, 1973). Their
common feature is the researcher's
interest for the ideological content
and meaningfulness of artistic"fqr-. However, in his earlier
works the author formulated a
number of original and profound
observations on the image form
characteiistic of individual artists,
while here he makes an attempt to
present in a historical perspective a
group of authors, their creative
individuality forming the subject-
matter of analysis in the book
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tory and the history of foreign
countries. And it should be borne
in mind that many of these scholars
and experts have now been work-
ing in the sphere of the history of
the state and law. Sometimes, it is
practically impossible to separate
their works from those by experts
in the history of legal science. But
this is not necessary, for it is only
the joint efforts of representatives
of related sciences that can produce
tangible results in our time.

O. Zhidkov,
O. Chistyakov

under review. The spectrum of
materials considered is extremely
broad-from the sources of Rus-
sian literature (ancient times, the
l8th century) to its greatest attain-
ments in the 19th century (Push-
kin, Lermontov, Tyutchev, Dos-
toyevsky,. Turgenev, Tolstoy-this
list is far from complete).

The author calls his book Essals.
This definition of the genre is in
our view quite justified, because in
establishing the specific features of
the poetic work of a given artist,
Chicherin outlines only some of his
creative contacts with previous and
subsequent literature.

The book displays the author's
usual attention for detail in the
artistic text and his ability to reveal
the corrtent of minutest elements of
the verbal texture of a work. Par-
ticularly remarkable are chapters
on the prose of Gogol, Tolstoy,
Dostoyevsky, and the poetry of
Lermontov, Baratynsky, and Nek-
rasov. It is important to note that
in turning to authors whom he has
long been fond of (Tolstoy, Dos-
toyevsky) and, while remaining

true to his former interpretation of
their work, the scholar, far from
merely repeating his old views,
draws on ncw materials and looks
for new aspects of observation
(take, for instance, his search for
creatlve parallels, echoes,
dialogues, arguments, direct and
indirect inheritance, etc.). In the
chapter on Tolstoy the author does
not merely demonstrate a certain
number of verbal-image compo-
nents-he also grasps the nature
of their cohesion that is specific for
the artist, being the only one that
can express his attitudes to reality.
Complex syntactic forms, in the
author's view, while retaining in
The Death of luan Ilyich their
former meaning of combining the
incompatible, or the heterogene-
ous, or the simultaneous but differ-
ent. acquire also the new tragic
meaning of denouncing the lie that
is behind every step made and
every word said by the characters
of the story.

O. M. EEPE3LIH. klcmopua Pyc-
cxozo n3bnrc3u,a*ufl. M., rae4-so

"Bucruar rrxo^a>, 1979, 224
crp.

F. M. BEREZIN, A Hisrory of Rus-
sinn Linguistic.s, Moscow, Vys-
shaya shkola Publishers, 1979,
224 PP.

The author of the book under
review set himself the goal of
Marxist-l eninist analysis of the
main stages in the history of Rus-
sian linguistics from the l6th cen-
tury up to the October Revolution
of 1917, arrd of outlining the
sn'rrggk. ol irlcas concerning such

Itl-:laK. lSlti

The author succeeds in showing
the creative echoes and parallels
both within Russian literature and
between authors of different coun-
tries (Pushkin-M6rim6e, Push-
kin-Stendhal). This extremely
fruitful quest for artistic contacts is
most active at the level of separate
images and not of kindred aesthe-
tic laws.

On the whole, the Essays pro-
duce an impression of a study in
the stylistic cross-section of the
creativity of Russian prosaists and
poets that is rich in material and in
rneaningful and very original ob-
servations. That is precisely the
aspect of the artist's image that is
congenial to Chicherin and lends a
still greater significance to his
work. The work under review, in
my opinion, greatly contributes to
a genuinely scientific study of liter-
ary styles.

most important issues of Iinguistic
theory as the problem of language
as the object and subject-matter of
linguistics, nature of language and
its definitions, and the structure of
linguistics as a science. The focus
of the book is on problems of
general and comparative linguistics
and the development of Russian
grammatical thought. Berezin takes
into account both the inner logic of
the development of linguistics it-
self, the continuity of ideas man-
ifested in their interweaving and
negation, and itS links with other
sciences, philosophy, logic and
psychology, in particular, as well as
the influence of West European

V. Eidinova
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linguistic theories, and social and
cultural-historical factors.

The book consists of ten chaP-
ters. The first chapter, "The
Origins of Russian Grammatical
Thought", considers the grammati-
cal works of the l6th-l8th cen-
turies. The author shows that origi-
nally they bore traces of the influ-
ence of the Graeco-Latin grammat-
ical tradition. Old Russian scholars
were primarily concerned with Old
Church Slavonic, although most of
them distinguished it from living
speech. The second half of the
lTth century sees the formation of
the national Russian language and
its recording in writing. Old
Church Slavonic is strongly af-
fected by the spoken language. All
of these factors made for lack of
cohesion in vocabulary and gram-
matical structure causing an urgent
need for working out rigorous li-
terary standards and for grammati-
cal research. That was, in Berezin's
view, the cause for the shift in
focus in early l8th-century manu-
als on grammar from the descrip-
tion of Old Church Slavonic struc-
ture to orthography, which plays a
most important role in the for-
mation of the standard lan-
guage.

The chapter "M. V. Lomonosov
and the Grammatical Tradition of
the Second Half of the lSth Cen-
tury" emphasises the unity of the
philosophical and linguistic views
of the great Russian scientist, com-
bination of inductive and deductive
methods of study in his work, his
materialist interpretation of the re-
lations of language, thinking, and
reality, and of the role of language
in the development of society. The
author expounds in detail
Lom<-rnosov's ideas on comParative-
historical linguistics, describing his
efforts in standardising the Russian
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language and in creating the first
scientific grammar of Russian.

The chapter "The Ideas of Uni-
versal Grammar in the First Half
of the l9th Century" discusses
grammatical works written under
the influence of Grammaire d,e Port-
Rolal and later that of K. Becker.
Berezin correctly points out the
following features of these gram-
mars: concePtion of language as a
system of signs, distinction between
language and speech, and applica-
tion of the deductive method to
the analysis of language. In the
1820s and 1830s there was a ten-
dency to adapt philosophical gram-
mar to the goals and. tasks of
school education, that is, to use it
for practical purposes (N. Grech),
and in the 1830s through 1850s an
attempt was made to renovate it
along the lines of Becker's systim.
The factual material cited by the
author and his analysis of it reflect
a whole epoch, and a very remark-
able one, in the history of Russian
grammar.

The chapter "Comparative-
Historical Studies in the First Half
of the l9th Century" traces the
formation of the principle of his-
toricism, describing the introduc-
tion of Russian scholars to Sanskrit
(G. Lebedev, F. Adelung), accumu-
lation of historical facts (N.
Rumyantsev's circle, the Archaeog-
raphic Expedition), and the signifi-
cance of A. Vostokov's works on
Old Church Slavonic, paleography,
and lexicography. It also offers
characteristics of all the most sig-
nificant works on the historical
study of Russian.

The chapter "Grammatical Doc-
trines of the First Half of the 19th
Century" deals with the Ru.ssian
Grammar Comptled by the Russicn
Academy (1802) and the grammati-
cal works of N. Grech, A. Vos-

tokov, V. Belinsky, G. Pavsky,
I. Davydov, F. Buslayev. Two types
of grammars became established by
the beginning of the lgth century,
empirical (philological) and
philosophical. Each of them had
their own lortes and foibles. Bere-
zin shows the way in which these
two types of grammar were integ-
rated, the bias being now towards
empiricism (Vostokov, Pavsky),
now towards logicism (Grech, Be-
linsky, Davydov). In Buslayev's
work, historicism is added to this
mixture. All of this is traced in
detail in the teachings on parts of
speech and their grammatical
categories, and the sentence and its
structure,

The chapter "The Grammatical
Systems of K. Aksakov and
N. Nekrasov" considers the place
and role of these two outstanding
personalities in the history of Rus-
sian linguistics.

The chapter "The Main Prob-
lems of General Linguistics at the
End of the l9th Century" eluci-
dates the general theoretical views
of A. Potebnya, F. Fortunatov,
M. Pokrovsky, I. Baudouin de
Courtenay, and N. Kruszewski.
The author conbentrates here on
such problems as the essence of
language, interconnections between
language and thinking and the
contiguous problem of the word

. concept, the individual and the
social in language, language as a
system, statics and dynamics.

The chapter "Comparative-
Historical and Typological Studies
in the Late l9th Century" treats of
the works of A. Potebnya,
A. Popov, F. Korsh, F. Fortunatov,
I. Baudouin de Courtenay,
V. Bogoroditsky.

'l-lrc last quarter of the lgth
{ (,lllut \ rvas the period of intense

l8*

study of the historical laws of
development of the grammatical
structure of Indo-European and
Slavic languages. The underlying
idea of all of Potebnya's work was
to show the connection between
language and thought in their his-
torical development. Berezin out-
lines Potebnya's view of the forma-
tion and development of parts of
speech and, respectively, parts of
the sentence, the whole picture
being a background for revealing
the historical laws of transforma-
tion of the sentence itself from
nominal to verbal structure. Poteb-
nya's ideas were later developed in
the works of Popov and Korsh.

The monograph contains a de-
tailed account of Bogoroditsky's
views of the nature of the Proto-
Indo-European language and the
possibility of its reconstruction, as
well as the history of the formation
of parts of speech; emphasis is laid
on the scholar's desire to combine
historicism with synchronic studies.
In speaking of Fortunatov, the
author shows the significance of his
works on lndo-European phonetics
and accentology,

In addition to comparative-
historical syntax, typological study
of languages begins late in the l9th
century, which atternpted to estab-
lish common and distinctive fea-
tures both in related and unrelated
languages. The 'pioneer of this
approach in Russia was Baudouin
de Courtenay, who laid the found-
ations of the phonetic and mor-
phological typology of Indo-
European, Finno-Ugric, Uralo-
Altaic, and Semitic languages. He
was also one of the first to draw
attention to the problem of lan-
guage communities.

The chapter "The Grammatical
Views of A. Potebnya and F. For-
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tunatov" shows the origin and es-
sence of the new grammatical
theories propounded by these out-
standing scholars. Buslayev's gram-
matical system was in many re-
spects contradictory owing to his
desire to integrate the logico-
grammatical and historical ap-
proaches. The book therefore con-
tains a detailed exposition of
Potebnya's critique of Buslayev's
views of the basic grammatical
categories. Potebnya himself con-
stantly endeavoured to explain lan-
guage phenomena without re-
course to external factors. Berezin
shows this quite clearly by drawing
examples from Potebnya's teaching
of grammatical form, grammati-
cal category, Parts of speech,
parts of the sentence, and the
sentence.

In the 1880s and 1890s For-
tunatov founded the formal school
in Russian grammar. The direction
of Potebnya's studies was from
meaning to form, while Fortunatov
followed the opposite path, from
form to meaning. While disting-
uishing the basic and formal ele-
ments in the word, he never consi-
dered the problem of their interre-
lation. Thus the starting points of
Potebnya's and Fortunatov's ),s-
tems were different and even
diametrically opposed in their na-
ture. Berezin reveals this through
his analysis of Fortunatov's teach-
ing on grammatical form, gram-
matical word-classes, and the
phrase (word-combination).

The chapter "Linguistics in the
Early 20th Century" considers the
linguistic views of A. Shakhmatov,

A. PeShkovsky, D. Kudryavsky,
V. Bogoroditsky, and the early
works of L. Shcherba.

The most outstanding scholar in
turn-of-the-century Russian linguis-
tics was, unquestionably, Shakh-
rnatov. It is quite justified, there-
fore, that he figures most promi-
nently in this chapter. The author
offers an allround exposition of
Shakhmatov's views of the forma-
tion of East Slavic languages and
its close links with the history of
the people, also of his teaching on
the sentence and parts of speech,
and subject-matter of syntax and
morphology. In treating the gram-
matical theory of Peshkovsky, Be-
rezin shows the influence of the
views of Potebnya, Fortunatov, and
Shakhmatov on it. The book under
review discusses in particular detail
the concepts of word form, phrase,
grammatical category, the teaching
on parts of speech, and the sen-
tence with predicativity as its prin-
cipal distinctive feature.

The book contains an interesting
analysis of general linguistic and
grammatical views of Kudryavsky,
who took an active part in
St.Petersburg Marxist circles. His
works put particularly great em-
phasis on the social nature of
language.

Taken as a whole, Berezin's book
is a systematic and the most com-
plete exposition of the history of'
Russian linguistics available.

S. Smirnov
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V. V. IVANOV, Odds and Eaens:
Asymmetry oJ the Brain and, ol
Sign Systems, Moscow, Sovets-
koye radio Publishers, 1978,
185 pp.

Vyacheslav Ivanov's monograph
consists of three chapters, name
and subject indexes, and bibliog-
raphy. The study embraces a wide
range of problems involved in the
construction of modern cybernetic
devices modelling brain functions,
and also presents some new data,
obtained in clinical and experimen-
tal practice, on the correlation be-
tween the two cerebral hemis-
pheres playing different roles in
man's verbal behaviour. The au-
thor considers the binary symbolic
classification in primitive societies,
binary cultural codes, and asym-
metry in sign systems from a
semiotic point of view. There is
also a discussion, in terms of the
theory of dialogue, of the use of
code elements which are defined
with reference to speech communi-
cation in the code itself (the lan-
guage) as well as of problems of
memory of culture, human creative
memory, and information storage.

The first chapter, "Right and
Left", offers a detailed treatment
of the differences between the
functions of the two cerebral
hemispheres that have a bearing
on verbal behaviour. Of the two
hemispheres the dorninant left one,
writes the author, "analyses
(parses) and synthesises (generates)
sentences, using all of the gram-
matical information and only that
(relatively small) part of the infor-
rnation about the meaning of

words which is adjacent to gram-
mar". It is the left hemisphere that
is the depository of grimmatical
information; it may therefore oper-
ate with words combining them in
various ways. As demonstrated by
clinical data, when the left hemis-
phere is affected, the loss of ability
to generate grammarically well-
formed sentences ensues; patients
with this kind of aphasia use verb-
less sentences mostly (nominal or
telegraphic style of speech), string-
ing nouns without expressing rela-
tions between them. This nominal
style of speech is perceived as
referring to the present, having
concrete spatio-temporal localisa-
tion, which is emphasised by fre-
quent repetition of the demonstra-
tive pronoun "this". The author
regards as feasible the hypothesis
that from the purely linguistic
point of view the nominal style of
speech evinces characteristic fea-
tures of meanings correlated with
the right hemisphere handling
orientation in actual time-space.
The left hemisphere is involved in
the construction of speech utter-
ances and, in the author's view, is
better at remembering schemata
and structures than concrete
phrases forming constructions. The
right hemisphere, on the contrary,
is better at remembering integral
undifferentiated wholes, clich6s.
The author correlates the differ-
ence between the right and left
hemispheres with the difference
between grammatical rules for con-
structing utterances and vocabulary
where utterances may be stored as
integral undifferentiated units.

According to the author, man's
memory is to a considerable extent
determined by connecting links be-
tween the left hemisphere, in
which words in their sound integu-
ment are stored, and the right one



as the urain dePositorY of visual
images. It is pointed out that the
left (or speech) hemisPhere not so

much remembers texts as re-
creates theln.

It would be interesting to estab-
lish, the author believes, to what
extent the synonYmic transforma-
tions of utterances now studied bY

lexical semantics may be correlated
with information being Passed
from one hemisphere (e.g., the
right one) to the other (the left
one) and vice versa. The assumP-
tion that it is the right hemisphere
that is responsible for combining
logically disparate objects in one
complex is borne out by the follow-
ing experimental data. In elec-
troconvulsant shock temPorarilY
"switching off" the left Iremis-
phere, the patient explains the
meaning of a word by enurnerating
all the elements of such a comPlex;
thus the word "water" Produces
the complex "summer", "bathe",
"colnpetitions", "swimming",
"hot".

The development from complex
thinking to logical conceptual one
is described by the author as de-
velopment from the right cerebral
hemisphere type of thinking to the
left cerebral hemisphere tyPe.
When the left hemisphere is

switched off by an electroconvul-
sant shock, the patient loses the
ability to understand abstract terms
(like "health", "malice", "the
good", "j"y"), an understanding of
terms for concrete objects being
fully retained.

In the section "From Gesture to
Word" the author Points out that
gesture language, in particular the
language of indicative gestures,
and hieroglyphic writing, which
has an affinity wirh hieroglyPhic
gestures, both belong to the do-
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main of the right hemisPhere' This
is confirmed by the clinical fact
that Japanese patients losing the
ability to understand the Japanese
syllabic alphabet through affection
of the left hemisphere retain the
ability to use hieroglYPhs. Sum-
rning up, the author writes that
"the right, non-dominant, hemis-
phere is in its basic functions the
lrernisphere of integral ('topologi-
cally linked') units. It therefore
operates with integral visual and
spatial irnages, objects, hieroglyphs,
glstures, musical melodies, ritual-
iied phrases and names of things
undifferentiated into units ('let-
ters') in the hemisPhere itself.
However, each integral image of
the right hemisphere may be corrt"
lated with its representation in the
form of a seqtrence of discrete
syrnbols in the left hemisPhere."

The second chapter, "Twins",
considers the binary nature of the
basic codes of human culture (ritu-
al, model of the world) and the
semiotic significance of the odd
and even (paired and unpaired) in
prirnitive art and primitive society.
The primary feature of all earlY
human cultures, the author holds,
was the symbolisation of the collec-
tive's binary social division (based
on the opposition of the male and
female principles) in such a waY

that each of the two halves of the
tribe was linked with one of the
series of polar binary symbols, of
which the most imPortant were the
left and right hands. Tertiary divi-
sions in the history of cultures
begin to assume cardinal signifi-
cance later than binary ones or
quaternary divisions based on the
latter. Trisymbolic structure is

characteristic of the central image
of many traditions, the world tree,
in which three parts are disting-
uished-top, middle, and roots.

The author compares and shows
the isomorphism of (a) binary
rnodels of distinctive features in
modern linguistics which are buih
to study the most general abstract
meanings correlated with the left
hemisphere; (b) classificatory sys-
tems based on the "favourable vs
unfavourable" binary opposition of
phenomena of the external world,
on which rituals, ritual behaviour,
and mythology in elementary
societies are founded; (c) modern
cybernetic models describing the
simplest forms of the behaviour of
automata assessing transmitted
signals either as favourable (gain
S:0) or unfavourable (loss S-l).

Chapter Three, "Dialogue", ex-
pounds the theory of dialogue
from the point of view of the
bipartite structure of the brain,
and studies the specific features of
the communication act in human
society, between man and machine,
and man and extra-terrestrial intel-
ligence. The starting point in the
description of verbal communica-
tion in any human language is the
subject of speech- homo loquens.
The author concentrates on the
so-called "shifters", or "egocentric
words", serving to localise utter-
ances on the spatio-temporal plane.
Each speaker having command of
a given natural language must also
have the skill for changing shifters
depending on the role of the
participants in the act of communi-
cation, its circumstances, time, and
place. These skills (of using pro-
nouns and other shifters correctly)
are assimilated by the child latest
of all, and they are the first to go
when a disease causes speech disor-
der or disintegration. The author
assumes that these shifters are
linked with the functioning of the
left cerebral hemisphere. Clinical
data show that in electroconvulsant

shock switching off the right
hemisphere the patients' speech
ahounds in shifters, in particular
first person pronouns. contrari-
wise, the Besture of pointing at one's
own body historically precerling
pronouns is correlated with the
right hemisphere. Shifters of the
personal pronoun type are charac-
teristic of a relatively late stage in
the development of the natural
language. Besides, they constitute
the specific feature of the natural
language distinguishing it from all
artificial languages of science (in
particular, the language of
mathematical logic) and machine
languages.

In conclusion (the section "In-
stead of an Epilogue") the author
writes that the neuropsychologists'
discovery of the differences be-
tween the functions of the cerebral
hemispheres enable one to link the
results of physiological research
with the data of other sciences of
man, linguistics in particular. "The
speech (dominant) hemisphere,
whose descriptions of the world are
expressed in oral language, is cor-
related with its counterpart, the
right hemisphere perceiving integr-
al images". From the point of view
of biological evolution, computers
are a continuation of the functions
of the young and dominant left
cerebral hemisphere. The author
believes that comparison of compu-
ters with the left hemisphere facili-
tates understanding of certain fea-
tures of the right hemisphere. At
the same time it makes one wonder
about those properties of the right
hemisphere, the modelling of
which promises a revolution in
cybernetic theory and in the prac-
tice of designing computers.

Z. Volotskaya



ril BIBLIOGRAPHY

BOOKS PUT OUT BY THE SIBERIAN BRANCH
OF NAUKA PUBLISHERS

From the Editors: Below is an annotated list of books on social
sciences, published in Russian in Novosibirsk in 1978-first half
of 1979 by the Siberian branch of Nauka Publishers.

History. Historical Sciences.
Sociology

V. T. Agalakov. Thc Souiets ,f
Siberia (1917-1918), 1978, 255 pp.

This book deals with the forma-
tion of the Soviets on the eve of
the proletarian revolution and the
turning of them into a state
mechanism in the east of the
country.

Arcfurcology and, Ethnography of Mon-
golio, 1978, 222 pp.

The collection opens a series of
publications on the basis of materi-
als collected over many years by
archaeologists and ethnographers.
It includes articles on problems of
the history and the cultural history
of the Mongolian people and
peoples of neighbouring territories,
from the Paleolithic to our day.

A. N. Batalov, The Struggle to Wi,n
the Army Oaer to the Sid,e of the
Bokheui.hs in Siberia (1916-February
1918), r978,285 pp.

Describing the multifarious ac-
tions of the Siberian Bolsheviks to
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mobilise the soldiers of local garri-
sons in the struggle for Soviet
power, the author cites new data
about the October Revolution in
Siberia.

Cities of Siberia (Epoch of Feud,alism
and Capitnlism), 1978, 335 pp.

The book includes archive rna-
terials and materials of field inves-
tigations and discusses questions of
the social, economic, administra-
tive, political and cultural history
of Siberian cities. Much attention is
devoteJ to the urban development,
planning and architecture of
Siberia.

Anci,ent Cultures of Altai and. Western
Siberia, 1978, 203 pp.

The articles in the collection
cover the period from the
Paleolithic to the 17th century and
deal with the problems of the
correlation of materials of West
Siberian and neighbouring ter-
ritories, questions of ancient his-
tory, primitive art, and new
methods in archaeological investig-
ations.

Ancient Cultures of the Angara Reg'
ion, 1978,239 pp.

The material cited sums up the
archaeological research conducted
over many years, first in the zone
of the construction of the Bratsk
hydroelectric power station, and
then the Ust-Ilimsk hydroelectric
power station. These materials are
important for solving the problems
of the genesis and evolution of the
ancient cultures of the taiga reg-
ions along the Angara River. The
common features of monuments in
the middle reaches of the Angara
and the cultures in the Lake Baikal
area have been traced.

The Historiography of the Culture and
Intellr.gentsia of Souiet Siberia, 1978,
349 pp.

The collection summarises the
historical experience of the im-
plementation of the cultural re-
volution in Siberia. Chronological-
ly, the entire Soviet period-from
the October Revolution to the
epoch of developed socialism-is
covered.

I. V. Konstantinov, The EarlY Iron
Age of Yakutia, 1978, 128 pp.

The monograph deals with one
of the least studied epochs of the
ancient history of Yakutia. It inves-
tigates the material culture of the
population and its ties with the
tribes of neighbouring territories.

S. V. Kopylova, Stone Masonry in
Siberia (Late 17th-18th Centuries),
1979, 355 pp.

The book discusses the main
stages and distinctive features in
the development of stone masonry,
the organisation and techniques of
production, the emergence of the
trade of construction workers and
their social status.

N. A. Minenko, Russi,an Peusant
Family in Western Siberta (the 18th-

First Half of the 19th Century), 1979,
350 pp.

The author examines the numer-
ical strength and the structural and
generation composition of the fam-
ily, its main functions, family rela-
tions, including peasant law of
succession.

I. A. Moletotov, Siberian Territorial
Committee - Sibkraikom (Party Bur,kl-
ing in Siberia in 1924-1930), 1978,
366 pp.

The main accent is made on the
formation of the Party organisation
of the Siberian Territory, improve-
ment of its structure, the growth of
the body of workers in the territor-
ial Party organisation and the
ideological and organisational unity
of Party ranks.

A. T. Moskalenko, Tlre ldeolog rmd,

Actiuities of Christian Secr.s, 1978,
'415 pp.

The work discloses the social
determinative character and the
ideological roots of eschatological
and chiliastic teachings, the class
nature of religious doctrine, the
structure of organisations and the
methodology of studying small
groups in Christian sectarianism,
and the basic principles of scientific
atheist work among believers.

A. P. Okladnikov, The UPPer Lena
Burial Ground.-Monllnxent of the

Ancient Culture of Siberian Peoples,

1978, 288 pp.
The monograph describes one of

the richest Neolithic burial grounds
of Northern Asia, where materials
have been found which throw light
on the history of Baikal tribes for a
period of several millennia . (a

Neolithic culture unknown earlier),
data about the social structure and
religious beliefs of the Neolithic
Age, as well as the Early Bronze-
Glazkovo period.
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Monuments of Historl antl Culture of
Siberia, 1978, 184 pp.

The book gives a characteristic
of the most diverse types of monu-
ments, beginning with the distant
past right up to our, day. The
material is grouped by sections:
monuments of archaeology, revolu-
tion, military and labour feats,
architecture and the arts.

M. I. Rizhsky, The History of Trans-
lntions of the Bible in Russia, 1978,
208 pp.

The author examines the history
of the Slavic and Rusqian transla-

. tions of the Bible. He discloses the
earthly, material interests and
reasons that were centred around
it, and gives a critical evaluation of
the Slavic and Russian synodal
editions of the Bible.

R. V. Ryvkina, The Mode of Lil, of
the Rural Popuhtion (Methods and
Results of the Cuse Study of Siberia),
1979, 352 pp.

The rural way of life is charac-
terised by seven components: work
in social production and personal
household, everyday life and edu-
cational activities, public voluntary
work, recreation and leisure, ter-
ritorial mobility. The main types of
the mode of life of the rural
inhabitants are revealed and de-
scribed in all the types of activity
mentioned above.

Siberia in Ancient Times, 1979, 128

PP:
The collection contains articles

by young specialists devoted to
problems of archaeology of the
territories from the Urals to the
Pacific in the east, and from the
taiga area of West Siberia to Soviet
Central Asia in the south. The
problems dealt with cover the
period from the Paleolithic Age to
the second millennium A. D., in-
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cluding the Bronze and Early Iron
Age.

Siberia, Central and, Eost Asia in
Ancient Times. The Neolithic Age
und the Epoch of Mekil, 1978, 155
pp.

The collection is a continuation
of the publication "Siberia, Central
and East Asia in Ancient Times.
The Paleolithic Age". The authors
deal with the original features of
the ancient cultures of Siberia and
countries of the Far East, and their
substantial contribution to world
culture.

The Cooperation of Siberiun Workers
nnd Peasants Under Deueloped Social-
ism, 1978, 158 pp.

The book describes the influence
of the alliance of workers and
peasants on the technical re-
equipment of state and collective
farms, consolidation of their mater-
ial and technical basis, develop-
ment of agriculture and the turn-
ing of agricultural labour into a
variety of industrial one.

Exile and, Social und, Political Life in
Siberia (I8th-Early 20th Centuries),
1978, 332 pp.

The collection describes the life
and activity of the Decembrists and
Polish exiles in Siberia, the connec-
tions of the political exiles with
local public figures and representa-
tives of the intelligentsia, the mode
of life of the political exiles in the
1880s, the preparation and im-
plementation of the 1900 r'cforlr
of the Siberian exile, escapes of
proletarian revolutionaries from
detention and exile.

M. N. Khalbayev, Ind.ustrial De-
aelopment of the National Districts of
Siberia. 1959-1970,1978, 256 pp.

The work describes industrial
development, the growing efficien-
cy of production, a rise in the

cultural and professiolral level of
the working people, and intensifi-
cation of the creative initiative and
activity of the workers and en-
gineers due to the Party's leader-
ship in these spheres of life.

The School and Teuching in Siberia
in the 1920s-1930s,1978, 190 PP.

The articles in the collection deal
with the organisation and guidance
of the educational system, the ma-
terial provision of school work, the
training of the teaching staff, work
on preparing curricula and teach-
ing methods, etc. Besides articles
there are reminiscences of teachers
and educators of the time, which
help us to better understand the
work of Soviet school.

The EthnograQhy ol the PeoPles of
Altai and Western Siberia, 1978,222
pp.

The collection is devoted to the
material and spiritual culture of
the peoples inhabiting a vast territ-
ory from the Sayan to the Ural
Mountains-the Tuvinians, AI-
taians, Baraba Tatars, Kets,
Khanty-Mansi.

R. G. Yanovsky, The Moulding of
the Personality of a Scientist Under
Deuelopeil Sociali,sm, 1979, 285 PP.

The author examines the influ-
ence of social, political and
economic factors on the formation
and development of the personality
of a scientist and his creative ac-

tivity.

Economics

Dynamic and. Probabili\ Optimisation
of the Economy. 1978, 368 pp.

The collection contains the re-
sults of the latest investigations of
the theoretical and methodological
problems of the economic oP'
timum and the use of optimisation

models in planning the national
economy and raising the efficiency
of social production.

E. G. Egorov, Problems ol the Reg-
ional Economy (t'rom the Example of
the North-East of the USSR), 1979,
286 pp.

The book analyses the timely
questions of methodology and
methods of defining the efficiency
of the regional economy. It also
analyses the concepts of efficiency
of social production and discusses
the methods of evaluating the ef-
fectiveness of capital investments in
the development of new regions
and the introduction of new
technique.

The Fuel und Power Complex "fSiberia. The State and Deuelopment
Trcndl 1978, 256 pp.

The book characterises the fuel
and energy resources of Siberia,
the improvement of their extrac-
tion and transportation, as well as

the greater efficiency of the utilisa-
tion of resources in the country's
economy.

A. D. Korobkin, N. B. Mironosets-
ky, Optimisation of Pkmning Produc-
tion at an Enterprise,1978, 336 pp.

The authors describe the com-
plex of optimisation plans created
in the "Sygma" automatic control
system. The module structure of
the complex makes it possible to
apply a wide spectrum of optimisa-
tion methods, dependinp; on con-
crete production conditions.

Yu. I. Maximov, Meshetl Models in
Long-Term Planning of Sectoral Sys-

tems, 1979, 143 PP.
The book discusses the problems

of the utilisation of multilevel
meshed models for long-term Plan-
ning of .the development of a

complex of interdependent sectors
of the region under study.
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Mod,elling in Economic Research,
1978, 184 pp.

The collection contains
mathematical results showing the
possibilities of a concerted optim-
isation of models of individual
economic objects at .different
levels; some classical optimisation
tasks with additional conditions
and new methods of an analysis of
socio-economic information have
also been examined.
V. K. Ozerov, Rates und Proportions
of Extend,ed Socialist Reprodu.ction in
the USSR (un Analysis with the Use ol
Enlarged Dynamic Model of Interse-
ctonrl Balance), 1978, 287 pp.

The author elaborates the
theoretical and methodological
questions of using enlarged
dynamic models of reproduction in
summary long-term economic plan-
ning. Great attention is paid to the
problem of the real information
backing to the model of a dynamic
intersectoral balance.

A. I. Panchenko, Intersectoral Com-
plexes und Target-Oriented Deuelop-
ment Programmes, 1979, 253 pp.

A system has been drawn up on
the basis of the quantitative criteria
and a logical scheme, which in-
cludes l8 intersectoral complexes
and defines their sectoral composi-
tion, internal and external connec-
tions and the aims and tasks of
functioning. Results of experimen-
tal research are cited, connected
with the elaboration of individual
elements of the development prog-
ramme of an intersectoral ag-
rarian-industrial complex.

Deaelopment Problems of the North of
the Buryat ASSR, 1979, 109 pp.

The monograph discusses the
development problems of the reg-
ions situated in the construction
zone of the Western section of the
Baikal-Amur Railway. Requisites
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are elaborated of the formation of
the North-Baikal territorial-
industrial complex on the basis of a
prcliminary comprehensive evalua-
tion of the natural resources and
geographical conditions of this vast
territory.

G. Sh. Radnayev, The Economic
Complex of the Buryat ASSR (Struc.
ture, Utilisation of Resources, Deulop-
ment Problems), 1979, 253 pp.

The monograph includes some
results of many years of investiga-
tions conducted by the author for
elaborating intersectoral produc-
tion balance sheets and the dis-
tribution of the output in the
Republic's economy, the schemes
for the development and distribu-
tion of its productive forces, as well
as the problem of raising the effi-
ciency of social production.

The Economic Deulopment of Siberia,
1978, 375 pp.

The book presents some results
of research with a view to substan-
tiating the trends, rates and struc-
ture of Siberia's economic develop-
ment. Prospects of the lon8-term
economic development of the reg-
ion are analysed; as well as
Siberia's role in the formation of
the balances of coal, non-ferrous
metals, timber and its derivatives.

The Economic Mechanism and Mrm-
ogement of Enterprises, 1979, 319 pp.

The collection examines the
principles of cost accounting and
economic incentive, the optimisa-
tion of plans and improvement of
the organisational structure of in-
dustrial management. It also dis-
cusses the modern methods of
economico-mathematical model-
ling, notably, the apparatus of
linear programming and
mathematical statistics.

R. I. Shnipper, Regional Pre-
Planning Research, 1979, 367 pp.

The author examines theoretical
and practical questions concerning
the improvement of the technology
of the first stage of territorial
planning, connected with the scien-
tific substantiation of the develop-
ment prospects of regional systems.

Economico-Statistical Mod,els in Fore-
casti,ng and, Planning Industrial Pro-
tluction, 1978, 252 pp.

The book describes the forecast-
ing of probability characteristics of
controlled economic processes; the
use of statistical procedures and
methods of the theory of image
identification in posing and analys-
ing solutions of optimisation tasks
and in aggregating economic infor-
mation; the use of computers for
economic evaluation of the natural
factors in the extractive industries.

Economic Mod.elling, 1979, l8a pp.
The collection deals with devis-

ing and utilising economic models,
general methodological problems,
and new methods and approaches
to economic instruments.

Philology

Ts. B. Budayev, Vocabularyf
Buryat Dialects t'rom a Comparatiue-
Historical Angle, 1979, 302 pp.

The author characterises the
Buryat dialects, examines timely
ciuestipns of the use of dialectisms,
in the.literary language. Rich com-
parative material is cited to illus-
trate the fr:rmation and develop-

ment of the Buryat dialects' voc-
abulary.

Siberian Russian Folk Tales About
Bogatyrs, 1979, 303 pp.
The book contains folk tales

recorded over the territory of
Siberia, commentaries and indices.

A Dictionary of Russian Diulects of
the Nouosibirsk Region, 1979, 605

Pp.
The vocabulary and phraseology

of the Siberian dialects of the
mixed type is cited, interpreted
and illustrated. The dictionary is
based on materials collected during
expeditions over the years between
1964 and 1975 in various districts
of the Novosibirsk region.

K. B. Soktoyeva, Destinies ,f the
Peoples of the USSR in Russian Souiet
Literature, 1978, la3 pp.

The author shows, on the basis
of little-known works by Russian
writers in Siberia, the innovatory
character of describing the life of
Soviet peoples and creating inter-
nationalist images which firmly es-
tablished itself in Soviet literature
in the 1920s-1970s.

A. K. Palikova, Soag.s of Cherished
Freedom. Retolutionury Poetry in
Hond-Written lournals of Eastem
Siberia in the Early 20th Century,
1978, l4l pp.

The book gives a short history of
the creation of hand-written jour-
nals, and reviews poems by
V. Kuibyshev, I. Ionov, D. Glush-
kov, P. Krivoroty, F. Lytkin, and
others.
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OUR GLOSSARY

RELATIONS OF PRODUCTION (RP) are essential ties and
relations in which people enter, irrespective of their will and
consciousness, in the process of producing material wealth, its
distribution, exchange and consumption. RP represent the social
fornr of production by means of which people acquire natural
objects. According to Marx, "the relations of production in their
totali,ty constitute what are called the social relations, society, and,
specifically, a society at a d,efi.nite stage of historical deuelopment, a
society with a peculiar, distinctive character" (K. Marx, F. Engels,
Collected Works, Moscow, 1977, Vol. 9, p. 212).

The substance of RP is determined by people's attitude to the
means of production (articles and tools of labour employed in the
process of material production)-whether they are in private or
public ,ownership. It is the type of ownership of the means of
production that conditions the method (inherent in a particular
social system) of combining direct producers with means of
production and the public form of appropriation of material and
spiritual values. That very nature and method that effects this
combination, Marx wrote, distinguish "the different economic
epochs of the structure of society from one another" (K. Marx,
Capi.tal, Moscow, l9?1, Vol. 2, pp. 36-37). On the type of
ownership of the means of production hinges the content and
concrete combination of general and partial economic interests of
members of society, its social structure, the objective purpose of
social production, the place and position of people in it. The RP,
based on private ownership, are relations of domination and
subjugation, exploitation of man by man. The historical forms of
such RP are the slave-owning, feudal and capitalist ones. The RP,
based on public, socialist ownership, represent the relations of
comradely cooperation and mutual assistance between people free
of exploitation.

The objective nature of RP is their common feature in all
socio-economic formations. In the pre-communist modes of
production RP are formed behind the producers' back and
function spontaneously. The communist mode of production (and
socialism is the first phase of scientific communism) has a
fundamentally different type of functioning of the entire system
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of RP, the type developing on a planned basis. For the first time
in history society can foresee the results of joint actions and
manage social production and at the same time improve its RP
through the cognition of objective laws and tendencies, which fact
characterises a qualitatively new stage of man's control of the
nature's forces and social relations.

SOCIALIST EMULATION (SE) is a social relation under
socialism that arises and develops on the basis of socialist property.
It is an objective economic and social law that expresses the
socialist character of labour free from exploitation, a new attitude
to work, a driving force of the socialist society's development, a
mass movement of working people for the greatest achievements
in all spheres of activity, in the production of material and cultural
wealth. Legislatively SE is formalised in the 1977 Constitution of
the USSR (Articles 8 and 15) where it is defined as a basic factor
of the growing of labour productivity, greater efficiency of
production and quality of work.

Emulation, being a property of man's social nature, manifests
itself during the cooperation of labour. Marx wrote on this score
that "where social contact begets in most industries an emulation
and a stimulation of the animal spirits that heighten the efficiency
of each individual workman" (Capitul, Vol. l, p. 309) and that
joint labour "excites emulation between individuals and raises
their animal spirits" (Ibid., p. 311).

SE, based on the relations of comradely cooperation, mutual
assistance and collectivism, differs basically from the rivalry typical
of capitalist society. According to Lenin, competition is "a struggle
of individual producers for a livelihood and for influence, for a
place in the market" (V. L Lenin, Collected Works, Moscow, Vol.
27, p. 207). Under capitalism, "competition means the incredibly
brutal suppression of the enterprise, energy and bold initiative of
the ma.ss of the population, of its overwhelming majority, of
ninety-nine out of every hundred toilers; it also means that
competition is replaced by financial fraud, nepotism, servility on
the upper rungs of the social ladder" (Ibid., Vol. 26, p. 404). As
Lenin put it, "the abolition of competition as a struggle of
producers that is connected only with the market does not at all
mean the abolition of competition-on the contrary, the abolition
of commodity production and capitalism makes it possible to
organise competition in its human instead of its brutal forms"
(Ibidem).

It was Lenin who defined the significance of emulation under
socialism. He wrote: "Far from extinguishing competition, social-
ism, on thc ('ontrary, for the first time creates the opportunity for.
crrrl>f<rvirrg il on a really wide and on a really zrass scale, for
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actually drawing the majority of working people into a field of
labour in which they can display their abilities, develop the
capacities, and reveal those talents, so abundant among the people
whom capitalism crushed, suppressed and strangled in thousands
and millions" (Ibid., Vol. 26, p.  0a).

In the developed socialist society of the USSR, SE has become
truly nationwide and covered all the spheres of labour. It is based
on the community of economic interests of society as a whole, the
collectives of working people and individual workers, society and
the individual, and is closely related to the system of national
economic planning. SE reflects the creative initiative of the
working people in the process of compiling and fulfilling state
plans for society's economic and social development, the effort of
the working people to accelerate the rate of scientific and
technological progress, to combine achievements of the scientific
and technological revolution with the advantages of the socialist
system.

Since the basic and invariable aim of SE is to secure the steady
growth and improvement of social production, the improvement
of the people's well-being, the concrete tasks it faces depend on
the specific conditions of the country's development at its every
stage. Today the main direction of SE is to mobilise the working
people to raise labour productivity as much as possible, to secure
the efficiency of social production, to reduce labour inputs, to
rationally utilise and save raw and other material resources,
improve the quality of products and the use of production assets
and capital investments.

Being a comprehensive social phenomenon that covers a wide
range of political, social, economic, moral and other aspects of
society's life, SE is a powerful means of developing'the productive
forces and relations of production.

NET PRODUCT (NP) is the new value produced by workers of an
enterprise (association), which includes wages and profit. Accord-
ing to the Marxist theory, NP is created, by live labour alone,
whereas congealed labour transfers its value to the goods
produced. NP is a monetary indicator, to be determined by
deducting from the gross output of a given enterprise (out of all
expenditures involved in production and sale of goods) material
expenditures on the raw materials, semi-manufactures, auxiliary
materials, fuel, power, etc. (i.e., the Iabour of others materialised
in these expenditures), which are used in the production process
and are the result of the performance of other enterprises. NP of
all branches of material production (industry, agriculture, trans-
port, etc.) comprises the national income.
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sclEl{TtFIC

THEMATIC

c0LLECT|0ilS

USSR ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

the following
scientific
thematic
collections
are being
prepared
for press

"Problems of the Contemporary World" Series

Deueloped Socinlism: Econornics, Politi.cs, Ideology-Eng., Fr., Ger.,
Port., Span.
The Socinlist Wrq of Life: Problems and, Prospectr-Eng., Fr., Ger.,
Port., Span.
A History of US Interuentions (in 2 vols.)-Eng., Fr., Ger., Port.,
Span.
Science and Technology: Humanisrn and Progress (in 2 vols.)-Eng.,
Fr., Ger., Span.

"Ofiental Srudies in the USSR" Series

Afghnnistan: Past and Present-Eng., Fr., Ger., Port., Russ., Span.
India: Problems of Deueloprnent-Eng.
South-East Asia: History and Our Time-Eng.
Africa: Economic Aspects of Deaelopment-Eng., Fr., Port., Span.
USSR-Africn-Eng., Fr., Port.

"Latin America: Studies by Soviet Scholars" Series

Mexico: History, Culture, Problcms of Present-Day Deaelopment (in 2
Vols.)-Span.
Lntin American Literature of the 20th Century-Span.
Pan-Americctnism: Its Historical Euolution onfl f5ssn6s-Eng., Span.
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"soviet Ethnographical Studies" Series

Cornmunity and, Its Types-Eng., Fr., Ger.
The Rocial Issue in the World, Today-Eng., Fr., Span.

Problems of Ethnic Geography and, Cartography-Eng., Fr., Ger.

Collections may be ordered through bookstores and firms handling the
Soviet publications in your country and doing business with V/O
"Mezhdunarodnaya kniga" (121200, Moscow, USSR).

A collection is put out provided the number of orders exceeds 1,000
copies.

Sample copies are sent at request to the Suial Sciences journal
subscribers.

Subscriptions for the journal Social Sciences
and orders for the thematic scientific collections

Pioneer Bookshop,
75, Bulwer Street, Perth,
West Australia 6000.

BANGLADESH

Sreejani,
74, Station Road, Chittagong;

Jatiya Shahitya Prakashani,
10, Purana Paltan, Dacca-2;

International Books
and Periodicals Center,
17, Motijheel C.A., Dacca.

BURMA

Trade Corporation No. 9,
5501552 Merchant Street,
Rangoon.

can be placed with the firms and bookshops
handling the distribution of Soviet periodicals:

AUSTRALIA

C.B.D. Library
and Subscription Service,
Box 4886, G.P.O.,
Sydney, N.S.W. 2000;
New Era Bookshop,
531, George Street,
Sydney, N.S.W. 2000;
Spring Bookshop,
Room 5, lst Floor, 37
Swanston Street,
Melbourne, Victoria 3000;
New World Booksellers,
425, Pitt Street,
Sydney, N.S.W. 2000;
International Bookshop, Pty, Ltd.,
2nd Floor,
17, Elizabeth Street,
Melbourne, Victoria 2000;
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CANADA

Ukrainska Knyha,
I162 Dundas Street West,
Toronto 3, Ont.
M6Y lx4;
Troyka Limited,
799 College Str.,
Toronto 4, Ont.; M6G lG7;
Northern Book House,
P. O. Box 1000, Gravenhurst,
Ont; POG lG0;
People's Cooperative Bookstore
Association,
353 West Pender Street,
Vancouver 3, B.C.; V6B lT3;
Progress Books,
71 Bathurst Street, 3rd Floor,
Toronto, Ont., M5V 2P6;

Librairie Nouvelles Frontiires,
I85 Est., Ontario,
Montreal P/Que. H2xlH5.

CYPRUS

Sputnik Ltd.,
Const. Paleologou 19, Nicosia;
People's Agency,
Tricoupi Str., 53c. Nicosia.

DENMARK

Akademisk Boghandel,
U niversitetsparken,
8000-Aarhus C;
Sputnik International Import
Og Boghandel,
Vester Voldgabe I l,
1552 Copenhagen K;
Rhodos International
Subsription Agency,
36, Sradgade,
DK-1401 Copenhagen K.

FINI,AND

Akateeminen Kirjakauppa,
Postilokero 128, Helsinki l0;
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Kansankulttuuri Oy,
Simonkatu 8, Helsinki l0;
Rautakirja Oy,
PL l, 01641 Vantaa 64.

GHANA

Science Spot Book Shop,
P. O. Box 10331, Accra North.

GREECE

Librairie Kauffmann,
28, rue du Stade Athens 132;

"Sinhroni Epohi",
Str. Solonos 130 Athens.

GUYANA

GNTC,
45147; Water Street,
P. O. Box 308, Georgetown.

HONG KONG

Apollo Book Co.,
27, Kimberley Road,
P. O. Box 95710, Kowloon;
Great Eastern Book Co.,
123 Henessy Road,
l3IF.P.O. Box 20005, Hong Kong.

INDIA

People's Publishing House (P)
Ltd.,
Rani Jhansi Road,
New Delhi-55;
Magazine Centre,
2nd Floor, M.C.D. Buildings
D.B. Gupta Rd. Paharganj,
New Delhi 110055;
Lok Vangmaya Griha,
190-B Khetwadi Main Road,
Bombay-4;
People's Book House,
Piramshah Manzil, Relief Road,
Ahmedabad;

Vijay Stores,
Station Road, Anand 388001;

Magazine Centre,
2nd Floor, Ganapathi Bldgs,
B.V.K. Iyengar Road,
Bangalore-560053;
People's Book House,
Opp. B.N. College
Patna-80 000, Bihar;
Manisha Granthalaya (P) Ltd.,
4/3B, Bankim Chatterjee Street,
(lalcutta- l2;
National Book Agency (P) Ltd.,
No. 2 Surya Sen Street
Calcutta-7000 I 2;

Bingsha Shatabdi,
22lA, Arabinda Sarani,
Calcutta-5;
Visalaanhdra Publishing llouse,
Chandram Bldgs,
Vijayawada-520004, A.P.;

Magazine Centre,
54 Abid Shopping Centre Lane,
(Chirag Ali), Hyderabad, 500001;

New Century
Book House (P) Ltd.,
4llB Sidco Industrial Estate,
Ambattur, Madras-600098;
Navakarnataka Publications,
Sarpabhushana Mutt Compound,
Kempegowda Circle,
Bangalore-9;
Mqgazine Centre,
56i5-6 Shatranji Mohal
Kanpur;
Prabhath Book House,
Head Office Prabhath Bldg.,
Trivandrum-24;
Vijay Stores,
62, Kalyan Bhuvan,
Ahmedabad-l;
Vijay Stores,
Rajni, lst Floor, Bhupendra Road,
Rajkot-l;
Punjab Book Centre S.C.O.,
l126-27 Sector 22-8,
Chandigarh-22.

JAMAICA
Independent Book Stores,
2, Wildman Street, Kingston W. l.

JAPAN
Nauka Ltd.,
2-30-19, Minami-Ikebukuro,
2-chome. Toshima-ku, l7l Tokyo;
Nisso Tosho Ltd.,
l-5-16, Suido.
Bunkyo-ku Tokyo;
Kaigai Publications Ltd.,
P.O. Box 5020,
Tokyo International,
Tokyo 100-31;
Far Eastern Book-Sellers'
Kanda, P.O.8.72,
Tokyo, 101-91.

IORDAN

Jordan Distribution AgencY'
P.O. Box 375, Amman.

NEPAL

Baje Ko Pasal,
Bank Road, Biratnagar, P.O. l,
Biratnagar;
International Book llouse,
11/20, Kamalakshi, Post Box 32,
Katmandu.

NETHERLANDS

"Pegasus" Boekhandel,
Leidsestraat 25, Amsterdam.

NEW ZEALAND

Progressive Book Society Ltd.'
3 Lorne Str., Auckland I.;
Technical Books Ltd.,
262 Lambton Quay, Wellington;
New Zealand Tribune,
P.O. Box l9-114, Auckland.



NORWAY

A/S Narvesens Litteraturtejenste,
Bertrand Narvesens vei 2,
Postboks 6140, Oslo 6;
Tidsskrift-Sentralen Tanum A/S,
P.O.Box 1177, Sentrum,
Oslo l;
Norsk-Sovjetrussisk Samband,
Boks l19, Ankertorger, Oslo l;
A/O Oslo Bok-og-Papirhandel,
Jacog Allsgt. 28, Oslo 3.

PAKISTAN

Standard Publishing lfouse,
Marian Hotel, Bonus Road,
Karachi-4.

P.D.R.Y:

The l4th October
Printing Publication,
Distribution
and Advertising Corporation,
P.O. Box 4227, Adei.

SINGAPORE

New Soviet Gallery pte. Ltd.,
Shop No. 1.66-1.68.
lst Floor Lucky Plaza,
304 Orchard Rd.,
Singapore-9.

SRI LANKA

People's Publishing House,
124, Kumaran Ratnam Road,
Colombo-2;
Lake House Bookshop,
100, Chittampalam Girdener
Mawatha, Colombo-2.

SUDAN

Sudanese fntercontinental
Marketing Co.,
P.O. Box 1331, Kharroum.
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SWEDEN

Wennergren-Williams AB,
Box 30004,
S-104 25, Stockholm 30;
Gumperts Bokhandel AB,
P.O.Box 346,
S-401 25 Gdteborg;
Almqvist & Wiksell,
26, Garnla Brogatan, Box 62
S-l0l 20 Stockholm;
A.B.C.E. Fritzes Kungl.
Hovbokhandel,
P.O. Box 10356,
Stockholm l6;
Gleerupska
Universitets-Bokhandel,
Lund;
Fiirbundet
Sveri ge-Sovjetunionen,
Katarinavdgen 20, ltr.,
I 16 45 Stockholm.

SYRIA

"L'Etablissement Arabe Syrien'r,
Pour la Distribution des
Imprim6s "Cham"
B.P. 4902, Damas, Syrie

TANZANIA

Tanganyika Standard
(Newspapers) Ltd.,
P.O.Box 9033,
Dar es Salaam.

UNITED KINGDOM

Central Books Ltd.,
14 The Leathermarket,
London SEl, 3ER;
Collet's Holdings Ltd.,
Denington Estate,
Wellingborough Northants,
NN 82 Ot.
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USA

Four Continent Book Corporation,
149 Fifth Ave., New York,
N.Y. 10010;

Imported Publications Inc.,
320 West Ohio Street,
Chicago, Illinois 60610;

Stechert-Macmillan Inc.,
7250 Westfield Avenue,
Pennsauken, New Jersey 08110;
EBSCO Subscription Services,
l7-19 Washington Avenue,
Tenafly, New Jersey O7670;
Znanie Book Store,
5237 Geary Boulevard,
San Francisco, Ca. 94118.
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FOR THE SOVIET VIEW ON WORLD AFFAIRS
READ NEW TIMES

A panorama of the world ol today lor the reader ol today

People in more than 100 countries read New limes to obtain a
rounded-out picture of the world scene, to keep abreast of developments
week by week. Political leaders and economic experts, prominent
scientists and.journalists, Soviet and foreign, discuss the foreign policy
of the Soviet Union and world affairs in general. The magazin-e iarrie6
news analyses, articles on art, culture and science, -travel notes;
o_n-the-spot reports from its correspondents in Berlin, Belgrade, New
York, Bo-nn, London, Lima, Tokyo, Delhi, Cairo, Algiers and Lusaka, full
texts of Soviet policy statements, treaties, and documents of internaiional
organisations. New Times is published weekly in Russian, English,
French, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Polish, Czech and Arabic.
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For subscriptions apply to any bookshop or firm distributing Soviet
publications in your country and having buslness relations with V/O
" Mezh d u n arod n aya Kn iga".

New Times always makes an interesting reading!

PEOPLE,

EVENTS,

FAC'IS.
Soviet newspapers
and magazines
give you first-hand
information
about the USSR.

Soviet periodicals
highlight key events of political and social life,
the Iatest achievements of Soviet science,
technology and culture,
the sport news.

The export catalogue of V/O "Mezhdunarodnaya l(niga"
includes more than 6,500 editions. The magazines The Sooiet
Union, Sooiet U(oman, Sputnik, TraaeL to the USSR, Soaiet
Literature, International Affairs, Nea Times, XX Centurg and
Peace, Far Eastern Affairs, The Ukraine, Soaiet Military Reaiea,
Socialism: Theory and Practice, Social Sciences, Socialism:
Principles, Practice, Perspectiaes, Latin America, Culture and
Lif e, Soaiet Film, Sport in the USSR, Foreign Trade, Asia and
Africa Todag and the newspapers Moscoa Neas and News from
the Ukraine are published in many languages.

For subscriptions apply to bookshops and firms in your country which
have business dealings with

V/O "Mezhdunarodnaya (niga",
3t2134, Smolenskaga-Sennaga pl., Moscoa 121200, USSR

Tel. 244-10-22. Telex 7160
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